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GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
OFFICE OF INTERDISCIPLINARY PROGRAMS 
205 OLD CIVIL ENGINEERING BUILDING 
ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30332 
ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCES CENTER 	 BIOENGINEERING CENTER 
(404) 894-2375 
	
(404) 894-2375 
DATE: 	August 15, 1984 
TO: 	James Hardeman, Program Manager 
Environmental Radiation Program 
Environmental Protection Division viDNR 
FROM: 	Bernd Kahn, Director, 
Environmental Resour6es Center 
SUBJECT: Monthly Report of Activities for the State by the Environmental 
Radiation Laboratory, July, 1984 
The results of radionuclide analyses are reported for the 
following sample types that were processed this month: 
Environmental radionuclide monitoring at nuclear 
facilities by DNR staff 
Other environmental radionuclide monitoring by DNR 
staff 
Radioactivity monitoring by DHR staff 
Monitoring by DNR staff of Community Water Systems 
Environmental radiation monitoring at nuclear 
facilities by DNR staff 
Tables 1-18 
Table 19 
Table 20 
Table 21 
Table 22 
Of the samples collected in the environment at nuclear 
facilities, the following contained radioactivity that may be attributed 
to the facility: 
Table 1 	---Cs-137 in one grass sample at the Hatch 
Nuclear Plant. 
Tables 14-17 	---H-3 in milk, rainwater, surface water, grass 
and fish at the Savannah River Plant. 
All other radionuclides in Tables 1-18 are attributed to fallout or the 
natural radiation background. All samples collected for the NRC project 
are indicated by asterisks in the appropriate tables. 
The samples of beach sand from various locations in Table 19 
included some with slightly elevated levels of Ra-226 and Ra-228, but 
none that were significantly elevated. 
The smears submitted for LS counting by DHR staff included a 
few that were slightly elevated in the H-3 and C-14 energy windows (see 
Table 20). 
Radioactivity results for community supplies, compiled in Table 
20, include completed values for samples WS4020-4040 and partial data for 
samples WS4041-4166. The following completed samples have radium levels 
above the guidelines of 5 pCi/1: 
WS 4030 	Seminole MHP 
WS 4031 Brittany Harbor #2 
4035 
4039 
WS 4034 	Royal Court MHP 
High uranium concentrations (> 15 pCi/l) were found in the 
following: 
WS 4031 
4035 
4039 
WS 4033 
4034 
WS 4037 
WS 4040 
Brittany Harbor #2 
Royal Court 
Seminole MHP 
Molena 
In the samples to be completed, elevated radium levels were 
found in: 
WS 4083 	Alapaha 
WS 4092 Attapulgus 
WS4107 	Pine Hill TP 
TLD measurements obtained in the vicinity of Plant Hatch and at 
background locations are reported in Table 22. Ranges of exposure were: 
Location 
	
Near Plant 	 Background  
Plant Hatch 
	
31-66 mR/yr 	 43-70 MR/yr 
None of the values are attributed to plant operation. Some of the 
background stations at Plant Hatch appear to be at locations with an 
unsuitable elevated natural radiation exposure relative to the near-plant 
locations. 
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To check the H-3 levels determined in milk collected from the 
environment of the Savannah River Plant, concentrations measured recently 
were compared with the values determined by SRP staff. The following 
comparisons, in units of pCi/liter, were obtained by telephone: 
June 1984 	 July 1984 
SRP This Lab SRP This Lab 
Gracewood 920 700+300 700 700+200 
Waynesboro 270 <300 390 200+200 
Girard 340 500+200 <300 <300 
All values are consistent within the indicated standard deviation values. 
This intercomparison will be continued another month. 
The normal procedures for counting room detection systems are 
described here. Beginning this month, standards, controls, backgrounds, 
and other calibrations will not be included in the number of analysis. 
These numbers represent sample analyses and their duplicates, when 
required. They are not necessarily identical with the samples for which 
results are reported because some of the latter were analyzed in other 
months. 
	
1. 	Quality Control for Ge(Li). 
A. Daily calibration with NBS standard to confirm Cs-137 and 
Co-60 peak channels, resolution (FWHM) and counts per 
second at 1332.5 KeV. Standard is counted in both Ge(Li) 
systems for 1,000 seconds. Results are plotted against 
2-Sigma limits. 
B. Weekend backgrounds for 200,000 second on Ge(Li)s. 
Results are plotted against 2-sigma limits for resolution, 
and counts in channel 101-110 and 1101-1200, and in K40 
Peak channel. RAP is run to determine presence of 
radiation other than background. 
C. EPA blind samples are counted. 
2. 	Quality Control for wide Beta and Gamma Tech (Low-background 
alpha/beta counters). 
A. Daily calibration of planchets standards Sr90-3, Sr90-4 
and Am241-5 are counted for 1 minute (repeated several 
times). 
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B. Every fifth samples is a clean planchet for counting beta 
and alpha particle backgrounds. Results are plotted 
against 2-sigma limits. 
	
3. 	Quality Control for Liquid Scintillation (LS233 system). 
Daily calibration is performed by counting reference 
background and standards C-14 and H-3 for 100 minutes. 
Results are plotted against 2-sigma limits. 
4. 	Quality Control for Harshaw TLD Reader 
A. Biweekly, 5 TLD chips are read which were exposed to 
10 ug Ra226 in a special jig for 336 hours. Results 
of mr/HR are plotted against 2-sigma limits. 
B. Every 6 months, TLDs are read which were exposed to 
natural radiation at front and back yards of a residence. 
C. Participate in the annual International Environmental 
Dosimeter Intercomparison Project. 
5. 	Quality Control for coincidence system 
A. Periodic calibration is performed with 1-131 on a button. 
1-131 is obtained from a local Nuclear Pharmacy. 
Verification of 1-131 activity is obtained from counting 
1-131 on Tan Ge(Li) system. 
B. Daily calibration is performed using Ra226 button 
counting for 10 minutes, repeated 3 times. 
6. 	Quality Control for FS-8 Scaler with pancake probe in shield 
A. Planchet standard Sr90-4 is counted daily in top shelf 
for 1 minute and repeated 5 times. Results are plotted 
against 2-sigma limits for beta. 
B. A clean planchet is counted for 9000 seconds for 
background readings. Results are plotted against 
2-sigma limits 
7. 	Quality control for alpha scintillation counters. 
Pu--239 point standard is counted monthly. 
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Sample Types Analyzed in Month 
Sample Type 	 Analyzed in Month  
Community Water supplies 	 88 
Nuclear facilities 	 245 
DHR surveys 	 13 
DNR surveys 	 21 
Quality control - EPA 	 6 
Total 	 373 
water filter 
Number of Samples Analyzed in Month 
cartridge 	milk 	veg. 	sediment 	animals smears TLD 
gross 
alpha 
93 6 
gross 
beta 
25 10 
gamma 
spectra 
14 10 5 9 11 28 4 
H-3 21 7 3 4 
Sr-89/90 8 10 
1-131 8 7 
Ra-226 11 
Ra-228 4 
U 8 
Pu 
dose 54 
other H-3, 13 
C-14, P-32 
other 
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Table 1 
Radioactivity Levels in Grass Samples from the 
Environment of the Hatch Nuclear Plant 
Sample 	 Dry wt./ 	Radionuclide Concentration, pCi/kg  
No. Location 	Wet wt. Cs-137 	 Be-7  
B1087 	TLD 16 	0.33 	 460 	 1,900 
B1088 	TLD 20 	0.36 	 <80 	 2,000 
B1089 	TLD 22 	0.37 	 130 	 1,400 
B1090 	TLD 28 	0.35 	 150 	 1,400 
B1091 	TLD 44 	0.38 	 1,800 	 930 
B1092 	TLD 45 	0.36 	 <80 	 2,700 
B1106* 	Station #5 	0.28 	 6,600 	 3,200 
81107* 	Station #21 	0.33 	 <80 	 4,500 
Notes: 1. Samples 1087-1092 were collected on July 10, 1984; samples 
B1106-1107 were collected on July 20, 1984, by Georgia 
Power Co. staff. 
2. No other man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were 
detected. Be-7 is formed in nature. 
Table 2 
Radioactivity Levels in Water Samples from the 
Environment of the Hatch Nuclear Plant 
Sample 	 Gross alpha, 	Gross, beta, 	H-3, 	1-131, 
No. Location 	pCi/1 pCi/1 pCi/1 pCi/1  
B1093 	TLD 22, surface 	<2 	3 + 2 	<200 
B1094 	TLD 48, surface 	<2 	3 + 2 	<200 
B1098* 	Station # 170 	2 + 2 	4 + 2 	<300 	<1 
B1099* 	Station # 172 	5 + 2 	9 + 2 	<300 	<2 
B1108* 	Station # 170 	4 + 3 	7 + 2 	<200 	<0.7  
B1109* 	Station # 172 	 <2 	4 + 2 	<200 	<0.7 
Notes. 1. Samples B1093-1094 were collected on July 10, 1984; samples 
B1098-1099 were collected May 23-June 27, 1984, by Georgia Power 
Co. staff. 
2. 1-131 was calculated as of the final day of the collection period. 
3. No man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were detected in the 
samples. 	(Cs-137 <20 pCi/1). 
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Table 3 
Radioactivity Levels in Milk Samples from the 
Environment of the Hatch Nuclear Plant 
Sample 	 Sr-89, 	Sr-90, Cs-137, 	K, 	H-3, 	1-131, 
No. Location 	pCi/1 pCi/1 	pCi/1 g/1 pCi/1 pCi/1  
B1095* 	GSP 	 <5 	2 	<6 	1.4 	<200 	<2 
B1096* 	Williamson 	<5 	4 	<10 	1.8 	<2 	<1 
81097* 	Johnson Bros. 	<5 	<2 	<6 	1.7 	<200 	<1 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected on July 2, 1984, by Georgia Power 
Company staff. 
2. No other radionuclides were detected (Ba-140 <20 pCi/1). 
I 
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Table 4 
Radioactivity Levels in Air Samples from the 
Environment of the Hatch Nuclear Plant 
81101* 
B1102* 
Radionuclide concen-
tration, 	pCi/m3 
Sample 
Type Location 
Volume, 
m3 1-131 
Gross 
beta 
Cartridge Dead River 2747 <0.003 
Paper filter Rd. 0.008 
Cartridge Plant 2526 <0.003 
Paper filter Hatch 0.013 
Cartridge Substation 5624 <0.003 
Paper filter 0.008 
Sample 
No. 
B1100* 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected on July 13, 1984,after 31-day 
sampling. 
2. No other man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were 
detected in the cartridges. 
1 1 
Table 5 
Radioactivity Levels in Quarterly Composite Air Filters 
from the Environment of the Hatch Nuclear Plant 
Sample 
 *B1103 
*B1104 
*B1105 
Location Dates, 	1984 
Volume, Cs-137 Concentration, 
m3 	 pCi/m3 
Plant Hatch May-June 5033 <0.3 
Substation May-June 10622 <0.3 
Dead River May-June 7254 <0.3 
Rd. 
Notes: 1. Two or three filters collected successively at the 
same location were analyzed by gamma-ray spectrometry. 
See earlier reports and Table 4 for gross beta 
activity in individual filters and collection dates. 
2. No other photon-emitting radionuclides were detected 
except naturally occurring Be-7. 
Sample No. 
B1070, 1075, 
B1071, 1076, 
Notes: 1. 
2. 
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Table 6 
Radioactivity Levels in Water Composites from the 
Environment of the Hatch Nuclear Plant 
Location Dates collected 
Sr-89, 
pCi/1 
Sr-90, 
pCi/1 
1098 #170 April, 	May, 	June, 
1984 
<5 <2 
1099 #172 April, 	May, 	June, <5 <2 
1984 
Composites were prepared with equal amounts of each 
sample. 
Other results of analyses are given in previous 
monthly reports and Table 2. 
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Table 7 
Radioactivity Levels in Air Samples from the 
Environment in Georgia of the Farley Nuclear Plant 
Sample 
No. 	Sample Type 
F789* 	Cartridge 
Paper Filter 
F790 * 	Cartridge 
Paper Filter 
Volume, 
Location 
	
m3 
Great Southern 1459 
Paper Co. 
Blakely Water 	2786 
Tower 
Radionuclide Concen-  
tration, pCi/mJ  
Gross 
1-131 	beta 
<0.003 
<0.003 
0.007 
0.020 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected on June 26, 1984 after 26-day 
sampling. 
2. No other man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were 
detected in the cartridges. 
Table 8 
Radioactivity Levels in Water Samples from 
the Environment in Georgia of the Farley Nuclear Plant 
14 
Location 
Gross Alpha, 
pCi/1 
Gross Beta, 
pCi/1 
H-3, 
pCi/1 
1-131, 
pCi/1 
Great Southern <2 2+2 <200 
Paper Company 
WRB-M5-0684 <2 2+2 <300 <1 
WRI - M5-0684 <2 3+2 <300 <1 
Sample 
No. 
F791 
F795* 
F796* 
Notes: 1. Sample F791 was collected May 31-June 26, 1984; samples 
F795-796 were collected during July by Alabama Power Company 
staff. 
2. 1-131 was calculated as of the final day of the collection 
period. 
3. No man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were detected in 
these samples (Cs-137 <20 pCi/1). 
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Table 9 
Radioactivity Levels in Quarterly Composite Air Filters from the 
Environment in Georgia of the Farley Nuclear Plant 
Sample 	 Dates, Volume, 
No. 	Location 	1984 	m3 	Cs-137 concentration, fCi/m3  
*792 	Great So. April, 	5177 	 <0.3 
Paper Co. 	June 
*793 	Blakely 	April, 	5861 	 <0.3 
Water June 
Tower 
Notes: 1. Two or three filters collected successively at the 
same location were analyzed by gamma-ray spectrometry. 
See earlier reports and Table 7 for gross beta 
activity in individual filters and collection dates. 
2. No other photon-emitting radionuclides were detected 
except naturally occurring Be-7. 
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Table 10 
Radioactivity Levels in Milk Sample from the 
Environment in Georgia of the Farley Nuclear Plant 
Sample 	 Sr-89, Sr-90, Cs-137 	K, 	H-3, 	1-131, 
No. Location 	pCi/1 	pCi/1 	pCi/1 g/1 pCill pCi/1  
F794* 	Silcox 	<5 	<2 	<10 	1.5 	<200 	<2 
MB-1110-M5 
070284 
Notes: 1. Sample was collected on July 2, 1984, by Alabama Power 
Company staff. 
2. No other radionuclides were detected (Ba-140 <20 pCi/1). 
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Table 11 
Radioactivity Levels in Grass Samples from the Environment 
In Georgia of the Farley Nuclear Plant 
	
Dry wt/ 	Radionuclide concentration, pCi/kg  
Sample No. 	Location 	Wet wt. Cs-137 	 Be-7  
F797* 	FB-1218-Q5 	0.28 	 <110 	 2,800 
071084 
F798* 	FI-1601-Q5 	0.24 	 <110 	 2,400 
071084 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected on July 10, 1984 by Alabama 
Power Company staff. 
2. No other man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were 
detected. Be-7 is formed in nature. 
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Table 12 
Radioactivity Levels in Water Composites from the Environment in 
Georgia of the Farley Nuclear Plant 
Sr-89, 	Sr-90, 
Sample No. 	Location 	Dates collected 	pCi/1 pCi/1  
F783, 786, 	Background 	April, May, June, 	<5 	<2 	. 
795 	 1984 
F782, 787, 	Indicator 	April, May, June, 	<5 	<2 
796 	 1984 
Notes: 	1. Composites were prepared with equal amounts of each 
sample. 
2. Other results of analyses are given in previous 
monthly reports and Table 8. 
Table 13 
Radioactivity Levels in Quarterly Composite Air Filters from the 
Environment in Georgia of the Savannah River Plant 
Ga. 	Welcome April-June 5557 <0.3 
Center 
Hargrove April-June 6663 <0.3 
Augusta May-June 4496 <0.3 
Girard April-June 7682 <0.3 
GPC 
simulator 
May-June 4959 <0.3 
Waynesboro May-June 3428 <0.3 
Notes: 1. Two or three filters collected successively at the 
same location were analyzed by gamma-ray 
spectrometry. See earlier reports for gross beta 
activity in individual filters and collection dates. 
2. No other photon-emitting radionuclides were detected 
except naturally occurring Be-7. 
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Sample 
No. 	Location 	June, 1984 	Volume m3 	Cs-137 concentration, fCi/m3 
*SR1558 
*SR1559 
*SR1560 
*SR1561 
*SR1562 
*SR1563 
20 
Table 14 
Radioactivity Levels in Water Samples from the 
Environment in Georgia of the Savannah River Plant 
SR1565 
SR1566 
SR1567 
SR1572 
SR1573 
SR1574 
SR1575 
SR1576 
SR1577 
SR1578 
SR1582 
Inches 
Location 	rainfall 
Gross 
alpha, 
pCi/l 
Gross 
beta, 
pCi/1 
H-3, 
pCi/1 
1-131, 
pCi/1 
Waynesboro, 
rain 
2.8 <1 <2 <300 -- 
GPC 	simulator, 
rain 
3.3 <1 <2 <200 
Hargrove Rd, 
rain 
1.2 <1 <2 <200 
Welcome Sta., 
rain 
0.5 <2 10+2 <200 
RM 	146.7 <2 2+2 2,100+200 ---- 
RM 	150.4 <2 <2 600+200 ---- 
RM 151.2 <2 3+2 800+300 ---- 
Port Wentworth 
raw composite 
<1 <3 2,600+300 ---- 
N. 	Augusta, 
raw composite 
<2 2+2 <300 
Savannah R., 	R-2 <2 2+2 500+200 <0.6 
Savannah R., 	R-10 - <2 3+2 3,500+300 <0.6 
I&D Water Supply - <2 2+2 3,300+300 <3 
Port Wentworth 
Sample 
No. 
SR1564 
Notes: 1. Samples SR1564-1567 were collected May 29-June 20, 
1984; samples SR1572-1576 were collected June 5 
July 9, 1984, by Georgia Power Company staff; samples 
samples SR1577-1578 were collected on July 10, 1984, 
by Savannah River Plant staff; sample SR1582 was 
collected July 4-10, 1984. 
2. 1-131 was calculated as of the final day of the 
collection period. 
3. No man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were 
detected in samples SR1572-1578 and 1582 (Cs-137 <20 
pCi/1). 
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Table 15 
Radioactivity Levels in Fish Samples from the Environment in 
Georgia of the Savannah River Plant 
Sample 
No. Location Type 
Dry wt. 
Wet wt. 
H-3, 
pCi/1 
Cs-137 Concentration, 
pCi/kg 
SR1568 RM147.5 Redbreast 0.24 300+200 520 
Sunfish 
SR1569 RM154.6 Redbreast 0.27 2,600+300 320 
Sunfish 
SR1570 RM147.5 Largemouth 
bass 
0.31 500+200 310 
SR1571 Rm156.4 Largemouth 
bass 
0.31 2,100+200 150 
Note: 1. Samples were collected on July 11, 1984 by Georgia 
Power Co. staff. 
2. No other man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were 
detected. 
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Table 16 
Radioactivity Levels in Milk Samples from the Environment in 
Georgia of the Savannah River Plant 
Sample 
No Location 
Sr-89, 
pCi/1 
Sr-90, 	Cs-137, 
pCi/1 pCi/1 
K, 
9/1 
H-3, 
pCi/1 
1-131, 
pCi/1 
SR1579 Gracewood <5 2 <10 1.7 700+200 <1 
SR1580 Waynesboro <5 <2 <6 1.8 200+200 <1 
SR1581 Girard <5 4 <6 2.0 500+200 <1 
Notes: 1. Samples were collectd on July 12, 1984, by Savannah 
River Plant staff. 
2. No other radionuclides were detected (Ba-140 <20 
pCi/1). 
Table 17 
Radioactivity Levels in Grass Samples from the Environment in 
Georgia of the Savannah River Plant 
Sample Dry wt/ H-3, Radionuclide concentration,pCi/kg 
No. Location Wet wt. pCi/1 Cs-137 Be-7 
SR1583 GPC 
simulator 
0.33 1,300+300 84 2,100 
SR1584 Waynesboro 0.21 1,000+300 <70 6,200 
SR1585 Hancock 0.29 1,000+300 120 3,500 
Landing 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected on July 24, 1984, by Georgia 
Power Company staff. 
2. No other man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were 
detected. Be-7 is formed in nature. 
1 
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Table 18 
Radioactivity Levels in Water Composites from the Environment in 
Georgia of the Savannah River Plant 
Sample Nos. 
SR 1452, 1518, 
1536 
SR 1453, 1519, 
1537 
SR 1454, 1520, 
1538 
SR 1455, 1522, 
1540 
Sr-89, Sr-90, 
Location Dates collected pCi/1 pCi/1 
RW 146.7 April, 	May, June, 
1984 
<5 <2 
RW 150.4 April, 	May, 	June, 
1984 <5 <2 
RW 151.2 April, 	May, 	June, 
1984 
<5 <2 
Port 
Wentworth 
April, 	May, 	June, 
1984 
<5 <2 
Notes: 1. Composites were prepared with equal amounts of each 
sample. 
2. Other results of analyses are given in previous 
monthly reports and Table 14. 
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Table 19 
Radioactivity Levels in Sand Samples from Coastal Georgia 
Sample 	Identifi- Dry wt/ Radionuclide concentration, pCi/kg  
No. cation 	Wet wt. 	K-40 	Ra-226 	Ra-228  
S2380 	#1 	0.81 	3,100 	2,200 	3,200 
S2381 	#2 	0.84 	2,000 	2,400 	2,600 
S2382 	#3 	0.87 	1,600 	1,300 	1,000 
S2383 	#4 	0.99 	2,800 	400 	200 
S2384 	#5 	0.99 	3,100 	1,100 	800 
S2385 	#6 	0.83 	5,300 	400 	<200 
S2386 	#7 	0.84 	4,300 	500 	<200 
S2387 	#8 	0.89 	2,400 	700 	400 
S2388 	#9 	0.95 	2,500 	400 	<200 
S2389 	#10 	0.96 	1,700 	600 	400 
S2390 	#11 	0.86 	2,600 	1,300 	1,000 
S2391 	#12 	0.96 	2,100 	2,800 	2,300 
S2392 	#13 	0.94 	1,500 	1,200 	1,000 
S2393 	#14 	0.96 	1,900 	300 	<200 
S2394 	#15 	0.92 	1,500 	2,900 	2,900 
S2395 	#16 	0.98 	2,100 	500 	<200 
S2396 	#17 	0.79 	6,800 	300 	<200 
S2397 	#18 	0.80 	5,100 	600 	<200 
S2398 	#19 	0.80 	5,100 	200 	<200 
S2399 	#20 	0.89 	2,700 	2,400 	3,000 
S2400 	#21 	0.95 	3,400 	2,200 	2,700 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected on July 25-27, 1984. 
2. No other man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were 
detected, (Cs-137 <80 pCi/kg). 
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Table 20 
Radioactivity Levels in Smears from Georgia State University 
	
H-3, 	C-14, 	P-32, 
Sample No. 	Identification 	pCi/smear pCi/smear pCi/smear 
S2367 	 1 	 <2 	 <2 	 <1 
S2368 	 2 	 <2 	 <2 	 <1 
S2369 	 3 	 3+2 	 <2 	 <1 
S2370 	 4 	 <2 	 <2 	 <1 
S2371 	 5 	 <2 	 <2 	 <1 
S2372 	 6 	 10+2 	11+2 	 <2 
S2373 	 7 	 <2 	 <2 	 <1 
S2374 	 8 	 8+2 	 <2 	 <1 
S2375 	 9 	 9+2 	 <2 	 <1 
S2376 	 10 	 13+2 	49+2 	 <3 
S2377 	 11 	 6+2 	 <2 	 <1 
S2378 	 12 	 container empty 
S2379 	 control 	 <2 	 <2 	 <1 
Notes: 1. Samples were styrofoam packing material collected on 
July 10, 1984, by DHR personnel. 
2. Samples were compared with H-3, C-14, P-32 standards, 
and calculated as such. C-14 results could also be 
S-35, for example. 
B* cam WATER SUPPLY 
)2915846 CUM SEMINOLE mama IEEE 
2915846 CLARICE SEMINOLE MILE TIME 
D3103130 aAYTON ROYAL COURT MOBILE P 
13103130 CLAYTON ROYAL COURT MOBILE P 
D5605146 FAYETTE MOMS 
:05146 FA)FrIl 13RCCKS 
15916422 EPARICLE ERrITANY HARBOR !2 
V316422 FRANKLIN BRITTANY HARBOR !2 
2916422 FRAIELIN BRITTANY HARBOR !2 
:6907CO3 HALL LAKE LAMER SAILING 
X69 7003 FALL TAKE LANIER SAILING 
)9315815 LIMICIN BUTLERS MOBILE POE 
19315815 TIMMER BUTLERS MOBILE HIE 
11410444 PIKE MOLENA 
11410444 PIKE MOLENA 
11410444 PIKE MOLENA 
11410444 PIKE MOLENA,CTTY CF 
13624205 IBMS SUGANCOD ESTATES NH 
13629915 TIEMAS TINY ACM MOBILE H) 
15213353 1,EBSTER WT ON 
5913714 worn WIARNIEK 
WELL 
# 
an 
DATE 
LAB 
DATE 'TYPE 
MOSS 
ALPHA 
AL 
RA- 
226 
Pa/L 
RA- 
228 
PCl/L 
URANIUt 
Pa/L 
1 840904 8405 6 201- 2 12.7 1.3 21 1- 
0 640504 8405 6 264- 2 3.7 < 1.0 244- 
0 840503 8405 6 164- 2 4.7 < 1.0 19+-  
0 840503 845 6 19+- 2 6.3 1.7 20-i- 
o 840503 8405 6 4 2.0 2.2 784- 1( 591 
604- 0 840503 8405 6 5 1.9 1.1 814-1( 
0 840502 8405 6 274-- 4 10.8 < 1.0 22-1- 
2 840502 8405 6 254- 4 11.7 1.4 20+- 
1 840502 8405 6 274- 3 11 2 < 1.0 174- 	' 
o 8,40503 8405 6 144- 2 0.4 < 1.0 19+- 
0 840503 8405 6 144- 2 02 < 1.0 15-I- 	' 
o 840503 e405 6 < 2 
0 840503 8405 6 < 1 
0 840503 8405 6 69+- 5 2.1 < 1.0 ,-,--- 	1: 
2 840503 8405 6 464- 4 1.5 < 1.0 57-1- 
1 840503 8405 6 3+- 1 
4 840503 8405 3 1364- 8 - 1 < 1.0 1714- 1, 
1 840425 8405 1 2+- 1 
0 840425 8405 1 < 3 
0 840425 8405 1 < 3 
2 840424 8405 1 < 3 
W 
-1A
tI
Ot
tt
A,1
,1,
gD
P, il
l 
Table 21 
RADIOACTIVITY IN CaffUNITY WATER alFPLIES REPORT 111': 8405 ... MAY COMPLETE 	 ... PACE 	1 
: TYPE -1,0 ,1ST CCFERDEILE ; 241PE.AT COMPOSITE ; I IPEAT SINGLE ; 3=REPEAT QUARTERLY ; 4=NEW SCREEN ; E=CITHER 
: COLLECT DATE TYPES -1,0,2,5 = COMPOSITE DATE OR END COLLECTION DATE 
RADIOACTIVITY IN COMMUNITY WATER SUPPLIES REPORT PT: 8406 	JUNE INDMPLEIE 	 ... PALE 	1 
111., DOLL LAB 	GROSS 	RA- 	RA- 
ID// 	ocum 	WATER SUPPLY 	 W # DATE DATE TYPE ALPHA 226 229 	MANIC 
	
PCl/L 	PCl/L Fa/L PC:IA 
)3300109 BACON AL mA l/ 9 1 840510 8406 1 24- 2 
)0300294 BACON HicliAND PAW aJBDIV 41114 840510 8406 1 < 2 
x600e28 BARTOw WARM TRAILER PARK 4047 1 840502 80 4 < 3 
)1000466 BERIEN ALAPAHA ,CITY CF 4033 1 840524 8406 3 5+- 2 8.4 
D1000484 BERRIEN NAffivILIE 4078 o 840529 8406 1 < 2 
)1C01271 BERRIEN =MOD MOBILE LICE 4074 1 840524 8406 1 < 3 
31101463 BIBS trAcoN TRAMP PARK 4056 o 8405183 8406 1 1+- 	1 
71100649 BEM ENE ACRES MOBILE Ho 4051 o 840516 8406 1 1l- 
71400871 FROCKS SHADY ACRES SJEDIVIS 4071 840605 8406 1 < 2 
A400ee0 MOcKS TpcuivILLE MOBILE FE 4086 1 840605 8406 1 < 3 
71801483 Buns GEORGIA DIAGNOSTIC 4087 3 84c607 8406 4 < 1 
71801483 Buns GEORGIA DIAGNOSTIC 4088 2 840617 8406 4 < 2 
71801483 El= GEORGIA DIAGNOSTIC 4089 1 840607 8406 4 < 1 
A801483 BUIS GEORGIA DIAGN0SITC 4093 4 8406/7 8406 4 < 1 
2001531 CPEDEN KINGMAN) 4094 o 840614 8406 1 < 2 
2C24247 CAPIEN NAVAL EASE SUPPORT 4041 1 840517 8406 4 < 4 
D2527348 CHATHAM CHATHAM CO PARKWAY 40770 1 840511 8406 4 < 2 
2502123 CHATHAM CCTIONVALE EnATEB 4066 1 840515 8406 1 < 2 
D2502132 aiamiti ryams %W.W.< MOBILE 4061 1 840515 8406 1 < 2 
D2514388 CHATHAM GOERGETOWN SD 4109 0 81E620 84C6 1 < 2 
3252293 CHAIM GROVE PQM MOETT F. E 4067 1 840515 8406 1 < 2 
2502257 CHATHAM LARCIFICNT 4085 1 840606 8406 1 < 2 
D2502345 CHATHAM Marl mcBTLE HONE 4076 1 840606 e406 1 < 2 
025Ce381 CHATHAM SK[DAWAY MOBILE MTh 4052 2 840515 8406 1 	. < 2 
:2502406 cam& SOUTHSIDE MOBILE EST 4o54 1 840515 8406 1 < 2 
a2502020 CHATHAM DaTIIIRN FOUNTAIN 14. 4082 1 840E05 84C6 1 < 2 
2504144 ai.AnAm WHTTEFTELD MOBTI E H) 4048 1 240515 2406 1 < 2 
73203146 CLINCH HarsmILLE 4106 0 840614 8406 1 < 3 
)3403317 COFFEE AmERCEE 4065 1 e40510 8406 1 < 3 
)4304158 TEcAluR ATTAPuLcus 4032 2 84060/7 8406 3 14+- 2 11.2 < 1.0 34- 
)4904682 EARLY JAKIN  	4059 0 840417 8406 1 < 3 
5916501 IRAN= BRITTANY HARBOR Why.r 4080 o 840502 8406 3 44- 2 1.8 
63C6248 GLYNN YOUTH BOYS turATE IN 4105 0 240619 8406 1 < 2 
6506491 GRADY CAIRO 4055 7 840510 8406 1 < 2 
6c27357 HALL BANKS MOUNTAIN SD 4068 1 840510 8406 4 < 1 
6911038 HALL LANIER VALLEY SUEDIV 4057 o 840508 e406 1 < 1 
6916124 HALL LAKE LAND ER MOBILE H 4060 o 840508 8406 1 < 2 
697366 HALL SINGLETON MP 4093 1 840615 8406 4 2+- 	1 
7023106 MUCK WOODLAND VALLEY SD 4063 0 840508 8406 1 < 3 
7807814 JACKSON NIG-11,50N WATER ASSO 4084 o 840504 8406 3 44- 	1 0.4 
8826885 LEE McRGAN ESTATES S) 4045 1 840511 8406 4 < 2 
8920884 LIBERTY FLCITES MOBILE HOME 4095 2 843613 8406 1 < 2 
89270w LIFERly Gum BRANCH MEP 4042 0 840505 8406 4 < 2 
203972 LoWNIM GREEN VALLEY MOBILE  4050 0 840522 8406 1 < 2 
9220064 DOMES GREENBRIAR I.:::fAIIS 4077 1 840418 8406 1 < 3 
2149149 LOWNDM PARKER MMS SUBDIV 4064 1 840418 8406 1 24- 2 
9224048 LOWNDES REFIERTON,ICWN OE 4075 1 840419 8406 1 2+- 2 
3209106 MOTES STALVEY TRAILER PARK 4043 4 840524 840€ 4 < 2 
7109712 MITCHELL =MN WATER ASS) 4104 1 840512 8406 1 2+- 2 
)822745 mom ERCCKWODE knATES 4044 3 840418 8406 4 < 2 
1724561 PUTNAM SUGAR CREEK S0 4046 2 840516 8406 4 < 3 
1: TYPE 	 021PDSii1; ; 2ZEPEAT CCFRSTIE ; 14REPEAT SMILE ; -.REPEAT QUARTERLY ; 4=NEW SCREEN ; 6=cIHER 
: COLLECT DATE TYPES -1,0,2,5 = 031F08riE DATE OR END OOLLELTION DATE 
RADIOACTIVITY IN CCVMUNITY WATER SUPPLIES REPORT ET: 8406 ... JUNE INCCITLFIE 	 ... PAM 	2 
WELL COLL TAB 	GROSS 	RA- 	M- 
EC# 	aunt 	WATER SUPPLY 	 W # DATE DATE TYPE AIM 2?b 228 URANIU 
	
PCl/L 	PCl/L .PCl/L 	PAIL 
12711335 StEPHE)E man 4103 0 840615 8406 1 < 1 
13611924. MIAS 'ICU OF OCHLCCKNEE 4093 2 840605 8406 1 < 3 
13617241 IMIAS RIME CITY 4072 1 840524 8406 3 2+- 2 
13711994 tirr MCA 4058 1 840522 8406 1 < 3 
13717743 1:1:Fr PINE HILL MIME Havl 4107 2 840618 8406 1 201- 2 24.8 < 1.0 
13712128 TIkT SEMI TRAILER  PARK 4091 1 840531 8406 1 < 2 
13722036 11±T TORN : COMFY ICBM 4096 1 840531 8406 1 < 2 
14712875 WALTCN MONROE 410e 0 840614 8406 1 < 1 
14913146 WARREN TCNN OF CAMAK 4069 3 840524 8406 4 2+- 1 
14913146 WARREN TUN OF CAMAK 4099 0 840524 8406 4 29+- 2 1.4 < 1.o 514- 
14913146 WARREN TOWN OF CAMAK 4100 2 840524 8406 4 5+- 1 0.6 
14913146 WARREN ICIIN OF CAMAK 4101 1 840524 8406 4 119+-  4 3 < 1.0 93+- 
15113338 WAS WAY 	OGFEECTIONAL I 4097 1 640612 8406 1 < 1 
15613528 warm AIEEVILIE 4053 0 840517 8406 1 < 2 
15613537 WILCOX PINEVIal 4079 0 840517 e406 1 < 2 
15613555 vim= RCCHELLE 4073 0 840504 8406 1 < 2 
15913680 %ME PCULAN 4031 1 e40501 8406 1 34- 2 1.9 
15925150 WORTH PINE NEECLE LANE 'IRA 4108 1 840612 8406 1 < 2 
TEE: TYPE -1,0,1Sr 0:MEOSITE ; 24ZEPEAT CCIMECEITE ; 14IPEAT SINUE ; 343.F2EAT QUARTERLY ; 4=NEW SCREEN ; &OMER 
: COLLECT DATE TYPES -1,0,2,5 = CCMEMITE DATE OR END COLLECTION DATE 
ID# 
Dicoo475 
Duccei7 
Di6344s2  
D2201'703 
D2502178 
D250I926 
:0)02902 
D2924912 
D3403344 
D3414081 
3360.5(S/ 
J3806278 
)3934023 
)4=24 
)4323852 
14804630 
,8-167c13 
)5805733 
:6035934 
:6206153 
OS,* :4 
I 27448 • 607546 
► 607546 
.17387 
III 	.11 
I .1 
►: 4616 
1:•33074 
1. 25558 
Is 25521 
0'25549 
i•411=111 0 
..35 
.t6,..1 
020g755 
0833744 
110328 
11181E9 
127382 
11762 
576 
6184 
625i 
323159 
118458 
124344 
RADIOACTIVITY IN COMMUNITY WATER SUPPLIES REPORT ET: 8407 ... JULY INUMPLETE 	 ... PAGE 	1 
CCUNTY WATER SUPPLY 	 W 
1.ZELL 
# 
COLL 	LAB 
DATE DATE TYPE 
GROSS 
ALPHA 
PCl/L 
RA- 
226 
PCT/L 
BERRIEN ENIGMA 	 4147 2 840626 8407 3 74- 3 
BROOKS WARWICK 4119 0 84C618 8407 1 < 2 
BILLCCH NELSON LAW WATER SYS 	4118 0 840620 8407 1 < 2 
CARROLL VILLA RICA 	 4165 0 840725 8407 1 < 1 
CHATHAM CAREEN ACRES TRAILER 	4160 0 840717 8407 1 < 2 
CHATHAM PCOLER 	 41 15 0 840620 8407 1 < 2 
CHEROKEE CANTON TEXTILE Mn l S 	4164 0 840724 84137 1 < 1 
CLARKE NOINCOD VIUAGEM -1 4154 2 840630 8407 4 < 2 
C0111.1 NICHOLLS 	 4133 0 840629 8407 1 21- 2 
Mika TOWN : CCUNIRY TRAIL 	4143 0 840718 8407 1 < 4 
COLUNKA MAR= WATER ASSOC 4162 0 840718 8407 1 < 1 
COWEIX QUAIL HOLLOW PARK 	4114 3 840626 84a7 4 34- 	1 
CRAWFORD ROBERTA 	 4161 0 840719 8407 1 < 2 
DAWSal DATZONVII1E 	4148 0 840717 8407 1 < 2 
DECATUR MOBILE CITY NEP 	4150 1 840405 8407 1 < 2 
DOUGLAS DOUGLAS MINTY WATER 	4159 0 840715 8407 1 < 2 
FOIL'c'YTH BARBERRY HILLS S/D 4152 0 84(1717 	8407 1 < 1 
FORSYTH BEAVER RUIN S/D 	4156 0 821210 8407 1 < 2 
FULTON MANTA 	 4163 0 840724 8407 1 < 2 
GLASCOOK GIBSCN 4158 1 840712 8407 1 < 2 
GREENE WHITE PLAINS 	4141 2 840711 	84C7 4 42+- 5 
HMISON PINE MEADOWS SD 4140 1 840613 84a7 4 < 2 
H)USTON HOUSTON COUNTY PATER 	4110 1 240625 8407 1 44- 	1 0.3 
HOUSTON Ai ION COUNTY WATER 4112 1 84061 9 e4a7 1 < 2 
HDLETON HOUSTON COUNTY WATER 	4123 2 840625 8407 1 < 1 
HOUSTON HDUSION CO.SYSTEM,FE 4111 0 840620 8407 1 44- 1 
I-EXISTON HCIETON COUNTY WATER 	4113 1 840619 	84(17 1 < 3 
HOUSTON HOUSTON CCUNTY WATER 4117 1 840619 8407 1 < 3 
'ARENS OIL SOME ESTATES 	4166 0 840725 8407 1 < 2 
=EMI FIRM NzIATES MOE 	4155 0 821010 8407 1 < 2 
LOW AARON'S KIP 	4120 0 840627 8407 1 < 2 
IOC HARVEY GOLDEN NW 	4122 0 8446627 8407 1 < 2 
LONG tuRsE CREEK 'IP 4124 0 840627 8407 1 < 2 
LaiNTES HAMRA 	 4121 1 840619 8407 1 < 2 
MOMS LCCH LAUREL FRP 	4126 1 840618 84a7 4 < 2 
ILWNDES PECAN MOVE me 4144 1 840507 8407 1 24- 1 
MONROE CULLODEN 	 4142 2 840710 8407 4 < 2 
CCONEE ELLER HEIM'S HIV 	4129 2 840711 	8407 4 < 1 
REACH BYRON 	 4116 0 840615 8407 1 < 1 
PEALH HAYES MEP 	 4125 1 840703 8407 4 44- 1 
PEACH MOBILE MANOR L5T 	4128 1 8024 NW 4 1+- 	1 
TFT FAIR MILAN 6 4134 0 840703 8407 1 2+- 2 
TFI PAIR MILAN 	 4137 0 840703 8407 1 24- 	1 
TH MILAN #2 4139 
OAKLAND SUBDIVISION 	4130 
2 
3 
84C1710 8407 
840628 8407 
1 
4 
21- 2 
1 -1- 	1 THOM
PAIR 
AS 
THOMAS OAKLAND alEDIVEICN 4151 1 840628 6407 1 < 3 
PEEELE FROCK FEArcic 	4135 1 8401618 	8407 1 < 2 
TOME CATOgS TRAILER PARK 4146 0 840718 8407 1 < 2 
mriss KAOLIN HEICTITS MEET 	4157 0 83.223 e407 1 < 2 
WAYNE ARROWHEAD VILLAGE IR 4149 0 840716 8407 1 < 2 
WAYNE EON AIR APARIMENT 	.053 0 840718 84a7 1 < 2 
Rh- 
22S 	URANIU. 
PCl/L 
19+- 2 
: TYPE -1,0,5=1ST COMPOSITE ; 2.REPEAT 	OSITE ; 1.REPEAT SINGLE ; 3=REFEAT QUARTERLY ; 4=NEW SCREEN ; 6=CaHER 
: COLLECT DATE TYPES -1,0,2,5 = COMPOSITE DATE OR END COLLECTION DATE 
RADIOACTIVIIY IN CGIMUNTIY WATER SUPPLIES REPORT DT: 84(17 ... JULY INOCMPLEIE 	 ... PAGE 	2 
WELL COLL LAB 	GICSS 	RA- 	RA- 
COUNTY 	WATER SUPPLY 	 W # DATE DATE TYPE ALPHA 226 228 	URANIUI 
PCIA PCl/L FCl/L 
15124258 WAYNE DRIFTWOOD KELE HY 4132 0 840628 8407 1 < 2 
15115Zr1 WAYNE MUM 4138 0 840628 8407 1 < 2 
15124416 WAYNE REST AWHILE NIESING 4131 0 840628 8407 1 < 2 
15113286 WAYNE aREVEN 4145 0 840716 8407 1 < 2 
1541330 INTITIE HELEN 4127 4 840709 84(17 4 54- 	2 
15913671 WORM 'MELIA WATER SYSIE 4136 0 840614 8407 1 < 2 
DES: TYPE -1 ,0 ,1S1 CCISCETTE ; 241EPEAT CCMPDSITE ; 142EPEAT SINGLE ; 3=R1PEAT QUARTERLY ; 4=Ndi SCREEN ; 6=0'IER 
: COLLECT DATE TYPES -1,0,2,5 = CalIFOSTIE DATE OR EM) COLLECTION DATE 
Table 22 
• s. 
Exposure Rates at Nuclear Facilities 
Measured with TLD's 
POWER PLAN] 
ILD# 
HATCH 	... 
MR 
840402-840710: 	99 
mIcRR.,'HR 
DAYS 
1.0 13.6 5.7 50.2 
( +-) 2.5 1.0 9.1 
:.n 12.3 5.2 45.3 
4 2.3 1.0 8.4 
3. 0 14.0 5.9 51.7 
( + 	) 2.6 1.1 9.7 
4.0 10.1 4.3 37.3 
2.5 1.1 9.2 
5.0 12.7 5.3 46.8 
0.9 •-n 
6.1:1 12.3 45.2 
(+-) 2.6 1.1 9.4 
13.2 5.5 48.6 
, 	 , 
1+ 	- 	1 3. 0 1.3 .11.2 
8.0 11.1 4.7 40. 9 
2.6 
10.0 12.2 5.1 45..0 
) 2.2 0.9 8.3 
11.0 9.3 4.1 36.3 
) 2.0 0,8 7.3 
12.0 12.3 5.2 45.4 
2.7 1.1 
1 1.0 17.9 7.5 66.0 (+- ) 2.3 8.4 ... 	<> 95% 
14.0 12.8 5,4 47.2 
(+-) 2.0 
15.0 11.0 5.5 48.0 
2.8 1..2 10.5 
16.0 11. 0.9 43.1 
(+- ) 2.2! 0.9 8.2 
17 .0 12.1 45.3 
1.9 0 . 7.1 
18„0 13.5 5.7 49.6 
(+-) 1.9 0.8 7.1 
NORMAL DIST. 
12.8 47.2 
(+-) 1.8 0.7 6.5 
20 0 11 .4 42.1 
(+-) 2.2 n.9 8.1 
11.8 4.9 4'3.4 
2.2 11 , 9 
22.0 14, •3 6.0 5'2 
- ) 3 1.0 8„ 5 
23.0 10.5 d. 4 38.8 
2.0 
24.0 13.0 5.5 47. 9 
-1 2.1 9 
9.2 :34. 1 
1+- 1.7 0.7 
26.0 9,8 4.1 
(+ -) 1. 6 0.7 6.0 
27.0 11.6 4.9 42 .9  
(+-) 2.3 1.0 
28,0 12.6 46.5. 
(+-) 1.9 „ b. 9 
8,8 
1.9 0.8 6.8 
30.0 10.7 3 	5 
(+-) 1.7 0.7 
1.0 30.2 4.3 
(+-) 2„ 2 li . U. 2 
:32.0 10.7 39.4 
2. 1 0.9 
13.4 5.6 49, 4 
2.4 1.0 
:34.0 12.0 44.1 
(+-) 2.7 1. 1 .9 
15.0 12.5 5.3 46.1 
2.5 1.0 9 .1 
8.3 30.7 
(+-) 2.0 u„ 9 
.^1 
37.0 10.0 4.2 36.3 
(+-) 1.9 0.8 6.9 
8,8 
1.8 6.5 
39.0 10.7 4 . 09,6 
1. 5 . 
40.0 10.5 4.4 718. 
2 
. ,...p 	111111$ 	, 	$11101 $1'1 tim tin 61,4 16 $6 $ 1$ 11 6 ii1110114114614166 	' 
•6$$ 
• • • 
	
41.0   	:ii3.-,:' 	4.5 
f..; 	.4- -- 	::. ':::::'. 	„ 	1 0 	„ 	9 
42.0 	1::::::.6 	1:5 „ ::.:-... 	46.3 
•,;.... 	. 	2 0 	. 	'':":1 
39"6  
43.0 	11.3 	4.8 	41.8 
+- 2.1 	0"9 
44.0 	10.b 	d . 5 	39.1 
i 	i 	- ,i ."' . :2 	0 . 	9 
45.0 	1 3 . 4 	i-, . iz. 	49.3 
f 	+. 	- 	i ,.:.' . 	4 1.0 
46.0 	1 ..-.: . 4 	5 . i"' 	49.5 
i 	+. 	i ..... . 	6 1 	. 	1 
47.0 	11.8 	'i . 0 	43.6 
(+-) i 	 . 	' . 	1 i...i „ 	'...-4 
48.0 	1.-1„0 	5 , 9 	51.7    
2.3 	1 . 0 
49.0 	14.4 	6 . 1 	53.2 
(f-) 1 	 .."1 . 4 	. 1 „ vi 
11.9 	5.0 	43.9 
3 .5 	1.5 	13.1 
16' 
3 
„ 
' 
:::::: . 0 
7.6 
• 	 H• 
tcppyrm,Arwerit 	 - ..n,,,TPTY.*M1,119k111911MIFIMPPVAIRIMPOPIOr 
'''' '9'N-40,11,1P10100,1‘,1, 	...11 VfkrOMMI MigittoRk,vfikigp,Oitme.414,10
-6,?' 410*01‘40441104*,....Atlif.g.MX., 
• 
4 
1TE BACKGROUND HATCH ... 640402-840710: 99 DAYS 
	
III* 	MP 	MICR. ' HP 	MP YP 
4.0 	19.0 	11.0 	69. 9 
if-. 	3.4 	1.4 	12.4 
5.0 	17.1 	7..2 	6::.2 
.4-. 	3.0 	1.2 	10.9 
6.0 	12.8 	5.4 	47.1 
(+-) 	2.1 	0. 9 	7.8 . 
7.0 	13.9 	5.8 	51.1 
. -I-- . 	2.4 	1.0 	:::.7 
8.0 	11.6 	4.9 	42.7 
(4 - ) 	2.7 	1.2 	10.1 
NET. AVG.: 	14.9 	6 „ :3 	54.8 
(+-) 	6.2 	2.6 	22.8 
GEORGIA INSTITUTE C)F TECHNOLOGY 
OFFICE OF INTERDISCIPLINARY PROGRAMS 
205 OLD CIVIL ENGINEERING BUILDING 
ATLANTA. GEORGIA 30332 
ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCES CENTER 	 BIOENGINEERING CENTER 
(404) 894-2375 
	
(404) 894-2375 
DATE: 	September 12, 1984 
TO: 	James Hardman, Program Manager 
Environmental Radiation Program 
Environmental Protection Division, DNR 
FROM 	Bernd Kahn, Director 
Environmental Resources Center 
SUBJECT: Monthly Report of Activities for the State by the Environmental 
Radiation Laboratory, August, 1984 
The results of radionuclide analyses are reported for the following 
sample types that were proceessed this month: 
Environmental radionuclide monitoring at nuclear 
facilities by DNR staff 	 Table 1-15 
Other environmental radionuclide monitoring by DNR 
staff 	 Table 16 
Radioactivity monitoring by DRR staff 	 Table 17 
Monitoring by DNR staff of Community Water Systems Table 18 
Environmenal radiation monitoring at nuclear 
facilities by DNR staff 	 Table 19 
Of the samples collected in the environment at nuclear 
facilities, the following contained radioactivity that may be 
attributed to the facility: 
Tables 12,14,15 -- H-3 in millk, rainwater, surface water and 
grass at the Savannah River Plant. 
All other radionuclides in Tables 1-15 are attributed to fallout or 
the natural radiation background. All samples collected for the NRC 
project are indicated by asterisks in the appropriate tables. 
The sample of beach sand reported in Table 16 was not elevated in 
radioactivity. 
2 
The smears submitted for LS counting by DRR staff were not 
elevated in 1-125 (see Table 17). 
Radioactivity results for community water supplies, compiled in 
Table 18, include completed values for samples WS4041-4166 and partial 
data for samples WS4167-4310. The following completed samples have 
radium levels above the guidelines of 5 pCi/1: 
	
WS 4083 	Alapaha 
WS 4092 Attapulgus 
4107 	Pine Hill MH 
4147 Enigma 
High uranium concentrations (> 15 pCi/l) were found in the 
following: 
WS 4099 	Camak 
4101 
4141 	White Plains 
WS 4193 Davis MHP 
The gross alpha particle activity exceded the uranium activity by more 
than 15 pCi/1 in sample WS 4101 but not in WS 4099. 
TLD measurements obtained in the vicinity of The Kings Bay 
Submarine Base and at background locations are reported in Table 19. 
Ranges of exposure were: 
Location 	Near Plant 	 Background 
Kings Bay 	34-54 mR/yr 	 40-51 mR/yr 
None of the values are attributed to Base operation. 
The types of samples and number of each that were analyzed are 
summarized in the following two tables. 
Sample Types Analyzed in Month 
Sample Types 	 Analyzed in Month 
Community Water Supplies 	 143 
Nuclear facilities 	 233 
DEIR surveys 	 6 
DNR surveys 	 1 
Quality control - EPA 	 9 
Total 	 382 
Number of Samples Analyzed in Month 
water 
air 
filter 
air 
cartridge milk 
grass, 
veg. 
soil, 
sediment 	animals smears 	TII) Total 
gross 
alpha 148 5 153 
gross 
beta 22 6 28 
gagrna 
spectra 21 4 5 7 11 58 107 
H-3 22 7 2 31 
SR-89/90 3 3 
1-131 11 7 18 
Ra-226 7 7 
Ra-228 7 7 
U 3 3 
Pu 
dose 
other (1-125) 6 6 
Total 244 15 5 21 13 58 6 362 
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Table 1 
Radioactivity Levels in Milk Samples fran the 
Environment of the Hatch Nuclear Plant 
Sample 
No. Location 
Cs-137, K, 
pCi/1 	9/1 
H-3, 
pCi/1 
1-131, 
pCi/1 
B1110* GSP <6 1.5 <200 <1 
B1111* Williamson <10 1.8 <200 <1 
B1112* Johnson Bros. <10 1.6 <200 <1 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected on July 30, 1984, by Georgia Power 
Campany staff. 
2. No other radionuclides were detected (Ba-140 <20 pCi/1). 
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Table 2 
Radioactivity Levels in Sediment Samples from the 
Environment of the Hatch Nuclear Plant 
Sample No. 
Dry wt/ 	Radionuclide concentration, pCi/kg 
Location 	Wet wt. Cs-137 	K-40 	Ra-226 	Ra-228 
B1113 4A 	0.24 	800 	9,600 	1,600 1,600 
B1114 4B 	0.36 	150 	10,600 	1,700 1,500 
B1115 lA 	0.77 	<40 	5,200 	600 <200 
B1116 1B 	0.79 	<40 	5,100 	500 300 
B1117 2A 	0.73 	<40 	5,100 	200 200 
B1118 2B 	0.77 	<40 	5,500 	300 <200 
B1119 3A 	0.76 	<40 	4,300 	<200 <200 
B1120 3B 	0.78 	<40 	4,700 	300 300 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected on August 14, 1984. 
2. No other man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were 
detected. 
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Table 3 
Radioactivity Levels in Grass Samples fran the 
Environment of the Hatch Nuclear Plant 
Dry wt/ 	Radionuclide concentration, pCi/kg 
Sample No. Location Wet wt. Cs-137 	Be-7  
B1121* 	Sta. #21 	0.44 	 <80 	 4,700 
B1122* 	Sta. #5 	0.47 	 700 	 4,000 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected on August 16, 1984, by Georgia Power 
Co. staff. 
3. No other man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were 
detected. Be-7 is formed in nature. 
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Table 4 
Radioactivity Levels in River Water Samples fran 
the Environment in Georgia of the Farley Nuclear Plant 
Gross alpha, Gross beta, 	H-3, 	1-131, 
Sample No. Location , 	pCi/1 	pCi/1 pCi/1 pCi/1  
F799* 	WR1-M5-0784 	<2 	5+2 	200+200 	<0.3 
F800* 	WRB-M5-0784 	<2 	3+2 	<200 	<0.3 _ 
F801 	Great Southern <2 	4+2 	<200 
Paper 
Notes: 1. Samples F799-800 were collected during July, 1984, by 
Alabama Power Co. staff; sample F801 was collected June 
26-July 31, 1984. 
2. 1-131 was calculated as of the final day of the collection 
period. 
3. No man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were detected in 
these samples (Cs-137 <20 pCi/1). 
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Table 5 
Radioactivity Levels in Milk Sample from 
the Environment in Georgia of the Farley Nuclear Plant 
	
Cs-137, 	K, 	H-3, 	1-131, 
Sample No. 	Location 	pCi/1 g/1 pCi/1 pCi/1  
F802* 	MB-1110-M5 	8 	1.7 <300 	<1 
081384 
Notes: 1. Sample was collected on August 13, 1984, by Alabama Power 
Co. staff. 
2. No other radionuclides were detected (Ba-140 <20 pCi/1). 
1 0 
Table 6 
Radioactivity Levels in Sediment Samples fran the 
Environment in Georgia of the Farley Nuclear Plant 
Dry wt/ 	Radionuclide concentration, pCi/kg  
Sample No. Location Wet wt. Cs-137 	K-40 	Ra-226 	Ra-228  
F803 	 lA 	0.77 	<60 	2,700 	700 	1,000 
F804 	 1B 	0.67 	<60 	6,100 	1,900 	3,200 
F805 	 2B 	0.86 	<60 	3,600 	2,400 	5,800 
F806 	 2A 	0.79 	<60 	3,200 	600 	1,000 
F807 	 3A 	0.74 	<60 	5,700 	3,500 	5,700 
F808 	 3B 	0.77 	<60 	5,100 	1,800 	2,900 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected on August 15, 1984. 
2. No other man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were 
detected. 
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Table 7 
Radioactivity Levels in Sediment and Soil Samples from the 
Environment of the Kings Bay Nuclear Submarine Base 
Dry wt/ 	Radionuclide concentration, pCi/kg 
Sample No. 	Location 	Wet wt. Cs-137 	K-40 Ra -226 Ra-228  
KB183 	 K-1 	0.74 	<60 	3,000 	1,100 	1,100 
KB184 	 K-2 	0.73 	<60 	2,900 	600 	700 
KB185 	 K-3 	0.61 	<60 	6,200 	1,100 	800 
KB186 	 K-4 	0.46 	<60 	10,200 	1,400 	1,500 
KB187 	 K-5 	0.51 	100 	6,700 	900 	800 
KB188 	 K-6 	0.43 	150 	7,200 	1,700 	1,500 
KB189 	 K-7 	0.72 	<60 	5,300 	1,200 	1,600 
KB190 	 K-8 	0.72 	<60 	4,400 	1,400 	1,600 
KB191 	 K-9 	0.72 	<60 	3,900 	1,500 	2,100 
KB192 	 K10 	0.58 	<60 	10,000 	1,400 	1,200 
KB193 	TLD 14 	0.99 	80 	1,300 	400 	500 
KB194 	TLD 15 	0.99 	950 	1,100 	800 	600 
KB201 	TLD 5 	0.97 	220 	1,300 	400 	400 
KB202 	TLD 8 	0.99 	90 	2,300 	400 	400 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected on August 7, 1984. 
2. No other man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were 
detected. 
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Table 8 
Radioactivity Levels in Grass Samples fran the 
Environment of the Kings Bay Nuclear Submarine Base 
Dry wt/ Radionuclide concentration, pCi/kg 
Sample No. Location Wet wt. Cs-137 Be-7 
KB195 TLD 14 0.29 110 4,100 
KB196 TLD 15 0.41 <100 3,300 
KB203 TLD 5 0.25 690 4,500 
KB204 TLD 8 0.29 <100 2,600 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected on August 7-8, 1984. 
2. No other man-made photon-emitting radinuclides were 
detected. Be-7 is formed in nature. 
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Table 9 
Radioactivity Levels in Water Samples fran 
the Environment of the Kings Bay Nuclear Submarine Base 
Sample No. Location 
Gross alpha, 
pCi/1 
Gross beta, 
pCi/1 
H-3, 
pCi/1 
KB197 
KB198 
KB199 
KB200 
Sed. sta K-4 
Sed. sta. K-6 
Sed. sta. K-10 
Sed. sta. K-15 
<55 
<55 
<55 
<55 
350+50 
370+50 
420+60 _ 
330+60 _ 
<200 
<200 
<300 
<300 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected August 7, 1984. 
2. The gross beta activity is elevated because of K-40 in sea 
water; "less than" gross alpha activity values are high 
because only small volumes (10 ml) could be used due to 
salt content. 
3. No man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were detected in 
these samples (Cs-137 <20 pCi/1). 
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Table 10 
Radioactivity Levels in Water Composites from the 
Environment in Georgia of the Savannah River Plant 
Sr-89, 	Sr-90, 
Sample Nos. 	Location 	Dates collected 	ECi/1 pCi/1  
SR1464,1543 	I & D Water May, June, 1984 	<5 	<2 
SR1539, 1456, N. Augusta 	April, May, June, 	<5 	<2 
1521 	 1984 
SR1506, 1529 	Hwy 301 	April, May, 1984 	<5 	<2 
Notes: 1. Composites were prepared with equal amounts of each sample. 
2. Other results of analyses are given in previous monthly 
reports. 
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Table 11 
Radioactivity Levels in Air Samples fram the Environment 
in Georgia of the Savannah River Plant 
Radionuclide concen- 
tration, pCi/m3 
Volume Gross Inches 
Sample No. Sample type Location m3 1-131 alpha beta Rainfall 
SR1586 Cartridge Girard 2877 <0.005 no data 
Paper filter  	<0.001 0.002 
SR1587 Cartridge Ga. Welcome 2731 <0.005 no data 
Paper filter  	<0.001 0.001 
SR1588 Cartridge Augusta 2909 <0.005 3.5 
Paper filter <0.001 0.002 
SR1589 Cartridge Waynesboro 2603 <0.005 3.6 
Paper filter <0.001 0.002 
SR1590 Cartridge Simulator 3269 <0.005 4.0 
Paper filter  	<0.001 0.002 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected on July 26, 1984 after 36-day sampling. 
2. No other man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were detected 
in the cartridges. 
Table 12 
Radioactivity Levels in Water Samples from 
the Environment in Georgia of the Savannah River Plant 
Sample 
No. 
Inches 
Location 	Rainfall 
Gross alpha, 
pCi/1 
Gross beta, 
pCi/1 
H-3, 
pCi/1 
1-131, 
pCi/1 
SR 1591 GPC simulator, 
rain 
4.0 <1 2+2 1100+200 	 
SR 1592 Girard, rain no data 4+2 _ 15+3 1400+200 	 
SR 1593 Waynesboro, rain 3.6 <2 3+2 400+200 	 
SR 1594 Augusta, rain 3.5 <2 2+2 _ <200 	 
SR 1595 Ga. Welcome, rain no data 7+2 _ 30+2 _ <200 	
SR 1596 Hargrove Rd., rain 3.6 <1 3+2 500+200 	 
SR 1597 Savannah R. <1 3+2 <200 	 
Hwy 301 
SR 1607 Savannah R. <2 <2 300+200 <1 
R-2 
SR 1608 Savannah R. <1 2+1 2200+300 <1 
R-10 
SR 1609 I & D Water Supply 	 <2 2+2 1700+300 <1 
Port Wentworth 
SR 1610 RM 146.7 <1 3+2 1900+300 ----- 
SR 1611 RM 150.4 2+1 _ 4+2 1000+300 	 
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Table 12 (cont) 
Radioactivity Levels in Water Samples from 
the Environment in Georgia of the Savannah River Plant 
SR 1612 RM 151.2 <2 2+2 400+400 	 
SR 1613 Port Wentworth, 
raw composite 
<2 3+2 2400+400 	 
SR 1614 N. Augusta, 
raw composite 
<1 3+2 <400 	 
Notes: 1. Samples SR1591-1596 were collected June 20-July 16, 1984; 
sample SR1597 was collected May 29-July 26, 1984; samples SR1607-1608 were 
collected August 7, 1984, by Savannah River Plant staff; sample SR1609 
was collected August 7, 1984, by Savannah River Plant staff; 
samples SR 1610-1614 were collected July 9-August 7, 1984, by Georgia 
Per Company staff. 
2. 1-131 was calculated as of the final day of the collection period. 
3. No man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were detected in samples SR 
1597, and 1607-1614. (Cs-137 <20 pCi/1). 
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Table 13 
Radioactivity Levels in Sediment Samples from the 
Environment in Georgia of the Savannah River Plant 
Sample No. Location 
Dry wt/ 
Wet wt. 
Radionuclide concentration, pCi/kg 
Cs-137 	K-40 	Ra-226 	Ra-228 
SR 1598 SAV-1 0.57 100 6,000 700 900 
SR 1599 SAV-2 0.43 <50 9,300 1,200 1,000 
SR 1600 SAV-3 0.76 55 6,400 500 500 
SR 1601 SAV-4 0.32 250 9,700 1,200 800 
SR 1602 SAV-5 0.34 210 11,500 1,200 1,300 
SR 1603 SAV-6 0.45 140 7,800 800 700 
SR 1617 lA 0.59 400 22,000 1,400 1,500 
SR 1618 1B 0.70 100 13,700 400 400 
SR 1619 2A 0.77 <50 9,600 700 800 
SR 1620 2B 0.74 <50 10.800 600 300 
SR 1621 3A 0.57 <50 13,200 2,900 1,900 
SR 1622 3B 0.80 <50 200 200 <200 
SR 1623 4A 0.75 <50 9,100 1,900 1,900 
SR 1624 4B 0.74 60 13,400 800 700 
SR 1625 5A 0.56 390 17,000 2,300 1,200 
SR 1626 5B 0.67 130 18,200 1,300 1,200 
SR 1627 6A 0.66 150 18,500 1,800 1,500 
SR 1628 6B 0.66 120 17,900 1,800 1,700 
SR 1629 7B 0.70 180 17,100 1,400 1,200 
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Table 13 (cont) 
Radioactivity Levels in Sediment Samples from the 
Environment in Georgia of the Savannah River Plant 
Sample No. Location 
Dry wt/ 
Wet wt. 
Radionuclide concentration, pCi/kg 
Cs-137 	K-40 	Ra-226 	Ra-228 
SR 1630 7B 0.67 330 21,000 1,500 1,300 
SR 1631 8A 0.73 <50 15,800 1,800 1,700 
SR 1632 8B 0.64 210 19,300 1,500 1,300 
SR 1633 9A 0.62 350 15,200 2,200 1,500 
SR 1634 9B 0.59 440 38,000 3,600 3.100 
SR 1635 10A 0.70 610 15,400 1,300 1,100 
SR 1636 10B 0.65 210 21,000 1,700 1,600 
SR 1637 11A 0.66 450 17,900 2,000 2,300 
SR 1638 11B 0.75 51 11,500 700 500 
SR 1639 12A 0.55 1,400 18,000 2,300 1,900 
SR 1640 12B 0.73 320 14,700 1,500 1,400 
SR 1641 13A 0.58 1,000 21,000 1,900 1,900 
SR 1642 13B 0.55 1,200 18,700 1,900 1,100 
SR 1643 14A 0.75 140 11,500 900 1,000 
SR 1644 14B 0.67 660 13,000 1,100 900 
SR 1645 15A 0.76 190 8,600 400 400 
SR 1646 15B 0.71 350 6,500 800 600 
SR 1647 16A 0.64 1,600 16,900 2,000 1,200 
SR 1648 16B 0.76 120 7,800 300 <200 
SR 1649 17A 0.76 280 11,300 1,400 1,700 
SR 1650 17B 0.76 290 11,100 700 500 
Table 13 (cont) 
Radioactivity Levels in Sediment Samples from the 
Environment in Georgia of the Savannah River Plant 
Dry wt/ 	Radionuclide concentration, pCi/kg  
Sample No. 	Loccation 	Wet wt. Cs-137 	K-40 	Ra-226 	Ra-228  
SR 1651 	18A 	 In process 
SR 1652 	18B 
SR 1653 	19A 
SR 1654 	19B 
SR 1655 	20A 
SR 1656 	20B 
SR 1657 	21A 
SR 1658 	21B 
Notes: 1. Samples SR 1598-1603 were collected on August 10, 1984; samples 
SR 1617-1658 were collected August 20-23, 1984. 
2. No other man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were detected. 
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Table 14 
Radioactivity Levels in Milk Samples from the 
Environment in Georgia of the Savannah River Plant 
	
Cs-137, 	K, 	H-3, 	1-131, 
Sample No. 	Location 	pCi/1 g/1 pCi/1 pCi/1  
SR1604 	Girard 	<6 	1.8 	<200 	<1 
SR1605 	Waynesboro 	<10 	1.6 	<200 	<1 
SR1606 	Gracewood 	<6 	1.7 	800+200 	<1 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected on August 9, 1984, by Savannah River Plant staff. 
2. No other radionuclides were detected (Ba-140 <20 pCi/1). 
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Table 15 
Radioactivity Levels in Grass Samples from the 
Environment in Georgia of the Savannah River Plant 
Dry wt,/ H-3, Radionuclide concentration, pCi/kg 
Sample No. Location Wet wt. piCi/1 Cs-137 - 	Be-7 
SR1615 Waynesboro 0.23 1,800+300 <70 2,000 
SR1616 Hancock Landing 0.32 11,200+500 <70 1,900 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected on August 20, 1984, by Georgia Power Co. staff. 
2. No other man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were detected. 
Be-7 is formed in nature. 
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Table 16 
Radioactivity Levels in Sand Sample from the 
Environment of the Little Talbot State Park, FLorida 
Dry wt/ 	Radionuclide concentration, pCi/kg  
Sample No. Location 	Wet wt. Cs-137 	K-40 	Ra-226 	Ra-228  
S2401 	beach 	0.79 	<50 	1,100 	900 	400 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected on August 5, 1984. 
2. No other man-made photon-emitting radinuclides were detected. 
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Table 17 
Radioactivity Levels in Smears from 
the American Red Cross, Atlanta 
1-125, 
Sample No. 	 Identification 	 pCi/smear  
S2402 1 <2 
S2403 2 <2 
S2404 3 <2 
S2405 4 2+1 
S2406 5 <2 
52407 6 <2 
Note: Samples were styrofoam packing material collected on August 14, 1984, 
by DRR personnel. 
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RADIOACTIVITY IN COMMUNITY WATER SUPPLIES REPORT ET: 8406 ... JUNE COMPLETE 	 ... FACE 
	
2 
Y OCUN7Y WATER SUPPLY W 
ctLL 
DA 
IA13 
DATE TYPE 
MOM 
ALPHA 
PCl/L 
RA- 
226 
PCIA 
RA- 
228 
FICA 
URANIUM 
PC:I/L 
# 
711335 STEFHEM TCCODA 4103 0 840615 8406 1 < 1 
511924 THAMAS TOWN OF cammou 4093 2 840605 8406 1 < 3 
51720 ums ROES CITY 4072 1 840524 8406 3 24- 2 
711994 CMEGA 4058 1 840522 8406 1 < 3 iiki 
717743 an PINE HILL M]BUE Hai 4107 2 840618 8406 1 204- 2 24.8 < 1.0 <2 
712128 Till MPH TRAILER PARK 4091 1 840531 8406 1 < 2 
722036 '11Fr Tasli : COMM Yam 409 1 840531 8406 1 < 2 
712875 WALTCN MONIXE 410e 0 840614 8406 1 < 1 
313146 WARREN TON OF UMIAK 4069 3 840524 8406 4 24- 	 1 
913146 WARREN 70WN OF CAMAK 4099 0 840524 8406 4 29+- 2 1.4 < 1.0 51+- 4 
*13146 WARREN TCWN CF CAMAK 4100 2 840524 8406 4 5+- 	1 0.6 
313146 WARREN TOWN OF CAMAK 4101 1 840524 6406 4 119+- 4 3 < 1.0 84- 8 
113338 WAYNE WAYNE CORRECTIONAL I 4097 1 840612 8406 1 < 1 
513528 WILCOX APEEVILLE 4053 0 840517 8406 1 < 2 
513537 W]1C0 PINEVIEW 4(179 0 840517 8406 1 < 2 
613555 WHIM ROCTIELIE 4073 0 840504 8406 1 < 2 
313660 WCEIH MUM 4081 1 840501 8406 1 34- 2 1.9 
925150 WORTH PINE NEEDLE LANE 7RA 4108 1 840612 8406 1 < 2 
S: TYPE -1,0,5=1ST COMPOSITE ; 2. REPEAT C0MPOSITE ; 1.REPEAT SINGLE ; 342EPEAT QUARTERLY ; 4=NEV4 SCREEN ; 6=CTEER 
COLLECT LATE TYPES -1,0,2,5 = COMIC= DATE OR END COLLECTION DATE 
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RADIO ACTIVITY IN CatUNITY WATER EUPPLIFE REPORT ET: 84(17 ... JULY COMPLETE 
WELL COLL 	LAB 	CRCS'S 
COUNTY 	WATER RIPPLY 	 W 	# 	DATE DATE TYPE 	ALPHA 
PCl/L 
RA- 
226 
PCVL 
... PACE 
RA- 
228 
PCl/L 
1 
URANIUM 
PGA 
:00475 BEFEDEN ENIGMA 4147 2 8026 8407 3 74- 3 8.1 < 1.0 
400817 MOCKS BARWICK 4119 0 840618 84(77 1 < 2 
5344  	MULCH NELSON LAW WATER Firs 4118 0 840620 8407 1 < 2 
201703 CARROLL VILLA RICA 4165 0 840725 8407 1 < 1 
502178 CEATEAM MIEN ACM TRAILER 4160 0 840717 84(17 1 < 2 
5016 CHATEM FOULER 4115 0 840620 8407 1 < 2 
302902 CIERCKEE CANTON TUTTLE MILLS 4164 0 840724 8407 1 < 1 
_4912 CLARKE Er CCD VILLAGE Hi 4154 2 8030 8407 4 < 2 
403344 COFFEE NICTULLS 4133 0 840629 8407 1 2-1- 2 
4140e1 COFFEE Mal : 00UNIRY TRAIL 4143 0 WM 8 8407 1 < 4 
S050( CUM:TA MARTINEZ WATER. AS9CC 4162 0 840718 8407 1 < 1 
906z78 CCEETA QUAIL H)Illii PARK 4114 3 840626 €3407 4 3+- 1 
3434023 CRAWKRO RC BERTA 4161 0 84a719 egg 1 < 2 
204124 EMON D.AWSONVILLE 4148 0 840717 8407 1 < 2 
323852 DECATUR KETT P CITY Itlip 4150 1 840405 8407 1 < 2 
304633 DOUGLAS LCUGLAS COUNTY WATER 4159 0 840715 8407 1 < 2 
316703 ECInTH RAPIERRY HILLS sir 4152 0 840717 8407 1 < 1 
935733 FORSYTH BEAVER RUIN SID 4156 0 821210 8407 1 < 2 
)05934 EULION ATLANTA 4163 0 840724 8407 1 < 2 
206153 GLASCCCK GIBECN 4158 1 840712 8407 1 < 2 
✓06566 MEE WHITE PLAINS 4141 2 840711 8407 4 42+- 5 0.9 < 1.0 50-F- 4 
127448 HARI-SDN PINE MEADOWS SD 4140 1 8013 8407 4 < 2 
5(17546 RAMON HOLFICN COUNTY WATER 4110 1 840625 8407 1 4-f- 1 0.3 
5a7555 HOUSTON hrtrION COUNTY WATER 4112 1 640619 8407 1 < 2 
'7546 }!LUTON HCIEICN COUNTY WATER 4123 2 840625 8407 1 < 1 
17387 HOLETON HOUSTON CO.SYST•M,FE 4111 0 840620 e407 1 44- 1 2.7 
p 17564 HAMM HOUSTON COUNTY WATER 4113 1 840619 8407 1 < 3 
5(77573 HILTON HOUSTON COUNTY WATER 4117 1 240619 8407 1 < 3 
4616 LAURRE 011 ai/IR g:'1'ATE 4166 0 84C • 25 8407 1 < 2 
)33C174 LIDERTY FLEMING ESTATES FLIT 4155 0 821010 8407 1 < 2 
25558 MC AARON'S KI-P 4120 0 840627 8407 1 < 2 
25521 LANG HARVEY CCLTEN MEP 4122 0 840627 8407 1 < 2 
25549 LONG HORSE CREEK TP 4124 0 840627 8407 1 < 2 
09802 LL3INDEE liAl-raA 41 21 1 840619 8407 1 < 2 
22635 IfirMES Loal LAUREL 101-1P 4126 1 840618 8407 4 < 2 
25661 LOWNEES EWAN GROVE Miff 4144 1 840507 8407 1 2+- 1 
73755 MONROE CULLODEN 4142 2 840710 8107 4 < 2 
33744 CCCNEE ELDER RETORTS EUEDIV 4129 2 84a711 8407 4 < 1 
10328 Pam EYRON 4116 0 840615 8407 1 < 1 
18189 PEACH HAYES MEE 4125 1 840703 8407 4 4-F- 1 2.6 
.73e2 PEACE KETT E MANOR in 4128 1 840624 8407 4 14- 1 
)5851 TF1 FAIR MILAN #3 4134 0 840703 8407 1 2-1- 2 
11762 TELFAIR MILAN 4137 0 840703 8407 1 2+- 1 
586o TELFAIR MILAN #2 4139 2 840710 8407 1 2+- 2 
3576 mow 0A1C1-.01 EUMEVISICN 4130 3 840626 8417 4 1+- 1 
3576 'MIAS OAKLAND SJETIVISICN 4151 1 840628 84Cr7 1 < 3 
6184 arl FEEBLE IP0aC MEOWS 4135 1 84.0618 8407 1 < 2 
6251 TOWS CATCCS TRAILER PAW 4146 0 840718 84C7 1 < 2 
3159 num KKLIN HEIGHTS SUM 4157 0 830223 8407 1 < 2 
8458 WAYNE ARROWHEAD VILLAGE TR 4149 0 840716 8407 1 < 2 
4434 WAYNE ECN AIR APARTMENT 4153 0 840718 8407 1 < 2 
TYPE 1 0 ,1ST CC SITE ; 24REPEAT OCFIOSITE; 141EPEAT SINGLE ; 3=REPEAT QUARTERLY ; 4=NEW SCREEN ; 6=OTHER 
DATE COLLECT 	TYPES -1,0,2,5 = OTPOSTIE DATE CR MI COLLECTION DM 
RADIOACTIVITY IN COMMIT WATER SUPPLJE REPORT LT: 8407 ... JULY CO1SLETE 	 ... PAGE 	2 
MI COLL LAB 	MOM 	RA- 	RA- 
comy 	WATER aJRPLY 	 W # DATE DATE TYPE ALPHA 226 MS 	URANIUM 
	
PCl/L 	PCT/L PCVL PCl/L 
124258 
113277 
124416 
113286 
03393 
*13671 
WAYNE 
WAYNE 
WAYNE 
WAYNE 
WHITE 
WORTH 
MIFTWODD MOBILE ICE 
auv 
REST AI ME 11.11_91C 
SCREVEN 
HUN 
MABILLA WATER SIETE 
4132 0 840628 8407 1 	< 2 
4138 0 840628 8407 1 < 2 
4131 	0 840628 84117 1 	< 2 
4145 0 84(1716 8407 1 < 2 
4127 	4 840709 84017 4 	5+- 2 	1.9 
4136 0 840614 8407 1 < 2 
3: TYPE -1,0,541 SI CCIvIPOSTIE ; NREFEAT CCM/Si 	 ; 14REPEAT SINGLE ; 3=REPEAT QUARTERLY ; 4=NRi SCREEN ; 6=0'IliTER 
: COMM' DATE TYPE -1,0,2,5 = CUSCEITE LATE OR END COLLECTION DATE 
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RADIOACTIVITY TIC cavruttrry WATER SUP= EFFORT DT: 8408 ... ALUM INCOMPLEIE 	 PAGE 	1 
COUNIY WATER SUPPLY W 
WELL 
# 
CELL 
DATE 
LAB 
DATE ME 
MOSS 	RA- 	RA- 
ALPHA 226 228 	URANIUM. 
PCl/L 	PCT/L 	FCE/L FCI/L 
25278 AFPLINt LAKE TARA FRP 4272 1 840328 8408 5 < 3 
17114 A}FLING THE VILLAGE MEE 4223 0 840e07 e40e 1 24- 2 
CO292 EARI(JW EARTOW (CUNLY WATER 4200 0 82C7713 8406 -1 24- 1 
)004E6 naRKEN ALAPAHA ,CITY OF 4197 0 820222 8408 3 54- 2 
V1262 BERRIEN MOOT'S #2 MEP 4202 0 820129 8409 -1 24- 1 
00475 FERRIEN ENIGMA 4250 2 840326 8403 2 3-1- 2 
15120 ECM AVONDALE MOBILE KEE 4252 2 840220 84(8 5 34- 1 
IC0667 BIM EFECKEERIICE SOUTH 1v7 4236 0 840e03 8408 1 < 2 
'142E8 HEE CALLE VINAE SUBLIVIS 4229 1 e4c731 84(8 	1 < 1 
I13920 BILE HAWAIIAN VIUACE 4220 0 840815 8408 1 24- 2 
HEE '01560 MACON HEALTH CARE C 4228 1 840731 840e 	1 14- 1 
114297 HEE VEEP F WORLD 	FORE 4217 0 840815 8408 1 34- 2 
100558 EIRE SIELTERTIC PINES NOB 4226 1 840e03 e4ce 	1 < 2 
524276 HEM B : E WATER WORKS 4205 0 811214 8408 -1 < 2 
318251 BRYAN FLACK CREEK - WET 4237 0 84ce15 8408 	1 < 2 
300934 BRYAN Ma MCALLISTER ESTA 4179 0 840E29 8408 1 < 2 
01%4 EFYAN GARDNER ETATE 4231 0 840615 8408 1 < 2 
300993 IFYAN LAKE LORRAINE S/D 4218 0 840307 8408 1 < 2 
01160 FILLOCH CIARKCS MOBILE HCFE 4206 0 821201 8408 -1 < 2 
Z368 DULWICH OCUNIFY C. HELLS-PIN 4267 1 840104 8408 5 < 3 
101cE3 BULICCH Mal-AIM 4251 7 821116 8408 5 < 3 
23183 MIEN MISSION TRACE SD M 0 810415 8408 6 < 3 
D1697 CARROLL TEMPLE 4175 0 8407726 e40e 1 < 2 
'.01776 CAMOLL TtiiN CAKE Nail E Hav; 4234 0 84(824 8408 1 14— 1 
23801 CATOCSA HCUSTON VALLEY WATER 4279 0 e40109 84(8 5 < 3 
15778 CHATHAM CC'WODORE FOIE' 4230 0 840e08 8408 1 < 2 
C2150 CHATHAM ESTILL HAMMOCK ESTAT 4169 0 840719 840e 	1 < 2 
22565 MATH& GLEN OF ROBIN HCOD S 4177 1 840725 8408 1 < 2 
cM, CHATHAM GRAYS SU1MVISION 4238 0 840815 84C8 	1 < 2 
C2035 Mal& MOVE FM I. SEM= 4239 0 840802 8408 1 24- 2 
MATINS MOBILE HOME 	 22112 CHATHAM 4210 0 84cecrr 84(8 	1 < 3 
14003 CHATHAM MORGAN Mar F FICEE P 4227 0 840E02 8408 1 < 2 
/2275 GIATHANI OGEEIYEE FARMS 4284 2 840131 84(8 	5 < 2 
2327 CHATHRI PINE EC= MOMS 4167 0 840717 8408 1 < 2 
Z590 CHATHAM PI H' 	NCEILE HUT 4168 0 84(x17 8408 	1 < 2 
)A075 CHATHAM SAVANNAH, COFFEE FLU 4253 26 810825 8408 2 < 3 
2954 CHATHAM SHADY ACRES MOBILE 1-1 4198 0 810812 8408 1 < 3 
2442 CHATHAM TALAHI LAKE ESTATES 4184 0 e40717 8408 1 < 3 
2E14 (MCKEE CHEROKEE cairn FATE 4282 0 01121 8403 5 < 2 
)3112 CLAYTON RIVERDALE 41 82 0 840724 8408 1 < 2 
3649 COLUMHEA MCVELOWN 4271 15 E21109 e40e 5 
3743 COG( ADEL 4185 0 e40726 840e 1 < 4 
6599 Cara St/EFIERIAR MHP  	4199 0 e20617 840e -1 < 2 
5185 CRISP CEDAR LAKES r_biAilL 4274 1 830e09 8408 5 < 2 
5194 CRISP DOGWOOD HILL SID 4307 1 831108 8408 5 
3329 CRISP MEAUJW PARK S/D 4287 2 831108 8408 5 < 2 
5018 CRISP C1"IAR HEIGHTS 4288 1 83110e 84(8 5 < 3 
4124 DAWWN DA1SDNVILIE 4254 2 831208 8408 5 44- 2 
1124 DAWSON DAWSONVILLE 4262 0 830310 e4ce 5 24- 1 
4124 DAWSON DAMNVILLE 4293 1 831208 8408 5 
1225 LEKALE DE Ai 	COUNTY WATER 4173 0 84=4 8406 1 < 1 
TYPE -1,0,1SI CCULFOSTIE ; 24REEAT CCFIRDE.11E ; 143EFEAT SINGLE ; 3-4CEPEAT QUAMMLY ; 441EW SCREEN ; 6=CIFIR 
COLLECT DATE TYPES -1,0,2,5 = CCMPOSTIE DATE OR END OX LLECITON DATE 
P14155 
704439 
125848 
107621 
104777 
504957 
504993 
935216 
508540 
3244C0 
rS645 
Krog74 
305776 
MEOW 
aC6162 
306293 
509952 
516548 
527338 
5065E6 
706617
X809 
'16036 
058 
4 
S 
16131 
12477 
6917 
09104 
004 
04 
0e104 
04 
08275 
15886 
4652 
r r44( 
 6095
5149 
7
5  
1 
	
GEM 	RA- 	RA- 
TYPE ARIA 226 228 	URANIUM 
PCl/L 	PCl/L 	 PCl/L 
1 
1 
5 
6 
1 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
1 
1 
1 
1 
-1 
4 
4 
1 
4 
4 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
1 
1 
4 
2 
5 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
5 
5 
1 
1 
4 
 5 
5 
5 
4 
1 
2 
< 2 
< 3 
< 2 
< 2 
< 2 
< 3 
< 2 
< 2 
< 2 
< 2 
1+- 	1 
34- 1 
< 2 
< 2 
< 1 
2+- 2 
< 4 
< 3 
11+- 	2 
84- 2 
< 1 
< 1 
< 2 
< 1 
4+- 2 
< 1 
2+- 2 
< 1 
2+- 	1 
3+- 	1 
9+- 2 
< 1 
44- 2 
< 2  
< 3 
24- 2 
< 3 
< 2 
< 3 
< 3 
< 2 
< 3 
< 1 
< 3 
< 3 
1.5 1.3 
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RADIOACTIVITY IN CCMMUNTIY WATER E_UPPLIE REPORT PT: 8408 ... AUGUST INCOMPLETE 	 ... PACE 	2 
CCUNIY WATER SUPPLY W 
WELL 
# 
COIL 
DATE 
TAB 
DATE 
TOMMY BIG M TRAILER PARK 4225 1 840725 84(8 
LCUCHERIY CARVER MEDIVISICN 4178 1 840725 8408 
EFFM-IAM FOXHALL NOFIH 4248 1 840327 8408 
EFFINIIAM HOLCEEIfl1LE NCBILE H 4192 0 811013 8408 
EFFINITAM RINCON 4216 2 840e0e 840e 
ENAMEL GARFIELD 4290 2 831103 8408 
WARM SiAMEEORO 4300 9 840202 e408 
FAIEnE DIX LEE ON MAILS 4257 6 831229 e408 
FAYETTE FERNWODD Na1311E ErNE 4281 1 831229 8408 
FCRSYM KINGS HARBOR WATER S 	4252 0 830913 8408 
FORSYTH LADY WATER CO 42E4 0 8308C5 8408 
FORSYTH MCCUE S/D 4190 0 811029 8408 
FRANKLIN CANON 4258 2 840305 8406 
FULICN PAINEITO 4176 0 84=4 8408 
GLAWOCK MTICHELL 4222 0 840809 8408 
GLYNN NEW HOPE PLANTATICV 4195 2 821001 8408 
GI NN OAK ACRES SD 4174 0 e40731 840e 
GUM WINDWARD ACRES SJ 4207 0 811019 8408 
GREENE INDIAN ETU S InA'af  	4214 1 841:723 8408 
WHITE PLAINS GREENE 4186 3 840ece 8408 
GWINNEIT BUFORD 4170 0 840725 840e 
HAEERSHAM MOM' AIRY 4191 0 820518 8408 
HALL MARLETTE HEIGHTS M/H 4211 0 84Ce0e Nos 
HALL SHADY GROVE TRAILER 4304 3 831107 840e 
HANCCCK SCENIC Sums SD 4273 2 840322 8408 
HANCCCK SCENIC SHORES ED 4298 4 840322 8408 
HANDOCK SCENIC MORES SD 4303 5 840322 8408 
HANODCK WCODLAIT VALLEY SC 4269 0 830329 8408 
HARRIS HARM COUNTY WATER 4291 0 840127 840e 
HART HVERSVILLE,OTTY 4261 1 840109 840e 
HJUSION CENTERVILLE 4221 2 Noel 5 840e 
HOUSTON PINBiCOD MTS. : NEP 4215 0 840308 8408 
JACKSON TCLBERT MEP 4212 3 840314 8408 
JASPER ALCM MORES SD 4268 0 830331 8409 
JEFFERSON LOUISVILLE 4295 6 840116 8408 
JONES MAY 4260 6 840313 8408 
JONES 
JONES 
GRAY 
GRAY 
4253 
4285 
2 
5 
e40313 
840313 
84(8 
84os 
JONES GRAY 4286 4 840313 8408 
JONES GRAY 4308 1 840313 8408 
LANIER LAKE AND 4276 2 831215 8408 
LAURENS EAST LUBLIN 4203 3 821007 8408 
L4UREIE LAURENS WATER CO., I 4233 0 840806 8408 
LAURDE WARMCMS TRAIIIR PA 4183 0 840725 8408 
IFF. GLENDALE El 4a3 1 8010 84o8 
LIFIgiTY OAK HILL ESTATES 4232 0 840516 e4ce 
LIBERIY OGEEN 'IP h2 4278 2 83060e 84C8 
LIEERTY COLEN 'JP 4297 1 83062 8408 
LINCOLN REED POULTRY 4213 1 840809 840e 
LONG ECAIRTGETS TRAILER P 4201 0 821214 8408 
lams ASIM SD 4301 1 e4031 5 8406 
1TYPE 	 CCMFOSTIE ; 24REPEAT CcEPOSITE ; 14zEPEAT SINULE ; 3=REPEAT QUARTERLY ; 4=NEW SCREEN ; 6=01En 
COLLECT DATE 'TYPES -1,0,2,5 = CCEPOSTIE LATE OR END COLLECTION DATE 
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RADIOACITVITY IN COMMUNITY WATER SUPPLIES REPORT DT: 8408 ... AUCUST INCOMPLETE 	 ... PACE 	3 
WEIL COLL LAB 	GRO.T 	RA- 	RA- 
W 	COUNTY 	WATER SUPPLY 	 W # DATE DATE TYPE ALPHA 226 228 	URANIUM 
	
PcI/L 	Pca/L pca/L pca/L 
41■11•••••• 
203963 UNNUES BOXEODOUGHSUBCIVISI 4296 2 840326 8408 5 <3 
225254 Lams HIDDEN VALLEY SD 4302 1 e40306 8408 2 < 2 
525820 MADISON JUBILEE PAMEES #1 4280 1 840308 8408 5 
525E20 MADISON JUBTTFE PARTNERS 0 4306 2 8400e 8408 5 < 2 
€76543 ?OMEN EULONIA CallUNITY 4210 1 84C814 8408 4 < 3 
809533 MCINTOSH SAM) GARDE}S 4241 0 840814 8408 1 < 3 
619693 Yuma! YOUNGS ISLAND WATER 4246 0 840814 8408 1 < 2 
64:9576 MEMEIHER GREENVILLE 4208 0 811130 84(8 -1 8+- 2 
121E618 MONROE DAVIS MOBILE HCME PK 4193 0 841208 8408 3 624- 4 1.5 664- 5 
218618 MONROE DAVIS MOBILE FIUME PK 4194 0 830210 840e 3 41+- 4 < 1.0 
50959 innucivm TARRYTOWN 4294 2 831116 8403 5 < 3 
1721879 NEWTON CCUNTRY ACRES MCFRE  	4305 0 831130 840e 5 2+- 2 
716848 NEWTON LOOP 81 WHILE HCME 4299 0 840316 8408 2 2+- 2 
1710123 NEWTON BIBS M-. CO. 4245 0 840810 8408 1 < 2 
734953 INIWTON STEM VALLEY SURD 4277 0 840316 8408 5 
210389 PICKENS BIG CANOE SJBDIVISIO 4172 3 840724 840e 4 14- 1 
210361 PICKENS PICKEW COUNTY WATER 4270 1 840315 8408 5 
722024 PUTNAM PINE PDHET SUE= 4209 3 820107 8408 6 5+- 2 
722(24 PUTNAM PINE FOREST SUEEIVIS 4224 0 840726 8408 1 24- 1 
110729 RICHMOND AUMETA 4242 0 840e10 8408 1 < 2 
11c765 RICRIOND RICHMOND COUNTY WATE 4255 105 831219 84(8 5 < 2 
110765 RICHMOND RICIFOND COUNTY WATE 4289 106 831219 8408 5 < 2 
210693 ROCK DALE MILSTEAD 4243 0 840810 8408 1 < 2 
311(263 BEY ELLAVILLE 4189 0 821027 8408 3 4+- 1 1.1 
420601 SCREVEN BRICIEONS TRAILER PAR 4244  0 840ee1 8408 1 < 3 
421537 SCEEVEN FUCK CREEK ACRES M.H 4235 0 840e01 8408 1 < 1 
611277 SPALDIM CARLISLE SD 4265 0 831229 e40e 5 < 2 
p11310 SPALDING SCUTHEMPION MHP 4188 0 831229 8408 5 34- 1 
?11399 STEFFENS SHOREWCOD In. : CAM 4249 0 830928 8408 5 164- 3 
324425 SYTER FRIAR PATCH MOBILE H 4171 0 840730 8408 1 < 1 
0256 SJMIER SUER CO. COREECTIO 4259 2 840106 8408 5 < 2 
32E2S2 THOMAS maw FS 4256 1 840119 8408 5 < 2 
;26760 TIME RIVENCOD ED 4275 1 840322 840e 5 
;2C1753 THOMAS TOWN : COUNTRY Eb1AT 4181 1 8405C7 8408 1 6+- 2 2.0 < 1.0 
21665 BL!"IAS TWIN ACRES SUED= 4180 1 841717 8403 1 < 3 
21936 lin. OAK RIDGE MAILER PA 4266 1 831206 840e 5 834.- 6 
12283 MULLEN 90PMDN 4219 0 840810 8403 1 24- 2 
25148 WAYNE PINE 0R0VEPTP 4204 0 820605 6406 -1 < 3 
13436 WHITE SKYLAKE WATER SYSTEM 4310 4 831230 8408 5 
1629 WILKINSON IRONTON WAITEWCEKS 4247 0 836729 8408 2 4+- 1 
13656 WILEIMN TallETORO 4309 3 83(831 8408 5 
4187 ODWETA CO 4187 0 840514 8408 -1 14- 1 
TYPE -1,0,5=1ST CCMFOETTE ; 2=REPEAT CCK:C8TIE ; 141PEAT SIMPLE ; 3-4 PEAT QUARTERLY ; 4=NEW SCREEN ; 6=0THER 
MUM' DATE TYPES -1,0,2,5 = CCMFOSTIE LATE OR END COLLMION DATE 
4.6 
0.8 
14.0 
2 . 5 ( - ) 
40.1 
11.8 	3.9 	33.9 
2.3 	0.8 	6.7 
9.0 
10.0 
( 4.- ) 
12.0 
14.7 
3.2 
12.9 
6. 2 
1. 2 
4 . 2 
42.3 
9.1 
53.9 
10.4 
37.1 
. 
(4- 
7. 0 
1:: 
13.4 
2.2 
45.4 
qi 
38.6 
6. 4 
    
 
, 
  
. 	 .) 
 
• . ,*,..FiNgpirrfrilregsler.,,,,,,mr..r.,,tr•ear,- • 
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Table 19 
Exposure Rates at Nuclear Facilities 
Measured with TLD's 
BAY SUBMARINE BASE ... 840402-840808 	127 DAYS 
MR 	MIORR/HR 	MR/YR 
12.9 
2.4 „ 
3.0 	14.3 	4.7 	41.2 
2.4 	0.8 	6.9 
14.0 
-) 
13.4 	4.4 	38.4 
3.3 	1.1 	
)::)05 
	
15.0 	16.1 	5.3 	46.2 
(+-) 	3.9 	1.3 	11.2 
20.0 
	
15.5 
	
44.4 
3.1 
	
1,0 
NET. AVG. 14.5 	4.7 
3.7 	1.2 
41.5 
10.'8 
TLD# 
22.0 
22.0 
(+-) 
24.0 
25.0 
26.0 
27.0 
1:: -4-- :11 
28 . 0 
- 
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BACKLRuUND KINGS BAY ... 840403-240202 	DAYS 
MR 
17.8 
MICRR/HR 
1.0 
MR/YR 
51.3 
2.6 
16.3 47.0 
2.5 
16.5 
3.0 1.0 
17.1 49.2 
3.4 1.1 9.8 
15.0 4.9 43.2 
3.4 1.1 
14.1 4.6 40„5 
2 . 7 0.9 7'.8 
15 .:3 44.0 
1.0 8.9 
16.0 415.1 
2.6 7.4 
-,wmpoliworkwo, 
GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
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ATLANTA. GEORGIA 30332 
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(404) 894-2375 
	
(404) 894-2375 
DATE: 	October 15, 1984 
TO: 	James Hardeman, Program Manager 
Environmental Radiation Program 
Ehvironmental Protection Division, DNR 
FROM 	Bernd Kahn, Director 
Environmental Resources Center 
SUBJECT: Monthly Report of Activities for the State by the Environmental 
Radiation Laboratory, September, 1984 
The results of radionuclide analyses are reported for the following 
sample types that were processed this month: 
Environmental radionuclide monitoring at nuclear 
facilities by DNR staff 	 Table 1-18 
Other environmental radionuclide monitoring by DNR 
staff 	 Table 	19 
Radioactivity monitoring by DRR staff 	 Table 20-21 
Monitoring by DNR staff of Community Water Systems 	Table 	22 
Environmenal radiation monitoring at nuclear 
facilities by DNR staff 	 Table 	23 
Of the samples collected in the environment at nuclear facili-
ties, the following contained radioactivity that may be attributed to 
the facility: 
Tables 16 - 18 -- H-3 in milk, rainwater, surface water and soil 
at the Savannah River Plant. 
All other radionuclides in Tables 1-18 are attributed to fallout or 
the natural radiation background. All samples collected for the NRC 
project are indicated by asterisks in the appropriate tables. 
Bags of silica gel, placed in the environment in Georgia at the 
Savannah River Plant for a 3-month period collected water vapor with 
elevated H-3 levels (see Table 19). 
Smears taken by DHR staff at Georgia Tech showed detectable Co-6G 
in t smears of four, and Zn-65 in one of them (Table 20). Liquid 
scintillation analysis is in process (Table 21). 
Radioactivity results for community water supplies, compiled in 
Table 22, include partial data for samples WS4167-4378. 
Elevated radium levels were found in: 
WS 4197 Alapaha 
TLD measurements obtained in the vicinity of Plant Farley, Plant 
Hatch, Plant Sequoyah, and SRP and at background locations ate 
reported in Table 23. Ranges of exposure were: 
Location 	Near  Plant 	 Background  
Farley 	 32-71 mR/yr 	44-74 mR/yr 
Hatch 	 30-57 	 40-76 
Sequoyah 	50-71 	 42-93 
SRP 	 41-72 	 45-87 
None of the values are attributed to station operation. Note that the 
background locations are not well matched to the nearby locations and 
have a higher upper value at all plants. 
The types of samples and number of each that were analyzed are 
summarized in the following two tables. 
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Number of Samples Analyzed in Month 	 September 1984 
air 	air 	 grass, 	soil, 
water 	filter cartridge milk 	veg. sediment 	animals 	smears 	TLD 	silica gel 
gross 
alpha 	158 	6 	 5 
gross 
beta 	 44 	11 	 5 
spectra 
	
17 
	
9 
	
7 	18 	34 
H-3 
	
32 
	
7 
	
1 	 7 
c.0 
Sr-89/90 
1-131 	 8 	 7 
Ra-226 	 8 
Ra-228 
U 
Pu 
dose 
other 
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Sample Types Analyzed in Month 
Sample Types 	 Analyzed 	in Month 
Community Water Supplies 	 122 
Nuclear facilities 	 418 
DRR surveys 	 10 
DNR surveys 	 7 
Total 
4 
Table 1 
Radioactivity Levels in Air Samples from the 
Environment of the Hatch Nuclear Plant 
Radionuclide concen- 
Sample 	 Volume, 	 tration, pCi/M3  
No. Sample type 	Location 	m3 1-131 	Gross beta 
B1123* 	Cartridge 	Substation 	6382 	 <0.003 
Paper filter 
B1124* 	Cartridge 	Dead River 	3071 	 <0.004 
Paper filter Rd. 
B1125* 	Cartridge 	Plant Hatch 	1865 	 <0.009 
Paper filter 
 
0.006 
0.011 
0.014 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected on August 26, 1984, after 44-day sampling. 
2. No other man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were detected in the 
cartridges. 
Table 2 
Radioactivity Levels in Water Samples from the 
Environment of the Hatch Nuclear Plant 
Sample 
No. 
Gross alpha, 	Gross beta, 	H-3, 
Location 	 pCi/1 	 pCi/1 100./1 
1-131 
pci/i 
B1126* Sta # 170 	 3 + 2 	10 + 2 	 < 300 <4 
B1127* Sta # 172 	 < 1 	 3 + 2 	 < 300 <2 
B1139 TLD # 22, surface 	< 2 	 3 + 3 	In process 
B1140 TLD # 48, surface 	< 2 	 4 + 2 
B1141 TLD # 18, ground 	< 3 	 4 + 2 
B1142 TLD # 19, ground 	4 + 2 	6 + 2 
B1143 TLD # 22, ground 	5 + 2 	4 + 2 
B114 4 TLD # 28, ground 	6 + 2 	 3 + 2 
B1145 TLD # 44, ground 	6 + 3 	2 + 2 
Notes: 1. Samples B 1126-1127 were collected July 25- August 29, 
1984 by Georgia Power Company staff; samples B1139-1145 
were collected on September 25, 1984. 
2. 1-131 was calculated as of the final day of the 
collection period. 
3. No man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were detected 
in samples B1126 and 1127. (Cs-137 <20 pCi/1). 
b 
Table 3 
Radioactivity Levels in Milk Samples fram the 
Environment of the Hatch Nuclear Plant 
	
Cs-137, 	K, 	H-3, 	1-131, 
Sample No. 	Location 	pCi/1 g/1 pCi/1 pCi/1  
B1128* 	GSP 	< 6 	1.7 200 + 200 < 1 
B1129* 	Johnson Bros. 	< 10 	1.5 < 200 	< 1 
B1130* 	Wiliamson 	< 6 	1.7 < 200 	< 2 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected on August 27, 1984, by Georgia 
Power Co. staff. 
2. No other radionuclides were detected (Ba-140 <20 pCi/1). 
Table 4 
Sample No. 
B1131* 
B1132* 
B1133 
B1134 
B1135 
B1136 
B1137 
B1138 
Radioactivity Levels in 
Environment of the 
Dry wt/ 
Location 	Wet wt. 
Grass Samples from the 
Hatch Nuclear Plant 
Radionuclide concentration, pCi/kg 
Cs-137 Be-7 
Sta. 5 0.54 170 6,800 
Sta. 21 0.41 240 6,300 
TLD # 16 0.24 <70 <500 
TLD # 20 0.36 <70 2,600 
TLD # 22 0.46 100 3,700 
TLD # 25 0.29 1,600 1,400 
TLD # 28 0.55 <70 2,700 
TED # 45 0.47 <70 4,900 
Notes: 1. Samples 81131 -1132 were collected on Septanber 2, 1984, 
by Georgia Per Co. staff; samples B1133-1138 were 
collected on Septanber 25, 1984. 
2. No other man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were 
detected. Be-7 is formed in nature. 
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Table 5 
Radioactivity Levels in Water Sample from 
the Environment in Georgia of the Dawson Forest 
Gross alpha, 	Gross beta, 
Sample No. 	Location 	pCi/1 	pCi/1  
D 260 	Check-in 	< 2 	 < 3 
station, 
ground 
Notes: 1. Sample was collected on September 11, 1984. 
2. No man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were 
detected. (Cs-137 <20 pCi/1). 
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Table 6 
Radioactivity Levels in Air Samples from the 
the Environment in Georgia of the Farley Nuclear Plant- 
Radionuclide concen- 
Sample 	 Volume, 	tration, pCi/m3  
No. Sample type 	Location 	 m3 1-131 	Gross beta 
F809* 	Cartridge 	Great Southern 	4718 	<0.004 
Paper filter Paper 	 0.003 
F810* 	Cartridge 	Blakely water 	3848 	<0.004 
Paper filter 'rawer 	 0.006 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected on August 31, after 31-day sampling. 
2. No other man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were detected in the 
cartridges. 
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Table 7 
Radioactivity Levels in Water Samples from the Environment 
in Georgia of the Farley Nuclear Plant 
Sample 	 Gross alpha, 	Gross beta, 	H-3, 	1-131, 
No. Location 	pCi/1 	 pCi/1  
F811 	Chattahoochee 	< 2 	 < 2 	< 200 
River 
Great Southern 
Paper 
F812* 	Chattahoochee 	< 2 	2 + 2 	< 200 	< 2 
River 
WRI- M5-0884 
F813* 	Chattahoochee 	< 2 	4 + 2 	< 200 	< 2 
River 
WRB-M5-0884 
F815 	TLD # 1, ground 	< 2 	2 + 2 	< 200 _ 
F816 	TLD # 12, ground 	< 2 	4 + 2 	< 200 
F817 	TLD # 20, ground 	< 2 	4 + 2 	< 200 _ 
F818 	TLD # 12, surface < 1 	2 + 2 	< 200 _
F819 	TLD # 20, surface < 2 	6 + 2 	< 200 _ 
Notes: 1. Sample F811 was collected on August 31, 1984; samples 
F812-813 were collected during August, 1984, by Alabama 
Power Company staff; samples F815 -819 were collected on 
September 18, 1984. 
2. 1-131 was calculated as of the final day of the collection 
period. 
3. No man-made photon-emitting radonuclides were detected in 
samples F811-813 (Cs-137 <20 pCi/1). 
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Table 8 
Radioactivity Levels in Milk Sample from 
the Environment in Georgia of the Farley Nuclear Plant 
Sample 	 Cs-137, 	K, 	H-3, 	1-131, 
Location 	pCi/1 g/1 pCi/1 pCi/1  
F814* 	MB-1110-M5 	9 	1.7 <200 	< 2 
091085 
Notes: 1. Sample was collected on September 10, 1984, by Alabama 
Power Company staff. 
2. No other radionuclides were detected (Ba-140 <20 pCi/1). 
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Table 9 
Radioactivity Levels in Grass Samples from the 
Environment in Georgia of the Farley Nuclear Plant 
Dry wt/ 	Radionuclide concentration 
Sample No. Location 	Wet wt. Cs-137 	Be-7  
F820 	TLD #1 	0.29 	 < 70 	<1,600 
F821 	TLD #12 	0.34 	 80 	6,000 
F822 	TLD #16 	0.53 	 < 70 	4,400 
F823 	TLD #20 	0.49 	 < 70 	 <700 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected on September 18, 1984. 
2. No other man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were 
detected. Be-7 is formed in nature. 
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Table 10 
Radioactivity Levels in Grass Samples from the 
Environment in Georgia of the Sequoyab Nuclear Plant 
Dry wt/ Radionuclide concentration, pCi/kg 
Sample No. Location Wet wt. Cs-137 Be-7 
SQ133 TLD # 3 0.50 < 70 2,200 
SQ134 TLD # 10 0.47 < 70 5,900 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected on September 7, 1984. 
2. No other man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were detected. 
Be-7 is formed in nature. 
Table 11 
Radioactivity Levels in Ground Water Samples from the - 
Environment in Georgia of the Sequoyah Nuclear Plant 
Sample 
No. Location 
Gross alpha, 
pCi/1 
Gross beta, 
pCi/1 
H-3, 
pCi/1 
SQ135 TLD # 3 < 2 < 3 < 300 
SQ136 TLC # 10 < 2 2 + 2 < 300 
Note: Samples were collected on September 7, 1984. 
Table 12 
Radioactivity Levels in Water Samples from 
the Environment in Georgia of the Savannah River Plant 
Sample No. 	 Radionuclide concentration, pCi/1  
Cs-137 	 Be-7 
SR 1592 and 1595 
	
<3 	 85 
Notes: 1. Other results are in the report for August, 1984, Table 12. 
2. Gammay-ray spectral analysis was performed on combined evaporated 
samples (0.4 1 each) because gross beta particle activity was above 
5 pCi/l. No other photon-emitting radionuclides were detected. 
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Table 13 
Radioactivity Levels in Sediment Samples from the 
Environment in Georgia of the Savannah River Plant 
Sample No. Location 
Dry wt/ 
Wet wt. 
Radionuclide concentration, pCi/kg 
Cs-137 	K-40 	Ra-226 	Ra-228 
SR 1651 18A 0.64 530 16,400 1,800 1,600 
SR 1652 18B 0.78 300 10,600 500 400 
SR 1653 19A 0.81 82 8,500 700 400 
SR 1654 19B 0.66 470 17,300 1,300 900 
SR 1655 20A 0.63 460 16,800 1,100 1,000 
SR 1656 20B 0.62 530 17,300 1,500 1,000 
SR 1657 21A 0.42 76 6,000 1,700 1,100 
SR 1658 21B 0.62 340 14,000 1,300 1,300 
Notes: 1. Samples SR 1617-1658 were collected August 20-23, 1984; results 
for other samples are given in report for August, 1984, Table 13. 
2. No other man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were detected. detected. 
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Table 14 
Radioactivity Levels in Air Samples from the 
Environment in Georgia of the Savannah River Plant 
Volume, 
Radionuclide concen- 
tration, pCi/m3 
Inches Gross 
Sample No. Sample type Location m3 1-131 alpha 	beta Rainfall 
SR 1659 Cartridge Augusta 3010 <0.006 3.5 
Paper filter <0.001 0.003 
SR 1660 Cartridge Girard 3023 <0.006 no data 
Paper filter <0.001 0.003 
SR 1661 Cartridge Simulator 3753 <0.006 4.0 
Paper filter <0.001 0.002 
SR 1662 Cartridge Hargrove 3048 <0.006 3.6 
Paper filter Rd. <0.001 0.003 
SR 1663 Cartridge Waynesboro 3052 <0.006 3.6 
Paper filter <0.001 0.002 
SR 1664 Cartridge Ga. Welcome 1019 <0.02 no data 
Paper filter <0.001 0.007 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected on August 27, 1984 after 32-day sampling. 
2. No other man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were detected in the 
cartridges. 
Table 15 
Radioactivity Levels in Grass Samples from the 
Environment in Georgia of the Savannah River Plant 
Dry wt/ H-3, 	Radionuclide concentration, pCi/kg 
Sample No. Location Wet wt. loCi/1 Cs-137 Be-7 
SR1665 TLD # 1 0.33 In process 45 500 
SR1666 TLD # 4 0.97 <300 <3,000 
SR1667 TLD # 6 0.27 <180 <2,000 
SR1668 TLD # 8 0.44 <100 <1,000 
SR1669 TLD # 10 0.22 <180 2,800 
SR1670 TLD # 11 0.49 190 3,200 
SR1671 TLD # 15 0.24 260 3,900 
SR1672 TLD # 17 0.34 630 3,300 
SR1673 TLD # 20 0.37 800 4,400 
SR1674 TLD # 22 0.42 100 3,400 
SR1675 TLD # 25 0.48 950 4,200 
SR1703 Simulator 0.21 <100 <1,000 
SR1704 Waynesboro 0.60 <30 2,500 
SR1705 Hancock 0.66 <30 2,400 
Landing 
Notes: 1. Samples SR1665-1675 were collected on September 5-6, 1984; samples 
SR 1703-1705 were collected by Georgia Power Company staff. 
2. No other man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were detected. 
Be-7 is formed in nature. 
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Table 16 
Radioactivity Levels in Water Samples from 
The Environment in Georgia of the Savannah River Plant 
Sample 
No. 
Inches 
Location 	Rainfall 
Gross alpha, 
pCi/1 
Gross beta, 
pCi/1 
- 	H-3, 
pCi/1 
1-131, 
pCi/1 
SR 1676 
SR 1677 
SR 1678 
SR 1679 
SR 1680 
SR 1681 
SR 1683 
SR 1684 
SR 1685 
SR 1686 
SR 1687 
SR 1688 
SR 1689 
SR 1690 
SR 1691 
SR 1692 
SR 1696 
SR 1697 
SR 1698 
SR 1699 
TLD #6, surface 
TLD #10, surface 	 
TLD #11, surface 	 
TLD #15, surface 	 
TLD #17, surface 
TLD #20, surface 	 
TLD #4, rain 
TLD #8, rain 
Savannah River, 
Hwy 301 
Augusta, rain 
Ga. iAilcome, rain 
GPC simulator, rain 
Hargrove Rd., rain 
Waynesboro, rain 
Girard, rain 
I & D Water Supply, 	 
Port Wentworth 
Savannah River R-2 
Savannah River R-10 	 
RM 146.7 
RM 150.4 
3.5 
1.3 
5.9 
3.6 
3.6 
no data 
< 2 
< 2 
< 2 
< 2 
< 2 
3 + 2 _ 
< 2 
< 1 
< 2 
2 + 1 _ 
< 1 
< 2 
3 + 2 _ 
< 2 
< 2 
< 2 
< 2 
< 1 
3 + 2 
4 + 2 
3 + 2 _ 
3 + 2 
< 3 
7 + 2 
2 + 2 
3 + 2 _ 
9 + 2 _ 
< 2 
3 +2 
2 + 2 _ 
12 + 2 _ 
3 + 2 _ 
< 2 
2 + 2 _ 
3 + 2 
< 2 
< 300 
< 300 
< 300 
1,800 + 300 
3,000 + 300 
3,800 + 300 
< 300 
1,200 + 300 
400 + 300 
< 300 
500 + 300 
800 + 300 
500 + 300 _ 
In process 
400 + 400 
4,500 + 400 
1,400 + 400 
< 300 
< 2 
< 2 
< 2 
< 3 
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Table 16 (cont) 
Radioactivity Levels in Water Samples from 
The Environment in Georgia of the Savannah River Plant 
Sample 
No. Location 
Inches 	Gross alpha, 
Rainfall pCi/1 
Gross beta, 
pCi/1 
H-3, 	1-131, 
pCi/1 pCi/1 
SR 1700 
SR 1701 
SR 1702 
RM 151.2 
N. Augusta, 
raw composite 
Port Wentworth, 
raw composite 
< 
< 
-- ----- 	< 
2 
2 
2 
4 + 2 _ 
2 + 2 
2 + 2 
< 300 
< 400 
1,800+400 	 
1. Samples SR1676-1684 were collected on September 5, 1984; samples SR1685-1691 were 
collected July 26 - August 27, 1984; sample SR1692 was collected September 5-11, 
1984; samples SR1696-1697 were collected on September 4, 1984, by Savannah River Plan , 
 staff, samples SR1698-1702 were collected August 6 - September 11, 1984, by 
Georgia Power Company staff. 
2. 1-131 was calculated as of the final day of the collection period. 
3. No man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were detected in samples 
SR1676-1681, 1685,1692, and 1696-1702. (Cs-137 <20 pCi/1). 
Table 17 
Radioactivity Levels in Soil Sample from the 
Environment in Georgia of the Savannah River Plant 
Dry wt/ 	H-3, 	Radionuclide concentrations, pCi/kg 
Sample No. 	Location 	Wet wt. pCi/1 Cs-137 	K-40 	Ra -226 	Ra -228  
SR 1682 	TLD # 4 	0.69 	800+400 	310 	17,400 	1,200 	1,400 
Notes: 1. Sample was collected on September 6, 1984. 
2. No other man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were detected. 
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Table 18 
Radioactivity Levels in Milk Samples from 
the Environment in Georgia of the Savannah River Plant 
	
Cs-137 	K, 	H-3, 	1-131, 
Sample No. 	Location 	pCi/1 g/1 pCi/1 pCi/1  
SR 1693 	Girard 	< 10 	1.8 	< 300 	< 1 
SR 1694 	Waynesboro 	< 6 	1.7 	< 400 	< 1 
SR 1695 	Gracewood 	< 6 	1.8 	700+300 < 1 _ 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected on September 6, 1984, by Savannah River 
Plant staff. 
2. No other radionuclides were detected (Ba-140 <20 pCi/1). 
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Table 19 
Tritium Levels in Silica GP) Collectors 
Sample No. Identification 
Water vol., 
ml. 
- H-3, 
pCi/1 
S 2408 S-1,Vogtle simulator 0.91 8,200+300 
S 2409 S-2,Augusta YDC 0.93 13,600+300 
S 2410 S-3,Girard 0.96 9,300+300 
S 2411 S-4 	Waynesboro 0.90 39,300+300 
S 2412 S-5 	Hancock Landing 0.91 61,400+400 
S 2413 S-6 	Ga. Welcome Center 0.58 18,500+300 
S 2414 S-7 	Sample blank 1.0 
S 2415 S-8 	Standard 1.0 7,200/m1 
Notes: 1. Bags of 220g silica gel placed in the field near Savannah River 
Plant, May 1-September 9, 1984 by DNR personnel; 5.0-g samples 
of moist silica gel were analyzed. 
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Table 20 
Radioactivity Levels in Smears from Georgia Tech 
Research Reactor 
Radioactivity level, pCi/smear 
Sample No. 	Identification 	Gross alpha 	Gross beta 	Co-60 Zn-65  
S 2416 	 # 17 	 < 0.2 	3 + 1 	3 	< 2 
S 2417 	 # 18 	 < 0.2 	55 + 2 	31 	370 _ 
S 2418 	 # 19 	 0.4+0.3 	1 + 1 	<1 	<2 
S 2419 	 # 20 	 < 0.3 	1 + 1 	<1 	<2 _ 
S 2420 	 # 27 	 0.3+0.3 	1 + 1 	<1 	<2 _ 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected on September 11, 1984 by DRR personnel. 
2. No other photon-emitting radionuclides were detected. Samples S 2418-2420 
were counted together by Ge(Li) detector. 
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Table 21 
Radioactivity Levels in Smears from Georgia Tech 
H-3, 	 C-14, 	P-32, 
Sample No. 	Identification 	pCi/smear 	pCi/smear pCi/smear 
S 2421 	 # 19 
S 2422 	 # 21 
S 2423 	 # 22 
S 2424 	 # 23 
S 2425 	 # 24 
S 2426 	 # 25 	 In process 
S 2427 	 #26 
S 2428 	 # 28 
S 2429 	 # 29 
S 2430 	 # 30 
S 2431 	 # 31 
S 2432 	 # 1 
S 2433 	 # 2 
S 2434 	 # 3 
S 2435 	 # 4 
S 2436 	 # 5 
S 2437 	 # 6 
S 2438 	 # 7 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected on September 13, 1984 by DHR personnel. 
2. The radionuclides listed in the headings refer to the energy 
windows, not necessarily to the radionuclides present. 
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Table 22 
RAFIOACliVIIY IN ccrruhaa/ WAUF SUPPLIES REFCRT DT: 8406 ... ALUM INCOMPLEIE 	 ... FACE 	1 
COUNTY WATER SUFPLY W 
WELL 
# 
COLL 
DATE 
LAB 
DATE TYPE 
GROSS 
ALPHA 
FCl/L 
RA- 	RA- 
226 228 	LEA. M? 
PCl/L 	FCl/L FCI/L 
AFFLLIC LAKE TARA 11-2 4272 1 840328 8406 5 < 3 
AFFLINC THE VILLA CE NW 4223 0 8408c7 8408 	1 2÷- 2 
FM% BMW COUNTY WATER 4200 0 820713 8406 -1 2E- 1 
EDT-FEN ALAPAHA ,CTIY OF 4197 0 820222 8408 3 54- 2 7.6 
HERM ERITIT'S k2 111' 42(2 0 820129 8406 -1 24- 1 
FERMI ENIGMA 4250 2 840326 8408 2 34- 2 
FIFB AACICALE Nan F Hal 4252 2  84(223 8408 5 34- 1 
BM Emacimara MUTE N 42 0 840803 8408 1 < 2 
DIP CALLE VINAS MEI= 4229 1 840731 84E6 	1 < 1 
BIM HAWAIIAN VILLAGE 4220 0 840815 8408 1 24- 2 
FIFE MACON REAM CARE C 4228 1 840731 84C8 	1 1 -4- 1 
FIEF Man F WORLD 	FORES 4217 0 840815 8408 1 24- 1 
BIBB SI112111-aU ram NOE 4226 1 840803 840e 	1 < 2 
EiRYAN, B : E WATER WOW 4205 0 811214 84(26 -1 < 2 
MAN FLACK CREEK  - VET 4237 0 840815 8408 	1 < 2 
MAN FORT NCALLIerni KIA 4179 0 8029 8408 1 < 2 
MAN CARItTR EZAPikS 4231 0 840815 8409 1 < 2 
BRYAN LAKE LORRATIT S/D 4218 0 84607 e40e 1 < 2 
BULLOCH CLAMS MOBILE ICIKE 42C6 0 22120 8408 -1 < 2 
DULL CCE calm C. FUIP-FIN 4267 1 840104 8408 5 < 3 
FULLOCE STATES:F.0RO 4251 7 821116 8406 5 < 3 
CAMEM YTR8I0N TRACE SD 4196 0 810415 840e 6 < 3 
CARP EL TEMFLE 4175 0 840726 8408 1 < 2 
CARROLL T-IN OAKS MOBILE Hal 4234 0 840824 8408 1 14- 1 
CAICCA HUSTON VALLEY WATER 4279 0 840109 8408 5 < 3 
CHATHAM OIMIORE POINT 4230 0 840808 8408 1 < 2 
(TATHAM STILL RAMO( pzIAT 4169 0 840719 e408 1 < 2 
CHATHAM GliT0E ROM HOODS 4177 1 840725 8408 1 < 2 
CHAIHAM CRAYS EMULSION 4238 0 840815 8408 	1 < 2 
CHATRAM GROVE HILL SUFLIVISI 4239 0 e40e02 8408 1 24- 2 
CHATHAM mATFINE maTTE Hal 4240 0 840607 84(26 	1 < 3 
CHATHAM MORGAN MOTIF HOME P 4227 0 840602 8406 1 < 2 
CRAIHAM OCEMHEE FAME 4284 2 840131 8406 5 < 2 
MATH& PINE FOREST' SUEDIVIS 4167 0 84C717 8408 1 < 2 
CHATHAM PINEWOOD l'IDETT  F tin 4168 0 640717 8406 	1 < 2 
CHATHAM SAVANNAH, MIFF FLU 4253 26 810825 8408 2 < 3 
CHATHAM' SHADY ACRES NUBILE  11 4198 0 810612 8408 1 < 3 
CHAIM! TALAFa LAKE ETAT& 4184 0 840717 8408 1 < 3 
GIRCKEE CHF= (UM ME 4282 0 831121 6406 5 < 2 
CLAMOR RIVERDALE 4182 0 847724 8408 1 < 2 
OCLUMETA movErowh 4271 15 821109 €408 5 24-- 1 
COCK ADEL 4185 0 840726 8408 1 < 4 
COMA RATT MAR HT  4199 0 €20617 8408 -1 < 2 
DIM CEDAR LAKES N.5IATES 4274 1 830309 8408 5 < 2 
CRIED Damper HILL SD 43(77 1 831108 8408 5 < 3 
MEP KADIN PARK S/D 4287 2 831108 8408 5 < 2 
CM) MAR HEICETS 4288 1 831108 &tee 5 < 3 
DAMN DAWSONVILLE 4254 2 831208 8408 5 4+- 2 
LAWN DAVECNVIT I F 4212 0 830310 8408 5 21- 1 
LAN rAirahvniE 4293 1 831208 840e 5 7+- 3 
IIKALE MALE COUNTY VATER 4173 0 840724 840e 	1 < 1 
125278 
117114 
9002c2 
D03466 
0012 
X0475 
115120 
103667 
114288 
113920 
101560 
114297 
100656 
524276 
518251 
5(0984 
501984 
500993 
501160 
523368 
501063 
Sp 183 
697 
776 
15718 
50 
22565 
se 96 
•35 
12 
14003 
•P 
••27 
'390 
•.4075 
1';54 
v i 
•P* 4 
*3112 
►3649 
3743 
6559 
;185 
194 
3329 
8 
124 
124 
124 
TYPE -1 ,0,1E.T. OCIMIt= ; 2=REPEK CIEFOSTIF ; 1=REPEAT SETIF, ; xREFtiA2 QUARTERLY ; 4=NEW SUM ; &Can 
COLLECT LATE TYPES -1,0,2,5 = 0111:061Th DATE CE END COLLECTION DATE 
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RADIC1CaIVITY IN CC. UNITY WATER EIJKLIES PITCP1 ET: 840e 	AUCIFI INCOMPLETE 	 ... PAGE 
COMY WAI1R SUPPLY W 
WILL 
# 
COLL 
DEE 
LAB 
DATE TYPE 
CHOEF 
ALI+A 
FCl/L 
RA- 
226 
FCT/L 
RA- 
MS 	URANIUN 
FCl/L FCl/L 
14155 DOUCHEETY BIG NI TRAILER PARK 4225 1 840725 8408 	1 < 2 
.0.1.1•00••••.•■ 
m4439 DOUG= CARVER SJETIVISICN 4178 1 840725 8403 1 < 3 
125648 t1111.11:PAN EMAIL NORTH 4248 1 840327 8408 	5 < 2 
1(17621 MINT& 1-101MVILLE MET E H 4192 0 811013 8406 6 < 2 
104.777 EFEINTEAN Ewell 4216 2 840203 6409 	1 < 2 
504957 EMANUEL GARKILD 4290 2 831103 8408 5 < 3 
504993 RAMJET, aAniaoRc 4300 9 E40202 8408 5 < 2 
505216 FA= DIY. I FE, ON ETAIES 4257 6 831229 8408 5 < 2 
EERNKCD MEM an '306540 FAIITIE 4281 1 831229 840e 5 < 2 
(24400 FORSYTH KINGS HARBOR WATER s 4292 0 830913 8408 5 < 2 
)05645 FOIna Loy -vAn-p m 42f4 c 830e05 840e 5 14- 1 
68.74 Fomm SUNTCVN $/D 4190 0 81'1c29 Noe 5 34- 1 
05776 FRANKLIN CANON 4258 2 840305 8408 5 < 2 
)Ci3077 FULTCN PAUTETIC 4176 0 840724 8408 1 < 2 
206162 CLAEMCK V ITCPE1 J . 4222 0 840309 6406 	1 < 1 
N} 	HOPE PINTATION 50E293 GLYPH 4195 2 621001 8408 1 2+- 2 
509952 GLYNN OAK ACEM a 4174 0 834C731 8408 1 < 4 
516548 GLYNN WINDWARD ACRES a 4207 0 811019 840e -1 < 3 
E27336 GREENE INDIAN MILS P2IATiF 4214 1 840723 84o8, 	4 114- 2 
rxiE58 ORM 1\11TIE PLAINE 4186 3 84oe02 8408 4 8+- 2 1.5 1.3 
706617 GWINIKErr DURP1 4170 0 840725 8408 	1 < 1 
•X\609 EADERSIANI MOUNT AIRY , 4191 0 620518 8406 4 < 1 
:16i,-) HALL NARLETIE HEIGInE 1v1/E 4211 0 842606 8403 4 < 2 
'XT7C56 HALL SHADY GROVE TRAILER 4304 3 831107 8408 5 < 1 
r45014 
)25014 
MUCK 
HANCCCK 
SCENIC EBDRE ST 
SCENIC ETIORES SD 
4273 
4298 
2 
4 
84032 
840322 
8408 5 
8408 5 
24+... 
< 4 
6 
25014 IntocK sumo ORES a, 4303 5 840322 84OF 5 34- 2 
23106 FANOCCF WOODLAND VALLEY a) 4269 0 830329 8408 5 44- 2 
22532 HAREM HARRIS 0= WthIE 4291 0 840127 8406 5 < 1 
;16134 FART ECWI'WVILLE,CITY 01 1 840109 8408 5 2+- 2 
07523 HOI.VION CEN'TERVILLE 4221 2 840615 8403 1 < 1 
1247 HCLETICN PThIlICOD APIS. : 1SP 4215 0 84808 8408 1 24- 1 
16917 JACIT011 TOLEERT NIE 4212 3 840814 8408 4 3+- 1 
23482 JASEN_E ALCOVY SIRES EL 4268 0 830331 8.408 	2 94- 2 
37,351 JEFFERSON LOUISVILLE 4295 6 840116 8403 5 < 1 
28104 JOU GRAY 00 6 840313 8408 2 4+- 2 
8104 JUTS CRAY 4283 2 840313 8408 2 < 2 
)8104 JONES CRAY 4285 5 840313 8.4oe 	2 < 3 
76104 JONES Gal 4286 4 840313 84(8 	2 10+- 2 
78104 JONIF CRAY 430e 1 84313 840e 2 6+- 2 
X223 LANFEB LAKFLIND 4276 2 831215 8468 	5 2+- 2 
)8275 WIENS Fin' Rua 4203 3 821007  8408 5 < 3 
588 LAIFINS LAMM WATER CC ., I 4233 0 84C8Ce E408 	1 < 2 
14652 IIWAS WARNCCK@S TRAILER PA 4183 0 840725 8408 1 < 3 
3992 LEE GLENTALE FL 4213 1 840110 8406 5 < 3 
7247 LIBERTY OAK HILL EYIAIK- 4232 0 840316 8408 4 < 2 
EC5 LIEERIY oczni Tip i,2 4278 2 830902 84(8 	5 24- 1 
5C L=FIY 4297 1 0102 8408 5 < 3 CCD EN TR 
5149 LINCOLN REED POULTRY 4213 1 840809 8408 4 < 1 
7471 LOPE liDAIRICITTS TRAILER P 4201 0 1214 8408 1 < 3 
Sc26 LowniE Asim. SE 43E1 1 840315 84(8 2 < 3 
TYPE -1,0,51 SST CCYTOEilE ; NREFEAT MSC= ; 1.FIFEAT SINGLE ; 3EIFEPT QUARLEUY ; 474a ECFEYE ; 601FIR 
COLLECT LATE 'TYPES -1,0,2,5 = CCF1F0S11E DATE CE IND COLLECTION LATE 
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RADIOACTIVITY IN CalMUNITY MIR SUPPLIES REPORT LT: 8408 ... AUCIFT IICCITIETE 	 ... PAGE 	3 
courn 	WATER SUPPLY 	 w 	# 	DATE 	LATE TYPE 	AURA 
WELL cou, LAB 	cro 
PCl/L 
■•■•■••■•••■•■•■•• 
963 	LOME FUEOROLGH SUEDIVIST 	4296 	2 	840326 8406 5 	< 3 
225254 LCWNEE HEMMER SD 	4302 1 64006 8408 2 < 2 
525E20 	1.1ALLTI: JUBILEE PARTNEW #1 4280 	1 	840508 8408 5 	104- 2 
5a5 E20 MADISDN JoETTFERARTNIX #1 	4306 2 840308 8408 5 < 2 
376543 	MCINTOSH EULONIA mum 4210 	1 	840814 8408 4 	< 3 
909533 MCINT0SH SAPELD GARDENS 	4241 0 	840814 8408 1 < 3 
915693 YOUICS ISLAM WATER 	4246 	0 840814 8406 1 	< 2 
969576 	FIFTVhaRER CREENVILLE 	 4208 0 	811130 8406 -1 6+- 2 
218616 MONROE DAVIS MOBILE HIE PK 	4193 	0 8412C8 640e 3 	62+- 4 
218618 	YOKTCE DAVIS mom-LE Rom FIK 4194 0 	830210 8408 3 41+- 4 
30.859 IvIGETIOGIRY TARRYTOWN 	 4Z)4 	2 831116 	8406 	5 < 3 
721879 	NE ON COUNITY ACRES MCETIE 	4305 0 	831130 8406 5 24- 2 
716848 NEW LCCP 81 KEIT E KIS 4299 	0 840316 ace 2 	2+- 2 
710123 	NEWION EIRE MEG. CO. 	4245 0 	840810 8408 1 < 2 
734953 Mal SPRING VALLEY SUEETV 	4277 	0 840316 8408 5 	131+- 8 
210399 	PICKETS EIG CANOE aTEDIVISID 4172 3 	840724 8408 4 1+- 1 
210361 PICKENS PICKENS CCUNTY WATER 	4270 	1 840315 8408 	5 7+- 2 
722024 	PUTNAM PINE FOREST EUBDIVIS 4209 3 	820107 8408 6 54-- 2 
722024 PUTNAM PINE FORKT EUBTIVIS 	4224 	0 840726 8406 1 	2+- 1 
11(77- 	RICT-NEND AUGUSTA 	 4242 0 	840810 8406 1 < 2 
110765 FICFEOND RICHMOND COUNTY KATE 	4255 105 831219 8408 5 	< 2 
110765 	RICW0ND RICBMCNUCOUNTY WAIF 4289 106 	831219 8408 5 < 2 
0993 ROCKDkLE MILETEAL 	 4243 	0 840810 8408 	1 < 2 
11065 	SCHLEY ELLAVTTIF 4189 0 	E21027 8406 3 4+- 	1 
•.• SCREVEN EMMONS TRAILER PAR 	4244 	0 840801 	8406 1 	< 3 
537 	SCREVEN BUCK CREEK ACKESMai 4235 0 	840801 	8408 1 < 1 
11277 SPALDING CARLISLE SD 	 4265 	0 831229 840B 5 	< 2 
11310 	SPALDING SOUTPTIAIVION VIP 	4188 0 	831229 840e 5 3+- 1 
1399 STET-HEM SIEFEWOOD EST. : CAM 	4249 	0 830928 	8408 	5 164- 	3 
to44 	ST-MEP BRIAR PATCH MOBILE H 4171 0 	840730 8408 1 < 1 
P1256 SUMTER SUTER 00. CCRRECITC 	4259 	2 840106 8408 5 	< 2 
262C 	TrICMAS NEWARK VS 	 4256 1 	840119 8408 5 < 2 
4.760 tipaAs RIVERVCOD SD 4275 	1 840322 Noe 5 	3+- 2 
• 3 	THOME TOWN : COUNTRY EnAT 	4181 1 	840507 8408 1 6+- 2 
665 IRCEAS TWIN ACFES MEEIVISI 4183 	1 840717 8408 1 	< 3 
• 936 	TIET OAK RINI:TEMP PA 	4266 1 	831206 8408 5 83+- 6 
2283 TREUILEN alma 	 4219 	0 840810 8406 1 	2+- 2 
148 	mita PINE (MEP/BP 	4204 0 	820605 8408 -1 < 3 
3436 vInTE SKYLAKE WATER MUM 	4310 	4. 831230 8408 5 	2+- 2 
3629 	WILKINSSN IIIMVICE WATER WCRKS 4247 0 	630729 8408 2 4+- 1 
3656 V nyilm '110111a0FiC 	 4309 	3 830831 	8408 	5 4+- 	2 
4187 CCWEIA CO 4187 0 	840514 8408 -1 1+- 	1 
RA- 	RA- 
226 228 MALTZ 
Fci/L 	pca/L 
3 J-3 	
1.5 	
Ef+- 5 
3,8 < 1.0 
1.1 
2.0 	< 1.0 
TYPE -1,0,5=1ST CCE:CSTIE ; 2.REPEAT CGMPOSITE ; 1.REPEAT SINGLE ; 3=REPEAT QUAITIEFLY ; 4=NIW SCREEN ; 6.csFIR 
COLLECT DATE TYPES -1,0,2,5 = C0MADEITE DATE OR END alLECTION DATE 
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RAFICACtiVITY IN CCEMUNITY WAIN, SERIES REPORT FT: 8409 ... sErlarip INCOMELkah 	... FACE 
	
1 
COUNTY WA1ER SUPPLY W 
WELL 
# 
COLL 
FATE 
LAB 
LATE TYPE 
GROSS 	RA- 	RA- 
ALPHA 226 228 	LIARIUM 
pa/L 	PCl/L 	PCl/L pca/L 
x10466 Easaa MALARIA ,CITY OF 4360 0 840913 8409 3 17+- 	2 
)00475 EMMEN aacyA 4349 0 840913 8409 3 
500'148  	Effm: BLACK CREEK RUNS SU 4352 0 840329 84(9 1 < 2 
500966 MAN EWAN wcors ESaktS 4374 0 840629 8409 1 < 2 
50205'7 BRYAN HOLLY TRAILER. PARK 4375 0 840907 8409 1 < 2 
502002 ram lulls mail F Hail PAR 4319 U 840229 8409 1 < 2 
5009C2 MAN RICERIOND MIL 4316 0 84 3a. 8409 1 < 2 
5342409 MAN SIYAN MAILER PARK 4318 0 	 840E29 8409 1 < 3 
101160 EULLCCH CLAPKCS MOBILE KM 4342 0 840912 8409 1 < 2 
1(71054 BULL0CF REGISTER WATER ASSOC 4330 0 840912 8409 1 < 2 
23183 WIEN MISca011 TRACE a) 455/ 0 840828 8409 1 < q. 
101618 =LEE =1 4325 0 840912. 8409 1 4+- 	2 
518537 CHATHAM EMMA HC?€ FOR BO 4370 0 840918  8409 1 < 2 
554321 CHATHAM EIRROUCES 00MM. 4312 1 840E21 8409 4 < 3 
517792 CHATTIAM EMITS MOBILE EWE PA 4367 0 850917 8409 1 < 2 
5(2211 CHATHAM, HARBOUR CREEK SUEDIV 4371 0 840919 84.09 1 < 2 
502372 CHATHAM RIVER OAKS SUEDIVISI 4361 0 840919 8409 1 < 2 
502008 CHATHAM SAVANNAH STATE COLLE 4359 0 840918 8409 1 < 2 
526220 CHATHAM ECARPURO MITE SC. 4313 1 840821 8409 4 < 2 
522954 CEATHAN SIAM ACRES MCDIP H 4364 0 840519 8409 1 < 3 
5(2424 CHATHAM SUBUREANTFE VILLAGE 4376 0 840919 8409 1 < 1 
502460 cHATEAm Tim. rourF HOME PA 4355 0 840918 8409 1 < 2 
23712 CLAY Fear' FIT& LANDING 4332 0 840828 8409 1 < 4 
0263 COITIE EVAMS TRAILER PARK 4353 0 840824 8409 1 44- 	1 
20542 COFFEE EVANS TRAILER PARK 4357 0 840824 8409 1 < 2 
15346 C0DQUTTI CCLQUITT CO PIM REP 4351 0 840917 8409 1 < 3 
0448 00LQUITT FUNSICN 4331 0 840829 8409 1 < 2 
'03761 COQ( LENOX 4350 0 840912 8409 1 2+- 	2 
53054 ODWETA PINE HILL EST./PIXIE 4344 0 840908 8409 4. < 2 
04411 LOUGhTRTY BRONZE BELL TRAILER 4328 0 84a21 84(39 1 2+- 	2 
04545 LOUCIIERTY PRETORIA ACRES MUM 4314 1 840827 8409 1 < 3 
043E17 LOUCHITTY FUMY WATER SUPPLY 4336 0 840821 8409 1 < 2 
04554 FUJCITETY SANBORN TRAILER PARK 4341 0 840(327 8409 1 < 2 
06451 (11127 JEKYLL ISLAND AUTHOR 4365 0 E10e29 8409 1 < 2 
16627 (LYNN LIVE OAKS IP 4340 0 840911 8409 1 24- 2 
7e793 HAFERSHAM DEFOREST 4347 0 840914 8409 4 < 2 
6793 HAEERSH1E LETORESI 4348 0 840918 84(9 4 < 2 
76793 HARM:SEAM me= 4362 0 840918 8409 4 < 2 
6793 HAEEEMF DENCREST 45(( 0 840914 8409 4 < 2 
12574 RUM CIEIST SANTIFLEF HOL 4343 0 84(911 84(9 1 44- 	2 
17634 =ON GLEATONS In 4339 0 840911 8409 1 4+- 2 
)7643 ELLETON HOLITAY RIVIERA HT 4338 0 840904 8409 1 < 2 
77591 HOUSTON WAFER ROME 4322 0 840E21 8409 1 < 2 
7747 TWIN CCILLA 4358 0 840911 84(9 1 < 1 
'4E07 LAURENS EAL0EWS LAKE PARK 4378 0 840904 8409 1 < 2 
6383 LIBERTY BENNETT TRAILER PARK 4366 0 840912 8409 1 < 2 
4167 LIEERTY DMARK TRAILER PARK 4356 0 840904 8409 1 < 3 
6686 LIFkFlY TFLE OF WIGHT CC. S/ 4327 0 840829 8409 1 < 2 
4228 LIBERTY LAKE EF MOBILE ME 4373 0 840912 8409 1 < 2 
7247 LIBERTY OAK HILL EETAI1L 4345 0 840911 8409 4 < 2 
8852 LIBERTY WALTDOIRIMIE 4321 0 840624 8409 1 < 2 
TYPE -1,0,5=1ET OOMPOLiiE ; 2=REPEAT CCEFOSJIL ; 1= (PEAT SINGLE ; 3=REFEAT QUARTERLY ; 4=NEW SCREEN ; 6=CUIF 
COLLECT LATE TYPES -1,0,2,5 = C> 	116 DATE OR ENE COLLECTION FATE 
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RADIOACTIVITY IN CaTIMITY WATER SUPPLIES REPORT DT: 8409 ... SEPTEMEIT INOTPLETE 	... PACE 
	
2 
WELL COIL LAB 	C 	PA- 	RA- 
OaMY 	WATER SUPPLY 	 W # DATE DATE TYPE ALPHA 226 MS 	URANIUM 
pca/L 	pca/L 	pci/L Pc1/1, 
125169 
127271 
n4772 
321078 
321430 
309506 
21087 
319310 
510401 
511933 
536678 
521665 
112314 
212445 
)13216 
113277 
114748 
LC! 
LOC 
Lowitis 
MCINICSi 
MCINTOSI 
MCIMICE1-1 
marmil— 
Namati 
PIERCE 
TECEAS 
WM. 
MOMS 
TROUP 
TURNER 
WASHDUION 
WAYNE 
WAYNE 
CEDAR EROCK 14-1P 
JOE PHILLIPS KIP 
BANKS mom" BYE PA 
BRIAR PATai WATER  AS 
CANNON MEE' WAT.1.1 A 
DARIEN 
JONES MIKITY FATE 
J(E ALpoRD suanris 
PAITHEON 
PAW 
SAW FF-1 IF ACRES WA 
4372 
4311 
4333 
4354 
4363 
4368 
4317 
4369 
46 
4323 
4334 
4335 
4320 
4329 
424 
4346 
4315 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
4 
2 
0 
840904 
84823 
840630 
840913 
840913 
840913 
8027 
840913 
840912 
840828 
840606 
840828 
840633 
840828 
840830 
840917 
840630 
8409 
8409 
6409 
8409 
8409 
8409 
8409 
8409 
8409 
8409 
6409 
8409 
8409 
8409 
8409 
8409 
8409 
1 
4 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
3 
1 
4 
4 
1 
< 2 
< 3 
< 2 
< 2 
< 3 
< 3 
< 3 
< 3 
< 2 
< 3 
< 2 
< 3 
< 2 
< 2 
< 1 
44- 2 
< 3 
TWIN ACRES SUED1VISI 
WEE Pourr 
SYCAMORE 
SAND 	MLLE 
GLUM 
SFRa0 (ROVE sir 
TYPE -1,0,5=1ST CCKrTbilE 2.REPEAT COMM}, ; 1=RFTEAT SINGLE ; 3-.REFEAT QUARTERLY ; 4=NR: SCREEN ; 6.0appp 
: COLLECT DATE TYPES -1,0,2,5 = alIFCSITE DATE OR END COLLECITON DATE 
31 
Table 23 
Exposure Rates at Nuclear Facilities 
Measured with TLD's 
:IBANA POWER NUCLEAR PLANT FARLEY ... 040426-840918 :145 
TLIA 
1.0 
MR 
28.1 
MICRR/HR 
8.1 
MR/YR 
70.9 
-) 4.1 1.2 10.3 
17.9 • 5.2 45.1 
2.7 0 8 
3,0 17.9 45.0 
2 .7 0.8 6.9 
20.2 50.8 
3.1 0,9 
15.6 4.5 
2.8 7.0 
52.4 
2.6 0.8 6.6 
7.0 26.7 7.7 67.2 
2.9 0.8 
8.0 24.4 7.0 61.3 
3.8 1.1 9.5 
9.0 2 0.5 5.9 51.7 
2.5 0.7 6.4 
10.0 12.8 3. 7 32.3 
(4--) 1.7 0.5 
11,0 21.1 6.1 
(4.-) 2.6 0.8 6.6 
12.0 18.6 46.8 
(+-) 2.4 0.7 
13.0 16.9 4.9 42.5 
0.9 7. 6 
14.0 14.9 4.3 ?7.5 
:3.4 
15.0 18.4 46.3 
(4--) 0.7 5.8 
16.0 16.2 4,7 40.9 
(+-) 
3.2 0.9 
1 .;"'. 18.2 45.71 
3.5 1.0 8.7 
4.116.." 0.0 70.1:21 
(+ - ) 0.9 
32. 

7 j..j 
1.1 
61. 3 
1 
4.4 
4.0 
3. 5 
5.9 	51.9 
1.0 	8.7 
44.4 
" , 7 0.9 
17.6 
3.1 
21.5 
28, 4 
4.7 
"?'1.4 
11.8 
3.2 
1.3 - 
HET. AVG.: 
+ 
60.4 
21.5 
24.0 
8.6 
. 
2. 5 
'1TE BACKGROUND FARLEY ... 840426-840918 : 145 
R 	MICRR/HR 	MR/YR T 
,? -1 . 171 
I + 
30. 0 
(1--) 
26.1 	7.5 	65.8 
3.2 	0.9 	0.0 
54.2 
8. 2 
34 
29.3 	8.4 	73.8 
2.1 	18.8 
9. 0 
1 ., 
12.0 

,n14;; 
8.6 4.6 40.2 
, 	IONWSLY4':? 
. 
2.2 1.2 10.2 
8.9 4.8 4 1 . 7 
(+-) 1.7 l,1 „ 9 
.7 	1 10.0 45.7 
1.5 0 ^  7.1 
10 . 5.4 47.6 
2.6 1.4 12.2 
8.0 4..3 
1.9 „0 8,8 
9.3 5.0 43.4 
2.5 1.3 11.6 
25.0 7 . 
. 9 1. 
. :31.8 
1.9 1,4.1 ' LEi  
27.0 q. 4.9 43.0 
(+-) ,:.. 5 1.3 11.7 
5.8 5.2 4 5 . 7 
• 	 • 	 .:1 2.2 1.2 10.4 
6.6 3.5 31.0 
2.2 1.2 10.5 
30. 0 8.4 4.5 39.4 
.-) 3.4 1.8 15.7 
I. 4 34.9 
1.5  
. 9 4.7 41.6 
(+-) 1.7 C1 , '_f 7,9 
9.F; 15.1 44, 4 
- 1. 9 
34.0 7.6 4 35.4 
(+ 2.1 1.1 .7 
4 5.0 44.0 
(+- 2.0 1. 1 
36.0 5.4 .4 29.8 
(+-) 1.3 0.7 0.3 
7,0 8.4 4.5 39.1 
-) 1.8 1.0 
38.0 33. 
-;) 1.7 0.9 8.1 
7.7 d.1 35.9 
1.8 1.0 e,4 
'36 
8.0 
.F.'j 
37„5
';'' 
„,, 
41 .0 2 
	
42.0 	8.8 7 	41. 
+- 2.2 	1.2 	10.4 
43.0   	9 . 4 	'.. ::, „ Ci 	44.0 
( '4- '''" ) 	 1 . 6 	0 „ 9 	7 „ 5 
44.0 	8.7 	4 . 7 	40.8  
(+-) 	 1.7 	0 ., 9 	7 . '8, 
45.0 	9 . :3 	5 „ 0 	43.7 
1 . 6 	Ei „ 9 	7 . 5 
46.0 	10.8 	,'.:i . 8 	50.7 
1 , 9 	1 . 0 	9 „ 1 
47.0 	8 . 9 	4 . !,.:J 	41.8 
1 . 8 	0 „ 9 	8 „ 2 
49.0 	9 . 8 	5 . 2 	45.7 
(+-) 	 1 . 6 	0.8 	7 . 4 
HET„ 	 8.8 	4 . 7 	41.2 
( + -) 	 2. 5 	1.3 	11.5 
ATE BACKr:;ROUHD HATCH ... 840710 -8409 2 6 : 78 
11...11# 	 MR 	MICIP HP 	MP Yr, 
	
4.0 	16.2 	8.6 	75.7 
(+-) 	2.4 	1.3 	H.::: 
5,0 	15.9 	8 .5 	74.2 
■ 4 1 	 2.1 	 1.1 10,0 
.J .I 	9.8 	5.3 	16.1. 
r.1 -, 	1.8 	0.9 	8.2 
7,0 	10.4 	5 . 6 	48.7 
2.0 	1.0 	9.2 
8.0 	8.4 	4.5 	39.5 
2.2 	1.2 	10.4 
HET. 	 12.1 
	
6.5 
	
56.2 
7. 2 
„ 
3.4 
„ 	 „ 
••• 	 4.1  :I. 
„ I 
. 
„ 
	
; 	
„ 
4.1 
„. 	. 	; 	 ,:".. ! „ 	_:•.", 
,..:::::, , .:::: 	 5 
4 
	
27,8 
	
„...... 	
,I. 	
I, 	 ,I 
i : : ' I „ r ". :. 4 
::::', 	 I 4.3 
,.:: 	'''.! „ 	' 1. 
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GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
OFFICE OF INTERDISCIPLINARY PROGRAMS 
205 OLD CIVIL ENGINEERING BUILDING 
ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30332 
ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCES CENTER 	 BIOENGINEERING CENTER 
(404) 894-2375 	 (404) 894-2375 
DATE: 	November 15, 1984 
TO: 	James Hardanan, Program Manager 
Environmental Radiation Program 
Environmental Protection Division, DNR 
FROM: 	Bernd Kahn, Director 
Environmental Resources Center 
SUBJECT: Monthly Report of Activities for the State by the 
Environmental Radiation Laboratory, October, 1984 
The results of radionuclide analyses are reported for the 
following sample types that were processed this month: 
Environmental radionuclide monitoring at nuclear 
facilities by DNR staff 	 Table 1-17 
Radioactivity monitoring by DHR staff 	 Table 18 
Monitoring by DNR staff of Community Water 	Table 19 
Systems 
Of the samples collected in the environment at nuclear 
facilities, the following contained radioactivity that may be 
attributed to the facility: 
Tables 12, 13, 15 and 17--H-3 in milk, rainwater, surface water 
and grass at the Savannah River Plant. 
Table 8--H-3 in surface water at the Farley Nuclear Plant. 
All other radionuclides in Tables 1-17 are attributed to fallout 
or the natural radiation background. All samples collected for 
the NRC project are indicated by asterisks in the appropriate 
tables. 
Smears obtained by DHR staff at Georgia Tech (see Table 18) 
inmost instances showed elevated values in the H-3 window of the 
liquid scintillation counter. Several of the smears also yielded 
positive count rates in the higher-energy windows commonly used 
for C-14 and P-32 measurements, although these counts may be due 
to other radionuclides. 
Radioactivity results for community water supplies, compiled 
in Table 19, include partial data for samples WS4167-4454. 
High uranium concentrations (>15 pCi/l) were found in 
the following: 
WS4194 Davis MHP 
WS4395 Brooks 
WS4396 Molena 
Analyses of samples WS4227 - 4310 cannot be continued until 
additional samples are delivered fram storage. Results for 
community water supplies are reported in a different form this 
month due to computer difficulties. 
No TLD's were collected during the month because the reader 
was being renovated. 
The types of samples and number of each that were analyzed 
are summarized in the following two tables. 
2 
water 
air 
filter 
Number of Samples Analyzed in Month 
air 	 grass 	soil, 
cartridge milk 	veg. sediment 	animals smears 
gross 
alpha 131 6 
gross 
beta 20 10 
gamma 
spectra 18 7 16 10 11 2 3 
H-3 22 10 14 
Sr-89/90 11 7 
1-131 5 10 
Ra-226 8 
Ra-228 
8 
U 4 
Pu 
dose 
other 
TLD 
Sample Types Analyzed in Month 
Sample Types 	 Analyzed in 	Month  
Cammunity water supplies 	 125 
Nuclear facilities 	 194 
Quality control - EPA 	 14 
Total 	 333 
4 
Table 1 
Radioactivity Levels in Water Samples from 
the Environment of the Hatch Nuclear Plant 
Sample No. Location H-3, pCi/1 
B 1139 TLD #22, surface <200 
B 1140 TLD #48, surface <200 
B 1141 TLD #18, ground <200 
B 1142 TLD #19, ground <200 
B 1143 TED #22, ground <200 
B 1144 TLD #28, ground <200 
B 1145 TLD #44, ground <200 
Notes: 1. Other results of analyses are given in 
Table 2 of the monthly report for 
September, 1984. 
2. No man-made photon-emitting radionuclides 
were detected in samples B1139-1140 (Cs-137 
<20 pCi/1). 
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Table 2 
Radioactivity Levels in Air Samples fran the 
Environment of the Hatch Nuclear Plant 
Sample type  
Cartridge 
Paper filter 
Cartridge 
Paper filter 
Cartridge 
Paper filter 
Cartridge 
Paper filter 
Cartridge 
Paper filter 
Sample 
No. 
B 1146* 
B 1147* 
B 1152* 
B 1153* 
B 1154* 
Volume, 
Location 	m3  
Substation 	3593 
Dead River 	2026 
Rd. 
Dead River 	1616 
Rd. 
Plant Hatch 	1221 
Substation 	2477 
Radionuclide concen-
tration, pCi/m3  
1-131 	Gross beta 
<0.004 
0.010 
<0.006 
0.022 
<0.008 
0.024 
< 0.01 
0.022 
<0.005 
0.013 
Notes: 1. Samples B1146-1147 were collected on September 24, 1984 after 
29-day sampling; samples B1152-1154 were collected on October 15, 
1984 after 21 day sampling. 
2. No other man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were detected in 
3. Air filter sample B1148, Plant Hatch, was not submitted. 
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Table 3 
Radioactivity Levels in Milk Samples from 
the Environment of the Hatch Nuclear Plant 
Sample 	 Sr-89, 	Sr-90, 	Cs-137, 	K, 	H-3, 	1-131, 
No Location 	pCi/1 pCi/1 pCi/1 g/1 pCi/1 pCi/1  
B 1149* GSP 	 < 5 	< 2 	< 10 	2.0 <200 	<0.4 
B 1150* Johnson Bros 	< 5 	4 	< 6 	1.7 <200 	<0.3 
B 1151* Williamson 	< 5 	< 2 	< 6 	1.7 <200 	<0.5 
B 1157* GSP 	 < 10 	1.8 <300 	<0.4 
B 1158* Williamson 	 < 10 	1.8 <300 	<0.4 
B 1159* Johnson Bros. 	 < 10 	1.9 <300 	<0.7 
Notes: 1. Samples B1149-1151 were collected on September 24, 1984; samples 
B1157-1159 were collected on October 22, 1984. All were collected 
by Georgia Power Co. staff. 
2. No other radionuclides were detected (Ba-140 <20 pCi/1). 
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Table 4 
Radioactivity Levels in Water Samples fran 
the Environment of the Hatch Nuclear Plant 
Gross alpha, 	Gross beta, 	H-3, 
Sample No. 	Location 	pCi/1 	 pCi/1  
B1155* 	Station 170 	<2 	 3 + 2 	<200 
B1156* 	Station 172 	<1 	 4 + 2 	<200 
Notes: 1. Quarterly samples were collected July 4 - September 26, 1984 by 
by Georgia Power Co. staff. 
2. No man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were detected in these 
samples (Cs-137 <20 pCi/1). 
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Table 5 
Radioactivity Levels in Grass Samples from the 
Environment of the Hatch Nuclear plant 
Dry wt/ Radionuclide concentration, pCi/kg  
Sample No. 
	
Location 
	
Wet wt. 	Cs-137 	Be-7 
B1160* 
B1161* 
B1162* 
0.43 
0.26 
0.49 
650 
170 
<60 
4,500 
3,600 
3,300 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected on October 
Company staff. 
19, 1984 by Georgia Power 
 
2. No other man-made photon-emitting 
Be-7 is formed in nature. 
radionuclides were detected. 
Table 6 
Radioactivity Levels in Air Samples from the 
Environment in Georgia of the Farley Nuclear Plant 
Sample 
No.  
F 824* 
F 825* 
F 835* 
F 836* 
Sample type 
Cartridge 
Paper filter 
Cartridge 
Paper filter 
Cartridge 
Paper filter 
Cartridge 
Paper filter 
Location 
Great Southern 
Paper 
Blakely Water 
TOwer 
Blakely Water 
TOwer 
Great Southern 
Paper 
Radionuclide concen- 
	
Volume, 	tration, pCi/m3  
m3 
	
I-131 	Gross beta  
4186 	<0.002 
0.011 
3095 	<0.002 
0.010 
666 	<0.05 
0.030 
4531 	<0.002 
0.013 
Notes: 1. Samples F824 -825 were collected on Sepember 28, 1984 after 
28-day sampling; samples F835-836 were collected on October 17, 
1984 after 19-day sampling. 
2. No other man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were detected in 
the cartridges. 
Table 7 
Radioactivity Levels in Milk Sample from 
the Environment in Georgia of the Farley Nuclear plant 
Sample 
	
Sr-89, 	Sr-90, Cs-137, 	K, 	H-3, 	1-131, 
No. Location 	pCi/1 pCi/1 	pCi/1 g/1 pCi/1 pCi/1  
F 826* 	MB-1110-M5 
	
< 5 	2 	8 	1.8 <300 	<0.6 
100884 
Notes: 1. Sample was collected on October 8, 1984 by Alabama Power Co. 
staff. 
2. No other radionuclides were detected (Ba-140 <20 pCi/1). 
1 1 
Table 8 
Radioactivity Levels in Water Samples from 
the Environment in Georgia of the Farley Nuclear plant 
Sample 
No. Location 
Gross alpha, Gross beta, 	H-3, 	1-131, 
pCi/1 	pCi/1 pCi/1  
   
F 827 Chattahoochee R., 
Great Southern 
Paper Co. 
<1 3 + 2 	<200 
 
 
F 828* 	Chattahoochee R., 	<1 
	
3 + 2 
	
900+200 	< 1 
WRI-M5-0984 
F 829* 	Chattahoochee R., 	<1 
	
3 + 2 
	
<200 	< 1 
'WRB-M5-0984 
Notes: 1. Sample F827 was collected Sepember 18-25, 1984; samples F828-829 
were collected during September, 1984 by Alabama Power Co. staff. 
2. 1-131 was calculated as of the final day of the collection 
period. 
3. No man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were detected in these 
samples. (Cs-137 <20 pCi/1). 
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Table 9 
Radioactivity Levels in Quarterly Composite Air Filters 
fran the Environment in Georgia of the Farley Nuclear Plant 
Sample No.  Location Dates, 1984 Volume, m3 Cs-137 concentration, fCi/m3 
F 830* 
	
Blakely 
	
Aug., Sept. 	6943 	 <0.3 
(810,825) Water 
Tower 
F 831* 
	
Great 	Aug., Sept. 	8904 	 <0.3 
(809,824) Southern 
Paper Co. 
Notes: 1. Two filters collected at the same loction were analyzed by 
gamma-ray spectrometry. See report for September and Table 6 for 
gross beta activity in individual filters and collection dates. 
2. No other photon-emitting radionuclides were detected excepted 
naturally occurring Be-7. 
Table 10 
Radioactivity Levels in Grass Samples from the 
Environment in Georgia of the Farley Nuclear Plant 
Dry wt/ Radionuclide concentration, pCi/kg 
Sample No. Location Wet wt. Cs-137 Be-7 
F 832* FB-1218-Q5 0.48 <100 1,800 
100984 
F 833* FI-0701-Q5 0.51 <100 3,300 
100984 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected on October 9, 1984 by Alabama Power Co. 
staff. 
3. No other man-made photon-emitting radionuclide were detected. 
Be-7 is formed in nature. 
Table 11 
Radioactivity Levels in Sediment Sample from the 
Environment in Georgia of the Farley Nuclear Plant 
Dry wt/ 	Radionuclide concentration, pCi/kg  
Sample No. 	Location 	Wet wt. Cs-137 K-40 	Ra-226 	Ra-228  
F 834* 	RSI-35 	0.79 	< 50 	2,500 	500 	1,000 
101684 
Notes: 1. Sample was collected on October 16, 1984 by Alabama Power Co. 
staff. 
2. No other man-made photon-emiting rdionuclides were detected. 
Table 12 
Radioactivity Levels in Grass Samples fran the 
Environment in Georgia of the Savannah River Plant 
H-3, 
Sample No. 	Location 	FCi/1  
SR 1665 	TED # 1 	500 + 300 
SR 1666 	TED # 4 	700 + 300 
SR 1667 	TED # 6 	600 + 300 
SR 1668 	TED # 8 	900 + 300 
SR 1669 	TLD # 10 	8,500 + 300 
SR 1670 	TID # 11 	25,200 + 600 
SR 1671 	TED # 15 	1,000 + 400 
SR 1672 	TLD # 17 	1,200 + 300 
SR 1673 	TED # 20 	900 + 300 
SR 1674 	1TD # 22 	600 + 300 
SR 1675 	TED # 25 	19,100 + 500 
SR 1703 	Simulator 	3,100 + 300 
SR 1704 	Waynesboro 	1,900 + 300 
SR 1705 	Hancock 	20,800 + 600 
Landing 
Notes: 1. Samples SR 1665-1675 were collected on 
September 5-6, 1984; samples SR 1703-1705 
were collected on September 18, 1984. by 
Georgia Power Company staff. 
2. Other results are reported in Table 15 of the 
report for September 1984. 
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Table 13 
Radioactivity Levels in Water Samples from 
the Environment in Georgia of the Savannah River Plant 
Gross alpha, 	Gross beta, 	H-3, 	1-131, 
Sample No. Location 	pCi/1 	pCi/1  
SR 1691 	Girard, 
rain 
 
800+200 
 
  
SR 1692 I & D Water 
Supply, Port 
Wentworth 
   
3,000+200 
 
    
SR 1712 	Savannah R., 	< 2 	6 + 2 	3,000+200 	< 0.9 
Hwy 301 
SR 1716 	Savannah R., 	< 1 	3 + 1 	300+200 	< 0.8 
R-2 
SR 1717 	Savannah R., 	< 1 	2 + 2 	4,700+200 	< 0.9 
R-10 
SR 1724 	I & D Water 	< 1 	3 + 2 	3,700+200 	< 3 _ 
Supply, Port 
Wentworth 
SR 1728 
SR 1729 
SR 1730 
SR 1731 
Port Wentworth, < 2 
raw composite 
	
RM 150.4 	< 2 
RM 146.7 	< 2 
RM 151.2 	< 1 
2+2 
	
3,100+300 
3 + 2 	800+300 _ 
3 + 2 	2,300+300 _ 
2 + 2 	600+300 _ 
Notes: 1. Other results of analyses for samples SR1691-1692 are given in 
Table 14 of the monthly report for September, 1984. 
2. Sample SR1712 was collected August 27 - September 26, 1984; 
samples SR1716-1717 were collected October 9, 1984 by Savannah 
River Plant staff; sample SR 1724 was collected October 3-9, 
1984; samples SR 1728-1731 were collected September 11- October 
8, 1984 by Savannah River Plant staff. 
3. I-131 was calculated as of the final day of the collection 
period. No man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were detected 
in samples SR 1692, 1712, 1716-1717, 1724, and 1728-31. 
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Table 14 
Radioactivity Levels in Air Samples fran the 
Environment in Georgia of the Savannah River Plant 
Volume, 
Radionuclide concen- 
tration, pi/m3 
Gross 
Sample No. Sample type Location m3 1-131 alpha beta 
SR 1706 Cartridge Simulator 1445 <0.01 
Paper filter <0.001 0.004 
SR 1707 Cartridge Ga. 	lcome 525 <0.1 
Paper filter <0.001 0.007 
SR 1708 Cartridge Girard 1680 <0.01 
Paper filter <0.001 0.003 
SR 1709 Cartridge Waynesboro 659 <0. 01 
Paper filter <0.001 0.007 
SR 1710 Cartridge Hargrove 1883 <0.01 
Paper filter Rd. <0.001 0.003 
SR 1711 Cartridge Augusta 2199 <0.01 
Paper filter <0.001 0.002 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected on September 26, 1984 after 30-day 
sampling. 
2. No other man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were detected in 
the cartridges. 
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Table 15 
Radioactivity Levels in Milk Samples fran 
the Environment in Georgia of the Savannah River Plant 
Sr-89, 	Sr-90, 	Cs-137, 	K, 	H-3, 	1-131, 
Sample No. 	Location 	pCi/1 pCi/1 pCi/1 	g/1 pCi/1 pCi/1  
SR 1713 	Gracewood 	< 5 	2 	<6 	1.8 	600 + 200 	<0.5 
SR 1714 	Waynesboro 	 <10 	2.0 	500 + 200 	<0.4 
SR 1715 	Girard 	< 5 	< 2 	<6 	1.6 1,200 + 200 	<0.5 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected on October 4, 1984 by Savannah River Plant staff. 
2. No other radionuclides were detected (Ba-140 <20 pCi/1). 
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Table 16 
Radioactivity Levels in Quarterly Composite Air Filters 
fran the Environment in Georgia of the Savannah River Plant 
Samples No. 
SR 1718 
SR 1719 
SR 1720 
SR 1721 
SR 1722 
SR 1723 
Cs-137 concen- 
Location Dates, 1984 Volume, m3 tration, pCi/m3 
Simulator July - Sept. 8467 <0.3 
Ga. Welcome July - Sept. 4281 <0.3 
Girard July - Sept. 7580 <0.3 
Waynesboro July - Sept. 6314 <0.3 
Hargrove Rd. July - Sept. 4936 <0.3 
Augusta July - Sept. 8118 <0.3 
Notes: 1. Three filters collected successively at the same location were 
analyzed by gamma-ray spectrometry. See earlier reports and 
Table 14 for gross beta activity in individual filters and 
collection dates. 
2. No other photon-emitting radionuclides were detected except 
naturally occurring Be-7. 
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Table 16 
Radioactivity Levels in Quarterly Composite Air Filters 
from the Environment in Georgia of the Savannah River Plant 
Cs-137 concen- 
Location Dates, 1984 Volume, m3 tration, pCi/m3 
Simulator July - Sept. 8467 <0.3 
Ga. Welcome July - Sept. 4281 <0.3 
Girard July - Sept. 7580 <0.3 
Waynesboro July - Sept. 6314 <0.3 
Hargrove Rd. July - Sept. 4936 <0.3 
Augusta July - Sept. 8118 <0.3 
Samples No. 
SR 1718 
SR 1719 
SR 1720 
SR 1721 
SR 1722 
SR 1723 
Notes: 1. Three filters collected successively at the same location were 
analyzed by gamma-ray spectrometry. See earlier reports and 
Table 14 for gross beta activity in individual filters and 
collection dates. 
2. No other photon-emitting radionuclides were detected except 
naturally occurring Be-7. 
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Table 17 
Radioactivity Levels in Grass Samples fran the 
Environment in Georgia of the Savannah River Plant 
Sample Dry wt/ H-3, 
Radionuclide concentration, 
PCilkg 
No. location Wet wt. loCi/1 Cs-137 Be-7 
SR 1725 Simulator 0.28 2,400+300 500 3,400 
SR 1726 Waynesboro 0.61 800+300 <50 3,300 
SR 1727 Hancock 0.49 2,000+300 430 7,000 
Landing 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected on October 22, 1984 by Savannah River 
plant staff. 
2. No other man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were detected. 
Be-7 is formed in nature. 
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Table 18 
Radioactivity Levels in Smears fran Georgia Tech 
H-3, 	C-14, 	P-32, 
Sample No. 	Identification 	pCi/smear 	pCi/smear pCi/smear  
S 2421 	 # 19 	31 + 2 	82 + 3 	139 + 3 
	
_ _ 
S 2422 	 # 21 	 < 2 	136 + 4 	191 + 3 _ 
S 2423 	 #22 	140 + 9 	3 + 2 	3 + 2 _ _ _ 
S 2424 	 #23 	160 + 9 	3 + 2 	7 + 2 _ _ 
S 2425 	 # 24 	260 + 10 	32 + 2 	8 + 2 _ _ _ 
S 2426 	 # 25 	163,000 + 200 	< 3 	< 2 
S 2427 	 # 26 	500 + 12 	7 + 2 	19 + 2 _ _ _ 
S 2428 	 # 28 	320 + 11 	< 3 	< 2 _ 
S 2429 	 # 29 	260 + 10 	< 3 	< 2 
52430 	 # 30 	190 + 9 	<3 	<2 
S 2431 	 # 31 	130 + 8 	23 + 2 	< 2 _ _ 
52432 	 #1 	 <3 	<1 	<1 
S 2433 	 # 2 	 46+2   	7 + 1 	7 + 1 _ _ _ 
S 2434 	 # 3 	 <3 	<1 	<2 
S 2435 	 # 4 	31,100 + 40 	< 4 	< 1 
S 2436 	 # 5 	130 + 3 	2 + 1 	< 1 
S 2437 	 # 6 	 24 + 2 	< 2 	< 1 _ 
S 2438 	 # 7 	 14 + 2 	< 1 	< 2 
Notes: 1. Samples S2416 - 2431 were collected in the Chemistry Dept.; 
samples S2432-2438 were styrofoam smears fran other campus labs. 
All were collected on September 13, 1984 by DHR personnel. 
2. The radionuclides listed in the headings refer to the energy 
windows, not necessarily to the radionuclides present. 
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Table 19 
Radioactivity Levels in Community Water Supplies 
pLE 	LOCATION 
4167...302502327 
FINE FCPEET Sr 
4168...302502390 
rATE 
COLLECTED 
7-17-84 
TYPE 
4.WELLt 
1.000 
CRCs:: 
ALPHA 
PCl/L 
< 
RA- 	RA- 
226 226 	uRANIUF 
PCl/L 	FCl/L FCl/L 
2 
FINEvccr HHF 7-17-84 1.000 < 2 
4169...302502150 
EsTILL EArrocK 7-19-84 1.000 < 2 
4170...306706617 
rUFur 7-25-84 1.000 < 
4171...312924425 
FRIAR PATCH MEP 7-30-84 1.000 < 
4172...311210369 
tic CANOE 
4173...304404225 
7-24-84 4.003 1 4 1 
cLARKsIoN 7-24-64 1.000 < 
4174...406309952 
OAK ACRES WATER ASSN 7-31-84 1.000 < 4 
$175...302201697 
IEFPLE 7-26-84 1.000 < 2 
1176...306006007 
PALEF110 7-24-84 1.000 < 2 
077...302522565 
GLENN CF ROEIN HOOD 7-25-84 1.001 < 2 
178...304704439 
CARVER Sr 7-25-84 1.001 < 3 
179...301500984 
CAFE EAECVICE 6-29-84 1.000 < 2 
180...413621665 
nit ACRES sr 7-17-8,4 1.001 < 3 
161...313620753 
TcvN t 	COUNTRY EST 5 -7-84 1.001 6 + 2 2.0 < 1.0 
182...303103112 
RIVEEDALE 7-24-84 1.000 < 2 
183...308714652 
WAEtCcK'S IF 7-25-84 1.000 < 3 
. 84...302502442 24 
TALAEI LAKES ESTATES 7-17-84 1.000 < 3 
ALEL 
4186...306606586 
VEITE PLAINS 
4187...000000000 
META CC 
7 - 26 - 84 
8 -2-84 
5-14-84 
1.000 
4.0 0 3 
0.000 
	
< 	4 
8 + 
1 	+ 
2 
1 
1.5 1.3 
4188...312611310 
SUITE FAYPTCN FHP 12-29-83 5.000 3 + 1 
4189...312311063 
ELLAVILLE 10-27-82 0.003 4 + 1 1.1 
4190...405826874 
swami SD 10- 29 - 81 0.005 3 + 1 
4191...306806809 
AIEY 5-18-82 0.004 < 	1 
4152...405107621 
ECDCESVILLE EHF 10-13-81 6.000 < 	2 
4153...310218618 
DAVIS 	YEE' 12 -8-84 3.000 62 + 4 3.8 1.5 66 + 5 
4194...310218618 
DAVIS N EP 2-10-83 3.000 41 	+ 4 3.8 < 1.0 41 + 3 
4155...306306293 
NEV ECFE PLANTATICN 10 -1-82 1.002 2 + 2 
i 
4196...302023183 
11 	MISSION RACE SL 4-15-81 6.000 < 	3 
697...301000466 
ALAI/dr:A 2-22-82 3.000 5 + 2 7.6 1.2 
198...302522954 
SEALY ACRES EEP 8-12-81 1.000 < 3 
159...303816559 
SVEETERIAR EFP 6-17-82 0.000 < 2 
200...300800292 
EAFICV CO 7-13-82 0.000 2 + 1 
201...409137471 
EOATFICETE TF 12-14-82 1.000 < 	3 
202...401001262 
EENNETT'S EEFt2 1-29-82 0.000 2+ 1 
?03...308708275 
EAST DUELIN 10 -7-82 5.003 < 	3 
?04...315125148 
FINE 0RCVE EFF 8 -5-82 0.000 < 	3 
T5...301524276 
EtE VATEE EMS 12-14-81 0.000 < 	2 
25 
06...301601160 
rfAtvc t tit 4n 4 	 A AAA 
[207-30E316548 
NINIAARD ACRES 
4208...309909576 
GREENVILLE 
4209...311722024 
PINE FOREST ED 
10-19-81 
11-30-81 
1 	-7-82 
0.000 
0.000 
6.003 
< 	3 
8 + 
5 + 
2 
2 
0.4 	1.5 
0.4 
4210...309876543 
EULCNIA C0EFUNITY 8-14-84 4.001 < 	3 
4211...306916036 
EAPLETTE HEIGHTS 8 -8-84 4.000 < 	2 
4212...307816917 
TOLEERT FEE 8-14-84 4.003 3 +  
4213...409045149 
REEL POULTRY 8 -9-84 4.001 < 	1 
4214...306E27338 
INDIAN HILLS ESTATES 7-23-84 4.00 1 11 	+ 2 1.3 
4215...407612477 
PINEWOOD VILLAGE 8 -8-84 1.000 2 + 1 
4216...305104777 
RINGO! 8 -8-84 1.002 < 2 
4217...301114297 
PCIILE UCELL 8-15-84 1.000 2 + 1 
4218...301500993 
LAKE LARRAINE 8 -7-84 1.000 < 	2 
4219...314012283 
SUFFICE 6-10-84 1.000 2 + 2 
T20...301113920 
HAVAIIAN VILLAGE MT 8-15-84 1.000 2 + 2 
221...307607528 
CELIERVILLE 8-15-84 1.002 < 	1 
222...306206162 
EITCFELL 8 -9-64 1.000 < 	1 
223...300117114 
VILLAGE ?HP 8 -7-84 1.000 2 + 2 
224...311722024 
PINE FOREST SD 7-26-84 1.000 2 + 1 
T5...304714155 
RIG 	t 	IF 7-25-84 1.001 < 	2 
T6...301100658 
SHELTERING PINEE EFP 8 -3-84 1.001 < 2 
26 
27...302514003 
ECHGAN ELF 8 -2-84 1 .0 00 < 	2 
2E...401101560 
VLkl,111 	LArt 
1229...301114288 
CALLE VINAS SD 
1230...302515778 
f - 	 1-tit 
7-31-84 
1.uUT 
1.001 
1 
< 
4. 
1 
CCEECPCPE POINT 8 -8-84 1.000 < 2 
1231...401501984 
GARDNER ESTATES 8-15-84 1.000 < 2 
1232...308927247 
CAK HILL ESTATES 8-16-84 4.000 < 2 
1233...308715886 
LAURENS VATER CC INC 8 -8-64 1.000 < 2 
1234...302201776 
TVIE CAKS tFP 8-24-84 1.000 1 + 
1235...312421537
FUCK CREEK ACRE EEF 8 -1-84 1.000 < 1 
1236...301100667 
EURCF GARDENS EFP 8 -3-84 1.000 < 2 
1237...301518251 
FLACK CREEK FARES ) 8-15-84 1.000 < 2 
1238...302502196 
CRAYS ED 8-15-84 1.000 < 2 
1239...302502035 
GROVE FILL SD 8 -2-84 1.000 2 + 2 
1240...302522112 
EATFEVS EhP 8 -7-84 1.000 < 3 
241...309809533 
SAFELO GARDENS SE 8-14-84 1.000 < 3 
242...312110729 
AUGUSTA 8-10-84 1.000 < 2 
243...312210993 
NILE:TEAL 8-10-84 1.000 < 2 
244...412420601 
FRINECN'S IP 8 -1-84 1.000 < 3 
245...310710123 
PCRTERLALE-FIEF ?FG 8-10-84 1.000 < 2 
N16...309819693 
Y0UNCS ISLAND 8-14-84 1.000 < 2 
!47...315813629 
ILVINTCN 7-29-83 2.000 4 + 1 
48.305125848 
FCXFCV FARES NORTE 3-27-84 5.001 < 2 
49...312711399 
SEOREVCCD ESTATES SE 9-28-83 5.000 16 + 3 
27 
250...301000475 
ENICKA 
	
3-26-64 2.002 	3 + 2 
251...301601063 
SUIESEOPO 
	
11-16-82 5.007 	< 3 
252...301115120 
AVONDALE VLF' 	 2-20-84 5.002 	3+ 1 
253...302524075 
EAVANNAH 	 8-25-81 2.026 	< 3 
.254...304204124 
DAVECNVILLE 	 12 -6-63 5.002 	4 + 2 
.255...312110765 
EICENOND CO 	 12-19-83 5.105 	< 2 
1256...313626292 
NUM KAIEF EYE 	1-19-64 5.001 	< 2 
1257...305605216 
LIX-LEE-ON ESTATES 	12-29-83 5.006 	< 2 
1256...305905776 
CAM: 	 3 -5-84 5.002 	< 2 
1259...412921256 
SULTEP CC CI 	 1 -6-84 5.002 	< 2 
1260...306406104 
CRAY 3-13-84 2.006 4 + 2 
1261...307316134 
EOWERSVILLE 1 	-9-84 5. 001 2 + 2 
262...304204124 
DASONVILLE 3-10-8 3 5.000 2 + 1 
263...306823992 
GLENDALE SD 1-10-84 5.001 < 3 
264...305805645 
LADY 	liATEP 	CC 8 -5-83 5.000 1 + 1 
265...312611277 
CARLISLE ED 12-29-83 5.000 < 2 
266...413721936 
CAY RIDGE IP 12 -6-83 5.001 83 + 6 
267...301623368 
CCUNTICY 	CLUE LILLE 1 	-4-84 5.001 < 3 
266...307923482 
ALCOVY SLOPES 3-31-83 2.000 9 + 2 
?69...307023106 
VOODLANL VALLEY EL 3-29-83 5.000 4 + 2 
!70...311210361 
PICKENS CO UAIER AU 3-15-84 5.001 7 + 2 
'.71...303603649 
4272...300125278 
LAKE TARA !?HP 
4273...307025014 
SCENIC SHORES ED 
4274...304025165 
CEDAR LAKE ESTATES 
3-28-84 
3-22-84 
8 -9-83 
5.001 
5.002 
5.001 
24 
< 
4 
< 
3 
2 
6 
4275...313626760 
RIVERWC0D SD 3-22-84 5.001 3 + 2 
4276...308608223 
LAKELAND 12-15-83 5.002 2 + 2 
4277...410734953 
spRING VALLEY sr 3-16-84 5.000 131 + 8 
4278...306926095 
OLDEN Tip #2 6 -2-83 5.002 2 + 
4279...302323801 
HOUSTON VALLEY 1 	-9-84 5.000 < 3 
4280...309525820 
JUBILEE PARTNERS 3 -8-84 5.001 10 4 2 
4281...405608540 
FERNwcor Epp 12-29-83 5.001 < 2 
4282...302802814 
CHEROKEE CO WS 11-21-83 5.000 < 2 
4283...308408104 
GRAY 3-13-84 2.002 < 2 
264...302502275 
ccEEcFEE FARFs ED 1- 3 1-8 4 5.002 < 2 
285...308406104 
GRAY 3-13-84 2.005 < 3 
286...308406104 
GRAY 3-13-84 2.004 10 + 2 
267...304023329 
YEArcv EccK EL 11 	-8-63 5.002 < 2 
288...304026018 
()?AN FEIChTS SL 11 	-8-83 5.001 < 3 
289...312110765 
RichtioND CO WE 12-19-83 5.106 < 2 
?90...305304957 
GARFIELD 11 	-3-83 5.002 < 3 
!91...307222532 
HARRIS CC WE 1-27-84 5.000 < 
92...305824400 
KINCS RAREGR Sr 9-13-63 5.000 < 2 
29 
4294...310309859 
TARP/TOWN 11-16-83 5.002 3 
4295...308107951 
LCUIEVILLE 1-16-84 5.006 < 	1 
1296...309208963 
FOXBOROUCE sr 3-26-84 5.002 < 3 
1297...308925092 
MEV YEE 6 -2-83 5.001 < 
4298...307025014 
ECEEIC EECREE SD 3-22-84 5.004 < 4 
1299...310716848 
LCCF 81 	FEE 3-16-84 2.000 2 + 2 
1300...305304993 
EVAINEICRG 2 -2-84 5.009 < 2 
4301...309226026 
ASEURET ESTATES SD 3 - 15 - 84 2.001 < 	3 
4302...309225254 
EILLEE VILLAGE SE 3 - 6- 84 2.001 < 2 
4303...307025014 
SCENIC EECEES ED 3-22-84 5.005 3 2 
4304...306907058 
SEALY GROVE TP 11 	-7-83 5.003 < 	1 
4305...310721879 
CCUNTRY ACRES EEP 11-30-83 5.000 2 + 2 
006...309525820 
JUEILEE PARTNERS 3 -8-84 5.002 < 2 
507-304025194 
rocvoor PILLS SD 11 	-8-83 5.001 < 3 
308...308408104 
GRAY 3 - 13 - 84 2.001 6 4 2 
309...315813656 
TCCEEEORC 8-31-83 5.003 4 + 2 
310...315413436 
SK/LAKE WATER EYE 12-30-83 5.004 2 + 2 
30 
4330...301601054 
+1-0-8-8— -4- -2-- • — 	 — — -9--1-2- 0 4 
1331...303503448 
FUNETCN,CI1Y CF 8-29-84 1.000 < 	2 
1328...304704411 
BRONZE FELL TP 8-21-84 1.000 2 2 
4332...303023712 
POINT FEIER LANDING 8-28-84 1.000 < 4 
4333...409214772 
PANNE,' 	rEP 8-30-84 1.000 < 2 
4334...413636678 
SUNEYFILL ACRES SD 8 -6-84 1.000 < 	2 
4335...413621665 
IAN; ACRES SD 8-28-84 1.000 < 	3 
4336...304704387 
PUTNEY EATER SUPPLY 8-21-84 1.000 < 2 
4337...302023183 
MISSION TRACE 8-28-84 1.000 < 	4 
4338...307607643 
HOLIDAY RIVIERA PEP 9 -4-84 1.000 < 	2 
4339...307607634 
CLEATON'S MEF 9-11-84 1.000 4+ 2 
4340...306316627 
LIVE OAK 	)HP 9-11-64 1.000 2 + 2 
1341...304704554 
sANETEN TP 8-27-84 1.000 < 	2 
342...301601160 
CLARK'S EFF 9-12-84 1.000 < 2 
343...407612574 
CPRIST CHURCH FCEE 9- 11 - 84 1.000 4 + 2 
344...403833054 
FINE HILL ESTATE• 9 - 8- 84 4.000 < 	2 
345...306927247 
OAK HILL ESTATES 9 - 11 - 84 4.000 < 	2 
346...315113277 
CLUE, 	CITY OF 9-17-84 4.002 4 + 2 
547...306806793 
DEECREsT, 	CITY OF 9-14-84 4.000 < 	2 
548...306606793 
DEr0REsT, 	CITY CF 9-1e-84 4.000 < 2 
;49...301000475 
ENICEA,C117 	CF 9 - 13 - 64 3.000 9 	4 2 
32 
?LE 	 LOCATION 
4311...309127271 
PATE 
COLLECTED TYPE 
4.VELLt 
CRCSE 
ALPhA 
FCI/L 
FA- 	RA- 
226 228 	URANIUM 
PCl/L 	PCl/L FCI/L 
JGE FEILLIPS EFP 8-23-64 4.001 < 3 
4312...302554321 
EURROUCHS COMM. 8-21-84 4.001 < 3 
4313...302526220 
SCAFEURC COVE EL 8-21-84 4.001 < 2 
4321...308918852 
VALTROURVILLE,CITY 8-24-84 1.000 < 2 
4314...304704545 
PRETORIA ACRES 8-27-84 1.001 < 3 
4315...315114748 
SFRINCCROVE ACRES SD 8-30-84 1.000 < 3 
4316...301500902 
RICFECED FILL,CITY 8-22-84 1.000 < 2 
4317...309821067 
JONES COEN WATER ASN 8-27-84 1.000 < 3 
318...401534209 
SNUFAN TP 8-29-84 1.000 < 3 
1319...401502002 
KEN'S 	NEP 8-29-84 1.000 < 2 
1,1 320...314112314 
VEST PT. 	WATER SYS 8-30-84 3.000 < 2 
1.322...307607591 
1 	VARNER 	RCEINS,CITY 8-21-84 1.000 < 2 
323...313611933 
FAVO, 	CITY 	CF 8-28-84 1.001 < 3 
24...315013216 
SANEERSVILLE,CITY GF 8-30-84 4.004 < 1 
525...302101618 
FETTER, 	CITY CF 9-12-84 1.000 4 2 
26...311310401 
PATTERECN,CITY OF 9-12-84 1.000 < 2 
27...308908686 
ISLE CF VIM SL 8-29-84 1.000 < 2 
31 
29...314212445 
SYCAKORE,CM OF 8-28-84 1.000 < 2 
rLACK CRK FARYE Er 
1353...303423263 
EVANS TP t1 
4354...309821078 
8-29-84 
8-24-84 
1.000 
1.000 
< 2 
4 	+ 1 
BRIAR PATCH WIT ASV 9-13-84 1.000 < 2 
4355...302502460 
VICK'S 	?HP 9-18-84 1.000 < 2 
4356...408914167 
DENEARK IP 9 -4-84 1.000 < 	3 
4357...403405426 
EVANS TF t2 8-24-84 1.000 < 	2 
4358...307707747 
CCILLA, 	CITY CF 9-11-84 1.000 < 	1 
4359...302502008 
SAVANNAH STATE COLL 9-18-84 1.000 < 2 
4360...301000466 
ALAPALA, 	CITY CF 9-13-84 3.000 17 	+ 2 < 1.0 < 
4361...302502372 
RIVER CAKE SD 9-19-84 1.000 < 2 
I 
4362...306806793 
DEMOREET, CITY CF 9-18-84 4.000 < 2 
363...309821430 
CANNON FLUFF VA 9-13-84 1.000 < 3 
1 
364...302522954 
EEALY ACRES PTP 9 -19 -84 1.000 < 	3 
1 
65...306306451 
JEKYLL IELANr VA 8-29-81 1.000 < 2 
366...408936383 
EENNEIT'S TP 9-12-84 1.000 < 	2 
367...302517792 
' 	ENNIS EPP 9-17-85 1.000 < 	2 
68...309809506 
1 	DARIEN, 	CITY OF 9-13-84 1.000 < 3 
1 
369...309819310 
JUN ALFCRD SD 9-13-84 1.000 < 	3 
570...302516537 
EETEESEA FOPS PONE 9-18-84 1.000 < 	2 
71...302502211 
PARFCR CREEK Sr 9-19-84 1.000 < 2 33 
72...309125169 
CEDAR CREEK MEP 9 -4-64 1.000 < 	2 
2 
4373...4065,14226 
LAKESIEE EDF 9-12-84 1.000 < 2 
4374...301500966 
BRIAN VCOLE ESTATES 8-29-84 1.000 < 2 
4375...401502057 
HOLLY TF 9 -7-84 1.000 < 2 
4376...302502424 
SUFURP VILLAGE MEP 9-19-84 1.000 < 
4377...306606793 
DEMOREST, 	CITY OF 9-14-84 4.000 < 2 
4378...306714607 
MALONE'S LAKE PARK 9 -4-84 1.000 < 2 
34 
DATE 	 cFcEs 
	
FA- 	PA- 
ELF 	LOCATION 	COLLECTED TYPE 	ALFEA 226 228 	URANIUM 
	
+.NELL# pci/L 
	
PCl/L PCl/L PCl/L 
4379...315813638 
IVEY, CITY OF 
4380...305805441 
COLONIAL CLUF EST. 
4381...305905819 
RcysToN, 	CITY CF 
4382...311910643 
PAE.cAE-NccocEEE ECH 
4383...313717743 
FINE HILL HEE 
4384...306316546 
1%IlavAEr AuEs E/D 
4385...313712021 
Ty Ty, 	TOWN CF 
4386...308708415 
FEALCiaALE EEP 
4387...311117453 
FECAN HAVEN PEE 
1388...315913741 
ThcF1H co. cm. 	1NET 
1389...313712030 
ALE EALrviN ACF 	CCLL 
390...309825371 
CAFEICAN WATER ASSN 
391...306320460 
vcorLAND EEP 
392...302001541 
El. 	VARY'S, 	CITY 	CF 
393...308808555 
PLANTATION MEP 
594...313611915 
l'EIC6, 	CITY 	CF 
595...305605146 
FROCKS, 	CITY OF 
96...311410444 
EcLENA, 	CITY OF 
9-26-84 
9 -1 7 -8 4 
8-24-84 
8-17-84 
9-21-84 
6-20-84 
9-21-84 
9-18-84 
9-21-84 
9-25-84 
9-21-84 
9-25-84 
6-20-84 
9-26-84 
9 - 17 - 84 
9-26-84 
9-15-84 
8-23-64 
4.003 
4.003 
1.000 
1.000 
3.000 
1.000 
1.000 
1.000 
1.000 
1.000 
1.000 
1.000 
1.000 
1.000 
1.000 
1.000 
1.000 
1.000 
2 
95 
8 
53 
132 
+ 
< 2 
< 
< 
+ 
< 	2 
< 	2 
< 2 
< 	2 
+ 
< 	2 
< 2 
< 	2 
< 	2 
< 	3 
+ 
+ 
5 
2 
4 
9 
< 	1.0 
< 	1.0 
1.2 
<1.0 176 
35 
+ 	14 
Immmr 
4398...305905E, 73 
FRIT- TANI 	FARECR 	2 
4395...303103130 
9-18-84 1.000 
RCYAL COURT EFF 8-23-84 1.000 24 + 2 
4400-305605146 
FROCKS, 	CITY CF 8-15-84 1.000 53 + 4 
4401...405315615 
CANE CREEK TP 8 -2-84 1.000 < 3 
4402...311410444 
ECLENA, 	CITY CF 8-23-84 1.000 106 4 4 
4403...306507003 
LANIER SAILINC CLUE 9-30-84 1.000 11 + 2 
4404...311410444 
ECLENA, 	CITY CF 8-23-84 1.000 122 + 6 
4405...303103130 
ROYAL CCURT 8-23-84 1.000 26 + 3 
4406...409315815 
CANE CREEK TP 8 -2-84 1.000 < 2 
4407...311410444 
EOLENA, 	CITY CF 8-23-84 1.001 126 + 5 
4408...305905673 
EFITTANY HAFEOF #2 9-18-84 1.000 43 + 5 
4409...302915646 
SEKINCLE NEP 9-13-84 1.000 24 + 2 
4410...305905873 
EFITTANY VARECF #2 9-18-84 1.000 52 + 5 
1411...306907003 
LANIER SAILING CLUB 9-30-84 1.000 9 + 2 
412...315116111 
COLONIAL EST. FEF42 10 -4-84 1.000 2 4 
413...305916501 
ERITTANY 	FARE. 	VEST 9-18-84 3.000 9 + 2 
414...311027653 
ERASNELL, CITY OF 10 -4-84 4.000 2 + 1 
415...312411079 
HILIONIA, 	CITY OF 9-26-84 1.000 < 2 
116...312416496 
GREEN ACRES ERE 9-25-64 1.000 < 2 
07.314813112 
LAZY ACRES TP 10 -4-84 1.001 3 4 1 
36 
18...412434277 
PO' RUIN EFP 9-25-84 1.000 < 2 
4417.. -. --yorT751777171 
TUCALOC EAY 
4420...312110860 
9-18-84 3.000 13 + 3 
MOBILE HOME C. 	CLU B 9-26-84 1.000 < 2 
4421...301427427 
FEEmiccr rEF 9-18-84 4.000 4 + 2 
4422...310717391 
MEAECVER0cK NEP 10-10-84 4.000 < 2 
4423...309209016 
roBILE E01, E EST. 9-27-84 1.000 < 2 
4424...313712067 
BAILEY rEP 10-10-64 1.000 2 + 2 
4425...315116625 
LEE 	b,ATERs 	?'HP 10 -4-84 1.000 < 3 
4426...415124249 
coLoVIAL EsT. Hip i1 10 -4-84 1.000 < 2 
4427...408027560 
ErcEvocr rEp 9-27-84 1.000 8 + 2 
4428...410317035 
ALLECNrS TF 10 -3-84 1.000 10 + 2 
4429...402637239 
FAYNE , S !}P 6-10-64 1.000 < 2 
4430_306708284 
roraP0sE, 	CITY CF 10 -2-84 1.000 3 + 1 
4431...40881063 
ccLoNIAL ACRES s/r 10 -5-84 1.000 < 2 
1432...303303277 
FAHAAYE VILLA ELF' 8-10-84 1.000 2 + 2 
33...302614040 
0AKLANL rEF 8-10-84 1.000 < 2 
434...308819733 
CANAUGA sr 10 -5-84 1.000 < 2 
435...310910206 
EAXEYS, 	CITY CF 10 -5-84 6.002 29 + 3 
436...403505511 
GREEN ACRES ECE EST 10-10-64 1.000 
437...310309640 
ECUNT VERNON, 	CITY 10 -3-84 1.000 < 3 
08...408814081 
COUNTRY VILLA SE 10-10-84 1.000 < 2 
39...408914273 
CR STANFORD AEU- 10-17-84 1.000 < 2 
40...415925141 
rtnurr uur, 	 wr ota C.J1 	• ON^^ 
4441...315S10500 
PLEASANT }TILL YEF 10-11-84 1.000 < 2 
4442_308808500 
DIXON EEF 10- 10 - 84 1.000 < 2 
4443...401001323 
VAMP'S TF 10 - 15 - 84 1.000 < 2 
4444...308917336 
h 	L STANFCFD rtir 10-16-84 1.000 
4445...302522750 
FCSE EhP 10-15-84 1.000 < 2 
4446...310109703 
CAYILLA, 	CITY 	CF 10 -9-84 1.000 < 2 
4447...301601027 
ERCCKLET, 	CITY 	CF 10- 11 - 84 1.000 
4448...314812979 
'NAPE 	CC. 	EATER 	SYST. 10 - 4 - 84 1.000 2 + 2 
4449...415124276 
EUFFAY TP 10 - 4 - 84 1.000 < 2 
4450...302120859 
DANIEL VILLAGE EEP 10-11-84 1.000 < 2 
4451...302502053 
AZALEA EEP 10-15-84 1.000 < 2 
4452...306306252 
CAFANA 	CCURT EEP 10-19-84 1.000 2 + 1 
1453.307807814 
NICICLSON 	I.. 	S. 10 -3-84 3.000 3 + 
4154...314913146 
cAEAK, my OF 10-12-84 1.000 
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DATE: 	December 14, 1984 
TO: James Hardman, Program Manager 
Environmental Radiation Program 
Environmental Protection Division, DNR 
FROM: 	Bernd Kahn,,Director 
Environment& Resources Center 
SUBJECT: Monthly Report of Activities for the State by the 
Environmental Radiation Laboratory, November, 1984 
The results of radionuclide analyses are reported for the 
following sample types that were processed this month: 
Environmental radionuclide monitoring at nuclear 
facilities by DNR staff 	 Table 1-16 
Monitoring by DNR state of Community Water 	Table 17 
Systems 
Environmental radiation monitoring at nuclear 	Table 18 
facilities 
Of the samples collected in the environment at nuclear 
facilities, the following contained radioactivity that may be 
attributed to the facility: 
Table 7--H-3 in surface water at the Farley nuclear plant. 
Tables 13, 14, and 16--11-3 in milk, surface water and grass at 
the Savannah River Plant. 
All other radionuclides in Tables 1-16 are attributed to fallout 
or the natural radiation background. All samples collected for 
the NRC project are indicated by asterisks in the appropriate 
tables. 
Number of Samples Analyzed in Month 
water 
air 
filter 
air 
cartridge milk 
	
grass 	soil, 
veg. sediment 	animals smears TLD 
gross 
alpha 82 6 
gross 
beta 29 8 
gamma 
spectra 29 3 8 10 16 3 
H-3 25 6 7 
Sr-89/90 3 3 
1-131 8 6 
Ra-226 7 
Ra-228 
11 
U 1 
Pu 
dose 
188 
other 
Sample Types Analyzed in Month 
Sample Types 	 Analyzed in Month 
Community Water supplkes 	 69 
Nuclear facilities 	 365 
Quality control - EPA 	 22 
Total 	 456 
% 
4 
Table 1 
Radioactivity Levels in Water Camposites from 
the Envirumnent of the Hatch Nuclear Plant 
	
Sr-89, 	Sr-90, 
Sample Nos. 	Location 	Dates collected 	pCi/1 pCi/1 
81108, 1126 
81109, 1127 
Notes: 1. 
2. 
Sta #170 	July, Aug., 1984 	< 5 	< 2 
Sta #172 	July, Aug., 1984 	< 5 	< 2 
Composites were prepared with equal amounts of each 
sample. 
Other results of analyses are given in previous 
monthly reports. 
ti 
5 
Table 3 
Radioactivity Levels in Quarterly Composite Air Filters 
from the Environment of the Hatch Nuclear Plant 
ti 	 Cs-137 concen- 
Samples No. 	Location 	Dates, 19b2 	Volume, m3 	tration, fCi/m3  
B1165* 	 Substation 	July-Sept. 	9975 	 < 1 
(1123,1146) 
B1166* 	 Dead River 	July-Sept. 	5097 	 < 2 
(1124,1147) 	Rd. 
• % 
81167* 	 Plant Hatch July-August 	1865 	 < 10 
(1125) 
Notes: 1. TWo filters collected successively at the location (except that 
only one filter was available at Plant Hatch) were analyzed by 
gamma-ray spectrometry. See earlier reports for gross beta 
activity in individual filters and collection dates. 
2. No other photon-emitting radionuclides were detected accept 
naturally occurring Be-7. 
7 
Table 
Radioactivity Levels in Fish Samples from the 
Environment of the Hatch Nuclear plant 
Dry wt/ 	H-3, 	Cs-137, 
Sample No. 	Location 	 Wet wt pCi/1 pCi/kg  
B1170* 	 Station #170 	American 	0.40 	in process < 70 
eel 
B1171* 	 Station # 172 Largemouth 0.22 	 500 
bass 
% 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected on November 13-14, 1984, by Georgia Power 
COmpany staff. 
2. No other man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were detected. 
9 
Table 6 
Radioactivity Levels in Water Composites from the 
Environment in Georgia of the Farley Nuclear Plant 
Sample Nos. 	Location  
F799,812,828 	Indicator 
F800,813,829 	Background 
Dates capected  
Julyr.August, 
September, 1984 
July, August, 
September, 1984 
Sr-89, 	Sr-90, 
pCi/1 pCi/1  
<5 	<2 
< 5 	< 2 
t 
Notes: 1. Composites were prepared with equal amounts of each sample. 
2. Other results of analyses are given in previous monthly reports. 
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Table 7 
Radioactivity Levels in Water Samples from the 
Environment in Georgia of the Farley Nuclear plant 
Sample 
No. 
Gross alpha, 	Gross beta, 	H-3, 	1-131, 
Location 	pCi/1 	 pCi/1 pCi/1 pCi/1 
F837 Chattahoochee 	< 2 	 4 + 2 	10,800+300 - 
River 
Great Southern 
Paper Co. 
F838* Chattahoochee 	< 3 	 3 + 2 	200+200 < 0.5 
River 	ti 
WRI-M5-1084 
F839* Chattahoochee 	2 + 1 	 3 + 2 	 <200 < 0.5 
River 
WRESHM5-1084 
Notes: 1. Sample F837 was collected on October 29, 1984; samples 
F838-839 were collected during October, 1984 by Alabama 
Per Co. staff. 
2. 1-131 was calculated as of the final day of the collection 
period. 
3. No man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were detected (Cs-137 
<20 pCi/1). 
Table 8 
Radioactivity Levels in Milk Sample from the 
Environment in Georgia of the Farley Nuclear plant 
Sample 	 Cs-13), 	k, 	H-3, 	1-131, 
No. Location 	pCi/1 g/1 ECi/1 pCi/1  
F 840* 	MB-1110-M5 110584 	< 10 	1.9 	<200 	< 2 
Notes: 1. Sample was collected on November 5, 1984 by Alabama 
Power Company staff. 
2. No other radionuclides were detected (Da-140 <20 pCi/1). 
12 
9 
Radioactivity Levels in Grass Samples from the 
Environment in Georgia of .the Farley Nuclear Plant 
Dry wt/ 	Radionuclide concentration, pCi/kg 
Sample No. 	Location 	Wet wt. Cs-137 	 Be-7 
F 841 	TLD 0 1 	0.29 	 < 70 	 1,600 
F 842 	TLD 0 20 	0.34 	 < 70 	 3,300 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected on November 28, 1984. 
3. No other man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were detected. 
Be-7 is formed in nature. 
Table 10 
Radioactivity Levels in Water Samples from 
the Environment in Georgia of. the Oconee Nuclear Plant 
Sample 	 Gross alpha, 	Gross beta, 	H-3, 
No. Location 	pCifl 	 pCi/1 pCi/1  
LH 189 	TLD # 3. 	< 1 	 2 + 1 	< 200 
surface 
LH 190 	TLD 11, 	•% 	< 1 	 < 2 	< 200 
surface 
LH 191 	TLD # 9, 	< 1 	 < 2 	< 200 
surface 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected on November 20, 1984. 
2. No man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were detected 
(Cs-137 <20 pCi/1). 
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'Mble 11 
Radioactivity Levels in. ass Samples from the 
Envirornent in Georgia.of the Oconee Nuclear Plant 
Dry wt/ 	Radionuclide concentration, pCi/kg 
Sample No. Location 	Wet wt. Cs-137 	 Be-7 
LH 192 	TLD #6 	0.25 
	
< 200 
	
6,900 
LH 193 	TLD #3 	0.24 
	
< 100 
	
5,100 
LH 194 	TLD #1 	ti 	0.18 
	
< 200 
	
3,100 
LH 195 	TLD # 9 < 100 
	
7,000 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected on November 20, 1984. 
2. No other man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were detected. 
Be-7 is formed in nature. 
Table 12 
Radioactivity Levels in Water Composites fran the 
Environment in Georgia of the Savannah River Plant 
Sample Nos. Location Dates collected 
Sr-89, 
pCi/1 
Sr-90, 
pCi/1 
SR1572, 1610, 
1698 
SR1573, 1611, 
1699 
SR1574, 1612, 
1700 
114146.7 
RH150.4 
•1, 
RM151.2 
July, Aug., 
Sept., 1984 
July, Aug., 
Sept., 1984 
. July, Aug., 
'Sept., 1984 
< 5 
< 5 
< 5 
< 2 
< 2 
< 2 
SR1575, 1613, Port Went- July, Aug., < 5 < 2 
1702 worth Sept., 1984 
SR1576, 1614, N. Augusta July., Aug., < 5 < 2 
1701 Sept., 1984 
SR1582, 1609, I & D Water July, Aug., < 5 < 2 
1692, Sept., 1984 
SR1685 Hwy 301 Sept., 1984 < 5 < 2 
Notes: 1. Composites were prepared with equal amounts of each sample. 
2. Other results of analyses are given in previous monthly reports. 
Table 14 
Radioctivity Levels in Water Samples from 
the Environment in Georgia of the Savannah River Plant 
Gross alpha, Gross beta, H-3, 1-131, 
Sample No. Location pCi/1 pCi/1 pCi/1 pCi/1 
SR1735 Savannah R., 
R-2 
< 2 2 + 2 < 200 < 2 
SR1736 Savannah R., 
R-10 
< 2 4 + 2 4,000+300 < 4 
SR1737 TLD # 17, 
ground 
..< 	2 3 + 2 _ < 200 
SR1738 TLD # 1, 
ground 
< 2 < 2 < 200 
SR1739 TLD #20, 
ground 
< 2 5 + 2 < 200 
SR1740 TED #11, 
ground 
5 +3 6 + 2 < 200 
SR1741 TED #17, 
surface 
< 2 2 + 2 4,500+300 
SR1742 TLD # 11, 
surface 
< 2 < 2 300+200 
SR1743 TLD #15, 
surface 
< 2 2 + 2 1,700+300 
SR1744 RLD # 20, 
surface 
< 2 3 + 2 3,900+300 
SR1751 TLD #6, 
surface 
< 2 2 + 2 < 200 
SR1759 I & D Water < 2 4 + 2 3,100+200 < 0.6 
Supply, Port 
Wentworth 
18 
Table 14 (cont) 
SR1760 	RM151.2 	 < 2 	 2 + 1 	700+200 _ 
SR1761 	RM146.7 	 < 1 	 3 + 2 2,600+200 _ 
SR1762 	Port Wentworth, < 1 	 3 + 2 3,300+200 _ 
raw composite 
SR1763 	N. Augusta 	< 1 	 3 + 2 	300+200 _  
raw composite 
SR1764 	RM150.4 	 < 1 	 3 + 1 	700+200 _ 
Notes: 1. Samples SR1735-1736 were collected on October 30, 1984, by 
Savannah River Plant staff; samples SR1737-1744 and 1751 were 
collected on November 15, 1984; sample SR1759 was collected 
November 7-13, 1984; samples SR1760-1764 were collected October 8 
- November 7, 1984, by Georgia Power Company staff. 
2. 1-131 was calculated as of the final day of the collection 
period. 
3. No man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were detected in 
samples 1735-1736, 1741-1744, 1751, and 1759-1764. 
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Table 15 
Radioactivity Levels in Air Samples from the 
Environment in Georgia of the Savannah River Plant 
Is 
Volume, 
Radionuclide concen- 
tration, pCi/m3 
Gross 
Sample No. Sample type Location m3 1-131 alpha beta 
SR1745 Cartridge Hargrove 2645 <0.002 
Paper filter Rd.  	<0.001 0.002 
SR1746 Cartridge• Girard 1229 <0.002 	 
Paper filter ------ <0.001 0.003 
SR1747 Cartridge Simulator 2445 <0.002 	 
Paper filter  <0.001 0.005 
SR1748 Cartridge Augusta 2992 <0.002 ----- 
Paper filter 	<0.001 0.002 
SR1749 Cartridge Waynesboro 2664 <0.002 	 
Paper filter  <0.001 0.003 
SR1750 Cartridge Welcome Ctr. 0 
Paper filter 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected on November 15, 1984 after 50-day 
sampling. 
2. No other man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were detected in 
in the cartridges. 
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Table 16 
Radioactivity Levels in Grass Samples from the 
Environment in Georgia of the Savannah River Plant 
Sample No. Location 
Dry wt./ 
Wet wt. pCi/1 
Radionuclide concentration, pCi/kg 
Cs-137 Be-7 
SR1752 TLD 1 	6 0.50 2,000+300 < 70 2,000 
SR1753 TLD $ 10 0.23 6,500+400 < 70 1,700 
SR1754 TU) a 11 0.58 6,300+200 < 70 1,900 
% 
SR1755 TLD I 	8 0.54 4,800+200 84 1,500 
SR1756 TLD I 20 0.52 600+300 < 70 960 
SR1757 TLD 0 	1 0.42 800+300 < 70 1,900 
SR1758 ILD * 17 0.49 1,700+300 170 4,000 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected on November 15, 1984 
2. No other man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were detected. 
Be-7 is formed in nature. 
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Table 17 
RADIOACTIVITY IN COMMUNITX WATER SUPPLIES REPORT # 8408 ... AUGUST 84 INCOMPLETE 
SPITIE 	LOCATION 
VE# 
COLLECT LAI3 
COUNTY 	 DATE 	DATE 
TYPE/. (ROM 
ALPHA 
PC:EX 
RA- 
226 
RA- 
228 
PCl/L 
URANIUM 
PCl/L 
02327 
ce390 
02150 
06617 
24425 
4167 PINE FOREST SD 
4168 PINT+COD MHe 
4169 ESTILL HAMMOCK 
4170 EUFORD 
4171 BRIAR PATCH MHP 
CHATHAM 	7-17-84 8406 
CHATHAM 7-17-84 8408 
CHATHAM 	7-19-84 8403 
CWIMETT 7-2-64 8408 
SUMER 	7-30-84 840e 	1.000 
1.000 
1.000 
1.000 
1.0GO 
<1 
<2 
<2 
<2 
<1 
1089 4172 EIG CAME PICKENS 7-24-84 8408 4.003 1 + 	1 
04225 4173 CLARETON DEKAI2 	 7-24-84 8406 1.000 <1 
■09T2 4174 OAK ACRES WATER ASSN GLYNN 7-31-84 8408 1.000 <4 
0'1697 4175 TIME CARROLL 	7-26-84 8408 1.000 <2 
10600'7 4176 FALI±nU RIM 7-24-84 8408 1.000 <2 
22565 4177 GLENN OF MEIN 1100D CHATHAM 	 7-25-84 8406 1.001 <2 
t4439 4178 CARVER SD DOUGHERTY 7-25-84 8408 1.001 <3 
00984 4179 CAFE PAROWT:H BRYAN 	 6-29-84 8408 1.000 <2 
>21E65 4180 TWIN ACRES SD THOMAS • 7-17-84 840e 1.001 < 3 
20753 4181 TOWN& COUNTRY EST' 11-EMAS 	 5 -7-84 8403 1.001 6 + 2 2.0 < 1.0 
103112 4182 RIVERDALE CLAM 7-24-84 84ce 1.000 <2 
14652 4183 WARMCK'S TF Lams 	 7-25-84 8406 1.000 < 3 
C2442 4184 TALAHI LAKES ESTATES  	CHATHAM 7-17-84 840e 'Loco <3 
'0743 4185 AID COCK 	 7-26-84 8408 1.000 <4 
061,586 4186 WHITE PLAINS GREENE 8 -2-84 8406 4.003 8 + 2 1.5 1.3 
mom 4187 COMA CO 5-14-84 8408 0.000 1 + 	1 
-41310 4188 SOUTH HAkTION SPALDING 12-29-83 8408 	5.000 3+ 	1 
11063 4189 ELLAVILLE SCHLEY 10-27-82 8406 0.003 4+ 	1 1.1 
26674 4190 SUNDOWN SD FORSYM 	10-29-81 8408 0.005 3+ 	1 
06809 4191 Fif AIRY liALERSHAM 5-18-82 8408 0.0614 <1 
C7621 EFFINLEM 	10-13-81 8408 6.000 < 2 4192 	:Maw I 	MFTP 
4193 DAVIS NW 18618 MONROE 12 -8-848408 3.000 62+ 4 3.8 1.5 66 + 	5 
18618 4194 DAVIS FEE MONFOE 	 2-10-83 8467e 3.000 41+ 	4 3.8 <1.0 41 + 	3 
D5293 4195 NEW HOPE PLANTATION GLYNN 10 -1-82 8408 1.002 2+ 	2 
23183 4196 NII0N TRACE SD CAM] 	 4-15-81 8408 6.000 < 3 
X)466 4197 ALAPAHA BERRIEN 2-22-82 8408 3.000 5 + 2 7.6 1.2 
m954 4198 SHADY ACRES MEP CHATHAM 	8-12-81 8408 1.000 <3 
16599 4199 aTEEIERTAR COWETA 6-17-82 8408 0.000 <2 
:0292 4200 BARICW CO EA17IOW 	 7-13-82 8408 0.000 2+ 	1 
57471 42C1 MERICETS TP LANG 12-14-82 8403 1.000 <3 
*1262 4202 EMMETT'S MEM BERRIEN 	129 82 8408 0.000 2+ 	1 
JAMS 10 -742 8408 ?8275 4203 EAST EUELIN 5.003 < 3 
5148 4204 PINE GROVE MT WAYNE 	 8 -5-82 8408 0.000 <3 
4276 4205 B&B WATER WORKS MAN 12-14-81 8408 0.000 <2 
1160 4266 CLARKS NW PULOCH 	12 -1--82 8408 0.000 <2 
5548 420714-TOWARD ACRES GLYNN 10-19-81 8408 0.000 <3 
4206 GREENULLE lvEERIWEHER 	11-30-81 8408 0.000 8 + 2 0.4 1.5 
D024 4209 PINE FOREST SD PUTNAM 	 1 -7-82 8403 6.003 5 + 2 0.4 
5543 4210 EULCNIA 0CMUNITY mcaNrcai 8-14-84 8408 4.001 <3 
?C36 4211 MARLETTE HEIGHTS HALL 	 8 -8-84 8408 <2 
5917 4212 TOLBERT MEP JACKSCN 8-14-94 8408 4.003 3+ 	1 
149 4213 REED POULTRY LINCOLN 	8 -9-84 8403 4.001 <1 
7338 GREENE 7-23-84 8408 4.001 11 + 	2 0.5 1.3 4214 INDIAN HILLS EL4ATES 
g77 4215 PINEWOOD VILLAGE HDUOION 	8 -8-64 8406 1.000 2+ 	1 
4216 RINCCN EFFIN:HAM 8 -8-84 8408 1.062 <2 777 
22 
1 TYPE 0,5=1ST 01110SSITE ; 2ZIPEAT OCMFOLiiE ; 1Q3EPEAT SINGLE ; 3= REPEAT QUARTERLY ; 4=NEW SCREEN 
1 COLLECT DATE TYPES 0,2,5 = COIFOSriE LATE 
; 6=Cal-ER 
RADIOACTIVITY IN CCMUNITY WATER SUPPLIES REPORT # 8408 ... AUGET 84 BUMP= 
fl SAMPLE 	LOCATION 
WS # 
CCUNTY 
COLIECT LAB 
DATE 	DATE 
TYPE/ . 
WM, 
GROSE 	RA- 	RA- 
ALPHA 226 228 	URANIUM 
PCl/L 	PCl/L PCl/L PCl/L 
114297 4217 MOBILE WORLD BIBS 8-15-84 8408 1.000 2 + 	1 
500993 4218 LAKE LARRAINE BRYAN 8 -7-84 8408 1.000 < 2 
D12283 4219 SOPERTON IFEUTLEN 8-10-84 8408 	1.000 2+ 2 
113920 4220 HAWAIIAN VILLAGE NH BIBB 8-15-64 8408 1.000 2 + 2 
607528 4221 CENTERVILLE H(]L'ION 8-15-84 8406 1.0C2 < 1 
206162 4222 MITCHELL GIASCOCK 8 -9-84 8408 1.000 < 1 
117114 4223 VILLAGE Eh? APPLING 8 -7-84 8408 1.000 2 + 2 
722324 4224 PINE FOREST SD PUINAM 7-26-84 8408 1.000 2 + 	1 
4225 BIG MTP 714155 ECUGHEFIY 7-25-84 8408 1.001 < 2 
100658 4226 SHELTERING PINES MHP BIBB 8 -3-84 8408 1.001 < 2 
51400 4227 MORGAN MHP CHATHAM 8 -2-84 8406 1.000 < 2 
101560 4228 EACON HEALTH CARE BIBB 7-31-84 8408 1.001 1 + 	1 
1142e8 4229 CALLE VINAS SD BIBB 7-31-84 8406 1.001 < 1 
515778 4230 CCEMODORE POINT cummt 8 -8-84 8408 1.000 < 2 
501984 4231 GARDNER ESTATES HUN 8-15-84 840e 1.000 < 2 
927247 4232 OAK HILL ESTATES umm 8-16-84 8406 4.000 < 2 
715e86 4233 LAURENS WATER CO INC LALFENS 8 -8-84 8408 1.000 < 2 
arr776 	  	4234 TWIN OAKS Elf CARROLL 8-24-84 8406 1.000 1 + 	1 
421557 4235 BUCK CREEK ACRES MP SCREVEN 8 -1-84 8408 	1.000 <1 
100667 4236  BIE(Gi GARDENS MW BIBB 8 -3-84 8408 1.000 < 2 
518251 4237 BLACK CREEK FARMS W MAN 8-15-94 8408 1.000 < 2 
4238 GRAYS SD CHATHAM 8-15-84 8408 1.000 < 2 
. 4239 GROVE HILL SD CHATHAM 8 -2-84 8408 1.000 2 + 2 
12 4240 MATHEWS EFP CHATHAM 8 -7-84 8408 1.000 < 3 
p09533 4241 SAPELO GARDENS SD MCINTOSH 8-14-84 8406 1.000 < 3 
1107729 4242  AUGUSTA RICHMOND 8-10-84 8408 1.000 < 2 
210993 4243 MILSTEAD ROCKDALE 8-10-84 8406 	1.000 <2 
42(16oi 4244 ERINSON'S IP SCREVIN 8 -1-84 8408 1.000 <3 
71 0123 4245 PORTERDALE4IBBFE0 NEWTON 8-10-84 8408 1.000 < 2 
31%93 4246 YOUNGS ISLAND Ecurical 8-14-84 8408 1.000 < 2 
13629 4247 IRWINTON MUNSON 7-29-83 8408 2.000 4 + 	1 
125848 4248 PDXEOW FARMS NORTH SIAM 3-27-84 8406 5.001 < 2 
11399 4249 SHOREWOOD ESTATES SD STEPTENS 9-28-83 8408 	5.000 16 + 3 
C0475 4250 num BERRIEN 3- 6-84 84o8 2.00e 3 + 2 
01063 4251 STATESBORO LEECH 11-16-82 8408 5.007 < 3 
15120 4252 AVCNDALE MW BIBB 2-20-84 8403 5.002 3 + 	1 
24075 4253 SAVANNAH CHATHAM 8-25-818406 2.026 < 3 
04124 4254 DflyecNvItTE DAWSON 12 -8-83 8408 5.002 4 + 2 
10765 4255 RICHMOND CO RICHMOND 12-19-83 8406 5.105 < 2 
0-2452 4256 NEWARK WATER SYS 'MIAS 1-19-84 8408 < 2 
15216 4257 DIX-LEE-ON MATES FAYETTE 12-29-838406 5.006 < 2 
)5776 4258 CANON FRANKLIN 3 -5-84 8408 5.0:2 < 2 
?1256 4259 SUMTER CO CI SUMTER 	1 -6-84 e40e 	5.cce <2 
)6104 atZo GRAY JONES 3-13-84 8406 2.006 4 + 2 
16134 4261 BOWERSVILLE HART 1 -9-84 8408 5.00 2 + 2 
)4124 4262 DAWODNVILLE EAWSCN 3-10-83 8406 5.000 2 + 	1 
0992 4263 GLENDALE SD LEE 1-10-84 8406 5.001 < 3 
► 4-5 4264 LADY WATER 00 FORSYTH 8 -5-83 8408 5.000 1 + 	1 
1277 4265 CARLISLE SD SPALDING 12-29-63 8408 	5.000 <2 
1936 4266 OAK RIDGE IP 1111 12 -6-83 8406 5.001 83 + 6 
23 
: TYPE 0,5=1ST CO1E0SITE 2=EPEAT COMO= ; 14UTEAT SINGLE ; 3-411-FAT QUARIERY 4=NEW SCREEN ; 6=CIHER 
: COLLECT DATE TYPES 0,2,5 = COMPOSITE DATE 
RADIOACITVITY IN COMMEITy WATER SUPPLIES REPORT 8408 ... AUGUST 84 INCOMPLETE 
SAMPLE 	LOCATION 
1E # 
COUNTY 
COLLECT LAB 
DATE 	DATE 
TYPE/. 
WELL 
(ROM 	RA- 	RA- 
ALfl 226 228 	URANIUM 
PCl/L 	PCl/L PCVL FCl/L 
S23368 07 CCUNTRY CLUB HILLS EULLOCH 1 -4-84 6408 5.001 < 3 
923482 4268 ADONY SHORES JASPER 3-31-83 8408 2.000 9 + 2 
)23106 009 WOODLAND VALLEY SD HANCOCK 3-29-83 8406 5.000 4 + 2 
2:1M1 4270 PICKERS CO WATER AU 3-1-84 8408 5.00I 7 + 2 PICKERS 
03649 4271 GPO/MOWN CIA 11 -9-82 8408 5.015 2 + 	1 
125278 4272 LAKE TARA MEP AFFLING 3-28-84 8408 5.001 < 3 
Z014 4273 SCENIC SHORES SD HANCOCK 3-22-84 8403 5.002 24 + 6 
025185 4274 CEDAR LAKE ESTATES CRIB' 8 -9-83 8408 5.001 < 2 
526760 4275 RIVERWCOD SD THOMAS 3-22-84 8408 5.001 3 + 2 
508223 4276 LAKELAND ZANIER 12-15-83 8408 5.002 2+ 2 
734953 4277 SPRING VALLEY SD NEWTON 3-16-84 8408 5.000 131 + 	8 
926095 4278 OGDEN IP k2 MERU 6 -2-83 8408 5.002 2 + 	1 
323801 4279 HOUSTCN VALLEY CATOOSA 1 -9-84 8408 5.000 < 3 
525833 4280 JUBILEE PARTNERS MUT• 3 -8-84 8403 5.001 lo + 	2 
42E1 FERNWOOD MHP 608540 FAYEITE 12-29-83 8408 5.001 < 2 
4 4272 CHEROKEE CO WS CHEROKEE 11-21-83 8408 5.000 < 2 
de: 04 4283 GRAY JONES 3-13-84 8408 2.002 < 2 
111: 04 
04 
4284 OGEECPEE FARMS SD 
4285 GRAY 
4296 GRAY 
CHATHAM 
JONES 
JONES 
1-31-84 8403 
313-84 8408 
3-13-84 8408 
5.0 C2 
2.005 
2.004 
< 2 
< 3 
lo + 2 
4287 Nara ROCK SD CRISP 11 -8-83 8408 5.002 < 2 KG A: 
MAO 4288 TAR HEIGHTS SD CRISP 11 -6-83 8408 5.001 < 3 
10765 4289 RICHMOND CO WS RICHMOND 12-19-83 84(8  5.106 < 2 
4 ,  957 4290 GARFIELD EMANUEL 11 -3-83 8408 5.002 < 3 
&A. 4291 HARRIS CO WS HARRIS 1-27-84 84(8 5.000 < 1 
0,011 4292 KINGS HARBOR SD FORSYTH 9-13-83 8408 5.00) < 2 
OA 124 4293 DAWSONVTLLE LAWSON 12 -8-83 8406 5.001 7 + 3 
11 • : 	• 4294 TARRYTOWN YCEUCCVERY 11-16-83 8408 5.0c2 < 3 
• • 1 4295 LOUISVILLE JEFFERSON 1-16-84 8403 5.006 < 1 
4296 IONTOROUGH SD LOWNIES 3-35-841 5.02 <3 
• SOO 4297 OGDEN NE LIBERTY 6 -2-83 Nee 5.001 < 3 
14 • 4 4298 SCENIC SHORES SD HANCOCK 3-22-84 e408 5.001 < 4 
6848 4299 LOOP 81 MHP NEWTON 316-84 6406 2.000 2 + 2 
993 4300 SWAIKEEORD EMANUEL 2 -2-84 8406 5.003 < 2 
:.v.. 4301 ASST ESTATES SD LOWNEES 3-15-84 8408 2.001 < 3 
tle 4/ 4302 HIDDEN VILLAGE SD LIOWNIES 3 -6-84 8408 2.001 < 2 
4333 SCENIC SEMIS SD HANCOCK 3-22-84 8408 5.005 3 + 2 
4304 SHADY (ROVE TP HALL 11 -7-0 84(8 5.003 < 1 
879 4305 COUNTRY ACRES NEP NEWTON 11-30-83 8408 5.000 2 + 2 
4306 JUBILEE PARTNERS MADISON 3 -8-84 8406 5.002 < 2 
•194 
04 
4307 roam) HILLS SD 
4306 CRAY 
CRISP 
JONES 
11 -e-83 8408 
313-84 840e 
5.001 
2.001 
< 3 
6 + 2 
4309 ICOMSECRO WILKINSON 8-31-83 8408 5.003 4 + 2 
6 ,1 36 4310 SKYLAKE WATER SYS WHITE 12-30-83 8408 5.004 2 + 2 
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TYPE 0,5=1ST COMFOSLIE ; 2=REPEAT COMPOSiit ; 1REPEAT SINGLE ; 3-REPEAT QUARTERLY ; 4=NE} SCREEN ; 6=0THER 
COLLECT DATE TYPES 0,2,5 = COMPOSITE DATE 
127271 
54321 
526230 
318852 
704545 
114748 
500902 
0037 
534209 
5o20ce 
112314 
937591 
511933 
)13216 
101618 
10401 
14772 
-78 
 665 
• , 387 
too 
• -3 
• -34 
6627 
554 
160 
2574 
167 
7 
X(( 
-793 
.793 
• , 75 
i .1 
.346 
1 '4; 
3 
078 
RAU:CACI:V:7Y IN COMMUNITY WATER SUPPLIES REPORT # 8409 ... SEPTEMBER 84 INUCMFLEIE 
47 
SAMPLE 	LOCATION 
WS # 
co= LAE 
COUNTY 	 DATE 	DATE 
ME/. 
WELL 
muss 
ALPHA 
PCl/L 
RA- 
226 
PCl/L 
RA- 
226 
PcI/L 
DRANIUE 
pca/L 
4311 JOE PHflLIES KIP LONG 	 6-23-64 8409 4.0)1 <3 
4312 BURRCUGHS CC/44. CHATHAM 8-21-84 6409 4.001 <3 
4313 	•AREMO CCNE SD MAIM 	 8-21-84 8409 4.0)1 <2 
4321 WALTHDLEVILLE,CITY LIBEFiTY 8-24-84 8409 1.000 <2 
4314 PRETORIA ACRES DCUGHERTY 	8-29-84 8409 1.001 <3 
4315 SPRINEGROVE ACRES SD WAYNE 	 e-30-84 8409 1.000 <3 
4316 RICHIOND HILL ,CITY ERYAN 8-22-84 8409 1.000 < 2 
4317 JONES OM WATER ASN MCINTOEI-1 	8-27-84 8409 1.000 <3 
4318 ailMAN TP anis; 8-29-84 8409 1.000 <3 
4319 KEN'S map MAN 	 8-29-84 8409 1.000 <2 
4320 Win FT. WATER SYS TROUP 	830-84 8409 	3.000 <2 
4322 WARNER RC]EINS,CITY PLIFECN 8-21-84 8409 1.000 <2 
4323 PAW , CITY OF MIAS 	 8-28-84 8409 1.001 <3 
424 SANEERSITIILE,CITY OF WASHIBMCN 	8-30-84 8409 	4.044 < 1 
4325 UTTER, CITY OF CARTIER. 9-12-84 8409 1.000 4 + 	2 3.7 
4326 PATIERSDN,CITY CF PIERCE 	9-12-84 8409 1.000 <2 
4327 Ts(P.  OF WIGHT SD LIEERTY 8,29-84 6409 1.0c0 <2 
4329 SYCAMORE,CITY TURNER 	 8-2e-64 8409 1.000 <2 
4330 REGISTER,TOWN OF EULLOCH 9-12-64 8409 1.000 <2 
4331 IUNSION ,CITY OF ocagam 	8-29-84 8409 1.000 <2 
4378 BRONZE BFII, TP DOUGHERTY 8-21-84 8409 1.000 2+ 2 
4332 POINT PETER LANDIN CLAY 	 8-28-84 e409 1.000 < 4 
4333 BANKS yap LCWNEES 8-30-84 8409 1.000 <2 
4334 SUNNYEELL ACRES SD IFOIAS 	 8 -6-84 8409 1.000 <2 
4335 TWIN ACRES SD THIIAS 8-28-84 8409 1.000 < 3 
4336 PUTNEY WATER SUPPLY DOUGHEMY 	8-21-84 8409 1.000 <2 
4337 MISSION TRACE CAMEEN 8-28-84 8409 1.000 < 4 
4338 HOLIDAY RIVIERA MU? HAMM 	 9 -4-84 8409 1.000 <2 
4339 CILEATON'S MHP HCUSION 9-11-84 8409 1.000 4 + 2 3.9 
4340 LIVE OAK MEP CLYNN 	 9-11-84 8409 1.000 2+ 2 
4341 SANHORN TP DCUCHERTY 	8-27-84 8409 1.000 <2 
4342 CLARK'S MFP BULLCCI-1 9-12-84 8409 1.0(0 <2 
4343 CHRIST CEURCH HOME H:USTON 	 9-11-84 8409 1.000 4 + 2 1.8 
4344 PINE HILL ESTATES OCVETA 9 -8-84 8409 4.000 <2 
4345 OAK HILL ESTATES LD3ERTY 	 9-11-84 8409 4.000 <2 
4346 mum, CITY OF WAYNE 9-17-84 8409 4.002 4 + 2 
4347 DEMCEEST, CITY OF HAEERSHAM 	9-14-84 6409 4.000 <2 
4348 DEMOREST, CITY OF HAEERSHAM 9-1e-64 8409 4.0(0  <2 
4349 FlIGMA,CITY OF BERRIEN 	 9-13-64 8409 3.000 9 + 2 2.0 < 1.0 
4350 LENOX, TCWN CF COCK 9-12-84 6409 1.000 2+ 2 
4351 COL urr MEM. H0SP. COKUITT 	9-17-84 8409 1.000 <3 
4352 BLACK OW FALLS SD ERYAN 8-29-84 8409 1.CCO <2 
4353 EVANS TP  #1 COFFEE 	 8,24-64 8409 1.000 4 + 	1 2.0 
4354 ERIAR PATCH WIR ASN MCINTOSH 9-13-84 8409 1.0(0 <2 
4355 VICPSIIHP CHATHAM 	 9-18-84 8409 1.000 <2 
4356 EENMARK TP Uiff 9 -4-84 8409 1.000 <3 
4357 EVANS TP h2 CCEM, 	 8-24-84 8409 1.000 <2 
4358 CCILLA, CITY OF MON 9-11-84 8409 1.01) <1 
4359 SAVANNAH STATE DOLL, CHATHAM 	 9.-18-84 8409 1.000 <2 
4360 ALAPAHA, CITY OF BE 9-13-84 8409 3.000 17+ 	2 10.3 <1.0 <2 
25 
TYPE 0,5=1ST CMPOSLIE ; 2=REFEAT COMPOSLIE ; 1=HEPEAT SINGLE ; 3-4ZEPEAT QUARTERLY ; 4=NEW SCREEN ; 6=0THER 
COLLECT LATE TYPES 0.2.5 = OTPCSTLE TATE 
RADIOACTIVITY IN COMMUNITY WATER SUPPLIES REPORT # 8409 ... SEFTEMIER 84 TWQMPLETE 
SAMPLE 	LOCATION 
WS # 
COUNTY 
CCLLECT LAB 
DATE 	DATE 
TYPE/. 
WELL 
MOM 	RA- 	RA- 
ALPHA 226 228 	URANIUM 
PCl/L 	PCl/L PCl/L 	FCl/L 
502372 4361 RIVER OAKS SD CHATHAM 9-19-84 8409 1.000 < 2 
336793 4352 mOREST, CITY OF HA 	LAM 9-18-84 8409 4.000 < 2 
21430 4363 CANNON MIFF WA MCIIVIOSE 9-13-84 8409 1.000 < 3 
522954 4364  siADY ACRES NW CHATHAM 9-19-84 8409 1.000 < 3 
505451 4365 JEKYLL IS= WA GLYNN 8-29-81 8409 1.000 < 2 
336383 4366 BENNET'S IP LIBERTY 9-12-84 8409 1.0(0 < 2 
51779 4367 ENNIS FR' CHATHAM 9-17-85 8409 1.000 < 2 
309506 4368 DARIEN, CITY OF MCINICEH 9-13-84 8409 1.000 < 3 
319310 4369 MEN AL FORD SD MC INTOSH 9-13-84 8409 1.000 < 3 
518537 4370 BETHESDA BOYS HOME CHATHAM 9-18-84 8409 1.003 < 2 
5=11 4371 HARBOR CREEK SD CHATHAM 9-19-84 8409 1.000 < 2 
125169 4372 CEDAR CREEK MHP ILEG 9 -4-84 8409 1.000 < 2 
14228 4373 LAM( MIP LIBERTY 9-12-84 8409 1.000 < 2 
5ccocfc6 4374 MAN WOODS ESTATES BUN • 8-29-84 8409 1.000 < 2 
502057 4375 HOLLY TP BRYAN 9 -7-84 8409 1.000 < 2 
5(2424 4376 SEIM MACE MEP CHATHAM 9-19-84 8409 1.000 < 1 
206793 4377 IDIORM , CITY OF HADERSHAM 9-14.84 8409 4.000 < 2 
714637 4378 MALONE'S LAKE PARK LAURENS 9 -484 8409 1.000 < 2 
ES: TYPE 0,5=15I CITE ; 2REPEAT COMPOSITE ; 1PEPFAT SIWLE ; 3.REPEAT QUARTERLY ; 4=NEW SCREEN ; 6=01:H ER 
: opliscr DATE TYPES 0,2,5 = OOMPOSITE DATE 
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RADIOACTIVTIY IN CCEMUNTIY WATER SUPPLIES REPORT // 8410 	ociam 84 IN 
MIME 	LOCATION 
WS # 
ccum LAB 
MCI 	 DATE 	DATE 
TYPE/. 
WELL 
moss 
AMA 
PCl/L 
RA- 	RA- 
226 228 
PCl/L PCl/L 
URANIUM 
PCl/L 
4379 IVEY, CITY OF WIUCUECN 	9-26-84 8410 4.003 2+ 	1 
4380 CCLCNIAL CLUB EST. FCaRSYTH 9-17-84 8410 4.= <2 
4381 ROYSTON, CITY OF FRANKLIN 	8-24-84 8410 1.000 <1 
43E2 RAB.GAP-NCOOCEEE:SCH RASA 8-17-84 8410 1.000 <1 
4383 PINE HILL MHP TIFT 	 9-21-84 8410 3.000 95+ 5 < 1 . 0 
4384 WINDWARD ACRES s/D GLYNN 6-20-84 8410 1.CCO < 2 
4385 TY TY, TOWN OF 1.000 <2 9-21434 8410 
4386 FEAECWDALEMBP LAURENS 	 9-18-84 8410 1.000 <2 
4387 PECAN HAVEN MHP PEACH 9-21-84 8410 1.000 <2 
4388 WORTH OD. CORR. WI WORCH 	 9-25-84 8410 1.000 <2 
4389 AEE Emma ACR DOLL 1.000 8+ 2 < 1.0 Jan 9-21-84 8410 
4390 CARNIGAN WATER ASSN MCINDOSH 	9-25-84 8410 1.CCO <2 
4391 WOCZIAMICP GLYNN 6-20-84 8410 1.000 <2 
4392 ST. MARY'S, CTIY CF CAMIEN 	 9,26-848410 1.000 <2 
4393 PLANTATION NW LEE 9-17-84 8410 1.000 <2 
4394 WIGS, CITY OF TEEMS 	 9-26-84 8410 1.CCO < 3 
4395 BECKS, CITY OF FAYETTE 9-15-84 8410 1.000 53 + 4 1.2 70+ 6 
4396 MOLENA, CITY CF PIKE 	 8-23-84 8410 1.000 132 + 9 <1.0 176 + 14 
4397 SWINDLE MHP CLARKS 9-13-84 8410 1.000 25 + 2 
4398 BRITTANY HARBOR k2 FRANKLIN 	9-18-84 8410 1.000 + 8 
4399 ROYAL CCURT MHP CLAYTON 8-23-84 8410 1.000 24 + 2 
4400 MIMS, CITY CF FAYETIE 	 8-15-84 8410 1.000 53 + 4 
4401 CANE CREEK TP LIKEN 8 -2--84 8410 1.000 <3 
4402 MUM, CITY CF PEE 	 8-25-84 8410 1.000 106 + 4 
4403 LANIER SAUJX CLUB HALL 	 9-30-84 8410 1.000 11 + 	2 
4404 MOLENA, CITY CF PIKE 8-23-84 8410 1.000 122 + 6 
4405 RC/AL COURT MHP CLAYTON 	8-23-84 8410 1.000 + 3 < 1.0 17 + 	2 
4406 CANE CREEK TP LLEFEIN 8 -284 8410 1.CCO <2 
4407 MOLENA, C1TY OF PIKE 	 8-23-84 8410 1.001 126 + 5 
4408 BRITTANY HAREOP h2 FRANKLIN 	9-18-84 8410 1.000 43 + 5 1.7 
4409 SEMINDLEMHP CLARKE 9-13-84 8410 1.000 24 + 2 < 1.0 
4410 BRITTANY HAREOR #2 FRANKLIN 	9-18-84 8410 1.000 52 + 5 
4411 LANIER SAILING CLUB HALL 	 9-30-84 8410 1.000 9+ 2 < 1.0 
4412 COLONIAL EST. MHP#2 WAYNE 10 -4-84 8410 1.000 2+ 	1 
4413 BRITTANY HARE. WEST FRANKLIN 	9-1e-84 8410 3.000 9+ 2 
4414 BRASWELL, CITY CF PAULDING 10 -4-84 8410 4.000 2+ 	1 
4415 HELIONIA, CITY OF SCREVEN 	9,26-84 8410 	1.000 <2 
4416 GREEN ACRES MI-F SCEEVEN 9-25-84 8410 1.0co <2 
4417 LAZY ACRES TP WARE 10 -4-84 8410 	1.001 3+ 	1 
4418 PO' ROBIN FIE SCIEVEN 	9-25-84 8410 1.co0 < 2 
4419 IUGALCO BAY HART 9-18-84 8410 3.000 13 + 3 
4420 MOBILE HOME C. CLUB RICFI-5CND 	9-26-84 8410 1.00D <2 
4421 FERNWOOD MHP RUCKS 9-18-84 8410 4•000 4+ 2 
4422 MEADOWEPOCK NIP NEWTCN 	 10-10-84 8410 4.000 <2 
4423 MOBILE HOME hbl. LO KES 9-27-84 8410 1.000 <2 
4424 BAILEY MEP TIFT 	 10-10-84 8410 1.000 2+ 2 
4425 JFF WATERS MEP WAYNE Io ,4-84 8410 1.000 <3 
4426 COLONIAL EST. MEP #1 WAYNE 	 10 -4-84 8410 1.000 < 2 
4427 ELGEWOOD MW J hit DAVIS 	9-27-84 8410 1.000 8+ 2 
4428 ALUMS TP MONIGOFIERC 10 -3-84 8410 1.000 10 + 2 
13638 
05441 
05819 
10643 
17743 
16548 
12021 
08415 
17453 
13741 
12030 
25371 
a60 
01541 
08555 
11915 
05146 
10444 
5846 
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; 2=REPEAT OCMPOSTTE ; 141EPEAT MULE ; 3-41EFAT QUARTERLY SCREEN ; 6=oritiER 
RADIOACTIVITY IN COMELNITY WATER SUPPLIES REPORT # 8410 ... OCTOBER 84 INCOMPLETE 
SAMPLE 	LOCATION 
VS # 
COLLECT LAB 
ODUNTY 	 LATE 	DATE 
TYPE/. 
WELL 
GROSS 	RA. 	RA- 
ALPHA 226 228 	URANIUM 
ra/L 	pca/L Pcm parA 
57239 4429 PAYNE'S ME? CHEROKEE 	8-10-84 8410 1.000 < 2 
ree4 4430 yamicsE, CITY CF WEEK 10 -2-46.4 8410 1.000 3 + 	1 
314063 4431 COLONIAL ACRES S/D LEE 	 10 -5-84 8410 tom < 2 
503277 4432 FAIRWAYS VILLA MW COBB 8.10.848410 1.000 2 + 2 
314040 4433 OAKLAND ICP CHEROKEE 	8-16494 8410 1.0100 < 2 
319733 4434 CANAUGA SD LEE 	 10 -5-84 8410 1.000 < 2 
310206 4435 MAXIMS, CITY OF OGLETICRPE 	10 -5-84 8410 6.002 29 + 	3 
505511 4436 GREEN ACRES MOB EST coLounT 10-10-84 8410 1.000 2 + 	1 
509340 4437 MOUNT VERNON, CITY FIDNTGaila 	10 -3-84 8410 1.000 < 3 
314081 4438 MUMMY VILLA SD LEE 	 10-10-84 8410 1.000 < 2 
14273 4439 CR STANFORD APTS. LIBERTY 	10-17-84 8410 1.000 < 2 
Z141 4440 NETHER MEN WORTH 10.11-84 8410 1.000 < 3 
15048 4441 PLEASANT HILL NEP WORTH 	 10-11-84 8410 1.000 < 2 
)38500 4442 DIXON MEP LEE 10-10-84 8410 1.0(0 < 2 
)31323 4443 WALKER'S TP PERRI& 	10-15-84 8410 1.000 < 2 
)1737 . 4444 W D STANFORD MEP LD3ERTY 10.16-84 8410 1.000 < 2 
522750 4445 FOSS NEP CHAZHAM 	10-15-84 8410 1.000 < 2 
109703 4446 CAMILLA, CITY OF MITCHELL 10 -9-84 8410 1.000 < 2 
501027 4447 BROOKLET, CITY OF BULLOCH 	10-11-84 8410 1.000 < 3 
312979 4448 WARE OD. WATER SYST. WARE 	10 -4-84 8410 	1.000 2 + 2 
124276 4449 MURRAY IF WAYNE 10 -4-84 8410 1.000 < 2 
120E99 4450 DANIELvnIAGEDEF CANDLER 	10-11-e4 8410 1.000 < 2 
5c2c53 4451 AzAmolie CHATHAM 10-15-84 8410 1.000 < 2 
506252 4452 CABANA COURT MW GLYNN 	 10-19-84 8410 1.000 2 + 1 
MU 4453 NICHDLSON W. S. JACKSON 	10 -3-84 8410 3.000 3 + 	1 
n3146 4454 cm, CITY OF WARREN 	10-12-84 8410 	1.000 
5: TYPE 0,5=1ST COMPOSITE ; 2=REPEAT COMPOSITE ; 1=REPEAT SINGLE ; 3=REPEAT QUARTERLY ; 4=NEW SCREEN ; 6=0THER 
: COLLECT DATE TYPES 0,2,5 = COMPOSITE LATE 
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RADIOACTIVITY IN COMMLNI7Y WATER SUPPLIES REPORT # 8411 ... M)VEMEER 84 INCOMPLETE 
• 
SAME 	LOCATION 
WS /V 
COLLECT LAB 
COUNTY 	 DATE 	DATE 
	
TYPE/. 	mass 	RA- 	Rh- 
WTI', ALPHA 226 228 	URANIUM 
PCl/L 	PCl/L Pci/L Eca/L 
15012 4455 SADDLE BAGS MHP WAXES 	10-25-84 8411 1.000 2+ 
15137 4456 iciars TP LOWNIES 10-18-84 8411 1.000 2+ 
13378 4457 GLEWCCD, CITY OF WHEELER 	1030-84 8411 1.000 3+ 	1 
2992 4458 NOWOOD, CITY OF WARREN 	10-30-84 8411 	1.000 2+ 	1 
)8848 4459 GA CHRISTIAN SCHCCL MILES 10-29-84 8411 1.000 2+ 	1 
11278 4460 ALEANY LCUGHERTY 	10-31-84 8411 1.000 < 1 
12198 4461 VILALIA, CITY OF TOCMES 10-25-84 8411 1.000 3+ 	1 
27450 41E12 ANGLER'S CONE ASSN LIBERTY 	10 0-84 8411 4.001 < 1 
4463 MONDALE 11-1) 15120 BIBB 10;25-84 8411 1.000 3 + 	1 
D5785 4464 CARNESVILLE, CITY OF ERANKLIN 	10-31-84 8411 4.004 3+ 	1 
)8811 4465 LAKE PARK, CITY OF IOWNEES 10-25-84 8411 1.000 < 1 
r799 4466 CIRCLE THOMAS 	 10-29-84 8411 4.003 3+ 	1 
17011 4467 RUNAWAY POINT S/D CHATHAM 10-16-84 8411 1.000 <2 
D3335 4468 LOILLA, CITY OF COFFEE 	10-25-84 8411 . 1.000 4+ 1 
2 556 44691EI7.Emilsu ISLAND CHATHAM 10-16-84 8411 1.000 <1 
13369 4470 ALAMO, CITY OF WHEELER 	10-30-84 8411 1.000 
4471 HAREOR CREEK S/D CHATHAM 10-26-84 8411 1.000 < 1 
14824 4472 MOUMIVILLE, CITY OF TROUP 10 -5-84 8411 	6.00I 2+ 	1 
x564 4473mm/inane LEE 	 11 -2-84 8411 1.000 <1 
)5564 4474 SANDS MEP COWUTIT 	11 -5-84 8411 1.000 4+ 	1 
14665 4475 WCCELANI LAKE S/D LIBERTY 10-17-84 8411 1.000 <1 
14533 4476 CANAL RD. MEP GLYNN 	10-23-84 8411 1.000 <1 
D8528 4477 LAKEVIEW MHP LEE 11 -2-84 8411 1.000 <1 
a7876 4478 KEYRIDGE MHP LEE 	 11 -2,-84 8411 1.000 <1 
15846 4479 SEMINOLE MHP CLARKE 11 -6-84 8411 3.000 2+ 2 
119C6 4483 CCOLIDGE, CITY OF THOMAS 	11 -1-84 8411 1.000 4+ 2 
)1801 4481 FORT MCINTOSH WIR S ERANTLEY 10-25-84 8411 1.000 2+ 	1 
18701 4482 LAKE GERGESVD LIEERTY 	10-17-84 8411 1.CCO <1 
8388 4483 RIVER REM) S/D CHATHAM 10-16-84 8411 1.000 <2 
2431 4484 THE FLUFF S/D CHATHAM 	10-23-84 8411 1.CCO <2 
2248 4485 THE IANDIICS S/D CHATHAM 10-26-84 8411 1.000 <2 
4824 4486 MOUVIVILLE, CITY OF TEMP 11 -5-84 8411 	6.000 4 + 	1 
4824 4487 mouNTVILLE, CITY OF TROUP 11 -5-84 8411 4.003 
7909 4488 TURTLE COVE JASPER 	 11 -1-84 8411 4.0(9 < 2 
3125 4489 BUTCH'S TP PEACH 11 -8-84 8411 1.000 2 + 2 
7241 4493 ROSE CITY Ffrp IYUFAS 	 11 -9-84 8411 3.000 3 + 2 
1936 4491 OAK RIEGE 7P TIFT 11 -9-84 8411 6.000 19 + 3 
5557 4492 PINEY GROVE S/D COLQUITT 	11 -6-84 8411 1.000 < 2 
3936 4493 DAIL& ' S LCWNLES 11 -6-84 8411 1.000 < 2 
1935 4494 REGLatit MHP LOWNIES 	11 -6-84 8411 1.000 < 2 
216 4495 SANDERSVILLE, CITDDF WASHINGTON 11-13-84 8411 	4.004 	2 + 2 
717 4496 FAWN HEIGHTS S/D BROOKS 	11 -8-84 8411 4.001 < 2 
703 4497 BARBERRY HILLS S/D EMU 10-31-84 8411 4.003 9 + 2 
543 4498 EULOVIA W.S. MCINKEE 	10-13-84 8411 4.000 < 2 
130 4499 ROYAL Cam MHP CUM 11-16-84 8411 6.000 
519 4500 KIRHAFDONEE MHP TYE 	 11 -5-84 8411 1.000 < 1 
4501 VaSPERING PINE EST 11 -9-84 8411 6.000 
723 4502 JONES MP GWINNETT 	11-19-84 8411 4.002 2 + 2 
127 4503 MORN, Cr!? OF 'RENEE 11-15-84 8411 4.CC5 <1 
4534 WINDY CREEK S/D 11-24-84 8411 4.002 
29 
TYPE 0,5=1ST COMPOSITE ; 2=REPEAT OOMFOSitE ; 1=REFEAT SINGLE ; 34E1 EAT QUARTERLY ; 	SCREEN ; 6417HER 
COLLECT DATE TYPES 0,2,5 = COMPOSITE LATE 
RADIOACTIVITY IN C(WUNITY WATER SUPPLIES REPORT # 8411 ... NOVEMBER 84 INCUTLETE 
	
caurr LAB 	TYPE/. CROSS 	RA- RA- 
SAMPLE 	LOCATION 	COUNTY 	 DATE DATE VI , ALPHA 226 MB URANIUM 
WE # FCl/L 	FCl/L PCl/L FCT/L 
4505 FAMILY LIFE ENR CENT 
	
11-24-84 8411 	4.0c2 	< 
ff### 4506 WINDY CREEK S/D 
	
11-24-84 8411 4.001 1 + 1 
22718 4507 FAMILY LIFE ENR CENT OCONEE 
	
11-24-84 8411 4.00I 	3 + 
S: TYPE 0,5=1ST CQMFOSITE ; 2=REPEAT CCMFOSI1E ; 1=REFEAT SINGLE ; 3ZEPEAT QUARTERLY ; 4=NEIN SCREEN ; 6-OTHER 
: COLLECT DATE TYTES 0,2,5 = CCMFOSITE DATE 
30 
Exposure Rates at Nuclear Facilities 
Measured with TLD's 
Table 18 
LEY NUCLEAR PLANT 
TLD# 
1.0 
(+-) 
2.0 
(+-) 
3.0 
(+-) 
4.0 
(+-) 
5.0 
(+-) 
6.0 
(+-) 
7.0 
(+- ) 
8.0 
(+-) 
9.0 
(+-) 
10.0 
(+-) 
11.0 
(+-) 
12.0 
(+- ) 
13.0 
(+-) 
14.0 
(+-) 
15.0 
(+- ) 
16.0 
(+- ) 
17.0 
(+-) 
18.0 
(+-) 
19.0 
(+-) 
	
... 	840918-841128 	: 
MR 	MICRR/HR 
17.3 	10.2 
1.9 	1.1 
11.4 	6.7 
2.5 	1.5 
9.8 	5.8 
1.3 	0.8 
11.2 	6.6 
1.3 	0.8 
9.9 	5.8 
1.4 	0.8 
11.1 	C.5 
2.6 	1.b 
14.4 	8.5 
1.8 	1.0 
12.7 	7.4 
2.5 	1.5 
10.1 	5.9 
1.6 	0.9 
9.4 	5.5 
1.7 	1.0 
13.1 	7.7 
1.9 	1.1 
12.4 	7.3 
1.3 	0.8 
10.2 	6.0 
1.7 	1.0 
9.1 	5.4 
1.1 	0.6 
10.3 	6.1 
1.8 	1.0 
11.2 	6.5 
1.3 	0.7 
12.1 	7.1 
1.7 	1.0 
13.7 	8.0 
1.7 	1.0 
13.2 	7.7 
1.6 	0.9 
71 	DAYS 
MR/YR 
89.2 
10.0 	... 
58.4 
42.9 
50.4 
6.7 
57.6 
6.7 
50.9 
7.3 
56.8 
13.6 
74.1 
9.0 
65.2 
12.7 
52.0 
8.1 
48.4 
8.8 
67.5 
9.8 
63.7 
6.7 
52.3 
8.5 
47.0 
5.6 
53.1 
9.1 
57.4 
6.5 
62.3 
8.6 
70.5 
8.5 
67.6 
8.2 
<> 95. NORMAL DIST. 
31 
NET. 
20.6 12.0 7.0 61.5 
(+-) 1.2 0.7 6.4 
21.0 12.8 7.5 65.9 
(+-) 1.5 0.9 7.6 
22.0 12.7 7.4 65.2 
(+- ) 1.4 0.8 7.3 
23.0 11.8 6.9 60.7 
(+-) 1.3 0.8 6.9 
24.0 14.3 8.4 73.6 
(+-) 2.1 1.3 . 	11.0 
25.0 10.4 6.1 53.4 
(+-) 1.7 1.0 8.6 
26.0 9.7 5.7 49.9 
(+- ) 1.1 0.6 5.6 
AVG.: 11.8 6.9 60.6 
(+-) 3.8 • 	2.2 19.5 
E POWER NUCLEAR PLANT OCONEE ... 840315 - 841121 	: 251 DAYS 
10.4 
5.6 
NET. AVG.: 	62.5 
(+-) 	33.5  
MR/Y11 
120.6 
12.4 
120.3 
12.4 
55.8 
6.8 
73.9 
7.4 
77.8 
8.1 
86.1 
8.9 
101.3 
12.4 
90.8 
48.8 
TLD# 	 MR 	MICRR/HR 
1.0 	83.0 	13.8 
(+-) 	8.6 	1.4 
2.0 	82.7 	13.7 
(+-) 	8.6 	1.4 
4.0 	38.4 	6.4 
(+-) 4.7 	0.8 
5.0 	50.8 	09.4 
(+-) 	5.1 	0.8 
6.0 	53.5 	8.9 
(4-) 5.5 	0.9 
7.o 	59.2 	9.8 
(+-) 6.1 1.0 
9.0 	69.6 	11.6 
(+-) 8.5 	1.4 
TE BACKGROUND FOR DUKE POWER NUCLEAR PLANT OCONEE ... 
315 - 841121 	: 251 DAYS 
TLD# 
	
MR 	MICRR/HR 	MR/YR 
19.0 	72.7 
(+-) 7.3  
12.1 	10.7 
1.2 	10.6 
20.0 	59.3 
(+-) 6.8 
86.2 
9.8 
21.0 	45.1 
+-) 	5.1 
7.5 
0.8 
65.5 
7.4 
NET. AVG.: 	59.0 
	
9.8 
	
85.8 
+-) 	27.6 
	
4.6 
	
40.2 
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'41 
,,,°,'1*.0* • 
• • • <> 95 NORMAL DIST. 
23.0 	17.5 	10.2 	89.7 
(+-) 	1.8 	1.1 	9.4 
NET. AVG.: 	12.3 
(+-) 	3.4 
7.2 	63.0 
2.0 	17.4 
20.0 	12.7 	7.4 	65.2 
(+-) 	1.8 	1.0 	9.0 
21.0 	11.3 	6.6 	58.E 
(+-) 	1.7 	1.0 	• 	8.5 
22.0 	10.9 	6.4 	56.0 
( +-) 	1.2 	0.7 	6.2 
24.0 	11.5 	6.7 	59.0 
(+-) 	1.4 	0.8 	7.3 • 
K^f:TAr-Ir . .• -.^-1,,rirreamerwwwli 
At 
ANNAM RIVER PLANT 
TLD# 
	
... 	840905 	- 	841115 
MR 	MICRR/ER 
: 	71 
MR/YR 
DAYS 
1.0 11.7 6.9 60.1 
(+-) 2.0 1.2 10.5 
2.0 13.2 7.7 67.8 
(+-) 1.6 0.9 8.3 
3.0 14.3 8.4 73.7 
(+-) 1.6 0.9 8.1 
4.0 13.9 8.1 71.3 
(+-) 1.6 0.9 8.0 
5.0 13.0 7.7 67.0 
(+-) 1.9 1.1 9.9 
7.0 12.3 7.2 63.5 
(+-) 1.4 0.8 7.1 
8.0 10.2 6.0 52.3 
(+-) 1.2 0.7 6.2 
9.0 11.8 6.9 60.6 
(+-) 1.5 0.9 7.6 
12.0 10.9 6.4 56.1 
(+-) 1.4 0.8 6.9 
13.0 10.9 6.4 56.2 
(+-) 1.5 0.9 7.9 
14.0 11.4 6.7 58.6 
(+-) 2.0 1.2 10.4 
15.0 13.1 7.7 67.2 
(+-) 2.2 1.3 11.3 
16.0 10.1 5.9 51.9 
(+ - ) 1.3 0.8 6.9 
17.0 11.7 6.9 60.3 
(+-) 1.4 0.8 7.2 
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19.0 12.8 7.5 65.8 
(+-) 1.4 0.8 7.4 
TLD# 
TE BACKGROUND FOR SAVANNAH RIVER PLANT ... 840905 - 841115 : 71 DAYS 
MR 	MICRR/HR 	MR/YR 
	
21.7 	12.7 	111.4 
2.5 	1.5 	12.9 
10.6 	6.2 	5'4.2 
1.4 	0.8 	7.2 
14.6 	8.6 	75.0 
1.8 	1.1 	9.4 
NET. AVC.: 	15.6 
	
9.2 
	
80.2 
(+-) 	11.3 
	
6.6 
	
57.9 
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GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
OFFICE OF INTERDISCIPLINARY PROGRAMS 
205 OLD CIVIL ENGINEERING BUILDING 
ATLANTA. GEORGIA 30332 
ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCES CENTER 	 BIOENGINEERING CENTER 
(404) 894-2375 
	
(404) 894-2375 
DATE: 	January 14, 1985 
TO: 	Janes Hardeman, Program Manager 
Environmental Radiation Program 
Environmental Protection Division, DNR 
FROM: 	Bernd Kahn, Director 
Environmental Resources Center 
SUBJECT: Monthly Report of Activities for the State by the 
Environmental Radiation Laboratory, December, 1984 
The results of radionuclide analyses are reported for the 
following sample types that were processed this month: 
Environmental radionuclide monitoring at nuclear 
facilities by DNR staff 	 Table 1-12 
Monitoring by DNR staff of Community Water 	Table 13 
Systems 
Of the samples collected in the environment at nuclear 
facilities, the following contained radioactivity that may be 
attributed to the facility: 
Tables 7, 8, 11, and 12--H-3 in milk, surface water and grass at 
the Savannah River Plant. 
All other radionuclides in Tables 1-12 are attributed to fallout 
or the natural radiation background. All samples collected for 
the NRC project are indicated by asterisks in the appropriate 
tables. 
In Table 11 are reported H-3 results for duplicate samples 
submitted by SRP as cross-checks. Some differences remain 
between SRP and our analyses, hence this program will be 
continued until all differences are resolved. 
Radioactivity results for community water supplies, 
compiled in Table 13, include partial data for samples 
WS4167-4552. 
Elevated radium levels (> 5 pCi/1).were found in the 
following: 
WS 4360 	Alapaha 
WS 4383 Pine Hill MHP 
WS 4408 	Brittany Harbor #2 
WS 4409 Seminole MHP 
WS 4413 	Brittany Harbor West 
Analyses of samples WS4227 - 4310 cannot be continued until 
additional samples are delivered from storage. Results for 
community water supplies are reported in a different form this 
month due to computer difficultieg. 
The types of samples and number of each that were analyzed 
are summarized in the following two tables. 
Number of Samples Analyzed in Month 
water 
air 
filter 
air 
cartridge milk 
grass, 
veg. 
soil, 
sediment animals smears 	TLD TOTAL 
gross 
alpha 106 10 116 . 
gross 
beta 26 10 36 
gamma 
spectra 17 10 3 6 1 14 51 
H-3 22 11 3 36 
Sr-89/90 
1-131 6 3 9 
Ra-226 5 5 
Ra-228 7 7 
U 3 3 
Pu 
dose 26 26 
other 
TOTAL 	 289 
Sample Type Analyzed in Month 
Sample Types 	 Analyzed in Month 
COm ► nity water supplies 
	
87 
Nuclear facilities 
	
185 
Quality control - EPA 
	
17 
Total 	 289 
Sample 
No. 
B 1172* 
B 1173* 
Notes: 1. 
2. 
3. 
Table 1 
Radioactivity Levels in Water Samples from 
the Environment of the Hatch Nuclear Plant 
• 
Gross alpha,. Gross beta, H-3, 1-131, 
Location pCi/1 pCi/1 pCi/1 pCi/1 
Sta # 170 < 21 6 + 2 < 200 < 0.8 
Sta # 172 <2 2 + 2 <200 <1 
• 
Samples were collected October 24 - November 28, 
by Georgia Power Co. staff. 
1-131 was calculated as of the final day of the 
collection period. 
No man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were 
detected in these samples. (Cs-137 <20 pCi.1). 
5 
'liable 2 
Radioactivity Levels in Air Samples from the 
Environment of the Hatch Nuclear Plant 
B 1174* 
B 1175* 
B 1176* 
Volume, 
Radionuclide concen- 
tration, pCi/m3 
Sample type Location m3 1-131 	Gross beta 
Cartridge Dead River 3113 <0.003 
Paper filter Rd. 0.015 
Cartridge Plant Hatch 2823 <0.003 
Paper filter 0.013 
Cartridge .Substation 5177 <0.003 
Paper filter 0.007 
Sample 
No. 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected on November 27, 1984 after 43-day 
sampling. 
2. No other man-made photon-emitting radonuclides were detected in 
the cartridges. 
6 
Table 3 
Radioactivity Levels in Water Samples fran 
the Environment in Georgia of the Farley Nuclear Plant 
Sample 	 Gross alpha, 	Gross beta, 	H-3, 	1-131, 
No Location 	 pCi/1 	 pCi/1   pCi/1  
F 843 	TLD # 12, surface 	< 2 	 < 2 	< 200 	 
F 844 	TLD # 20, surface 	< 2 	 3 + 2 	< 200 
F 851* 	Chattahoochee R. 	< 2 	 2 + 2 	300+200 < 0.7 
WRB-M5-1184 
F 852* 	Chattahoochee Rt. 	< 2 	 2 + 2 	< 200 < 1 
WRI-M5-1184 
F 853 	Chattahoochee R. 	< 2 	 2 + 2 	< 200 
Great Southern Paper 
Notes: 1. Samples F 843 - 844 were collected on November 28, 1984; samples 
F851-852 were collected during November, 1984, by Alabama Power Co.; 
sample F853 was collected on October 29 - November 30, 1984. 
2. 1-131 was calculated as of the final day of the collection period. 
3. No man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were detected in these samples 
(Cs-137 <20 pCi/1). 
7 
Table 4 
Radioactivity Levels in Milk Sample from the 
Environment in Georgia of the'Farley Nuclear Plant 
Sample 	 CsL137, 	K, 	H-3, 	1-131, 
No. Location 	pCi/1 g/1 pCi/1 pCi/1  
F 845* 	MB-1110-M5 	< 10 	1.7 	< 400 	< 1 
121784 
Notes: 1. Sample was collected on December 17, 1984, by Alabama Power 
Co. staff. 
2. No other radionuclides were detected (Ba-140 <20 pCi/1). 
8 
Table 5 
Radioactivity Levels of Fish from the Environment 
in Georgia of the Farley Nuclear Plant 
Wet wt/ 	H-3, 
Location 	Dry wt. loCi/1  
F 846 	carp-edible 	FBB-S5 
carp-inedible 101684 
F 847 	bass-edible 	FGB-S5 
bass-inedible •,01684 
F 848 	carp-edible 	FBI-S5 
carp-inedible 101684 
F 849 	bass-edible 	FGI-S5 
bass-inedible 101684 
Sample 
No. 	Type 
Cs-137, 
pCi/kg  
< 90 
< 90 
120 
< 90 
50 
< 90 
140 
40 
	
0.28 
	
In process 
0.32 
0.26 
	
In process 
0.24 
0.29 
	
In process 
0.36 
0.25 
	
In process 
0.29 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected on October 16, 1984, by Alabama Power 
Company staff. 
2. No other man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were detected. 
9 
Table 6 
Radioactivity Levels in Air Sample fran the 
Environment in Georgia of the Farley Nuclear Plant 
Radionuclide ooncen- 
Sample 	 Volume, 	tration, pCi/m3  
No. Sample type Location , 	m3 1-131 	Gross beta  
F 850* 	Cartridge 	Great Southern 	4307 	<0.004 
Paper filter Paper Co. 	 0.010 
• 
1. Sample was collected on November 30, 1984 after 32-day sampling. 
2. Na other man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were detected in the cartridge. 
10 
Table 7 
Radioactivity Levels in Milk Samples from 
the Environment in Georgia Of the Savannah River Plant 
Sample 
No. Location 
C8-137, 
pCi/1 
K, 
g/1 
H-3, 
loCi/1 
1-131, 
loCi/1 
SR 1765 Girard < 6 1.8 400+200 < 0.4 
SR 1766 Gracew9od < 10 2.1 1000+200 < 0.6 
SR 1767 Waynesboro < 6 1.8 200+200 _ < 0.5 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected on November 29, 1984, by Savannah 
River Plant staff. 
2. No other radionuclides were detected Ma-140 <20 pCi/1). 
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SR 1768 
	
Savannah R. 
SR 1769 
	
Savannah R. 
R-10 
SR 1782 
	
Girard, rain 
SR 1783 	GPC simulator, 
rain 
SR 1784 	Welcome sta., 
rain 
SR 1785 	Augusta, rain 
Waynesboro, 
rain 
Savannah R. 
Hwy 301 
Hargrove Rd., 	3.3 	< 2 
	
<3 
rain 
Table 8 
Radioactivity Levels in Water Samples fran 
the Environment in Georgia of the Savannah River Plant 
Sample 
No. Location 
Inches 	Gross alpha, 
Rainfall pCi/1  
Gross beta, 	H-3, 
pCi/1 pCi/1  pCi/1  
  
I & D Water 	 < 2 	 3 + 2 3,300+300 
Supply, Port 
Wentworth 
SR 1786 
SR 1787 
SR 1788 
SR 1790 
< 2 	• 	2 + 2 	<200 
< 2 • 	 2 + 2 	3,500+300 
	
3.3 
	
<2 
	
2 + 2 	1,300+300 
3.6 
	
< 2 
	
2 + 2 	4,600+300 
3.6 	< 2 
	
2 + 2 
	
< 200 
• 
2.3 	< 2 
	
< 3 	< 200 
3.0 	<2 	 <3 700+300 
2.3 	<2 	 2 + 2 
	
< 200 
4,200+300 
< 2 
< 2 
< 7 
SR 1796 
SR 1797 
SR 1798 
SR 1799 
SR 1800 
RM 146.7 
RM 151.2 
N. Augusta 
raw composite 
RM 150.4 
Port Wentworth 
raw composite 
< 2 	 2 + 2 	2,500+300 
< 1 	 < 2 	900+300 
< 2 	 < 3 	400+300 
< 2 	 < 3 	700+300 
< 2 	 3 + 2 	3,700+300 
 
 
 
 
 
1. Samples SR1768-1769 were collected on November 19, 1984, by Savannah 
River Plant staff; samples SR1782-1788 were collected November 11-29, 1984; 
sample SR1790 was collected December 5-11, 1984; samples SR1796-1800 were 
collected November 7-December 4, 1984 by Georgia Power Co. staff. 
2. There is no sample SR1789. 
3. 1-131 was calculated as of the final day of the collection period. 
4. No man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were detected in samples SR1768-9, 
1787,1790, and 1796-1800 (Cs-137 <20 pCi/1). 
12 
Table 9 
Radioactivity Levels in Fish fran the Environment 
in Georgia of the Savannah River Plant 
Dry wt./ 
Wet wt. 
H-3, Cs-137, 
pci/kg 
0.23 In process 160 
0.22 < 100 
0.28 In process < 	80 
0.33 < 100 
0.27 In process 400 
0.24 230 
0.29 In process 240 
0.38 120 
Sample 
No. 	 Location 
SR 1770 channel bass-edible 
	km 20 
channel bass-inedible 
SR 1771 saltwater catfish-edible 
	
RM 10 
saltwater catfish-inedible 
SR 1773 largemouth bass-edible• 
	
RM 31 
largemouth bass-inedible 
SR 1774 spotted sucker-edible 
	
RM 31 
spotted sucker-inedible 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected on September 26, 1984. 
13 
Table 10 
Radioactivity Levels in Air Samples fram the 
Environment in Georgia of the Savannah River Plant 
Sample VOlume, 
Radionuclide concen- 
tration, pCi/m3 
Gross 
No. Sample type Location m 3 1-131 alpha beta 
SR 1772 Cartridge Augusta 688 <0. 01 	 
Paper filter <0.001 0.005 
SR 1775 Cartridge Girard 1223 <0.01 	 
Paper filter  <0.001 0.003 
• 
SR 1776 Cartridge Vielcame Ctr. 408 <0.03 	 
Paper filter  <0.001 0.009 
SR 1777 Cartridge Hargrove Rd. 1834 <0.01 	 
Paper filter  <0.001 0.003 
SR 1778 Cartridge Simulator 1036 <0.01 ---- 
Paper filter 	<0.001 0.003 
SR 1779 Cartridge Waynesboro 799 <0.01 	 
Paper filter  <0.001 0.004 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected on November 29, 1984, after 14-day sampling. 
2. No other man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were detected in the 
cartridges. 
14 
Table 11 
Results of Intercomparison Samples 
from the Savannah River Plant 
Sample 
No. Location 
Coresponding 
Sample No. 
H-3, 
pCi/1 
SR 1780 distillate 
fran milk 
Girard SR 1715 2,000+400 
SR 1781 distillate 
fran milk 
Girard unknown 700+300 
$ 
SR 1791 milk Waynesboro SR 1732 600+300 
SR 1792 milk Gracewood SR 1733 <300 
SR 1793 milk Girard SR 1734 <300 
SR 1794 milk Waynesboro SR 1714 700+300 
SR 1795 milk Gracewood SR 1713 _ 600+300 
15 
Table 12 
Radioactivity Levels in Grass Samples from the 
Environment in Georgia of the Savannah River Plant 
Dry wt/ * 	H-3, Radionuclide concentration, pCi/kg 
Sample No. Location Wet wt. pCi/1 Cs-137 Be-7 
SR 1801 Hancock Landing 0.33 10,100+400 < 100 2,800 
SR 1802 Waynesboro 0.32 5,000+300 < 	60 7,900 
SR 1803 Simulator Sta. 0.44 10,700+400 140 1,500 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected on December 18, 1984. 
2. No other man-made photon-emittng radionuclides were detected. 
Be-7 is formed in nature. 
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502327 
502390 
502150 
706617 
2.4425 
10389 
104225 
509952 
n1697 
X6007 
522565 
704439 
500924 
521665 
520753 
103112 
714652 
50P442 
 m3743 
505586 
wow 
311310 
511063 
26574 
c6e09 
10762•1 
18618 
18618 
06253 
0183 
00466 
122954 
16599 
00292 
37471 
1262 
148 
160 
6548 
I*" • 
6036 
6917 
5149 
Table 13 
RADIOACTIVITY IN CCMMUEITY WATER SUPPLIES REPORT # 8408 ... AUGUST 1984 INOWLETE 
SAMPLE 	LOCATION 
COLLECT LAB 
COUNTY 	 DATE 	DATE 
TEE/. 
WELL 
MOSS 
ALPHA 
PCl/L 
RA- 
226 
P0I/L 
RA- 
229 
PCl/L 
URAIERE 
ECl/L 
4167 PINE FOREST SD 
4168 PINEWCCE) MEP 
4169 ESTIU, HAMM 
4170 BUFORD 
4171 BRIAR PATCH MHP 
CHATHAM 	7-17-84 8403 
CHATHAM 7-17-84 8408 
01-MTHAM 	7-19-84 840E3 
MAUI 7-25-84 8408 
SUMER 	7-30-84 8406 • 	tom 
1.000 
1.000 
1.000 
1.000 
<1 
<2 
<2 
<2 
<1 
4172 BIG CANOE PICKERS 7-24-84 8408 4.003 1 + 	1 
4173(1.4RK= DEKALB 	 7-24-84 8403 1.000 <1 
4174 OAK ACRES WATER ASSN GLYNN 7-31-84 8408 1.000 <4 
4175 TEMPLE CARROLL 	7-26-84 8408 1.000 < 2 
4176 PALMETTO FULTCN 7-24-84 8408 1.000 <2 
4177 GLENN OF MEIN HOOD CHATHAM 	7-25-84 8408 1.001 <2 
4178 CARVER SD LOUCHERTY 7-25-84 8408 1.001 < 3 
4179 CAPE HAROWER FRAN 	 6-29-64 8408 1.000 < 2 
4180 TWIN ACRES SD 11111AS 7-17-84 8408 1.001 < 3 
4181 70171 & ozum api IFEMAS. 	5 -7-84 8408 1.001 6 + 2 2.0 < 1.0 
4182 RIVERDALE CLAYTON 7-24-84 8408 1.000 <2 
4183 WARNOCK'S TP LAURENS 	7-25-84 8408 1.000 < 3 
4184 TAIAHI IAKES ESTATES CHATHAM 7-17-84 8408 1.000 <3 
4185 AtEL COCK 	 7-26-84 8408 1.000 <4 
4186 WHITE PLAITS GREENE 8 -2-24 8408 4.083 8 + 2 1.5 1.3 
4187 COWETA OD 5-14-84 84(8 0.000 1+ 	1 
4188 SOUTH HAMPTON NW SPALDING 12-29-83 8408 	5.000 3+ 	1 
4189 ELLAVILLE SCHLEY 10-27-B2 8406 0.003 4+ 1 1.1 
4190 SMOWN SD FCPSYTE 	10-29-e1 8408 0.005 3+ 	1 
4191 MT AIRY FLABERU-'AM 5-18-82 8408 0.004 <1 
4192 HIGESVIIIE MEP EFFIWIAM 	10-13-81 8408 6.000 <2 
4193 DAVIS MEP MONROE 12 -8-84 840E3 3.000 62 + 4 3.8 1.5 66 + 5 
4194 DAVIS MEP NOME 	 2-10-83 8408 3.000 41 + 4 3.8 <1.0 41 + 3 
4195 MI HOPE PLANTATION 10 -1-82 8408 1.002 2+ 2 
MISSION TRACE SD 4-15-81 8408 6.000 < 3 
4197 ALAPAHA FERRIER 	2-22r-82 8408 3.000 5 + 2 7.6 1.2 
4198 SHADY ACRES MEP CHATHAM 812-81 8408 1.000 < 3 
4199 aEETBRIAR MHP CCWIETA 	 6-17-82 8406 0.000 < 2 
4200 BARTOW CA BARlow 7-13-82 8408 0.000 2+ 	1 
4201 BOATRIGHTS TP LONG 	 1214-82 8403 1.000 < 3 
420e BENT'S Mlf#2 BERRIEN 1-29-82 8408 0.000 2+ 1 
4203 EAST DUBLIN LAURENS 	10 -7-82 8408 5.003 <3 
4204 PINE GROVE MEP WAYNE 8 -5-82 84013 0.003 <3 
4205 E&B WATER WORKS IRAN 	 12-14-81 8408 0.000 <2 
4206 CLARKS MEP BULLOCK 12 -1-82 8408 0.000 <2 
4207 WIIIMARD ACRES GLYNN 	 10-19-81 8403 0.000 < 3 
4208 GREEN= MERIKETHER 	11-30-81 8408 0.000 8 + 2 0.4 1.5 
4209 PINE FOREST SD PLUM 	 1 -7-82 840e 6.003 5 + 2 0.4 
4210 EUDORA mum mcamos8 8-14-84 6406 4.001 < 3 
4211 MARMITE HEIGHTS HALL 	 8 -8-84 840E3 4.000 < 2 
4212 TOLBERT MEP JACE931 8-14-84 8406 4.003 3+ 	1 
LI9001.11 	 8 -9-84 8408 4.001 <1 4213 RE I) POULTRY 
4214 INDIAN HILLS ESTATES GREENE 7-23-84 8408 4.001 11 + 	2 0.5 1.3 
4215 FINDICCOD VILLAGE HOUSTON 	8 -8-84 8408 1.000 2+ 	1 
4216 Ratxti MECHAM 8 -8-84 8408 1.002 <2 
TYPE 0,5=1ST COMPOSITE ; 2=REPEAT CCEPOSITE 1=REPEAT SINGLE ; 3=REPEAT QUARTERLY ; 4=NH' SCREEN ; 6=CIRER 
COLLECT DATE TYPES 0.2.5 = CCt4IPOSTIE DAM 	 1T 
RADIOACTIVITY IN COIKUNITY WATER SUPPLIES REPORT # 8408 ... AUGUST 1934 INMPLETE 
&FILE 	IDCATION 
# 
COUNTY 
(num LAB 
DATE 	DATE 
TVE/. 
WELL 
GROSS 	RA- 	RA- 
ALPHA 226 228 	URANIUM 
FCl/L 	PCl/L FCl/L PC1/1, 
114297 4217 MOBILE WORLD BIRD 8-15-84 8408 1.000 2+ 	1 
5C0993 4218 IAICE LARRAINE ERYAN 8 -7=84 8408 1.000 <2 
)12293 4219 SCPERMN TREUTLEN 8-1c-84 8408 	1.0(oo 2+ 2 
113920 42a) HAWAIIAN VILLAGE NW BIER 8-15-84 8408 1.000 2+ 2 
5CT7528 4221 CENTERVILLE HCUSTON 8,15-84 8408 1.002 <1 
aC6162 4222 MITCHELL GLASCUK 8 -9-84 8408 1.000 <1 
117114 4223 VIIIAGE NEP AFPLINU 8 -7=84 8406 1.000 2+ 	2 
raa24 4224 PINE FOREST SD PUTNAM 7-26-84 8408 1.000 2+ 1 
4225 BIG M 'JP 714155 DOUGHERTY 7-25-84 8408 1.001 <2 
1(0658 4226 SHELTERIM PINES MIF BIER 8 -3-84 8408 1 .CCr1 <2 
514op3 4227 MORGAN MHP CHATHAM 8 -2-84 8406 1 .CGO <2 
101560 4228 MACON HEALTH CARE BIBB 7-31-84 8408 1.001 1+ 	1 
114288 4229 GALE VMS SD BIER 7-31-84 84C6 1.001 <1 
51/78 4230 CatICECIRE EOM °HA-7ml 8 -8-84 8408 1.0(0 <2 
501984 4231 GARDNER ESTATES MAN 8-15-848408 1.000 <2 
327247 4232 °AK FULL ESTATES MUM 8-16-648408 4.CCO <2 
715e€6 4233 LAIRIENE WATER OD BC LAURENS 8 -6-848408 1.000 <2 
?CI 776 4234 TWIN GIES NIP CARROLL 8-24-84 8408 1.000 1+ 	1 
0557 4235 BUCK CREEK AM MEP aREVEN 8 -1-84 84ce 	1.000 <1 
100667 4236 BURCH GARDENS MI-F BILE 8 -3-84 8408 1.000 <2 
51e251 4237 FLACK CREEK FARMS W EFUN 8-15-848408 1.000 <2 
510096 4238 GRAYS SD CHATHAM 8-15-848408 1.03D <2 
5o2o35 4239 GROVE mni, SD CEATHAM 8 -2-84 8408 1.000 2+ 2 
522112 4240 MATHEWS MIP CHATHAM 8 -7-84 8408 1.000 < 3 
)09533 4241 SAFELO CAREENS SD FEJNIGSI-1 8-14-84 8406 1 .oco < 3 
a729 4242  AUGUSTA RIGFION) 8-10-848408 1.110 < 2 
4243 MLLSTEAD ic993 ROCKDALE 8-10-84 8403 	1.030 <2 
x60,1 /1241 TEMISON'S SCREVEN 8 -1-84 8408 1.0(0 <3 
10123 4245 PM:MALE-MB MFG NEWTON 8-10-84 8408 tow < 2 
19693 4246 YOUNGS ISLAND FICTRICEE 8-14-84 8408 1.CCO <2 
13629 4247 IFEINION WILKINSON 7-29-83 8403 2.000 4+ 	1 
25848 4248 FOXEOW FARMS EOM EFFINGHAM 3-27-84 8408 5.001 < 2 
11399 4249 SHDREWODD ESTATES SD =HENS 9-28-83 e4ce 	5.020 16+ 	3 
X475 4250 EMMA ELERRIEN 3-26-848408 2.11)e 3+ 2 
Moe 4251 STATESBORO EILLOCH 11-1642 84C6 5.007 <3 
i512o 4252 AVONDALE MFF EUBB 2-20-84 8406 5.002 3+ 1 
?4075 4253 SAVANNAH CHATHAM 8-25-81 8406 2.026 < 3 
)4124 4254 DAWSONVILLE DALECN 12 -8-83 8408 5.002 4+ 2 
(-1765 4255 RICHMOND CO RIEINIOND 12-19-83 8408 5.1C3 <2 
6292 4256 NEWARK WATER SYS THONIAS 1-19-84 8405 5.001 <2 
5216 4257 DIX-LEE-ON ESTATES FAYETTE 12-29-83 8408 5.036 <2 
5776 4258 CANON FRANKLIN 3 -5-84 8408 5.02 <2 
1256 4259 ancER op a SUTER 	1 -6-84 8403 	5.0C2 <2 
8104 00 GRAY JONES 3-13-84 8408 2.CC6 4+ 2 
5134 4261 LOWERSVITIE HART 1 -9-84 8408 5.001 2+ 2 
1124 4262 DAWSONME DAWSCN 3-10-83 8406 5.000 2+ 	1 
4263 GLENDALE SD LEE 1-10-84 8408 5.001 < 3 
5645 42E4 LADY WATER CO EDRSYTH 8 -5-83 8406 5.110 1 + 	1 
1277 4265 CARLISLE SD SPALDING 12,-29-63 8406 	5.000 <2 
1936 4266 OAK RIDGE IP Till 12 -6-83 8408 5.001 83+ 6 
TYPE 0,5-1ST IOCKEOSTIE 2=REPEAT CCMPOsnE ; 1.REPEAT SMULE ; -REPEAT QUART= ; 4=NEW SCREEN ; 6.0THER 
COLLECT DATE TYPES 0,2,5 . CCHRISITE LATE 	 18 
RADIOACTIVITY IN COMMUNITY WATER SUPPLIES REPORT # 8406 ... AUGUST 1964 INCOMPLETE 
SAMPLE 	LOCATION 
WE # 
COUNTY 
COLLECT La 
DATE 	DATE 
TYPE/. 
WELL 
MOSS 	RA- 	RA- 
ALPHA 226 228 	URANIUM 
PCl/L 	PCl/L PCl/L PCl/L 
23368 4267 (XWIRY CLUB HILLS EULLOCH 1 -4,84 8408 5.007 < 3 
4268 ALCOVY SHORES JASPER 3-31-83 8408 2.000 9 + 2 
23106 4269 WOODIAND VALLEY SD HANCOCK 3-29-83 8408 5.000 4 + 2 
a10361 4270 PICKENS CO WATER AU PICKETS 3-15-84 8408 5.001 7 + 2 
303649 4271 GROVETOWN OOLUMEIA 11 -196.82 8406 5.015 2 + 	1 
125278 4272 LAKE TARA MHP AFFEJNG 328-84 8408 5.001 < 3 
325014 4273 SCENIC SHORES SD HANCOCK 3-22-84 8406 5.002 24 + 6 
725185 4274 CEDAR LAKE ESTATES CRISP 8 -9-83 8408 5.001 < 2 
526760 4275 RIVER WOOD SD ITDIAS 3-22,-84 8408 5.00I 3 + 2 
50E223 4276 LAKELAND LANIER 12-15-83 8408 5.002 2 + 2 
734953 4277 SPRING VALLEY SD NEWTON 3,16-84 8408 5.000 131 + 	8 
3260 4278 Can 'IP h2 LIBEElY 6-2-83 8408 5. 1002 2 e.. + 	1 
523801 4279 HCUSICN VALLEY CATCOSA 1 -9-84 84 108 5.003 < 3 
5215320 4280 JUBILEE FARMERS MADISON 3 -8-84 8408 5.001 10 + 2 
5C8540 4281 FERNWOOD MHP FAME ITT; 12-29-83 8408 5.007 < 2 
332814 4282 CHEROKEE CO WS CHEECKEE 11-21-83 8408 5.000 < 2 
P104 4283 GRAY JONES 3-13-84 8408 2.002 < 2 
502275 4284 OGEECHEE FARMS SD CHATHAM 1-31-84 8408 5.00E < 2 
10e104 4285 GRAY JONES 3-13-84 8406 2.005 < 3 
108104 4286 GRAY JONES 3-13-84 8408 2.004 10 + 2 
723329 4287 MEADOW ROCK SD CRISP 11 -8-83 8408 5.01012 < 2 
)26018 4288  OMAR HEIGHTS SD CRISP 11 -8-83 8408 5.00I < 3 
110765 4289 RICHMOND CO ES RICHMOND 12-19-83 8406  5.106 < 2 
504957 4290 cARFiaz EMANUEL 11 -3-83 8408 5.002 < 3 
X2532 429n HARRIS CO WS HARRIS 1-27-84 8408 5.000 < 1 
24400 4292 KINGS HARBOR SD FORSYTH 9-13-83 8408 5.000 < 2 
04124 4293 DAWSONVILLE DAWSON 12 -8-83 8408 5.001 7 + 3 
09359 4294 TARRYTOWN MCNIUMERY 11-16-83 8408 5.0CE < 3 
07951 4295 LOUISVILLE JtikERSON 1-1&84 8408 5.006 < 1 
06663 4296 	UCH SD MENUS 3-26-84 8408 5.0(2 < 3 
25092 4297 CGEEN MHP LIBERTY 6-2-83 8408 5.00 < 3 
25014 4298 SCENIC SHORES SD HANCOCK 3-22-84 8408 5.004 < 4 
16848 4299 LOOP 81 MHP NEWTON 3-16-84 8408 2.000 2 + 2 
04993 43oo SWAJESIORO EMANUEL 2 -284 8408 5.009 < 2 
36026 430I ASHURST ESTATES SD LOWNLES 3-15-84 8408 2.00 < 3 
5254 4302 EILEEN VILLAGE SD LCENTES 3 -6-84 8408 2.001 < 2 
25014 4303 SCENIC SHORES SD HANCOCK 3-22-84 8408 5.005 3 + 2 
P058 4304 SHADY GROVE TP HALL 11 -7-83 8408 5.00 < 1 
m879 43015 COUNTRY ACRES NIP NEWTON 11-30-83 8408 5.000 2 + 2 
50 4306 JUBILEE PARTNERS MADISON 3 -8-84 8408 5.cce < 2 
35194 43c7 DOGWOOD HILLS SD CRISP 11 -8-83 8408 5.CC1 < 3 
E104 4308 GRAY JONES 3-13-84 8408 2.001 6 + 2 
3356 4309 IC(! SEORO WILKINSON 8-31-83 8408 5.003 4 + 2 
3436 4310 MIME WATER SYS WHITE 12-30-83 8408 5.004 2 + 2 
TYPE 0,5=15T 00NposTrE 2=REPEAT 0101STIE ; 1.EYPEAT SINGLE ; 3=REPEAT QUARTERLY ; 4=NEW SCREEN ; &C1]EER 
: COLLECT DATE TYPES 0,2,5 = CMPOSITE LATE 
127i-171 
554321 
52622o 
918852 
704545 
114748 
500902 
621087 
534209 
5020o2 
112314 
6c7591 
611933 
013216 
101616 
310401 
906666 
212445 
601054 
503448 
704411 
023712 
4772 
.36678 
• 665 
6•387 
ot6183 
.4 .,3 
•.34 
16627 
554 
160 
2574 
33054 
7 
13277 
4 .793 
es.75 
I .1 
5346 
w.3 
' 076 
167 
47 
'OA.. 
RADIOACTIVITY IN COMMUNITY WATER SUPPLIES REPORT # 8409 ... SEPTEMBER 1964 INCOMPLETE 
COLLECT IAB 
LATE 	DATE 
TYPE/. 
WELL 
MOSS 	RA- 	RA- 
ALPHA 226 228 	URANII111 
PCl/L 	PCl/L PCl/L PCl/L 
8,23-84 8409 4.001 < 3 
8-21-84 8409 4.001 < 3 
8-21-84 8409 4.001 < 2 
8-P1,4-84 8409 1.000 < 2 
6,27-64 8409 1.001 < 3 
8-30-84 8409 1.000 < 3 
8-22-84 8409 1.000 < 2 
8-274348409 1.000 < 3 
8-29-84 8409 1.000 < 3 
8 Z} 84 8409 1.000 < 2 
8409 	3.0(X) <2 
8-21-84 8409 1.000 < 2 
8-28-84 8409 1.001 < 3 
SAMPLE 
	
LOCATION 
WS # 
4311 JOE PITILLIPS 
4312 BupRomis oliq. 
4313 KARBURO COVE SD 
4321 WAIIMPTI1LE,C1TY 
4314 PRETORIA ACRES 
4315 maracRovE ACRES SD 
4316 RICHMOND HILL,CITY 
4317 JONES OM WATER ASN 
4318 SHUMAN TP 
4319 KEN'S NIP 
4320 WEST PT. WATER SYS 
4322 WARNER ROBINS,CITY 
4323 PASO, can OF 
4324 SANDERSVILLE,CITY OF 
4325 METIER, CITY OF 
4326 PATTER9DN,CITY CF 
4327 ISLE OF WIGHT SD 
4329 SYCAMORE,CITY OF 
4330 REG1STER,TOWN OF 
4331 Fusim,ciTy OF 
4328 BRONZE BELL TP 
4332 row PETER LANDING 
4333 BANKS MHP 
4334 SUNNYHILL ACMES SD 
4335 TWIN ACRES SD 
4336 PUTNEY WATER SUPPLY 
4337 MISSION TRACE 
4338 HOLM RIVIERA KIP 
4339 GLEATON'S MEP 
4340 LIVE (AK KIP 
4341 SANBORN TP 
4342 CLARK'S MW 
4343 CFR1ST CHURCH HOME 
4344 PINE HILL ESTATES 
4345 OAK HILL ESTATES 
4346 CEUM, CITY OF 
4347 TEMORn.', CITY OF 
4348 SST, CITY OF 
4349 ENIMA,CITY OF 
4350 LENJX, TOWN OF 
4351 cowurrrimi. HOSP. 
4352 BLACK CRK FARMS SD 
4353 EVANS TP #1 
4354 BRIAR PATCH WTR ASN 
4355 VICK'S mip 
4356 DENMARK TP 
4357 EVANS TP h2 
4358 OCILLA, CITY (F 
4359 SAVANNAH STATE COLL 
4360 ALAPAHA, CITY OF 
COUNTY 
LONG 
CHATHAM 
CHATHAM 
LIBERTY 
DOUGHERTY 
WAYNE 
MONTC61-1 
FRAN 	, 
EWAN 
MAN 
'HOUP 8-30-84 
HDUSTCN 
ITLEAS 
WASIINTICE 8-30-84 8409 4.0(4 
CANDLER 	 9-12-84 8409 
PIERCE 9-12-84 8409 
LIBERTY 	 e-29-84 8409 
TURNER 8-28-84 8409 
FULLOCH 	 9-12-84 8409 
COLIXTIT 8-29-84 8409 
D'I'Y 	8-21-84 8409 
CLAY 	 8-28-84 8409 
LOWNLES 8-30-84 8409 
MIAS 	 8 -6-84 8409 
ITEMS 8-28-84 8409 
DUMMY 	8-21-84 8409 
CAMDEN 8-28-84 8409 
HDUSTCN 	 9 ,4-84 8409 
HCUSTai 9-11-84 8409 1.000 
GLYNN 	 9-11-84 8409 1.000 
DCUGHERTY 	8-27-84 8409 1.000 
BULLCCH 9-12-84 8409 1.000 
ICUSTON 	 9-11-84 8409 1.000 
COWEFA 9 -8-84 8409 4.000 
LIBERTY 	 9-11-84 8409 4.000 
WAYNE 9-17-84 8409 4.002 
HABERMAN 	9-14-84 e409 4.000 
HAFERSHAM 9-18-84 8409 4.000 
BERRIEN 	 9-13-84 8409 3.000 
CCCK 9-12-84 8409 1.000 
COLQUITT 	 9-17-84 8409 1.000 
BRYAN 8,29-84 8409 1.000 
COFFEE 	 8-24-84 6409 Low 
MCINTOSH 9-13-84 8409 1.000 
CHATHAM 	9-18-84 6409 
	
1.000 
LIBERTY 9 .4-84 8409 1.000 
COFFEE 	 8,24-84 8409 1.000 
IRWIN 9-11-84 8409 
	
1.000 
CHATHAM 	 9-18-64 6409 1.000 
BERRIEN 9-13-84 8409 3.000 
4 + 2 
2 + 2 
< 2 
< 2 
4 + 2 
< 2 
< 2 
4 + 2 
< 2 
< 2 
9 + 2 
2 + 2 
< 3 
< 2 
4 + 1 
< 2 
< 2 
< 3 
< 2 
< 1 
< 2 
17 + 2 
3.9 
1.8 
1.8 
2.0 
2.0 
10.3 
< 1.0 
<1.0 <2 
<1 
Loco 	4 + 2 	3.7 < 1.0 
1.000 < 2 
1.000 	< 2 
1.000 < 2 
1.000 	< 2 
1.000 < 2 
1.000 	2 + 2 
1.000 < 4 
1.000 	< 2 
1.000 < 2 
1.000 	< 3 
1.000 < 2 
1.000 	< 4 
Loco < 2 
: TYPE 0,5=1 ST CCKFCELTE ; 2= REPEAT CCM= ; 1=REPEAT VGFE ; 3=REPEAT QUARTERLY ; 4=NEW SCREEN ; 6=CTHER 
RADIOACTIVITY IN COMMUNITY WATER SUPPLIES REPORT # e409 	SEPTEMEER 1984 INCOMPLETE 
SAMPLE 	LOCATION 
W5 # 
COUNTY 
COLIECT LAB 
DATE 	DATE 
TYPE/. 
WELL 
GRass 	RA- 	RA- 
ALPHA 226 228 	URANIUM 
pa/L 	Fa/L pca/L pca/L, 
•■•■■••■■•■• 
502372 4361 RIVER OAKS SD CHATHAM 9-19-84 8409 1.000 < 2 
306793 4362 SST, CITY OF HAEERSHAM 9-18-84 8409 4.= < 2 
21430 4363 CANNON BLUFF WA MaRIOSH 9-13-84 8409 1.000 < 3 
522954 04 SHADY ACRES MEP CHAMAM 9-19-84 8409 1.000 < 3 
506451 4365 JEKYLL ISLAND WA GLYNN 8-29-81 8409 1.000 < 2 
M383 4366 BENNETT'S TP LIBERTY 9-12-84 8409 1.000 < 2 
517792 4367 ENNIS MHP CHATHAM 947-85 8409 1.000 < 2 
309506 4365 TARIEN, CITY OF MCINTGEH 9-13-84 8409 1.000 < 3 
319310 4369 JOHN ALFORD SD MCEWBOSH 9-13^94 e409 1.000 < 3 
518537 4370 BETHESDA BOYS HOME CHATHAM 9-18-84 8409 1.000 < 2 
502211 4371 HARBOR CREEK SD CHATHAM 5619-84 8409 1.000 < 2 
125169 4372 CEDAR CREEK MEP LOG 9 -4-84 e409 1.000 < 2 
A422,5 4373 LAKEHMEMI-F LIBERTY 912-84 8409 1.000 < 2 
500966 4374 BRYAN WOODS ESTATES ERYAN • 8-29-84 8409 1.000 < 2 
ice057 4375 HOLLY TP EWAN 9 -7-84 8409 1.000 < 2 
xv421 4376 SJBLRB VILLAGE MEP CHATHAM 9-19-84 8409 1.000 < 1 
306793 4377 DEMOrthai', CM OF HABIREHAM 9-14,-84 8409 4.000 < 2 
146W 4378 MAIM'S LAKE PARK LAURENS 9 -4-84 8409 1.000 < 2 
TYPE 0,5=1ST OMPOSITE ; 2.REPFAT COMPOSITE ; 1.REPEAT SINGE ; 3.REPEAT QUARTERLY ; 4=NEW SCREEN ; 6=CfIHER 
: COLLECT DATE TYPES 0,2,5 = COMPOSITE DATE 
21 
RA- 	RA- 
226 228 URANIUM 
PCl/L PCl/L PCl/L 
RADIOACITVITY IN CaflUNTIY WATER SUPPLIES REPORT # 8410 	OCTOBER 1984 RUMP= 
	
caacr LAB 	TYPE/. COOS., 
SAMPLE 	LOCATION 
	
COUNTY 
	
DATE DATE WIELL ALPIIA 
iNs PCl/L 
313638 4379 IVEY, CITY OF WOIKINSON 9-26-84 8410 4.003 2 + 	1 
305441 FORME 9-17-84 8410 4.003 < 2 4380 COLONIALC1UB tn. 
)05819 4381 ROYSTON, CITY OF FRANKLIN 8-24,84 8410 1.000 < 1 
?10543 43E2 RAB.GAP-NCOCCHIESCH RABUN 8-17-84 8410 1.000 < 1 
717743 4383 PINE HILL M1P 9-31-84 8410 3.000 95 + 5 15.1 	< 1.0 1111 
516548 4354WINDWARDKRES S/D GLYNN 6-20-84 8410 1.033 < 2 
4385 TY TY, ICWN OF 111.1 9-21-84 8410 1.000 < 2 
708415 4396 mammal/1p WRENS 9-18-84 8410 1.000 < 2 
117453 4387 PECAN HAVBFEP PEACH 9-21-84 8410 1.000 < 2 
)13741 4388 WORTH CO. CORR. INST WOFTE 9-25-84 8410 1.000 < 2 
712030 4389 AEE BALIYrJIN AGR COLL 9-21-84 8410 1.000 8+ 2 1.9 	<1.0 1.111 
325371 4390 CARNIGAN WATER ASSN MCINIti 9-25-84 8410 1.010 < 2 
520460 4391 WOODLAND MEP GLYNN 6,20-84 8410 1.000 < 2 
301541 439e ST. Nom' S, CITY OF MIEN 9,26-84 8410 1.000 < 2 
K8555 4393 PIANTATIONNIE LEE 	• 9o7-84 8410 1.000 < 2 
511915 4394 MUGS, CITY OF wins 9-26-84 8410 1.000 < 3 
505146 4395 EECCKS, CITY OF FAYETTE 9-15-84 8410 1.000 53 + 4 1.0 	1.2 70 + 6 
4.10444 4396 MOLENA, CITY CF PIKE 8-23-84 8410 1.000 132 + 9 0.5 	< 1.0 176 + 14 
158.46 4397 SEMINCIENEE CLAM 9-13-84 8410 1.000 25 + 2 NEW 
305873 4398 BRITTANY HARBOR /2 FRANKLIN 9-1884 8410 1.000 62 + 8 /1/4 
103130 4399 ROYAL COURT MEP CLAYTON 8-23-84 8410 1.000 24 + 2 dr) 
505146 4400 FROCKS, CITY OF FAYETLE 8-15-84 8410 1.000 53 + 4 11/1 
515815 4401 CANE CREEK TP LIMICEN 8 -2-84 8410 1.000 < 3 
110444 4402 MOLENA, CITY CF PIKE 8-23-84 8410 1.000 i06 + 4 40/ 
Kr/CO3 4403 LANIER SAILING CLUB HALL 9-30-84 8410 1.000 11 + 	2 4/fi 
110444 4404 MOLENA, CITY CF PIKE 8-23-84 8410 1.000 122 + 6 4(4 
103130 4405 ROYAL COURT MHP CLAYTON 8-23-84 8410 1.000 26 + 3 1.4 	<1.0 17 + 2 
515815 4406 CANE CREEK TP LumpKm 8 -2-84 8410 1.000 < 2 
10444 4407 FOLENA, CT1Y OF PIKE 8-23-84 8410 1.001 126 + 	5 /1//q 
)05673 4408 BRITTANY HARBOR h2 FRANKLIN 9-1e-84 8410 1.000 43 + 5 12.8 	1.7 
15846 4409 SiMINOLE MHF CLAM 9-13-84 8410 1.000 24+ 2 7.0 	<1.0 
05873 4410 BRITTANY HARBOR #2 FRANKLIN 9-18-84 8410 1.000 52 + 5 /3/4 
07003 4411 LANIER SAILING CLUB HALL 9-30-84 8410 1.000 9 + 2 <0.1 	<1.0 
18111 4412 COLONIAL ELI. MI e#2 WAYNE 10 -4-84 8410 1.000 2 + 	1 
1650 4413 BRITTANY BARB. WEST FRANKLIN 9-18-84 8410 3.CCO 9 + 2 2.5 	6.1 
27653 4414 ERASEELL, CITY CF PAULDINU 10 -4-84 8410 4.000 2 + 1 
11C79 4415 HILICNIA, cm OF 5CREVEN 	9-26-84 8410 	1.000 <2 
18496 4416 GREEN ACRES MHP SCREVEN 9-25-84 8410 1.000 <2 
13112 4417 LAZY ACRES TP WARE 10 -4-84 8410 	1.001 3+ 	1 
34277 4418 FO' ROBIN MEP SCREVEN 	9-25-84 8410 1.01) <2 
77341 4419 MILO BAY HART 9-18-84 8410 3.000 13 + 	3 1.3 
10880 4420 MOBILE HOME C. CLUB RICIPION) 9-26-84 8410 1.000 < 2 
7427 4421 FERNWOOD FL? FROCKS 9-18-84 8410 4.000 4 + 2 4.5 
7391 4422 MEALCUIEOCK MEP NES.INN 10-10-84 8410 4.000 < 2 
sci8 WADES 9-27-84 8410 1.000 < 2 4423 MOBILE HCME tn. 
2067 4421 BAILEY MHP 10-10-84 8410 1.000 2 + 2 
4425 TIT WATERS NffiP e625 WAYNE 10 -4-84 8410 1.000 < 3 
4249 4426 COLONIAL in. NEP #1 WAYNE 10 .4-84 8410 1.000 < 2 
7560 4427 FICIWCOD PHD JEFF DAVIS 9-27-84 8410 1.000 8 + 2 1.2 
7035 4428 ALMONDS TP MONTOOFEFC( 10 -3-84 8410 1.000 10 + 2 
TYPE 0,5=1ST COKPOSITE ; MEPEAT COMPOSIIE ; UREPEAT SINGLE ; 3cREFEAT QUARTERLY ; 4=NEW SCREEN ; EosHER 
CCLLECT DATE TYFES 0,2,5 = CCEFOSITE DATE 	
22 
RADIOACTIVITY IN QTY WATER SUPPLIES REPORT # 8410 ... OCTOBER 1934 BCCEPLETE 
SAPTIE 	LOCATION 
WS # 
mum LAB 
DATE 	DATE 
TUT,/. 
WELL 
MOSS 	Rh- 	RA- 
ALMA 226 228 	URANIUM 
PCl/L 	PCl/L PCl/L PCl/L 
■1101•1111■11111■ 
4429 PAYNE'S MHP CHER:KEE 8-10-84 8410 1.000 < 2 
4430 MOI/IRCEZ, CITY CF LAURELS 10 -2-84 8410 1.030 3 + 1 
4431 =NUL AGES S/D LEE 10 -5-84 8410 1.000 < 2 
4432 FAIRWAYS VILLA MEP COBB 8-10-84 8410 1.030 2 + 2 
4433 OAKLAND 14F CHEROKEE 8-40-84 8410 1.020 < 2 
4434 CALIAILA LEE 10 -5-84 8410 1.000 < 2 
4435 NAMS, CITY OF CGLETFURPE 10 -5-84 8410 6.002 29 + 3 
4436 CRS ACRES MOB EST =OM • 	10-10-84 8410 1.000 2 + 1 
4437 WW1 VERNON, CITY MONIGCMERY 10 -3-84 8410 1.000 < 3 
4438 COUNTRY VILLA SD LEE 10-10-84 8410 1.003 < 2 
4439 CR STANFORD APIS. LIBERTY 10-17-84 8410 1.033 < 2 
4440 NE ER MIf WORM 10-11-84 6410 1.000 < 3 
4441 PLEASANT MIL MHP 10-11-84 8410 1.030 < 2 
4442 DIXON MFF LEE 10-10-84 8410 1.003 < 2 
4443 WAIZERIS TP BERRI 10-15-84 8410 1.000 < 2 
4444 W D STANFORD MHP LIBERTY 10-16-84 8410 1.000 < 2 
4445 FOSS MHP CHATHAM 10-15-84 8410 1.003 < 2 
4446 CAMILLA, CM OF MITCHELL 10 -9-84 8410 1.0(0 < 2 
4447 EFOCELF1, CITY OF EULIECH 10-11-84 8410 1.003 < 3 
4448 WARE CO. WATER SYST. WARE 10 -4-84 8410 	1.000 2 + 2 
4449 MURRAY IP WAYNE 10 -4-84 8410 1.000 < 2 
4450 DANIEL VILLAGE MEP CANDLER 10-11-84 8410 1.000 < 2 
4451 AZALEA MFF CHATHAM 10-15-84 8410 1.000 < 2 
4452 CABANA COURT MP GLIM 10-19-84 8410 1.000 2 + 	1 
4453 NICHISON W. S. JACKSON 10 -3-84 8410 3.000 3 + 	1 
4454 CAMAK, CITY CF WARREN 10-12-84 8410 	1.000 28 + 3 
337239 
rC8284 
314C63 
503277 
314040 
319733 
310206 
5(5511 
509640 
314081 
314273 
)25141 
315048 
308500 
X)1323 
317336 
522750 
109703 
331027 
312979 
124276 
120899 
1141 
■ 11.4. 
I . 
 
4 
3146 
S: TYPE 0,151 CCKFOSITE ; 24REPEAT OZPIFOSITE ; 143EPEAT SINGLE ; 3=REPEAT QUARTERLY ; 4=NEW SCREEN ; 6=01:HER 
: COLLECT DATE TYPES 0,2,5 = CCMFOSITE DAZE 
Instructed by EPD to do no further analyses. 
23 
SAMPLE 	LOCATION 
WS # 
4455 SADDLE EACH EEE 
4456 WRIGHTS TP 
4457 GLENWOOD, CITY OF 
4458 NOB WOOD, CITY CF 
4459 GA CHRISTIAN SCHOOL 
4460 ALEANY 
4461 VIDALIA, CITY CT 
4462 ANGLER'S COVE ASSN 
4463 AVONDALE MHP 
4464 CARNESUILLE, CITY OF 
4465 LAKE PARK, CITY OF 
4466 CIRCLE 
4467 RUNAWAY POINT S/D 
4468 DOUGLASS, CITY OF 
4469 KinE MAZE ISLAND 
4470 ALAMO, CITY OF 
4471 HARFoR (REEK S/D 
4472 NCUNTVILLE, CITY OF 
4473 GREENVIEW EHP 
4474 SANDS MEP 
4475 WOUND LAKE S/D 
4476 CANAL PD. MEP 
4477 LAKEVIEW NW 
4478 KEYREGEPEP 
4479 SEMELEKE 
4480 COOLIDGE, CITY OF 
44e1 FORT MC-1 UTR S 
4482 LAKE GEORGE S/D 
4483 RIVER EEND S/D 
4484 THE FLUFF' S/D 
4485 THE LANDINGS S/D 
4486 MOUNTUILLE, CITY OF 
4487 MOUNIVILLE, CITY OF 
4488 TURTLE COVE 
4489 BUMPS TP 
4490 ROSE CITY MEP 
4491 SING PINE EST 
44Se PINEY GLOVE S/D 
4493 DAYLEY'S MEP 
4494 REGISTER MEP 
4495 SAND VILE, CITYOF 
4496 FAWN HEIGHTS S/D 
4497 BARBERRY HILLS S/D 
4498 EULONIA 
4499 ROYAL COURT' EEP 
450010NCHAIDONEE, MEP 
4501 OAK RIDGE TP 
4502 JONES MEP 
4503 ASHBURN, CITY OF 
4504 WINDY CREEK S/D 
215012 
215137 
31,578 
922692 
206848 
704278 
812198 
927450 
115120 
905785 
208811 
S20799 
517011 
403335 
522556 
313369 
502211 
114824 
8o8564 
4665 
14533 
: • 
5846 
• 11906 
'S 801 
!II: • 
18388 
 
31 I ►  
SI" 
14824 
4E24 
8125 
7241 
'1"1 
4565 
3216 
7 
6708 
3 
1,130 
: 19 
936 
•723 
. 1 
TROOP 10 -5-84 
LEE 
couzunT 
Maly 
GLYNN 
LEE 
LEE 
CLARKE 
THOMAS 
ERANThEy 
1:10' 
CHATHAM 
CHATHAM 
CHATHAM 
TROOP 11 -5-84 
TROUP 11 -5-84 
JASPER 
PEACH 
TECEAS 
COLWITT 
LCWNIES 
RADIOACTIVITY IN COMMUNITY WATER SUPPLIES REPORT # 8411 ... NCVEMEER 1984 INCOMPLETE 
cowry 
COLLECT 
DATE 
LAB 
DATE 
TYPE/. 
WELL 
LCWELES 10625-84 8411 1.000 
LOWNIES 10-18-84 8411 1.000 
WHEELER 10-30684 8411 1.000 
WARREN 10-30-84 8411 	4.coo 2+ 1 
LOWNIES 10629-84 8411 1.000 
DOUGHERTY 10-31-84 8411 1.000 
TOOMIS 10-25-84 8411 1.000 
LIBERTY 10 0684 8411 4.001 
RIBS 10625-84 8411 1.000 
FRANKLIN 10-31-84 8411 4.004 
LOWNDES 10-25-84 8411 1.000 
THOMAS 10629-848411 4.005 
CHATHAM 10-16-84 8411 1.000 
COFFEE 10-25-84 8411 1.000 
CHATHAM 10-16-84 8411 1.000 
WHEELER 10-30-84 8411 1.000 
CHATHAM 10-26-84 8411 1.000 
8411 	6.001 
11 -2-84 8411 
11 -5-84 8411 
10-17-84 8411 
101623-84 8411 
11 -2-84 8411 
11 -2-84 8411 
11 -6-84 8411 
11 -1-84 8411 
10625-84 8411 
10-17-84 8411 
10-16-84 8411 
10623-84 8411 
10-26-84 8411 
8411 	6.000 
8411 4.003 
11 -1-84 8411 
	
4.009 	< 2 
11 -8-84 8411 1.000 2 + 2 
11 -9-84 8411 
	
3.coo 	3 + 2 
11 -96.84 8411 6.000 19 + 3 
11 -6-84 8411 
	
1.0500 	< 2 
11 -6-84 8411 1.000 < 2 
LAMES 	11 -6-84 8411 	1.000 <2 
WASHINGTON 11-13-84 8411 	4.004 2 + 2 
BMW 	 11 -8-84 8411 4.001 
	
<2 
FORSYTH 10-31-84 8411 	4.003 	9 + 2 
MCINTOSH 10-13-84 8411 4.cm < 2 
CLAYTON 
	
11-16-84 8411 	6.000 
LEE 
	
11 -5-84 8411 1.000 	< 1 
TIFT 11 -9-84 8411 	6.000 
GWIINETT 
	
11-19-84 8411 4.002 	2 + 2 
TURNER 11-15-84 8411 	4.005 < 1 
11,24-84 8411 4.002 
2 + 1 
2 + 1 
3 + 1 
2 + 1 
< 1 
3 + 1 
< 1 
3 + 1 
3+ 1 
< 1 
3 + 1 
< 2 
4 + 1 
< 1 
< 1 
2+ 1 
1.000 	< 1 
1.000 4 + 1 
1.CXX) 	< 1 
1.003 < 1 
1.000 	< 1 
1.000 < 1 
3.000 	26 + 2 
1.000 4 + 2 
1.000 	2 + 1 
1.000 <1 
1.000 	< 2 
1.CCO <2 
1.000 	< 2 
4+ 1 
GROSS 	RA- RA- 
ALPHA 226 228 URANIUM 
PCl/L 	PCl/L PCIA pa/L 
TYPE 0,5=15T COMPOSITE ; 2,REPEAT COMEOSL1E ; 1=REPEAT SINGLE ; 3=REPEAT QUARTERLY ; 4=NEW SCREEN ; &OTHER 
COLLECT DATE TYPES 0,2,5 = COMPOSITE DATE 	 24 
RADIOACTIVITY IN OYMEINTIY WATER SUPPLIES REPORT # 8411 ... NOVEMBER 1584 INUMPIEIE 
	
COLLECT LAB 	TYPE/ . CROSS 	RA- RA- 
Y 	SAMPLE 	LOCATION 	COUNTY 	 DATE IATE WELL ALPHA 226 225 WE IN 
IC # PCl/L 	FCl/L Fa/L FCl/L 
Y##### 4505 FAMILY LIFE DE CENT 
	
11-24-84 8411 4.002 	< 1 
YAW 4506 WINDY CREEK S/D 
	
11-24-84 8411 4.001 1 + 1 
322718 4507 FAMILY LIFE ENE CENT OCONEE 
	
11-24,84 8411 	4.001 	3 + 1 
• 
ES: 'rya 0, 	031RISITE ; 2gREPEAT OCKEOSTIE ; 143EFEAT SMILE ; 3=REPEAT QUARTERLY ; 4=1.Si SCREEN ; 6=0T HER 
: COLLECT DATE TYPES 0,2 ,5 = aMFOSM DATE 
• 
• 
25 
a 
RADIOACTIVITY IN CCMMUNiTY WATER SUPPLIES REPORT # 8412 ... DEMMER 1934 IWAIPTILE 
SAMPLE 	LOCATION 
WS # 
COUNTY 
COLLECT LAB 
DATE 	DATE 
TYPE/. 
WELL 
MOSS 	RA- 	RA- 
ALPHA 226 228 	URANIUM 
pca/L 	pca/L pca/L pci/L 
4506 HAZLEHURST, CITY OF 11-26-84 8412 4.001 all DAVIS 
4509 PLANTATION ACRES MHP MCMUFFIE 11-16-84 8412 4.000 < 1 
4510 ELDER HEIGHTS OCONEE 11-27-84 8412 4.002 < 1 
4511 WILIVIDLEVILLE, CITY LIBERTY 11-27-84 8412 4.CC2 < 1 
4512 GRAY, CITY OF JONES 11-Q6-84 8412 4.008 16 + 2 
4513 CRAY, CITY CF JCNES 11-16-84 8412 4.009 
4514 LEE CO. CORR. I! T. LEE 11-14-84 8412 1.000 < 
4515 MOBILE MANOR EsLATE PEACH , 	11-16-84 8412 1.000 < 2 
4516 GROVETOWN, can OF COLUMEIA 11-19-84 8412 1.000 2 + 	1 
4517 SANDY FINES MHP LAUREIE 11-20-84 8412 1.CCO < 1 
4518 LEESELEG, CITY OF LEE 11-27-84 8412 1.000 < 1 
4519 IllT AREA Mb? 11-14-84 8412 1.000 2 + 2 
4520 JEF HIGH ACRES S/D LEE 11-27-84 8412 1.000 < 1 
4521 spmu VALLEY SID NEWTON 8-14-84 8412 1.000 
4522 ATTAFULGUS, CITY OF DECAltP 11-20-84 8412 3.001 13 + 2 
4523 WILT-N'SMHP liFf 11-14-84 8412 1.000 < 1 
4524 GARRETS MHP LOADES 11-13-84 8412 1.000 < 1 
4525 ROLLING HILLS MHP PEACH 11-19-84 8412 1.000 < 1 
4526 RIVER PARK LIE 10-16-84 8412 1.000 4 + 	1 
4527 m & TWATER WORKS TOCMES 11-27-84 8412 6.000 12 + 2 
4528 PEBBLE HILL PLANT. TXIMAS 11-27-84 8412 1.000 4 + 2 
4529 ROUNTREE'S MEP LAUFEIS 11-20-84 8412 1.CCO < 1 
4530 LEE tsfATES LEE 11-28-84 8412 1.000 
4531 ATTAPULGUS, CITY CF DECATUi 11-20-84 8412 3.000 27 + 3 
4532 MEADOW HAVEN MHP HOUSTON 11-27-84 8412 6.000 
4533 LAFAYETTE, CITY OF WALKER 12 -4-84 8412 o.oco < 1 
4534 EE LAICT F, MHP BURKE 12 -3-84 8412 4.003 < 1 
4535 mial MEP mum 11-29-84 8412 1.000 2 + 2 
4536 WhTDIERMHP MINCES 11-29-84 8412 1.000 < 1 
4537 ANGLD-AMER. CLAY CO. 11-29-84 8412 4.030 2 + 	1 
4538 KIEGSWCOD S/D JACKSON 11-26-84 8412 1.000 < 1 
4539 FOXTOROUGH S/D LOWNEES 11-27-84 8412 1.010 < 2 
4540 CUTHBERT, CITY OF RANDOLPH 12 -6-84 8412 	4.0c0 < 1 
4541 SIEWART'SMHP JACKSON 12 -6-84 8412 1.000 < 1 
4542 CRABAPPLE HILL S/D 7LiCMAS 12 -4-84 8412 1.000 < 1 
4543 INDIGO MOBILE katATE SCEEVEN 12 -4-84 8412 	1.CC0 < 1 
4544 CINDY DRIVE S/D TWEAS 12 -4-84 8412 1.(C0 3 + 	1 
4545 YANCEY TRAILER RENT. ODLQUITT 12 -5-84 8412 1.000 < 1 
4546 SHERWOOD FOREST MEP PEACH 12 -6-84 8412 1.0C1) < 1 
4547 SYLVANIA, CITY CF SCREVEN 12 -5-84 8412 	1.000 < 1 
4548 CANE CREEK IP LUSKIN 11-27-84 8412 3.000 < 1 
4549 MAIEVRLE, CITY OF BANGS 12-12-84 8412 1.000 < 1 
4550 INDIAN BRANCH MEP SCREVEN 	10-24-84 8412 	1.000 6 + 2 
4551 BAXLEY, CITY OF AFPLat 12 -6-84 8412 4.004 
4552 HOMER, CITY OF BANKS 12-12,-84 8412 1.000 8 + 2 
007927 
727762 
333744 
918852 
403104 
4°8104 
9CE616 
127382 
503649 
721980 
308467 
720510 
308591 
735354 
934158 
712137 
a21845 
1211356 
?133072 
22510 
521683 
14643 
, 158 
.19833 
12771 
23675 
116 94 
'38435 
Wihhi 
R7545 
09:3 
1098 
35070 
17597 
9554 
16381 
)5609 
53979 
11105 
5815 
X216 
(610 
CC17 
0)2o7 
: TYPE 0,5=1ST COMPOSITE ; 2=REPEAT CCMFOSITE ; 1=REPEAT SINGLE ; 3=REPEAT QUARTERLY 4=NEW SCREEN ; 6.0THER 
: COLLECT DATE TYPES 0,2,5 = 0D SITE DATE 
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GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
OFFICE OF INTERDISCIPLINARY PROGRAMS 
205 OLD CIVIL ENGINEERING BUILDING 
ATLANTA. GEORGIA 30332 
ENVIRONMENTAL RESAWSTER 	 BIOENGINEERING CENTER 
(404) 89 	 3 / I 
cf_V
6 (404) 894-2375 
DATE: 	February 15, 1985 
TO: 	James Hardeman, Program Manager 
Environmental Radiation Program 
Environmental Protection Division, DNR 
FROM: 	Bernd Kahn, Director 
Environmental Resources Center 
SUBJECT: Monthly Report of Activities for the State by the 
Environmental Radiation Laboratory, January, 1985 
The results of radionuclide analyses are reported for the 
following sample types that were processed this month: 
Environmental radionuclide monitoring at nuclear 
facilities by DNR staff 	 Table 1-18 
Monitoring by DNR staff of community water 	Table 19 
systems 
Environmental radiation monitoring at nuclear Table 20 
facilities by DNR staff 
Of the samples collected in the environment at nuclear 
facilities, the following contained radioactivity that may be 
attributed to the facility: 
Table 5 -- Cs-134 and Cs-137 in fish at the Hatch Nuclear 
Power Plant 
Tables 12, 14, 16, 17 and 18--H-3 in milk, fish, rainwater, 
surface water and grass , and Cs-137 in fish, at the Savannah 
River Plant. 
All other radionuclides in Tables 1-18 are attributed to fallout 
or the natural radiation background. All samples collected for 
the NRC project are indicated by asterisks in the appropriate 
tables. 
Radioactivity results for community water supplies, 
compiled in Table 19, include complete data for samples 
WS4167-4454 and partial data for samples WS4455-4585. 
Elevated radium levels (> 5 pCi/l) were found in the 
following: 
WS 4428 	AlImonds TP 
WS 4470 Alamo 
WS 4479 	Seminole MHP 
WS 4501 Oak Ridge TP 
High uranium concentrations (>15 pCi/l) were found in the 
following: 
WS4408 Brittany Harbor 
WS4409 Seminole'MHP 
• WS4435 Maxeys 
WS4454 Camak 
Analyses of samples WS4227 - 4310 cannot be continued until 
additional samples are delivered from storage. Results for 
community water supplies continue to be reported in a different 
form this month due to computer difficulties. 
TLD measurements Obtained in the vicinity of Plant Hatch and 
background locations are reported in Table 20. One dosimeter 
overlooked during the previous collection at the Savannah River 
Plant (see Nov. 1984 report) is also listed. Ranges of exposure 
were: 
Location 	 Near Plant 	Background 
Plant Hatch 35 - 69 	 51 - 96 
None of the values are attributed to station operation. 
Note that the background locations are not well matched to the 
nearby locations. 
The types of samples and number of each that were analyzed 
are summarized in the following two tables. 
2 
Sample Type Analyzed in Month 
Sample Types 
	
Analyzed in Month 
Community water supplies 	 74 
Nuclear facilities 	 269 
Quality control - EPA 	 6 
Total 	 349 
3 
A 
Number of Sanples Analyzed in Month 
water 
air 
filter 
air 
cartridge milk 
grass, 	soil, 
veg. sediment animals smears 	TZD TOTAL 
gross 
alpha 67 6 73 
gross 
beta 20 10 30 
gamma 
spectra 24 4 10 3 13 28 82 
H-3 24 5 2 16 47 
Sr-89/90 8 8 
1-131 10 3 - 13 
Ra-226 18 18 
Ra-228 10 10 
U 5 5 
Pu 
dose 63 63 
other 
TOTALS 86 20 10 11 15 44 63 349 
Table 1 
Radioactivity Levels in Fish from the Environment 
of the Hatch Nuclear Plant 
H73, 
Sample No. Type 	Location 	pCi/1 
B 1170* 	American pv,_I 	Sta. # 170 	< 300 
B 1171* 	Largemouth bass Sta. # 172 	< 200 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected on November 13-14, 1984 by 
Georgia Power Co. staff. 
2. Other results are given in the report for November, 
1984. 
5 
Table 2 
Radioactivity Levels in Water Samples fram the 
Environment of the Hatch Nuclear Plant 
Sample 	 Gross alpha, 	Gross beta, 	H-3, 	1-131, 
No. Location 	pCi/1 ' 	pCi/1 	 pCi/1  
B 1177 	Sta. # 170 	< 2 	 2 + 2 	< 200 	< 1 
B 1178 Sta. # 172 < 2 3 + 2 < 200 < 1 
B 1196 	TLD # 48 	2 + 2 ∎ 	 2 -T 2 	 <200 
B 1197 TLD # 22 2 + 2 4 -I- 2 < 200 
Notes: 1. Samples B1177-1178 were oollected November 28 - December 26, 1984, 
by Georgia Power Co: staff; samples B1196-1197 were collected on 
January 8, 1985. 
2. 1-131 was calculated as of the final day of the collection period. 
3. No man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were detected in these samples 
(Cs-137 <20 pCi/1). 
6 
Table 3 
Radioactivity Levels in Air Samples from the 
Environment of the Hatch Nuclear Plant 
Radionuclide concen-
tration, pCi/m3  
Sample 	 Volume, 	 Gross  
No. Sample type 	Location 	m3 1-131 	beta  
B 1179 	Cartridge 	Dead Aiver Rd. 	1680 	<0.02 
Paper filter 0.022 
B 1180 	Cartridge 	Plant Hatch 	1491 	<0.01 
Paper filter 0.017 
B 1181 	Cartridge 	Substation 	2993 	<0.01 
Paper filter 0.007 
dotes: 1. Samples were collected on December 28, 1984 after 31-day sampling. 
2. No other man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were detected in the 
cartridges. 
7 
Table 4 
Radioactivity Levels in Milk Samples from the 
Environment of the Hatch Nuclear Plant 
• 
Sample 	 Cs-137, 	K, 	H-3, 	1-131, 
No. Location 	pC1/1 I/1 pCi/1 piCi/1  
B 1182* 	Johnson Bros. < 10 	1.7 	< 200 	< 2 
B 1183* 	GSP 	 < 6 	1.6 	< 200 	< 4 
• 
Notes: 1. Sample were collected on December 17, 1984 by Georgia 
Power Co. staff. 
2. No other radionuclides were detected (Ba-140 <20 pCi/1). 
8 
Table 5 
Radioactivity Levels in Fish fran the 
Environment of the Match Nuclear Plant 
Sarrple 
No. 
 
Type 
	
Wet wt/ 	H-3, 	Cs-137, 	Cs-134, 
Location Dry wt. pei/1 pCi/kg Xi/kg  
   
B 1184 	Spotted sucker 	Sta 1 
edible 	 0.27 	600+200 	< 50 	< 50 
inedible 0.34 ---
- 
-- < 50 < 50 
B 1185 
	
Largemouth bass 	Sta 1 
edible 
	
0.25 	< 200 
	
110 	< 50 
inedible 0.37 68 < 50 
B 1186 
	
Spotted sucker 	Sta 3 
edible 	 0.22 	300+200 	380 	210 
inedible 0.30 140 79 
B 1187 Largemouth bass 
edible 
inedible 
Sta 3 
0.30 	< 200 
 
240 	240 
< 50 < 50 
  
0.30 
  
B 1188 Spotted sucker 
edible 
inedible 
Sta 2 
0.33 	< 300 280 	110 
200 75 
  
0.30 
  
    
B 1189 Largemouth bass 
edible 
inedible 
Sta 2 
0.23 	< 200 330 	110 
110 89 
  
0.31 
 
   
Notes: 1. Samples were collected on October 25, 1984. 
2. Sample B1186 also contained Zn-65: edible, 180 pCi, not edible, 
100 pCi/kg; no other man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were 
detected. 
9 
Table 6 
Radioactivity Levels in Grass Samples from 
the Environment of the Hatch Nuclear Plant 
Dry wt/ 	Radipnuclide concentration, pCi/kg 
Sample No. 	Location 	Wet wt. 
• 
Cs-137 	 Be-7 
B 1190 	TLD # 20 	0.16 	 < 100 	 < 2,000 
B 1191 	TLD # 16 	0.63 	 45 	 2,800 
B 1192 	TLD # 44 	0.45 	 84 	 2,300 
B 1193 	TLD # 22 	0.93 	 110 	 8,500 
B 1194 	TLD # 28 	•0.93 	 110 	 5,000 
B 1195 	TLD # 45 	0.92 • 	 85 	 9,600 
B 1198* 	Sta # 5 	0.13 	 340 	 2,600 
B 1199* 	Sta # 21 	0.17 	 140 	 < 1,000 
Notes: 1. Samples B1190-1195 were collected on January 8, 1985; samples 
B1198-1199 were collected on January 14, 1985, by Georgia Power 
Co. staff. 
1 0 
Table 7 
Radioactivity Levels in Quarterly Composite Air Filters 
fram the Environment of the Hatch Nuclear Plant 
Cs-137 	concen- 
Samples No. Location Dates, 1984 Volume, m3 tration, fCi/m3 
B 1200* Dead River Rd. Oct-Dec 4792 < 0.5 
B 1201* Plant Hatch Ott-Dec 4314 < 0.5 
B 1202* Substation Oct-Dec 8170 < 0.5 
Notes: 1. Two filters collected successively at the same location were analyzed 
by gamma-ray spectrometYy. See earlier reports and Table 3 for gross 
beta activity in individual filters and collection dates. 
2. No other photon-emitting radionuclides were detected except naturally 
occurring Be-7. 
11 
Table 8 
Radioactivity Levels in Edible Portion of Fish from 
the Environment in Georgia of the Farley Nuclear Plant 
H-3, 
Sample No. 	Tme 	Location 	pCi/1  
F 846 	carp 	FBB-S5 	< 200 
101684 
F 847 	Bass 	FGB-S5 	< 200 
101684 
F 848 	Carp 	FBI-S5 	< 200 
• 	 101684 
F 849 	Bass 	FBI-S5 	300+200 
101684 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected on October 16, 1984, 
by Alabama Power Co. staff. 
2. Other results are given in the report for 
December, 1984. 
Table 9 
Radioactivity Levels in Water Samples from 
the Environment in Georgia of the Farley Nuclear Plant 
Sample 	 Gross alpha, 	Gross beta, 	H-3, 	1-131, 
No. Location 	pCi/1 	 pCi/1 loCi/1 pCi/1  
F 854* 	Chattahoochee R. 	< 2 	 3 + 2 	< 200 	< 0.6 _ 
WM-MI6-1284 
F 855* 	Chattahoochee R. < 2 
WRI-M66-1284 
F 857 
	
Chattahoochee R. • < 2 
Great Southern 
Paper Co.  
3 + 2 	200+200 	< 0.6 
2 + 2 	<300 
Notes: 1. Samples F854-855 were collected during December, 1984, 
by Alabama Per Co. staff; sample F857 was collected 
November 30-December 31, 1984. 
2. 1-131 was calculated as of the final day of the collection 
period. 
13 
Table 10 
Radioactivity Levels in Air Sample from the 
Environment in Georgia of the Farley Nuclear Plant 
Radionuclide concen-
. 	 tration, pCi/m3  
Sample 	 Volume, 	 Gross  
No. Sample type 	Location 	m3 1-131 	beta  
F 856* 	Cartridge 	Greap Southern 2485 	<0.004 
Paper filter Paper Co. 	 0.001 
Notes: 1. Sample was collected on December 31, 1984 after 31-day sampling. 
2. No other man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were detected in 
the cartridge. 
14 
Table 11 
Radioactivity Levels in Quarterly Composite Air Filters 
fran the Environment in Georgia of the Farley Nuclear Plant 
F 859 
. Cs-137 concen- 
Location Dates, 1984 Volume, m3 tration, fCi/m3 
Blakely Water Oct.  666 < 4 
TOwer 
Great Southern Oct - Dec. 11,323 <0.1 
Paper Co. 
Samples No.  
F 858 
• 
Notes: 1. Sample F859 is three filters collected successively at the 
same location; F858 is a single filter. These were analyzed 
by gamma-ray spectrametry. See earlier reports and Table 9 
for gross beta activity in individual filters and collection 
dates. 
2. No other photon-emitting radionuclides were detected except 
naturally occurring Be-7. 
15 
Radioactivity Levels in Grass Samples from the 
Environment in Georgia of the Savannah River Plant 
H-3, 
Table 12 
Sample No. 	Type 	 Location 	loCi/1 
SR 1770 	Channel bass 	RM 20 	2,600+300 
SR 1771 	Saltwater 	RM 10 	1,700+200 
catfish 
SR 1773 	Largemouth bass 	RM 31 	3,000+300 
SR 1774 	• Spotted sucker 	RM 31 	3,000+300 
Notes: 	1. 	Samples were collected on September 26, 1984. 
2. 	Other results are given in the report for December, 
1984. 
Table 13 
Radioactivity Levels in Air Samples from the 
Environment in Georgia of the Savannah River Plant 
Radionuclide concen- 
tration, pCi/m3 
Sample 
No. Sample type 
• 
Location 
Volume, 
m3 
Gross 
1-131 	alpha 	beta 
SR 1804 Cartridge Simulator 1136 <0.05 	 
Paper filter  0.001 	0.008 
SR 1805 Cartridge Waynesboro 537 <0.05 
Paper filter 0.002 	0.011 
SR 1806 Cartridge 'Hargrove Rd. 1278 <0.05 	 
Paper filter  	<0.001 	0.003 
SR 1807 Cartridge Girard 1269 <0.05 
Paper filter  	<0.001 	0.002 
SR 1808 Cartridge Welcome Ctr. 522 <0.05 
Paper filter  	0.002 	0.014 
SR 1809 Cartridge Augusta 1686 <0.03 
Paper filter  	<0.001 	0.003 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected on December 19, 1984 after 20-day sampling. 
2. No other man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were detected in 
the cartridges. 
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Table 14 
Radioactivity Levels in Water Samples from the 
Environment in Georgia of the Savannah River Plant 
Sample 	 Inches 	Gross alpha, 	Gross beta, 	H-3, 	1-131, 
No. Location 	Rainfall pCi/1 pCi/1 pCi/1 pCi/1  
SR 1810 	Hargrove Rd. 	1.3 	 • < 1 	4 + 2 	In process ----- _ 
rain 
SR 1811 	GPC simulator 	1.7 	 < 2 	 < 3 	 It 
rain 
SR 1812 	Welcome Sta., 	1.3 	 < 2 	4 + 2 	n 
rain 
SR 1813 	Waynesboro, 	1.3• 	 2 + 1 	 < 3 	 n _ 
rain 
SR 1814 	Augusta, rain 	1.3 	 < 1 	 < 3 	 It 
SR 1815 	Girard, rain 	2.0 	 < 2 	2 + 2 	 n 
SR 1816 	Savannah R., 	 < 2 	 < 3 	 n 
Hwy 301 
SR 1823 	I&D Water 	 < 2 	3 + 2 	4,500+300 
Supply 
Port Wentworth 
SR 1824 	Savannah R., 	 2 + 2 	 < 3 	5,400+300 	< 3 
R-10 
SR 1825 	Savannah R., 	 < 2 	3 + 2 	300+200 	< 3 
R-2 	
_ 
SR 1828 	RM 150.4 	 < 2 	2 + 2 	800+300 _ 
SR 1829 	RM 151.2 	 < 2 	4 + 3 	8,200+300 
SR 1830 	RM 146.7 	 6 + 2 	11 + 3 	3,400+300 _ 
SR 1831 	Port Wentworth, -- 	 2 + 2 	4 + 2 	4,200+300 _  
raw composite 
SR 1832 	N. Augusta, 	 2 + 1 	5 + 2 	300+200 _  
raw composite 
18 
Table 14 (cont) 
Sample 	 Inches 	Gross alpha, 	Gross beta 	H-3, 	1-131, 
No. Location 	Rainfall pCi/1 	pCi/1 pCi/1 pCi/1 
SR 1856 	Savannah R., 	 • < 3 	 5+3 	< 200 In Process 
R-2 
SR 1857 	Savannah R., 
R-10 	 < 2 	 5+2 1,700+300 In Process 
Notes: 1. Samples SR1810-1816 were collected November 29-December 18, 1984; 
sample SR1823 was collected January 1-8,1985; samples SR1824-1825 
were collected on December 26, 1984, by Savannah River Plant staff; 
samples SR 1828-1832 were collected December 4, 1984 - January 9, 1985 
by Georgia Power Co. staff; SR 1856 - 1857 were collected on January 23, 
1985 by Savannah River Plant staff. 
2. 1-131 was calculated as of final day of the collection period. 
3. No man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were detected in samples 
SR1816, 1823-1825, 1828-1832 and 1856-1857 (Cs-137 <20 pCi/1). 
1 9 
Table 15 
Radioactivity Levels in Quarterly Composite Air Filters 
fran the Environment in Georgia of the Savannah River Plant 
Sample No. Location 	Dates, 1984 Volume, m3 Cs-137 concentration, fCi/m 3 
SR 1817 Hargrove Rd. Oct-Dec  5757 < 0.5 
SR 1818 Girard Oct-Dec 3721 < 0.5 
SR 1819 GPC simulator Oct-Dec 5145 < 0.5 
SR 1820 Augusta Oct -Dec 4666 < 0.5 
SR 1821 Waynesboro Oct-Dec 	. 4000 < 0.5 
SR 1822 Ga. Wticame Nov-Dec 930 < 3. 
Notes: 1. Three filters collected succesively at the sane location were analyzed 
by gamma-ray spectrometry. See earlier reports and Table 13 for gross 
beta activity in individual filters and collection dates. 
2. No other photon-emitting radionuclides were detected except naturally 
occurring Be-7. 
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Table 16 
Radioactivity Levels in Grass Samples from the 
Environment in Georgia of the Savannah River Plant 
Dry wt/ H-3, Radionuclide concentration, pCi/kg 
Sample No. Location Wet wt. pCi/l, Cs-137 Be-7 
SR 1826 Hancock 0.56 11,600+400 51 1,400 
Landing 
SR 1827 GPC simulator 0.40 7,200+300 190 2,300 
• 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected on January 22, 1985, by Georgia Power Co. staff. 
2. No other man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were detected. 
Be-7 is formed in nature. 
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Table 17 
Radioactivity Levels in Fish from the 
Environment in Georgia of the Savannah River Plant 
Dry wt/ Cs-137, 
Sample No. Ty a Location Wet wt. pCiAg 
SR 1833 Largemouth 
bass 
Augusta Lock 
& Dam 
edible 0.24 100 
inedible 0.34 <60 
SR 1834 Red breast 
sunfish 
edible 
inedible 
Augusta Lock 
& Dam 
SR 1835 Yellow 
perch 
edible 
inedible 
Augusta Lock 
& Dam 
SR 1836 Spotted 
sucker 
Augusta Lock 
& Dam 
edible 0.28 210 
inedible 0.35 100 
SR 1837 Red breast 
sunfish 
edible 
Upper Three 
Runs Creek 
inedible 0.33 77 
SR 1838 Largemouth 
bass 
edible 
Upper Three 
Runs Creek 
inedible 0.39 200 
SR 1839 Spotted 
sucker 
edible 
inedible 
Upper Three 
Runs Creek 
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Table 17 (cont) 
Dry wt/ C8-137, 
Sample No. 2Y2! Location Wet wt. 
SR 1840 Yellow 
perch 
edible 
inedible 
Upper Three 
Runs Creek 
SR 1841 Largemouth 
bass 
edible 
Fbur Mile 
Creek 
inedible 0.29 940 
SR 1842 Spotted 
sucker 
FOur Mile 
Creek 
edible 0.29 1,100 
inedible 0.30 820 
SR 1843 Redbreast 
sunfish 
edible 
inedible 
Four Mile 
Creek 
SR 1844 Redbreast 
sunfish 
edible 
Steel 
Creek 
inedible 0.34 390 
SR 1845 Largemouth 
bass 
edible 
Steel 
Creek 
inedible 0.32 2,100 
SR 1846 Spotted 
sucker 
Steel 
Creek 
edible 0.30 630 
inedible 0.36 370 
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Table 17 (cont) 
Dry wt/ Cs-137, 
Sample No. Type Location Wet wt. 
SR 1847 Largemouth 
bass 
Vogtle 
Discharge 
edible 
inedible 
0.24 10.400 
SR 1848 Redbreast 
sunfish , 
edible 
inedible 
Vogtle 
Discharge 
SR 1849 Spotted 
sucker 
Vogtle 
Discharge 
edible 0.30 110 
inedible 0.32 <50 
SR 1850 Largemouth 
bass 
Lower Three 
Runs Creek 
edible 0.26 19.000 
inedible 0.35 9,000 
SR 18 51 Spotted 
sucker 
Lower Three 
Runs Creek 
edible 0.29 4,900 
inedible 0.31 4,100 
SR 1852 Redbreast 
sunfish 
edible 
inedible 
Lower Three 
Runs Creek 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected on October 17, 1984, 
except that SR 1844, 1845 1850, 1851 and 1852 
were collected on October 30. 
2. No other man-made photon-emitting radionuclides 
were detected. 
3. Gamma-ray spectral analysis is in process for samples 
which no Cs-137 value are reported; H-3 analysis of 
edible portions is also in process. 
Table 18 
Radioactivity Levels in Milk Samples from 
the Environment in Georgia of the Savannah River Plant 
Sample 
No. Location 
Sr-89, 
pCi/1 
Sr-90, 
pCi/l 
Cs-137, 
pCi/1 
K, 
g/1 
H-3, 
pCi/1 
1-131, 
joCi/1 
SR 1853 Girard In process < 10 2.1 600+300 In process 
SR 1854 Waynesboro In process < 6 1.8 <300 In process 
SR 1855 Gracewood In process < 6 1.8 300+300 In process 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected on January 24, 1985, by Savannah River Plant staff. 
2. No other radionuclides were detected (Ba-140 <pCi/1). 
Table 19 
RADIOACTIVITY IN COMMUNITY WATER SUPPLIES REPORT # 8409 ... SEPTEMBER CCMPLETE 
SIMPLE 	LOCATION 
# 
COUNTY 
ocum LAB 
DATE 	DATE 
TYPE/. 
WELL 
GROSS 
ALPHA 
PCl/L 
Rh- 	RA- 
226 228 
Pa/L PCl/L 
URA= 
Pa/L 
.1■1••■• 
?7271 4311 JOE PHILLIPS PEP IDNG 8-23-84.8409 4.001 < 3 
54321 4312 BURRCUGHS CCM. CHATHAM 8-21-84 8409 4.001 < 3 
4313 SCARBURO COVE SD CHATHAM 8-21-84 8409 4.001 < 2 
18852 4321 WALTHOURVILLE,C1TY LEERY 844-84 8409 'Loco < 2 
04545 4314 PRETORIA ACRES DOUGHERTY 8-7-84 8409 1.001 < 3 
14748 4315 SPRIMMOVE ACRES SD WAYNE 8-30-84 8409 1.000 < 3 
00902 4316 RICIECND HILL,CITY WAN 8-22-84 8409 1.000 < 2 
21087 4317 JONES CCM WATER A% MCINTOSH 8-27-84 e409 1.000 < 3 
34209 4318 SHUMAN TP IfYAN 8-29-84 8409 1.000 < 3 
02002 4319 KEN'S NW H{YAN 8-29-84 8409 1.000 < 2 
12314 4320 KM PT. WATER SYS IROUP 8-30-84 8409 3.000 < 2 
Cr1591 4322 WARNER RCEINS,CITY BOUM 8-21-84 8409 1.CC0 < 2 
11933 4323 PAW, CITY OF 'ThU'IAS 8Z9-84 8409 1.001 < 3 
13216 4324 SANIERSVILIE,CITY OF WASHINWN 8-30-84 8409 4.044 < 1 
01618 4325 METTER, CITY OF CANDLER 9-12-84 8409 1.000 4 + 2 3.7 < 1.0 
10401 4326 FAIIERSZN,CITY CF PIERCE 9-12=848409 1.000 < 2 
08695 4327 isu OF lam SD LIBERTY 8-29-84 8409 Loco < 2 
12445 4329 SYCRJERE,CITY OF TURNER 8-28-84 8409 1.000 < 2 
01054 4330 RILISIIR,10101 OF BLUCCH 9-12-84 8409 1.000 < 2 
03448 4331 FunsiraN,CTTY OF cciarrr 8-29-84 8409 1.000 < 2 
D4411 4328 MOM BELL TP ECUGHERTY 8,21-84 8409 1.000 2 + 2 
23712 4332 POINT PETER LAND] CLAY 8-28-84 8409 LOCO < 4 
rz 4333 BANKS 141}F LCWNIES 8-30-84 8409 1.000 < 2 
36678 4334 SUNNYHILL ACRES SID THOMAS 8 -6.84 8409 1.000 < 2 
21665 4335 TWIN ACRES SD THOMAS 8•28-84 8409 Loco < 3 
D4387 4335 PUTNEY WATER SUPPLY DzumErc 8-21-84 8409 1.000 < 2 
183 4337 KIBSION TRACE CABIN 8-28-84 8409 1.000 < 4 
/7643 4338 HDLILAY RIVIERA NEP HOUSIGN 9 -4-84 8409 1.000 < 2 
77634 4339 GLEATON'SMHP HCUSTON 9-11-84 8409 1.0co 4 + 2 3.9 < 1.0 
16627 4340 LIVE OAK 141E GLYNN 9=11-84 8409 1.000 2 + 2 
)4554 4341 SANhURN TP DCWHERTY 8-27-84 8409 1.000 < 2 
160 4342 CLARK'S NH? BULLCCH 9-12-84 8409 1.000 < 2 
2574 4343 mug CHURCH HOME HOUSTON 9-11-84 8409 1.000 4 + 2 1.8 
4344 PINE HILL ESTATES COWETA 9 -8-84 8409 4.000 < 2 
7 4345 OAK HILL ESTATES LIBERTY 9=11-84 8409 4.000 < 2 
4346 GLUM, CITY OF WAYNE 9-17-84 8409 4.002 4 + 2 1.8 
.793 4347 DENT, CTTY OF HABERSFIAM 9-14-84 8409 4.000 < 2 
-793 4348 DIMMEST, CITY OF HABERSHAM 9-18-84 8409 4.000 < 2 
s75 4349 ENIGMA,CTTY OF BERRIEN 9-13-84 8409 3.000 9 + 2 2.0 < 1.0 
i 	• 4350 LENOX, TOWN OF COCK 9-12-84 8409 LOCO 2 + 2 
4, 
l e A: 
4351 COLQUTTT MEM. HOSP. 
4352 BLACK CRK FARMS SD 
CODQUITT 
H1YAN 
9-17-84 8409 
8.29.84 8409 
1.000 
Loco 
< 3 
< 2 
Ole 4353 EVANS 7P ki COFFEE 8-24-84 8409 1.000 4 + 	1 2.0 
078 4354 BRIAR PATCH WIR A% MCINTCS-I 9-13-84 8409 1.000 < 2 
4355 VICK'S NEP CHHATHAM 9-18-84 8409 1.000 < 2 
167 4356 DENMARK TP LIBERTY 9 -4-84 8409 1.000 < 3 
4357 EWES 7P /i2 COFFEE 8-24-84 8409 1.0(X) < 2 
47 4358 OCILLA, CITY CF IR'IN 9-11-84 8409 1.000 < 1 
4359 SAVANNAH SIAM COLL CHATHAM 9-18-84 8409 LOCO < 2 
4360 ALAPAHA, CITY OF FERRIER 9-13-84 8409 3.000 17 + 2 10.3 < 1.0 < 2 
TYPE 0,5=151 CCEPOSITE ; 2ZEPEAT CCMECSTIE ; 1ZEPEAT SLIME ; 3=REFEAT QUARTERIX ; 4-4IEW SCREEN ; 6=0IHEEi 
SIMPLE 	LOCATION 
VS # 
CCUNTY 
ocuicr LAB 
DATE 	DATE 
TYPE/. 
WELL 
moss 	RA- 	 Rh- 
ALPHA 226 228 	URANIUM 
Pa/L 	Fa/L PCl/L PCE/L 
4361 RIVER OAKS SD CHATHAM 9-19-84 8409 tow < 2 
4362  DEMCMC, CITY OF HARMSEAM 9-18-84 8409 4.000 < 2 
4363 CANNDN BLUFF WA MaMEE 9-13-84 8409 1.000 < 3 
4364 SHADY ACRES MW CHATHAM 9-19-84 8409 1.CC0 < 3 
4365 JE1011, ISLAND WA GLYNN 8-29-81 8409 1.000 < 2 
4366 BENNET'S IP LIPERff 9-12-84 8409 1.000 < 2 
4367 ENNLS MHP CHATHAM 9-17-85 8409 tow < 2 
4368 DARIEN, CITY OF MCINTOE1-1 9-13-84 8409 1.000 < 3 
4369 JOHN ALFORD SD MCZNIOSH 9-13-84 8409 1.000 < 3 
4370 EMMA BOYS ME CHATHAM 9-18-84 8409 1.000 < 2 
4371 HARBOR CFEEK SD CHATHAM 9-19-84 8409 1.000 < 2 
4372 CEDAR CRIIIC MW ILK 9 -4-84 8409 1.000 < 2 
4373 IAKESME KIP LIMEY 9-12-84 8409 1.000 < 2 
4374 PPYAN WOODS ESTATES HON • e-29-84 8409 1.000 < 2 
4375 Mu TP MAN 9 -7-84 8409 tow < 2 
4376 SJBLE13 VILLAGE NW CHATHAM 9-19-84 8409 1.000 < 1 
4377 IEMCREST, CITY OF HAPHISHAM 9-14-84 8409 4.000 < 2 
4378 MILNE'S LAKE PARK LAURENS 9 -4-84 8409 1.00D < 2 
( 
502372 
3106793 
21430 
522954 
506451 
)36383 
51'M2 
309506 
319310 
 518537 
502211 
125169 
4228 
4607 
RAD1OACI1TTIY IN CCHMENITY WATER SUPPLIES REPORT # 8409 ... SEFDRCRER COKPLETE 
: TYPE 0,5=1ST COMPOSITE ; 2-40EPEAT COMPOSITE ; WHEAT SBXLE ; 3=REPEAT QUARTERLY ; 4=NEW SCREEN ; 6.01PER 
: COLLECT DATE TYPES 0,2,5 = CCMPOSITE DATE 
27 
13638 
105441 
05819 
ic643 
17743 
16548 
12021 
03415 
17453 
13741 
12o3o 
25371 
i2o463 
)01541 
c8555 
i11915 
105146 
10444 
15846 
c5873 
03130 
146 
5815 
10444 
• .13 
0444 
130 
5815 
0444 
8111 
6501 
3 
079 
96 
112 
:e•7 
9 
." 
.35 
RADIOACTIVITY IN cammuury WATER SUPPLIES REPORT # 8410 	OCTOBER COMPLETE 
• 
SAMPLE 	LOCATION 
WS # 
COUNTY 
COLLECT LAB 
DATE 	DATE 
TDPF.I. 
WELL 
GROM 
ALPHA 
PCl/L 
RA- 
226 
PCl/L 
RA- 
226 
PCl/L 
URANIUM 
PCT/L 
4379 IVEY, CITY OF WILKINSON 526-84 8410 4.003 2 + 	1 
4380 CCECNIALCIUB EST. MYTH 9-17-84 8410 4.008 < 2 
4381 BOYSION, CITY OF FRANKLIN 8-24-84 8410 1.000 < 1 
4382 RAB.GAP-NCOCCITE SCE RAilIN 8-17=80. 8410 1.000 < 1 
4383 PINE HILL MHP TIFT 9-21-84 8410 3.000 95 + 5 15.1 < 1.0 
4384 WINDWARD ACRES sir cam 6-20-84 8410 tow < 2 
4385 TY TY, TOWN OF 9;21-84 8410 1.000 < 2 
4386 MEAD:WALE/4F LAURENS 9-18-84 8410 1.000 < 2 
4387 PECAN HAVEN MEP PEACH 9-21-84 8410 1.000 < 2 
4386 WORTH CO. CORR. INST WORTH 9-25-84 8410 1.000 < 2 
4389 ABE IMMO AGR COLL 	 likf 9-21-84 8410 1.000 8 + 2 1.9 < 1.0 
4390 CARMAN WATER ASSN MCINTC141 9-25-84 8410 1.CC0 < 2 
4391 WCODLAND MEP GLYNN 6-20-84 8410 1.000 < 2 
439 S. MARY'S, CITY OF MIEN 9- 6-84 8410 1.000 < 2 
4393 PLANTATICNICP LEE 9-17-84 8410 tom < 2 
4394 MEIGS, CITY OF THOMAS 9-26-84 8410 1.000 < 3 
4395 BROOKS, CITY OF FAYETTE 9-15-84 8410 1.0(0 53 + 4 1.0 1.2 70 + 6 
4396 MOLENA, CITY CF PIKE 8-23-84 8410 1.000 132 + 9 0.5 < 1.0 176 + 14 
4397 OEMINOLEMHP CLARKE 9-13-84 8410 1.000 25 + 2 
4398 Hiram HARBOR //2 FRANKLIN 9-18-84 8410 1.000 62 + 8 
4399 ROYAL COURT MEP CLAYTON 8-23-84 8410 1.000 24 + 2 
4400 MOCKS, CITY OF FAYETTE 8-15-84 8410 1.0o0 53 + 4 
4401 CANE CREEK TP LUMFKIN 8 -2-84 8410 1.000 < 3 
4402 MOLENA, CITY CF PIKE 8-23-84 8410 1.000 106 + 4 
4403 LANIER SAILING CLUB HALL 9630-84 8410 1.0oo 11 + 	2 
4404 MOLENA, CITY CF PIKE 8-23-84 8410 1.000 122 + 6 
4405 ROYAL COURT MHP CLAYTON 823-84 8410 1.0c0 26 + 3 1.4 < 1.0 17 + 2 
4406 CANE CREEK TP ILFEKIN 8 -2-84 8410 1.000 < 2 
4407 MOLENA, Cr!? OF PIKE 8;23-64 8410 1.001 126 + 5 
4406 ERTITANY HARBOR #2 FRANKLIN 9-18-84 8410 1.000 43 + 5 12.8 1.7 18 + 	1 
4409 simINDLEFEP CLARKE 9-13-84 8410 1.000 24 + 2 7.0 < 1.0 18 + 	1 
4410 BRITTANY HARBOR #2 FRANKLDI 9-18-84 8410 1.0100 52 + 5 
4411 LANIER SAILING CLUB HALL 9-30-84 8410 1.000 9 + 2 < 0.1 < 1.0 
4412 OaLIATIALitu'. MEP#2 WAYNE 10 -4-84 8410 1.000 2 + 1 
4413 BRITTANY HARB. WEST FRANKLIN 9-18-84 8410 3.000 9 + 2 2.5 6.1 
4414 TEASEL, CITY CF PAULDING 10 -4-84 8410 4.000 2 + 1 
4415 IOLTONIA, CITY OF SCREVEN 9-26-64 8410 1.000 < 2 
4416 GREEN ACRES MEP SCEEVEN 9-25-84 8410 1.COD < 2 
4417 LAZY ACRES IP WARE 104-84 allo 1.001 3 + 	1 
4418 PO' RCBIN MEP SCEEVEN 9-25-84 8410 1.000 < 2 
4419 TUGALOO BAY HART 9-18-84 8410 3.000 13 + 	3 1.3 < 1.0 14 + 	1 
4420 MOBILE HOME C. CLUB RICENUD 9-26-84 8410 1.000 < 2 
4421 FERNWCOD NHP MOCKS 9-18-24 8410 4.000 4 + 2 4.5 < 1.o 
4422 NEATOVIECCK MEP NEWTON 10-10-84 8410 4.000 < 2 
4423 MOBILE HOME EST. ICWICES 9-27-84 8410 1.c00 < 2 
4424 BAILEY MEP 11E1 10-10-84 8410 1.000 2 + 2 
4425 LEEEATEESEHp WAYNE 10 -4-84 8410 1.000 < 3 
40 COLONIAL EL71. MEP #1 WAYNE 10 -4-84 8410 1.000 < 2 
4427 ECGEWCCID MEP 9-27-84 8410 1.000 8 + 2 1.2 < 1.0 
4428 AUEONES IP MONTGOMERY 10 -3-84 8410 1.000 10 + 2 5.0 < 1.0 
TYPE 0,5=1ST COMPOSITE ; 2=REPEAT COMPOSITE ; I EPEAT SINGLE ; 3=REPEAT QUARTERLY ; 4=NEW SCREEN ; 6=01HER 
COLLECT DATE TYPES 0,2,5 = COMPOSITE DATE 	 28 
37239 
084 
14063 
032(I 
14040 
19733 
10206 
C511 
09840 
14061 
14273 
il5141 
15048 
O0500 
01323 
17336 
22750 
0y103 
027 
2yl9 
4 
3146 
RADIOACTIVITY IN CCWI N]TI WATER EUPPLtES IMPORT # 8410 ... OC'l0BER COr4PIEEIE 
SPMPLE 	L CATION 
WS # 
cLUNIY 
COLLFXT LAB 
DATE 	DAZE 
TYPEI. 
WELL 
(R0.SS 
ALPHA 
Pa/L 
PA- 
226 
PCl/L 
R- 
228 	URANI[M 
PCl/L POI/L 
4429 PAYNE'S MFF CHERICEE 8-10-84 8410 1.000 <2 
4430 MOB, CIZY CF IAtFEN$ 10-2.-84e410 1.000 3+ 1 
4431 WLQNTAL ACRES S/D LEE 10 -5-84 8410 1.000 <2 
4432 FAfl?vAYS VILLA 11W CO 8-10-848410 1.000 2+ 2 
4433  OAI(LAA) MAP C1 8-10-84 8410 1.000 <2 
4434 CANAUGA S) LEE 10 .5-e4 8410 1.0(0 <2 
4435  MAXEYB, CTlY OF OQ ÎDRPE 10 -5-84 8410 6.002 29 + 3 1.4 1.3 45 + 4 
4436 Q E }I ACRES MOB EST 0)LUITT 10-10-848410 1.000 2+ 1 
4437 MOUNT VH&N, CITY ?U I 	RY 10-3-848410 1.000 <3 
4438 001.JN9RY VIIIA SD LEE 10-10-848410 1.000 <2 
4439 CR STANEORD APIS. LILY 10-17-848410 1.000 <2 
4440 NF1}ER WP WTI 10-11-04 8410 1.000 <3 
4441 PLEASANT HILL M-P 10-11-848410 1.000 <2 W PJ I 
4442 DIXON MW LEE 10-10-848410 1.000 <2 
4443 WALKER'S ZP FQtRIE7i 10-15-848410 1.000 <2 
4444 W D STANE(E) MW LIEURZY 10-16-84 6410 1.000 <2 
4445 FC 	MHP Cf 1AZIiAM 10-15-848410 1.000 <2 
4446  CANILIA, CITY OF I4flOIEIL 10 -9-84 8410 1.000 <2 
4447  BRXKLEL, CTIY OF FI[I1OCH 10-11-84 8410 1.000 <3 
4448 WARE 00. WATER SYST. WAFE 10 .4-84 8410 1.000 2+ 2 
4449 MIRRAY ZP WAYNE 10-4-848410 1.000 <2 
4450 DANIEL V]IdAGE W CMUER 10-11-84 8410 1.000 <2 
4451 AZALEA 11W CIiAZHAM 10-15-848410 1.000 <2 
4452 CABANA COURT MW GLYI+I,i 10-19-848410 1.0(0 2+ 1 
4453 NICHJISON W. S. JACKS)N 10-3-848410 3.000 3+ 1 
4454 CAMAK, CITY CF WARREN 10-12-04 8410 1.000 28 + 3 1.1 <1.0 67 + 5 
TYPE 0,5 =1ST Q EC)STIE ; 2EPAT O1I1t l'IE ; 1=EPEAT SIN LE ; 3= REPEAT QUARTERLY ; 4=NEW SCREE3 ; 6=O1}IER 
OOLUJCT DAZE TYPES 0,2,5 = ct rc 'rr DAZE 
29 
1502 
15137 
13378 
£2692 
08848 
'04278 
12198 
127450 
15120 
305785 
D8811 
12C/799 
17011 
103335 
22556 
513369 
1021211 
14824 
1111: 	41,4 
s 
4665 
14533 
.; A 
5846 
1906 
801 
8388 
31 
4824 
4E24 
8125 
7241 
577 
9e5 
6 
r 7 
.708 
3 
130 
19 
936 
723 
RADIOACTIVITY IN COMMUNITY WATER SUPPLIES REPORT # 8411 ... NOVEMBER INCOMPLETE 
SAMPLE 	LOCATION 
1,15# 
COUNTY 
COLLECT LAB 
DATE 	DATE 
TYPE/. 
WRIT 
GROSS 
 	ALPHA 
FCl/L 
RA- 
226 
PCl/L 
RA- 
228 	URANIUM 
PCl/L FCl/L 
4455 SADDLEBAGS MHP LOWNDES 10-25-84 8411 1.000 2 + 	1 
4456 WRIGHTS TP LOWNIES 10-18-84 8411 1.000 2 + 	1 
4457 GLENVCOD, CITY OF WHEELER 10-30-84 8411 1.000 3 + 
4458 NORWOOD, CITY OF WARREN 10-30-84 8411 1.000 2 + 1 
4459 GA CHRISTIAN SCHOOL LOWNEES 10-29-84 8411 1.000 2 + 	1 
4460 ALBANY ECUGHERTY 10-31-84 8411 1.000 < 1 
4461 VIDALIA, CITY OF TOOMBS 10-25-84 8411 1.000 3 + 	1 
442 ANGLER'S COVE ASSN LIBERTY 10 0-84 8411 4.001 < 1 
4463 AVONDALE MHP BIBB 10-25-84 8411 1.000 3 + 
4464 CARNESVILLE, CITY OF FRANKLIN 10-31-84 8411 4.004 3 + 	1 
4465 LAKE PARK, CITY OF LOWNEES 1025-84 8411 1.000 < 1 
4466 CIRCLE THOMAS 10-29-84 8411 4.003 3 + 
4467 RUNAWAY POINT S/D CHATHAM 10-16-84 8411 1.000 < 2 
4468 ASS, CITY OF COFFEE 14-25-84 8411 1.000 4 + 
4469 WHITES MARSH ISLAND CHATHAM 10-16-84 8411 1.000 < 1 
4470 MAD, CI'T'Y CF WHEELER 10-30-84 8411 1.000 82 + 3 17.6 < 2 
4471 HARBOR CREEK S/D CHATHAM 10-26-84 8411 1.000 < 1 
4472 MCUNTVILLE, CITY OF TEXXE 10 -5-84 8411 6.00 2 + 	1 
4473 GFEENVIEW MHP LEE 11 -2-84 8411 1.000 < 1 
4474 BANES MEP COILWITT 11 -5-84 8411 1.000 4 + 	1 2.0 
4475 WCCELAND LAKE S/D LIBERTY 10-17-84 8411 1.000 < 1 
4476 CANAL RD. NEP GLYII 10-23-84 8411 1.000 < 1 
4477 LAKEVIEW MHP LEE 11 -2-84 8411 1.000 < 1 
4478 ICEMIGEITE LEE 11 -2-84 8411 1.000 < 1 
4479 SEMINOLE MEP CLARKE 11 -6-84 8411 3.000 26 + 2 7.9 
4480 COOLIDGE, CITY OF ITEMS 11 -1-84 8411 1.000 4 + 2 1.3 
44E1 FORT MCINTOSH WTR S BRAN TLEY 10-25-84 8411 1.000 2 + 1 
44E2 LAKE GEORGE S/D LIBERTY 10-17-84 8411 1.000 < 1 
4483 RIVER BEND S/D CHATHAM 10-16-84 8411 1.000 < 2 
4484 THE BLUFF SID CHATHAM 10-23-84 8411 1.000 < 2 
4485 THE LANDINGS S/D CHATHAM 10-26-84 8411 1.000 < 2 
4486 MCUNTOLTF, CITY OF TECUP 11 -5-84 8411 6.000 4 + 	1 0.3 
4487 MCUNTVILLE, CITY OF TROUP 11 -5-84 8411 4.00 14 + 2 
4488 TURTLE COVE JASPER 11 -1-84 8411 4.009 < 2 
4489 BUTCH'S IP PEACH 11 -8444 8411 tom 2 + 2 
4490 ROSE CITY MEP THOMAS 11 -9-84 8411 3.000 3 + 2 
4491 WHISPERING PINE EST liki 11 - 9-84 8411 6.000 19 + 3 
4492 PINEY GROVE S/D COW= 11 -6684 8411 1.000 < 2 
4493 LANEY'S MHP LOWNESS 11 -6-84 8411 1.000 < 2 
4494 REGIME MHP DOWNIE 11 -6-84 8411 1.0 CO < 2 
4495 SANDERSVILLE, 01TYOF WASHINGTON 11-13-84 8411 4.004 2 + 2 
4496 FAWN HEIGHTS S/D NECKS 11 -8-84 8411 4.001 < 2 
4497 EAREEM HILLS s/D FoEsrm 10-31-84 8411 4.003 9 + 2 
4498 EULCNIA W.S. mime 10-13-84 8411 4.000 < 2 
4499 ROYAL COURT MEP CLAYTON 11-16-84 8411 6.000 34 + 3 
4500 !CM:EMCEE MHP LEE 11 -5-84 8411 1.000 < 
4501 OAK RIME TP 1111 11 -9-84 8411 6.000 + 7 
4502 JONES MHP MINOT 11-19-84 8411 4.002 2 + 2 
4503 ASHBURN, CITY OF TURNER 11-15-84 8411 4.005 < 1 
4504 WIMPY CREEK S/D 11-24-84 8411 4.002 3 + 
TYPE 0,5=1ST COMPOSITE ; 24)EPEAT COMPOSITE ; 1.REFEAT MUTE ; 3.REPEAT QUARTERLY ; 4.NEW SCREEN ; 6.01THER 
COLLECT DATE TYPES 0,2,5 = COMPOSITE DATE 	30 
RADIOACTIVITY IN COMMUNITY WATER SUPPLIES REPORT # 8411 ... NOVEMBER INCOMPLETE 
• 
COL= LAB 	T111/. MOSS 	RA- RA- 
SAMPLE 	LOCATION 	COUNTY 	 DATE DATE WELL ALPHA 226 22E3 URANIUM 
# pcz/L 	Fci/L pci/L pci/L 
11■•■••• 
NW 4505 FAMILY LIFE ThR CEITT 11-24-84 8411 4.0ce < 1 
if#### 4506 WINDY CREEK S/D 11-24-84 801 4.001 1 + 	1 
2718 4507 FREELY LIFE MR CENT CCONEE 11-24-84 8411 4.001 3 + 
3: TYPE o,5.1sr caircsrrE 2.1aTEAT CCMPOSTTE ; 1=REPEATiSINGLE ; 3=REPEAT QUARTERLY ; 4-NEW SCREEN ; 6=CTIIIER 
: COLLECT DATE TYPES 0,2,5 = CCMFOSTIE DATE 
31 
1C7927 
27762 
133744 
)18852 
8104 
108104 
306616 
127382 
'503649 
721930 
308467 
720510 
308591 
735354 
158 
2137 
845 
21056 
10 
683 
4643 
35 
45 
1 : 6,3 
9684 
•381 
v. • 
103 
5 
1 , 6 
'.10 
IS 7 
lea 
RADIOACTIVITY IN CCMMUNITY WATER SUPPLIES REPORT # 8412 ... LECEMEER INDITLETE 
• 
SAMPLE 	LOCAZTON 
WS # 
COUNTY 
MUM LAB 
DATE 	DATE 
'TYPE/. 
WELL 
C0% 
ALPHA 
PCl/L 
RA- 	RA- 
226 228 	URANIUM 
PCl/L PCl/L 	PCl/L 
4503 HAZEBURST, CITY OF 
4509 PLANTATION ACRES Map 
4510 ELDER HEIGHTS 
4511 WALTHOURVILLE, CTTY 
4512 GRAY, = OF 
4513 GRAY, CITY CF 
4514 LEE CO. CORR. INST. 
4515 MOBILE MANOR ESTATE 
4516 GROVEICNN, CITY OF 
4517 SANDY PINES Mir 
4518 LEMEIRG, CITY OF 
4519 LIFT AREA Mir 
4520 LEE HICI-1 ACRES S/D 
4521 SPRING VA= S/D 
4522 AITAFULGUS, CITY OF 
4523 ',maw S MIF 
4524 EARRKES MEP 
4525 ROLLING HILLS MEIP 
4526 RIVER PARK 
4527 M & T WATER WORKS 
4.526 FEEBLE HILL PLANT. 
4529 RCUNIREE' S MEP 
4530 LEE ESTATES 
4531 ATTAPULGUS, CITY CF 
4532 MEADOW HAVEN MHP 
4533 LAFAYETTE, CITY OF 
4534 LE LAIGLE MEP 
4535 EOWEN MEF 
4536 WHTTMER MHP 
4537 AMID-AMER. CIAY CO. 
4538 Kamm) S/D 
4539 FODOR:UGH S/D 
4540 COMM', CTIY OF 
4541 SMART'S MP 
4542 CRABAPPLE HILL S/D 
4543 INDIGO FILE ESTATE 
4544 CINDY DRIVE S/D 
4545 YANCEY TRAILER RENT. 
4546 sHEIVOCD FOREST MHP 
4547 SYLVANIA, CITY OF 
4548 CANE CREEK IP 
4549 NMSVILLE, CITY OF 
4550 INDIAN BRANCH NEP 
4551 BUM, cry OF 
4552 MIER, CITY OF 
11;26-84 8412 
11-16-84 8412 
11-27-84 8412 
11-27-84 8412 
11-26-84 8412 
11-16-84 8412 
11-14,84 8412 
11-16-84 8412 
1119-84 8412 
11-20-84 8412 
11-27-84 8412 
11-44-84 8412 
11-27-84 8412 
8-14-84 8412 
11-20-84 8412 
11-44-84 8412 
11-13-84 8412 
11-19-84 8412 
10-16,94 8412 
11-27-84 8412 
11-27-84 8412 
11-20-84 8412 
11-28-84 8412 
11-2o-84 8412 
11-27-84 8412 
12 -4-84 8412 
12 -3-84 8412 
11-29-84 8412 
11-29-84 8412 
11-29-84 8412 
11-26-84 8412 
11-27-84 8412 
12 -6-84 8412 
12 -6-84 8412 
12-4-84 8412 
12 -4-84 8412 
124-84 8412 
12 -5-84 8412 
12 -6-84 8412 
12 -5-84 8412 
11-27-84 8412 
12-12,84 8412 
10-24-84 8412 
12 -6-84 8412 
12.-12-848412 
4.001 
4.00O 
4.002 
4.0c2 
4.00e 
4.009 
1.000 
1.000 
1.000 
1.000 
1.000 
tom 
1.000 
1.000 
3.001 
1.000 
1.000 
-Loco 
1.000 
6.000 
tom 
1.000 
1.000 
3.000 
6.000 
0.000 
4.003 
1.000 
1.000 
4.000 
1.000 
1.000 
4.000 
1.000 
1.000 
1.000 
1.000 
1.000 
1.000 
1.000 
3.000 
1.000 
1.000 
4.004 
1.000 
9 + 2 
< 1 
< 1 
< 1 
16 + 2 
36 + 3 
< 1 
< 2 
2 + 1 
< 1 
< 
2 + 2 
< 1 
210 + 6 
13 + 2 
< 1 
< 1 
< 1 
4 + 1 
12 + 2 
4 + 2 
< 1 
< 1 
27 + 3 
44 + 2 
< 1 
< 1 
2 + 2 
< 1 
2 + 1 
<1 
< 2 
<1 
< 1 
<1 
<1 
3 + 1 
< 1 
< 1 
< 1 
< 1 
< 1 
6 + 2 
9 + 2 
8 + 2 
12.5 
an DAVIS 
YCLUITIE 
OCONEE 
LIBERTY 
JONES 
JONES 
LEE 
PEACH 
COLUMBIA 
LAUREIE 
LIE 
'1111 
LEE 
NEWTCN 
IECAILli, 
LCWILES 
PEACH 
MINIM 
TCCMES 
ILIMAS 
LAURENS 
LEE 
TECATE 
ILUSION 
WALKER 
EWE 
MITCHELL 
MINCES 
LOWNDES 
RANDOLPH 
JACKSON 
THOMAS 
SCREVEN 
111/4AS 
COIAJITT 
PEACH 
SCREVEN 
LUMEICIN 
EMS 
SCREVEN 
APPLIIC 
EMS 
TYPE 0,5=1ST 0CMFOSTLE ; 2=REPEAT OCKFOSTIE ; 1=REPEAT SINGLE ; 3--REPEAT QUARTERLY ; 4NEW SCREEN ; 6=0THER 
COLLECT DATE TYPES 0,2,5 = CUT36ITE DATE 
32 
RADIOACTIVITY IN comaccry WATER SUPPLIES REPORT # 85(Y1 ... JANUARY INCCNIETE 
SAMPLE 	LOCATION 
WS # 
COUNTY 
COLLECT LAB 
DATE 	DATE 
TYPE/. 
WELL 
GROSS 	RA- 	RA- 
ALPHA 226 228 	URANIUM 
PCl/L 	pca/L pc% ra/L 
1_7862 4553 ANNEEWAKEE N.SYST. 2 FOLK 1 -3-85 8501 4.002 7 + 2 
11524 4554 PLAINS, CITY OF SPEER 1 -4-84 e501 4.006 
71371 4555 ANNEEWAKEE N.SYST. 2 FOLK 1 -3-85 8501 4.001 < 1 
11524 4556 mos, clTY OF SJMTER 1 -4-85 8501 4.005 3 + 	1 
6238 4557 HELD EN ACRES S/D 'mos 1 -8-85 8501 4.000 < 
0325 4558 RCBINS AFB HOUSTON 12-14-84 e501 1.000 3 + 	1 
17241 4559 ROSE CITY !41P TITMAS 12-12-84 850I 3.000 3 + 	1 
14516 4560WOCIDLANDTRAILSMHP LAUREN] 1 -3-85 8501 1.000 2 + 2 
)C466 4561 ALAPAHA, CITY OF IERR1EN 12-19-84 8501 3.000 25 + 3 
13887 4562 TRUNDERNG SPRING INC LAUDS 12-18-84 850I 1.000 < 2 
1223 4563 LAKE AND, cry OF LANIER 12-19-84 8501 1.000 4 + 1 
36433 4564 TARPIzos MEP IAMBS 12-18-84 8501 1.000 < 1 
9721 4565 PELHAM, CITY OF MITCHELL 12-19-84 8501 1.000 2 + 	1 
25105 4566 CONGER MEP WORTH 12-11-84 850I 1.000 2 + 1 
T7341 4567 auoilLoo BAY HART 	• 12,21-84 8501 3.000 18 + 3 
a5132 4568 DAIRY TRACT JEFFEEECN 12-20-84 8501 1.000 < 2 
16e0 4569 SCHROER ESTATES LOWNEES 12-17-84 8501 1.000 < 2 
16495 4570 BRITTANY HARBOR SOU. FRANKLIN 12-21-84 8501 3.000 
)3475 4571 ENIGMA, CITY OF BERRIEN 12-19-84 8501 3.000 
4### 4572 WHITE WATER CREEK 1-17-85 8501 4.001 
14987 4573 PINE CIRCLE T/P LUWNEES 1-15-85 8501 4.002 < 2 
398.12 4574 KINGS GAP UTIL1TYS HARMS 1-14485 8501 4.000 < 1 
WO 4575 QuEmAND oar" 1-15-85 8501 4.001 3 + 	1 
4877 4576 EL DORADO WATER SJPP 11k1 1-16-85 8501 4.000 2 + 	1 
12155 4577 Ilk•UN IND. PARK iiri 1-16-85 850I 4.0C4 
12155 4578 lariGN IND. PARK Ilkr 1-16-85 8501 4.005 
:8476 4579 siTEENTLLE, my OF LEE 1-17-85 8501 1.000 < 1 
'1E33 45E0  WIND]] 	WAY EST. QUIDIAN 1-22-85 8501 1.000 < 1 
12605 4581 =AM T/P IRWIN 1-16-85 8501 1.000 < 1 
4251 4582 CAMPBELL WATER SYST ECUGP1RTY 1 -7-85 8501 1.000 < 1 
5004 4583 FoxcFair S/D THOMAS 1 -4-85 8501 1.00I 2 + 2 
6224 4584 LEE InaLks/D LEE 1-22-85 e501 1.000 < 1 
7065 4585 FOREST ESTATES S/D MIN 1-16-85 8501 1.000 < 2 
TYPE 0,1ST COMEOSTIE ; 24/EPEAT OCMPOSTIE ; 14REPEAT SINGLE ; 3REPEAT QUARTERLY ; 4=NFW SCREEN ; 6=0THER 
: COLLECT DATE TYPES 0,2,5 = OCMPCSITE DATE 
33 
V- 'of 	4,s7:01,41001.05.7.4'' 
Table 20 
Exposure Rates at Nuclear Facilities 
Measured with TLD's 
RIAT HATCH NUCLEAR 
TLD# 
1.0 
PLANT 
MR 
15.3 
... 840926 - 850108 
MICRR/HR 
6.1 	t..--, 	c. ....L.I......1 
- 	104 DAYS 
(+-) 1.9 0.7 5.6 
2.0 17.2 6.9 ' 	60.5 
(+-) 2.1 0.8 7.4 
3.0 15.9 6.4 59,9 
1+- , 1.8 0.7 6.2 
4.0 11.8 4.7 . 41.6 (+-) 2.5 1.0 8.6 
5.0 15.1 6.1 53.1 
, +-1 2.2 0.9 7.6 
IL'..A 14.5 5.8 c'lli.'? 
. +-. 1.9 0.8 6.6 
7.0 14.6 5.9 51.3 
(4-) 1.8 0.7 6.4 
8.0 15.0 6.0 52.6 
.+-, 2. 3 0.9 8.0 
9.0 12.1 4.9 42.6 
1+- , 1.3 0.5 4.7 
10.0 15.1 6.1 53„0 
.+-. 1.8 0.7 5.4 
11.0 12.7 5.1 44.7 
1+-1 1.5 0.6 5.3 
12.0 16.0 6.4 56.1 
.+-1 1.3 0.7 6.3 
13.0 19.7 7.9 69.0 
2.3 0.9 8.2 <> 	95% NORMAL 	DIST. 
14.0 13.6 5.5 47.8 
I- , 1.9 0.8 6.8 
15.0 14.4 5.0 50.5 
1.5 0.6 5.4 
I6.0 15.8 6.3 95.6 
(+- ) 2.5 1.0 0.9 
17.0 15.7 6.11 55.1 
1+-. 1.9 0.7 6.6 
34 
18.0 17.0 6.8 59.8 
19.0 13.1 44.1 
(+-) 1.6 0.6 5.6 
20.0 • 12.3 4.9 43° 3 
.+-. 1.4 0„6 1.8 
21.0 15.3 6.1 53.6 
2.4 0,9 8.3 
22.0 16.0 6.4 56.2 
t+- , 2.6 1.0 9.2 
23.0 11.7 4.7 40.9 
(+-) 1.4 0.5 4.7 
24.0 15.4 6. 2 
.+ 2.4 1.0 8.5 
25.0 12.7 5.1 ' 44.4 
1 .5  5.1 
26.0 11.0 4.4 38.8 
(+-) 1.6 0.6 5.5 
13.7 t: 48.0 
i+ -1 1.5 0.6 5.3 
• 
28.0 14.5 5.8 50.9 
.+-. 1.7 A.7 q 
29.0 10.7 4.2 37.5 
.+- ■ 1.3 0.5 
13.1 45.0 
+ 1.4 no-7. 5.0 
31.0 
(+-) 
12.9 
1.5 0.6 
45.3 	
, 
32.0 16,0 6.4 
1 +- 2.2 0.9 "1. 
33.0 14.5 LJ. 8 50.8 
1+ 2.0 0.8 7.0 
34.0 1:3.5 5.4 47.5 
I+ 2 . 1.0 6.6 
14.4 5.8 50.4 
(+-) 1.6 0.6 
10.0 4.0 35.0 
1.3 0.5 4.4 	... <> 95% NORMAL DISL 
12.5 5.0 44.0 
2.0 
35 
38.0 11.9 4.7 41.6 
1.5 0.6 5.1 
14.3 5.7 50.1 
1+-1 1.7 0.7 5.8 
4(1.0 12.8 5.1 44.9 
1+-1 2.0 0.8 6 ,9 
41.0 13.3 5.:3 46.7 
1-1 	 171 
HET. 
3.1 1.2 10.7 
43.0 15.3 6.1 5 3 .6 
(i--) -.: 	,:. ,.....,.. . 0.9 7.7 
44.0 13.6 5.5 47.9 
(4.-) 1.9 0.7 6.5 
45.0 14.4 5.8 50.4 
1.6 
46.0 17.2 6.9 60.2 
2.1 0.8 7.3 
47.0 14.7 5.9 51A4 
(+-) 1.6 5.5 
48.0 17.1 6.9 60.1 
(+-) 1.9 0.8 6.6 
49.0 16.2 6.5 
(4.-) 2.7 1.1 9.3 
AVG.: 14.3 5.7 50.2 
3.8 1.5 13.5 
5.0 	23.4 
(+-) 	3.8 
9.4 
1.5 
8.0 
0.7 
• 
5 . 9 
0.9 
14.6 
1.7 
= 	 *Arwvt,-;:.*reer-Intfrrryl. ,1r, 
TE BACKGROUND - PLANT HATCH ... 840926 - 850108 104 DAYS 
ILD# MR 	MICRR/HR 	MR/YR 
4.0 	27.2 	10.9 
(+-) 	2.8 	1.1  
95.'5 
• 10.0 
82.2 
13.3 
65.5 
8.1 
6.5 
51.3 
6.1 
NET. AVG.: 	20.0 
	
70.4 
10.4 
	
4.2 
37 
PFIr.W4Fr- 
• 
	
MNAH RIVER PLANT ... 	- 841220 - 106 DAY 
TLD# 	MR 	MICRR/HR 	MR/YR 
25.0 	19.4 	 66.8 
• 
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GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
OFFICE OF INTERDISCIPLINARY PROGRAMS 
205 OLD CIVIL ENGINEERING BUILDING 
ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30332 
ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCES CENTER 	 BIOENGINEERING CENTER 
(404) 894-2375 
	
(404) 894.2375 
DATE: 	March 15, 1985 
TO: 	James Hardeman, Program Manager 
Environmental Radiation Program 
Environmental Protection Division, DNR 
FROM: 	Bernd Kahn, Director 
Environmental Resources Center 
SUBJECT: 	Monthly Report of Activities for the State by the 
Environmental Radiation Laboratory, February, 1985 
The results of radionuclide analyses are reported for the 
following sample types that were processed this month: 
Environmental radionuclide monitoring at nuclear 
facilities by DNR staff 	 Table 1-17 
Monitoring by DNR staff of community water 	Table 18 
systems 
Environmental radiation monitoring at nuclear 	Table 19 
facilities by DNR staff 
Of the samples collected in the environment at nuclear 
facilities, the following contained radioactivity that may be 
attributed to the facility: 
Table 3--I-131 in milk at the Hatch Nuclear Power Plant. 
Tables 13, 14, 15, and 17--H-3 in milk, fish, rainwater, and 
surface water, and Cs-137 in fish, at the Savannah River Plant. 
All other radionuclides in Tables 1-17 are attributed to 
fallout or the natural radiation background. All samples 
collected for the NRC project are indicated by asterisks in the 
appropriate tables. 
Radioactivity results for community water supplies, 
compiled in Table 18, include partial data for samples 
WS4455-4639. 
Elevated radium levels (> 5 pCi/l) were found in the 
following: 
WS 4521 
	
Spring Valley SD 
WS 4532 Meadow Haven MHP 
Analyses of samples WS4227 - 4310 cannot be continued until 
additional samples are delivered from storage. Results for 
community water supplies continue to be reported in a different 
form this month due to computer difficulties. 
TLD measurements Obtained in the vicinity of Dawson Forest 
and at a background location are reported in Table 19. Ranges of 
exposure were: 
Location 
	
Near Plant 	Background 
Dawson Forest 
	
75-102 	 67 
Insufficient background measurements were performed to 
determine whether any value is above background. 
The types of samples and number of each that were analyzed 
are summarized in the following two tables. 
2 
Number of Samples Analyzed in Month 
water 
air 
filter 
air 
cartridge 
grass, 	soil, 
milk 	veg. sediment animals smears TID 
February 
TOTAL 
gross 
alpha 83 83 
gross 
beta 20 4 24 
gamma 
spectra 5 4 7 11 29 56 
H-3 30 38 23 91 
Sr-89/90 7 3 10 
1-131 5 6 11 
Ra-226 10 10 
Ra-228 4 4 
U 5 5 
Pu 
dose 17 17 
other 
Total 164 8 7 58 52 17 17 306 
sample Types Analyzed In Month 
Sample Types 	 Analyzed in 	Month 
Community water supplies 	 77 
Nuclear facilities 	 216 
Quality control - EPA 	 13 
Total 	 306 
4 
Table 1 
Radioactivity Levels in Water Composites fran the 
Environment of the Hatch Nuclear Plant 
Sr-89, 	Sr-90, 
Sample Nos. 	Location 	Dates collected 	pCi/1 pCi/1  
B1163, 1172, 	Sta. # 170 	Oct., Nov., Dec., 	< 5 	< 2 
1177 	 1984 
B1164, 1173, 	Sta. # 172 	Oct., Nov., Dec., 	< 5 	< 2 
1178 	 1984 
Notes: 1. Composites were prepared with equal amounts of each sample. 
2. Other results of analyses are given in previous monthly reports. 
5 
Table 2 
Radioactivity Levels in Air Samples from the 
Environment of the Hatch Nuclear Plant 
Radionuclide concen-
tration, pCi/m3  
Sample 	 Volume, 	 Gross 
No. Sample type 	Location 	 m3 1-131 	beta 
B 1203 * 	Cartridge 	 Dead. River Rd. 	1,126 	<0.006 
Paper filter 0.011 
B 1204* 	Cartridge 	 Substation 	2,138 	<0.003 
Paper filter 0.006 
B 1205* 	Cartridge 	 Plant Htch 	817 	<0.01 
Paper filter 0.013 
B 1223* 	Cartridge 	 Substation 	2,383 	<0.003 
Paper filter 0.016 
B 1224* 	Cartridge 	 Plant Hatch 	900 	<0.02 
Paper filter 0.039 
B 1225* 	Cartridge 	 Dead River Rd. 	824 	<0.01 
Paper filter 0.042 
Notes: 1. Samples B 1203-1205 were collected on January 28, 1985 after 31-day sampling; 
samples B 1223-1225 were collected on February 27, 1985 fter 30-day sampling. 
2. No other man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were detected in the 
cartridges. 
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Table 3 
Radioactivity Levels in Milk Samples from 
the Environment of the Hatch Nuclear Plant 
Sample 
Location 
	
Cs-137, 	K, 	H-3, 	1-131, 
pCi/1 g/1 pCi/1 pCi/1  
  
B 1206* 	Williamson 	< 10 	2.2 	< 300 	< 1 
B 1207* 	Johnson Bros. 	< 6 	1.6 	< 300 	< 2 
B 1208* 	GSP 	 < 10 	1.7 	< 300 	8 + 1 
B 1214* 	GSP 	 < 6 	1.8 	< 300 	<0.8 
B 1215* 	Johnson Bros. 	< 10 	2.0 	< 300 	< 1 
B 1216* 	Williamson 	< 10 	2.0 	< 300 	< 1 
Notes: 1. Samples B 1206-1208 were collected on January 28, 1975: 
samples B 1214-1216 were collected on February 25, 1985. 
All were collected by Georgia Power Co. staff. 
2. No other radionulides were detected (Ba-140 <20 pCi/1). 
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'table 4 
Radioactivity Levels in Water Samples fran 
the Environment of the Hatch Nuclear Plant 
Sample 	 Gross alpha, 	Gross beta, 	H-3, 	1-131, 
No. Location 	pCi/1 	 pCi/1 pCi/1 pCi/1  
B 1209* 	Sta. # 170 	< 1 
B 1210* 	Sta. # 172 	3 + 2 
B 1217* 	Sta. # 172 	2 + 2 _ 
B 1218* 	Sta. # 170 	< 2 
3 + 2 
3 + 2 
4 + 2 
4 + 2 
< 300 
< 300 
< 200 
< 200 
< 1 
< 2 
<0.4 
<0.6 
Notes: 1. Samples B 1209-1210 were collected December 26, 1984-
January 28, 1985; samples B 1217-1218 were collected January 
28 - February 25, 1985. All were collected by Georgia Power 
Co. staff. 
2. 1-131 was calculated as of the final collection day of the 
collection period. 
3. No man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were detected in 
these samples (Cs-137 <pCi/1). 
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Table 5 
Radioactivity Levels in Oyster Samples 
fran the Environment of the Hatch Nuclear Plant 
Sample 
B 1211 
B 1212 
B 1213 
Location  
Egg Island-Altamaha # 1 
Little St. Simon to N. Side 
Little Egg Island 
Little Egg Island 
Dry wt/ 	Cs-137 Concentration 
Wet wt. Pa/kg  
0.13 
	
< 200 
0.16 
	
< 60 
0.14 	 < 200 
Note: 1. Samples were collected on November 19, 1984. 
2. No other man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were detected. 
Sample Nos.  
F838,852, 854 
F839,851, 855 
Location 
Indicator 
Background 
Table 6 
Radioactivity Levels in Water Composites from the 
Environment in Georgia of the Farley Nuclear Plant 
Sr-89, 	Sr-90, 
Dates collected 	pCi/1 pCi/1  
Oct., Nov., Dec., 	< 5 
	
< 2 
1984 
Oct., Nov., Dec., 	< 5 
	
<2 
1984 
Note: 1. Composites were prepared with equal amounts of each sample. 
2. Other results of analyses are given in previous monthly reports. 
1 0 
Sample 
KB 205 
KB 206 
Location 
Crooked River 
Cumberland #7 
Cedar Creek, 
St. Andrews 
Dry wt/ 
	
Cs-137 Concentration, 
Wet wt. PCiAg 
	
0.15 	 < 200 
0.18 	 < 100 
Table 7 
Radioactivity Levels in Oyster Samples 
from the Environment of the Kings Bay Nuclear Submarine Base 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected on November 20,. 1984. 
2. No other man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were detected. 
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Table 8 
Radioactivity Levels in Oyster Samples 
from Background Locations 
Sample 	 Dry wt/ 	Cs-137 Concentration, 
Location 	Wet wt/ PCIAg  
SB 16 
	
Jubilation R. #2 
	
0.15 	 < 100 
SB 17 
	
Mud River #2 
	
0.18 	 < 200 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected on November 20, 1984, 
2. No other man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were 
detected. 
Table 9 
Radioactivity Levels in Water Samples from 
the Environment in Georgia of the Sequoyah Nuclear Plant 
Sample 
No. Location 
Gross alpha, 
pCi/1 
Gross beta, 
pCi/1 
B-3, 
pCi/1 
SQ 137 TLD #3, ground < 2 < 3 < 300 
SQ 138 TLD #10, ground < 2 2 + 2 _ < 200 
Note: Samples were collected on February 27, 1985. 
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Table 10 
Radioactivity Levels in Soil Samples from the 
Environment in Georgia of the Seguoyah Nuclear Plant 
Dry wt/ 	Radionuclide concentration, pCi/kg 
Sample No. 	Location 	Wet wt. Cs-137 	K-40 	Ra-226 Ra-228  
SQ 139 	TLD # 3 	0.83 	< 80 	3,500 	700 	800 
SQ 140 	TLD # 10 	0.82 	104 	7,200 1,200 	2,100 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected on February 27, 1985 
2. No other man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were detected. 
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Table 11 
Radioactivity Levels in Grass Samples from the 
Environment in Georgia of the Seguoyah Nuclear Plant 
Dry wt/ Radionuclide concentration, pCi/kg 
Sample No. Location Wet wt. Cs-137 Be-7 
SQ 141 TLD # 3 0.39 < 170 12,000 
SQ 142 TLD # 10 0.37 < 80 16,000 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected on February 27, 1985. 
2. No other man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were detected. 
Be-7 is formed in nature. 
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Table 12 
Radioactivity Levels in Water Composites fran the 
Environment in Georgia of the Savannah River Plant 
Sr-89, 	Sr-90, 
Sample Nos. 	Location 	Dates collected 
	
pCi/1 pCi/1  
SR1730,1761, 	RM 146.7 
	
Oct., Nov., Dec., 	< 5 
	
<2 
1796 
	
1984 
SR1729,1764 	RM 150.4 
1799 
SR1731,1760, 	RM 151.2 
1797  
Oct., Nov., Dec., 	< 5 
1984 
Oct., Nov., Dec., 	< 5 
1984 
< 2 
< 2 
SR1728,1762, 	Port Went- 
1800 	worth 
raw composite 
SR1763,1798, 	N. Augusta 
raw composite 
SR1724,1759, 	I & D Water 
1790 
SR1712,1787 	Hwy 301 
Oct., Nov., Dec., 	< 5 
1984 
Nov., Dec., 1984 	< 5 
Oct., Nov., Dec., 	< 5 
1984 
Oct., Dec., 1984 	< 5 
< 2 
< 2 
< 2 
< 2 
Notes: 1. Composites were prepared with equal amounts of each sample. 
2. Other results of analyses are given in previous monthly reports. 
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Table 13 
Radioactivity Levels in Water Samples from 
the Environment in Georgia of the Savannah River Plant 
Sample 
No. 
Inches 
Location 	rainfall 
Gross alpha, 
pCi/1 
Gross beta, 
pCi/1 
H-3, 
pCi/1 
1-131, 
pCi/1 
SR 1810 Hargrove Rd., 
rain 
1.3 11,500+500 ---- 
SR 1811 GPC simulator 
rain 
1.7 5,400+400 
SR 1812 Welcome Sta., 
rain 
1.3 500+300 
SR 1813 Waynesboro, 
rain 
1.3 9,500+400 
SR 1814 Augusta, rain 1.3 1,100+300 
SR 1815 Girard, rain 2.0 2,700+400 
SR 1816 Savannah R., 
Hwy 301 
500+300 --- 
SR 1858 Girard, rain 1.3 2 +2 _ 4 +2 _ 2,800+300 
SR 1859 GPC simulator, 
rain 
3.3 2 +1 _ < 3 9,900+400 
SR 1860 Augusta, rain 3.3 2 + 1 _ < 3 3,500+300 
SR 1861 Savannah River. --- 2 + 1 _ < 3 <200 < 1 
Hwy 301 
SR 1862 Welcome Sta., 
rain 
3.3 < 2 < 3 <300 
SR 1863 Hargrove Rd., 
rain 
--- < 2 3 + 2 _ 10,400+400 
SR 1864 Waynesboro, 
rain 
3.3 3 + 2 4 + 2 3,300+300 
SR 1871 I & D Water 4 + 2 5 + 2 1,900+300 <1 
Supply, 
Port Wentworth 
17 
Table 13 (Cont) 
SR 1907 	Savannah R. 	R-2 	< 2 	3 + 2 	<300 	< 2 _ 
SR 1908 	Savannah R. 	R-10 	< 2 	4 + 2 	4,000+300 	< 3 _ 
SR 1909 	Port Wentworth, -- 	< 2 	3 + 2 	3,500+300 _ 
SR 1910 
SR 1911 
SR 1912 
raw composite 
RM 150.4 
RM 151.2 
N. Augusta, 
raw composite 
< 2 	2 + 2 	300+300 _ 
< 2 	4 + 2 	600+300 _ 
< 2 	2 + 2 	300+300 _ 
Notes: 1. Samples SR 1858-1864 were collected December 18, 1984, to January 
24, 1985; sample SR 1871 was collected February 6-12, 1985; samples SR 
1907-1908 were collected on February 19, 1985, by Savannah River Plant 
staff; samples SR 1909-SR1912 were collected January 9-February 13, 1985, 
by Georgia Power Co. staff. 
2. 1-131 was calculated as of the final day of the collection period. 
3. No man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were detected in samples SR 
1861,1871, and 1907-1912. (Cs-137 <pCi/1). 
4. Some results for samples SR 1810-1816 wre reported in the preceding 
Monthly Report. 
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Table 14 
Radioactivity Levels in Fish fran the 
Environment in Georgia of the Savannah River Plant 
Sample No. Type Location 
Dry wt/ 
Wet wt. 
Cs-137, 
pCi/kg 
H-3, 
pCi/1 
SR 1833 Largemouth 
bass 
Augusta Lock, 
& Dam 
edible 0.24 100 400+300 
inedible 0.34 <60 
SR 1834 Red Breast 
sunfish 
Augusta Lock 
& Dam 
edible 0.27 <100 400+300 
inedible 0.30 <100 
SR 1835 Yellow Augusta Lock 
perch & Darn 0.28 <60 500+300 
edible 
inedible 
0.29 <60 ---- 
SR 1836 Spotted 
sucker 
Augusta Lock 
& Dam 
edible 0.28 210 400+300 
inedible 0.35 100 
SR 1837 Red breast 
sunfish 
Upper Three 
Runs Creek 
edible 0.33 81 2,600+300 
inedible 0.33 77 
SR 1838 Largemouth 
bass 
Upper Three 
Runs Creek 
edible 0.27 540 1,500+300 
inedible 0.39 200 
SR 1839 Spotted 
sucker 
Upper Three 
Runs Creek 
edible 0.30 130 2,000+300 
inedible 0.39 76 
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Table 14 (cont) 
SR 1840 Yellow 
perch 
Upper Three 
Runs Creek 
edible 0.33 130 1,800+300 
inedible 0.35 170 
SR 1841 Largemouth 
bass 
Fbur Mile 
Creek 
edible 0.25 1,500 10,700+400 
inedible 0.29 940 
SR 1842 Spotted 
sucker 
Four Mile 
Creek 
edible 0.29 1,100 36,600+600 
inedible 0.30 820 
SR 1843 Redbreast 
sunfish 
Fbur Mile 
Creek 
total 0.29 94 13,100+400 
SR 1844 Redbreast 
sunfish 
Steel Creek 
edible 0.27 630 4,100+300 
inedible 0.34 390 
SR 1845 Largemouth 
bass 
Steel Creek 
edible 0.26 4,000 5,300+300 
inedible 0.32 2,100 
SR 1846 Spotted 
sucker 
Steel Creek 
edible 0.30 630 3,100+300 
inedible 0.36 370 
SR 1847 Largemouth 
bass 
Vogtle 
Discharge 
edible 0.24 10,400 1,900+300 
inedible 0.25 4,500 
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Table 14 (cant) 
SR 1848 Redbreast 
sunfish 
Vbgtle 
Discharge 
edible 0.29 140 1,700+300 
inedible 0.38 150 
SR 1849 Spotted 
sucker 
Vogtle 
Discharge 
edible 0.30 110 1,700+300 
inedible 0.32 <50 
SR 1850 Largemouth 
bass 
Lower Three 
Runs Creek 
edible 0.26 19,000 3,500+300 
inedible 0.35 9,000 
SR 1851 Spotted 
sucker 
Lower Three 
Runs Creek 
edible 0.29 4,900 3,100+300 
inedible 0.31 4,100 
SR 1852 Redbreast 
sunfish 
Lower Three 
Runs Creek 
edible 0.24 2,100 2,800+500 
inedible 0.32 1,100 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected on October 17, 1984, except that 
SR 1844, 1845, 1850, 1851 and 1852 were collected on October 30. 
2. No other man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were detected. 
3. Sane Cs-137 results were reported in the preceding Monthly Report 
and are repeated here. 
Table 15 
Radioactivity Levels in Milk Samples fran 
the Environment in Georgia of the Savannah River Plant 
Sample 	 Sr-89, 	Sr-90, Cs-137, K, 	H-3, 1-131, 
No. Location 	pCi/1 pCi/1 g/1 pCi/I pCi/1  
SR 1853 	Girard 	< 5 
SR 1854 	Waynesboro 	< 5 
SR 1855 	Gracewccd 	< 5 
SR 1904 	Waynesboro 
SR 1905 	Girard 
R 1906 	Gracewood 
2 
<2 
3 
<0.6 
<1 
< 1 
< 6 	1.7 	400+300 <0.9 
< 6 	1.6 1,400+300 <0.5 
<10 	1.9 	600+300 <0.8 
Notes: 1. Samples SR1904-1906 were collected on February 21, 1985 by Savannah 
River Plant staff. 
2. Other results of analyses for samples SR 1853-1855 are given in the 
report for January, 1985. 
3. No other radionuclides were detected (Ba-140 <pCi/1). 
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Table 16 
Radioactivity Levels in Air Samples form the 
Environment in Georgia of the Savannah River Plant 
Sample Volume, 
Radionuclide concen- 
tration, pCiAP 
Gross 
No. Sample type Location 1-131 alpha beta 
SR 1865 Cartridge Welcome Ctr. 929 < 0.01 ----- 
Paper filter ----- 0.002 0.009 
SR 1866 Cartridge Girard 2652 <0.004 ----- 
Paper filter ----- 0.005 0.031 
SR 1867 Cartridge Hargrove Rd. 1494 < 0.01 	 
Paper filter ---- <0.001 0.002 
SR 1868 Cartridge Simulator 2412 <0.004 	
Paper filter  	<0.001 0.003 
SR 1869 Cartridge Simulator 1063 <0.007 --- 
Paper filter 	<0.001 0.005 
SR 1870 Cartridge Augusta 2434 <0.004 ----- 
Paper filter 	<0.001 0.002 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected on January 23, 1985 after 35-day sampling. 
2. No other man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were detected 
in the cartridges. 
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Table 17 
Radioactivity Levels in Milk Samples from the 
Environment in Goergia of the Savannah River Plant 
Sample H-3, 
No. Dairy Location pCi/1 
SR 1872 Diadem # 1297 Midville 600+300 
SR 1873 C&E Dairy #0540 Girard <300 
SR 1874 Clyde Dixon #0452 Girard 1,300+300 
SR 1875 Saxon Farm #1874 Midville 600+300 
SR 1876 S&B Dairy #1781 Midville 800+300 
SR 1877 Gatliff Dairy #F1333 Burke Co. 400+300 
SR 1878 Le-Nel #F1295 Burke Co. 1,000+300 
SR 1879 Harlo #F1331 Burke Co. 700+300 
SR 1880 Horstcrest Dairy Burke Co. 800+300 
#F1321 
SR 1881 Boyceland Dairy #0146 Blythe 800+300 
SR 1882 Borden #DD12 Augusta <200 
SR 1883 J.L. Steed #1980 Grovetown 600+200 
SR 1884 L.B. Anderson #0166 Augusta 200+200 
SR 1885 Borden #30 Sylvania 700+200 
SR 1886 Alex Saxon #1913 Sylvania <300 
SR 1887 FOxridge #0666 Sylvania <300 
SR 1888 Ronald Word #2311 Sylvania <300 
SR 1889 H.E. Pierce #1653 Millen <300 
SR 1890 Godbee Farms #0756 Millen <300 
SR 1891 Gerald Chance #0403 Millen <300 
SR 1892 Clark Cattle Co. #0547 Millen <300 
SR 1893 George Parker #1588 Millen <300 
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Table 	17 (cont) 
SR 1894 Flour Bells #0663 Millen <300 
SR 1895 Herrington Farm #0947 Millen <300 
SR 1896 James Saxon #1778 Millen <300 
SR 1897 R.K.R. Dairy #1803 Millen 400+300 
SR 1898 Rolling Acres #1832 Louisville 300+300 
SR 1899 Richard Johnson #1053 Louisville <300 
SR 1900 Joan Peters #1682 Louisville <300 
SR 1901 Melvin Unruh #2166 Louisville <300 
SR 1902 Hillcrest #0892 Louisville 400+300 
SR 1903 Twin Oaks #2088 Louisville <300 
Note: Samples were collected February 4-6, 1985. 
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Table 18 
RADIOACTIVITY IN COMMUNITY WATER SUPPLIES REPORT # 8410 ... OCTOBER COMPLETE 
COLLECT LAE 	TYPE/. cnoss 	RA- 	RA- 
SAMPLE 	LOCATION 	COUNTY 	 DATE DATE WELL ALPHA 226 223 URANIUM 
kS # FCl/L 	FCl/L PCl/L PCl/L 
13638 4379 IVEY, CITY OF WILKINSON 9-26-84 8410 4.003 2 + 1 
05441 4380 COLONIAL CLUB EST. FORSYTH 9-17-84 8410 4.003 < 2 
05819 43E1 TCYSION, CITY OF FRANKLIN 824-84 8410 1.000 < 1 
10643 4382 RAB.GAP-N000(HEE ECH RABUN 8-17-84 8410 1.000 < 1 
17743 4383 PINE HILL MHP 1 .111 9-21-84 8410 3.000 s5 + 5 15.1 < 1.0 < 2 
16548 4384 WIKTWARD ACRES S/D GLYNN 6-20-84 8410 1.000 < 2 
1202I 4385 TY TY, MICE '1'1 	'1' 9-21-84 8410 1.000 < 2 
08415 4386 FEATOWDPIENHP LAURENS 9-18-84 8410 1.000 < 2 
17453 4387 PECAN HAVEN MHP PEACH 9-21-84 8410 1.000 < 2 
13741 4388 WORTH CO. OORR. INST WORTH 9-25-84 8410 1.000 < 2 
12030 4389 AEE Emma ACR OOLL 9-21-84 8410 1.000 8 + 2 1.9 < 1.0 
25371 4390 CARNIGAN WATER ASSN MCINTOSH 9-25-84 8410 1.000 < 2 
204E0 4391 WCODLAND MHP GI/IT 6-20-84 8410 1.000 < 2 
0I541 4392 ST. MARY'S, CITY OF MIEN 9-26-84 8410 1.000 < 2 
08555 4393 PLANTATION MEP TIT 9-17-84 8410 1.000 < 2 
THDMAS 11915 4394 MEI(, CITY OF 9-26-84 8410 1.000 < 3 
05146 4395 BROOKS, CITY OF FAYETTE 9-15-84 8410 1.000 53 + 4 1.0 1.2 70 + 6 
10444 4396 MOLENA, CITY CF PIKE 8-23-84 8410 1.000 132 + 9 0.5 < 1.0 176 + 14 
15846 4397 aMINOLE N CLARKE 9-13-84 8410 1.000 25 + 2 
05873 4398 BRITTANY HARBOR #2 FRANKLIN 9-18-84 8410 1.000 62 + 8 
03130 4399 ROYAL COURT MHP CLAYTON 8-23-84 8410 tom 24 + 2 
05146 4400 MOCKS, CITY OF FAYETTE 8-15-84 8410 1.000 53 + 4 
15815 4401 CANE CREEK TP LUSKIN 8 -2-84 8410 1.000 < 3 
10444 4402 MOLENA, CITY CF PIKE 8-23-e4 8410 1.000 IC6 + 4 
07003 4403 LANIER smam CLUB HALL 9-30-84 8410 1.000 11 + 	2 
10444 4404 MOLENA, CITY CF PIKE 8-23-84 8410 1.000 122 + 6 
)3130 4405 ROYAL COURT MHP CLAYTON 8-23-84 8410 1.000 26 + 3 1.4 < 1.0 17 + 2 
15815 44C6 CANE CREEK TP LOMPKIN 8 -2-84 8410 1.000 < 2 
10444 4407 MOLENA, CITY OF PIKE 8-23-84 8410 1.001 126 + 5 
15873 44C8 BRITTANY HARBOR #2 FRANKLIN 9-18-84 8410 1.000 43 + 5 12.8 1.7 18 + 	1 
5846 4409 aMINOLE NHP CLARKE 9-13-84 8410 1.000 24 + 2 7.0 < 1.0 18 + 	1 
15873 4410 BRITTANY HARBOR #2 FRANKLIN 9-18-84 8410 1.000 52 + 5 
7003 4411 LANIER SAILING CLUB HALL 9-30-84 8410 1.000 9 + 2 < 0.1 < 1.0 
8111 4412 COLONIAL EST. Elf#2 WAYNE 10 -4-84 8410 1.000 2 + 1 
6501 4413 BRITTANY HARE. WEST FRANELIN 9-18-84 8410 3.000 9 + 2 2.5 6.1 
7653 4414 BRASWELL, CITY OF PAULDING 10 -4-84 8410 4.000 2 + 1 
1079 4415 HIUMIA, CITY OF SCREVEN 9626-84 8410 1.000 < 2 
5496 4416 GREEN ACRES MEP SCREVEN 9-25-84 8410 1.000 < 2 
3112 4417 LAZY ACRES TP WARE 10 -4-84 8410 1.001 3 + 	1 
1277 4418 PO' ROBIN NIP SCREVEN 9-25-84 8410 1.000 < 2 
341 4419 MILO BAY HART 9-18-84 8410 3.000 13 + 3 1.3 < 1.0 14 + 	1 
)880 4420 MOBILE HOME C. CLUB RICHKCED 9-26-84 8410 1.CC0 < 2 
427 4421 FERNWCOD NIP Ems 9-18-84 8410 4.000 4 + 2 4.5 < 1.0 
391 4422 MEAD0433R0CK MHP NEWICN 10-10-84 8410 4.000 < 2 
0I8 4423 MOBILE HOME En. LOWNDES 9-27-84 8410 1.000 < 2 
067 4424 BAILEY MHP 10-10-84 8410 1.000 2 + 2 
625 4425 TFF WATERS NW WAYNE 10 -4-84 8410 1.000 < 3 
249 WAYNE 10 -4-84 8410 1.000 < 2 4426 COLONIAL En. MHP #1 
560 4427 ELCEKOD JEFF DAVIS 9-27-84 8410 1.000 8 + 2 1.2 < 1.0 
035 4428 ALUMNI:8 TP MONTGOMERY 10 -3-84 8410 1.000 10 + 2 5.0 < 1.0 
TYPE 0,5=1 ST CGIOSTIE ; 2=REPEAT COMPOSITE ; 14EPEAT SINGLE ; 3=FIPEAT QUARTERLY ; 4=NEW SCREEN ; 64THER 
COLLECT DATE TYPES 0,2,5 = CCEEOSTIE DATE 26 
RADIOACTIVITY IN comuurri WATER SUPPLIES REPORT # E2410 	CCIORER COMPLETE 
COLLECT LAB 	TYPE/. GROSS 	RA- 	RA- 
SASLE 	LOCATION 	COUNTY 	DATE DATE WELL ALPHA 226 228 URANIUM 
WS # PCl/L 	PCT/L KEA PCl/L 
57239 4429 PAYNE'S MHP CHEROKEE 8-10-84 8410 1.000 < 2 
70E284 4430 MODTRCEE, CITY OF LAUDS 10 -2-84 8410 1.000 3 + 	1 
1463 4431 COLONIAL ACRES S/D LEE 10 -5-84 8410 1.000 < 2 
50X(( 4432 FAJFEAYS NIIIILEEP COBB 8-10-84 8410 1.000 2 + 2 
140140 4433 OAKLAND MEP CHEROKEE 8-10-84 8410 1.000 < 2 
315733 4434 CANMEA SD LEE 10 -5-84 8410 1.000 < 2 
10206 4435 YAMS, CITY OF OGLETHORPE 10 -5-84 8410 6.002 29 + 3 1.4 1.3 45 + 4 
505511 4436 GREEN ACRES MOB COL(UIIT 10-10-84 8410 1.000 2 + 1 
509340 4437 MOUNT MON, CITY FONTGOMERY 10 -3-84 8410 1.000 < 3 
314031 4438 COUNTRY VILLA SD LEE 10-10-84 8410 1.CC0 < 2 
314273 4439 CR STANFORD APTS. LIBERTY 10-17-84 8410 1.0100 < 2 
25141 4440 NETHER Mao WCE1H 10-11-84 8410 1.000 < 3 
)15048 4441 PLEASANT HILL NET' WORTH 10-11-84 8410 1.000 < 2 
1200500 4442 mar NAP LEE 10-10-84 8410 1.000 < 2 
X1323 4443 WALKER'S TP BERRIEN 10-15-84 e410 1.000 < 2 
317336 4444 W D STANFORD NW LIBERTY 10-16-84 8410 1.CC0 < 2 
522750 4445 FEMME CHATHAM 10-15-84 e410 tow < 2 
109703 4446 CAMILLA, CITY OF MITCHELL 10 -9-84 8410 1.000 < 2 
. M41127 4447 BROOKLET, CITY OF BULLOCH 10-11-84 8410 1.000 < 3 
312979 4448 WARE CO. WATER SYST. WARE 10 -4-84 8410 1.000 2 + 2 
124276 4449 MIRRAY 'IP WAYNE 10 -4-84 8410 1.000 < 2 
120e99 4450 DANIEL mum map CANDLER 10-11-84 8410 1.000 < 2 
502053 4451 AZALEA MEP CHATHAM 10-15-84 8410 1.000 < 2 
506252 4452 CABANA COURTIER GLYNN 1009-84 8410 1.000 2 + 1 
30W4 4453 NICHOLSON W. S. JACKSON 10 -3-84 8410 3.000 3 + 	1 
113146 4454 CAME, CITY OF WARREN 10-12-84 8410 1.000 28 + 3 1.1 < 1.0 67 + 5 
8: TYPE 0,5=1ST COMPOSITE ; 2=REPEAT COMPOSITE ; 1=REPEAT SINGLE ; 3=PEPEAT QUARTERLY ; 4=NEW SCREEN ; 6.0THER 
: COLLECT DATE TYPES 0,2,5 = COKROSTTE DATE 
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RADIOACTIVITY IN COMMUNITY WATER SUPPLIES REFORI # 8411 ... =EOM INCOMPLETE 
SNSPLE 	LOCATION 
1E # 
COUNTY 
mum LAB 
DATE 	DATE 
TYPE/. 
WELL 
GROSS 
ALPHA 
PCl/L 
RA- 	RA- 
226 228 	URANIUM 
FCT/L ECM PCl/L 
15012 4455 SADDLE BAGS MHP LOWNEES 10-25-84 8411 1.000 2 + 1 
15137 4456 WRIGHTS TP leliNDFS 10-18-84 8411 1.000 2 + 1 
13378 4457 GLENWCOD, CITY OF WEEELER 10-30-84 8411 1.000 3 + 1 
22692 4458 NOWCOD, CITY OF WARREN 10-30-84 8411 1.000 2 + 	1 
08E48 4459 GA CHRISTIAN SCHOOL LOWNDES 10-29-84 8411 1.000 2 + 	1 
04278 4460 ALBANY DOUGHERTY 10-31-84 8411 1.000 < 1 
12193 4461 MALTA, CITY OF TOMB 10-25-84 8411 1.000 3 + 1 
27450 4462 ANGLER'S COVE ASSN LJEERTY 10 0-84 8411 4.001 < 1 
15120 4463 AVONDALE MHP EIBB 10625-84 8411 1.000 3 + 
0785 4464 CARNESVILLE, CITY OF IRANKL1N 10-31-84 8411 4.004 3 + 
DE811 4465 LAKE PARK, CITY OF LOWNDES 10-25-84 8411 1.000 < 1 
>2a799 4466 CIRCLE THOMAS 10-29-84 8411 4.003 3 + 1 
17011 4467 RUNAWAY FOINT S/D CHATHAM 10-16-84 8411 1.000 < 2 
A5535 4468 DCUCLASS, CITY OF COME 10-25-84 8411 1.000 4 + 1 2.7 
225% 4469 KaTE MARSH ISLAND CHATHAM 10-16-84 8411 1.000 < 1 
13369 4470 ALAMO, CITY OF WIDMER 10-30-84 8411 1.000 82 + 3 17.6 1.6 < 2 
C2211 4471 HARBOR CREEK S/D CHATHAM 10-26-84 8411 1.000 < 1 
14E24 4472 mcuNrviLLE, CITY OF TROUP 10 -5-84 8411 6.001 2 + 1 
)08%4 4473 MEM& NW IFF 11 -2-84 8411 1.030 < 1 
X:5584 4474 SANEMEP COLQUITT 11 -5-84 8411 1.000 4 + 1 2.0 
114665 4475 WOODLAND LAKE S/D LIBERTY 10-17-84 8411 1.000 < 1 
514533 4476 CANAL RD. PIT GLYNN 10-23-84 8411 1.000 < 1 
03529 4477 LAKEVIEK 11 -2-84 8411 1.000 < 1 
LEE 27876 4478 KEYRIDGEMP 11 -2-84 8411 1.000 < 1 
15846 4479 SEMINOLE NW CLARKE 11 -6-84 8411 3.000 26 + 2 7.9 1.5 
11906 4480 COOLIDGE, CITY OF TEMPS 11 -1-84 8411 1.000 4 + 2 1.3 
CIECI 4481 FORT MCINTOSH VTR S BRANTLEY 10-25-84 8411 1.000 2 + 1 
C67O1 
18388 
44E2 LAKE 012111411 	SID 
4483 RIVER OM' 
10-17-84 8411 
10-16-84 8411 
1.000 
1.000 
< 1 
< 2 
st 111• 
2431 4484 THE BLUFF S/D CHATHAM 10-23-84 8411 1.000 < 2 
32248 4485 THE LANDINGS S/D CHATHAM 10-26-84 8411 1.000 < 2 
14824 44E6 M0UNTVILLE, CITY OF TROUP 11 -5-84 8411 6.000 4 + 	1 0.3 
1424 4487 MOUNIVELLE, CITY OF TROUP 11 -5-84 8411 4.003 14 + 2 2.3 4.0 
37909 4488 TURTLE COVE JASPER 11 -1-84 8411 4.009 < 2 
18125 4489 BUTCH'S TP PEACH 11 -E-84 8411 1.000 2 + 2 
17241 4490 FOSE CITY MEP THOMAS 11 -9-84 8411 3.000 3 + 2 0.9 
?1577 4491 WHIMEDE PINE EST TlET 11 -9-84 8411 6.000 19 + 3 9.0 < 1.0 
5557 4492 PINEY GROVE S/D COLQUITT 11 -6-84 8411 1.000 < 2 
8936 4493 LOVIN[ES 11 -6-84 8411 1.000 < 2 
4494 MISTER MEP 4985 IMINEHE 11 -6-84 8411 1.CC0 <2 
3216 4495 SANIERSVILLE, GIMP WAS-MTON 11-13-84 8411 4.004 2 + 2 
7717 40 FAT HEMS S/D rocas 11 -8-84 8411 4.001 < 2 
6703 4497 BARBERRY FILLS S/D FORSYTH 10-31-84 8411 4.003 9 + 2 0.6 
6543 4493 EIJLONIA W.S. MCINTOS4 10-13-84 8411 4.000 < 2 
3130 4499 ROYAL COURT MHP CLAYTON 11-16-84 8411 6.030 34 + 3 9.5 
9519 4500 =MOMENT TW 11 -5-84 8411 1.000 < 1 
1936 450I OAK RIDGE TP '117 1 11 -9-84 8411 6.000 570 + 7 it 3 
5723 450e .10/■M NW GWINNF1T 11-19-84 8411 4.002 2 + 2 
X427 4503 ASHBURN, CITY OF TURNER 11-15-84 8411 4.005 < 1 
Wiff 4504 WM CREEK S/D 11-24-84 2411 4.002 3 + 	1 
TYPE 0,5.157 arms= ; 2=ETFAT COMPOSITE ; 1=ETEAT STICLE ; 3.REFEAT QUARTERLY ; 4=NEW SCREEN ; 6.0MOR 
COLLECT DATE TYPES 0,2,5 = CCMPOSTIE DATE 	28 
RADIOACTIVITY IN COMMUNITY WATER SUPPLIES REPORT # 8411 ... NOVEMEER INCOMPLETE 
COLLECT LAB 	TYPE/. GROSS 	RA- 	RA,- 
SAME 	LOCATION 	COUNTY 	DATE DATE WELL ALPHA 226 228 URANIU4 
WS # PCl/L 	PCl/L PCl/L PCl/L 
WH# 4505 FAMILY LIFE ENR CENT 
	
11-24-84 8411 4.0(2 	< 1 
4505WINDY CREEK S/D 
	
11-24-84 8411 	4.001 1 + 
M718 45(17 FAMILY LIFE ENT1 CENT CCCNEE 
	
11-24-84 8411 4.001 	3 + 1 
;IS: TYPE 0,5=1ST COMPOSITE ; 2.REPEAT (XXFOSTIE ; UPBEAT SINGLE ; 5=REFEAT QUARTERLY ; 441B4 SCREEN ; 6=0THER 
: commlaNTE: TYPES 0,2,5 = COMPOSITE DATE 
29 
RAIIOACTIVTIY IN COMMIKCIY WATER SUPPLIESREPORT # 2412 ... IEEEMBER INCOMPLETE 
I SAMPLE 	LOCATION 
WS # 
COUNTY 
comma' LAP 
DATE 	DATE 
TEE/. 
WELL 
moss 
ALPHA 
PCl/L 
RA- 	RA- 
226 228 	URANIUM 
ECM PCl/L pa/J., 
XY7927 4508 HAZIEHURST, CITY OF 11-26-84 8412 4.001 9 + 2 3.8 al ± DAVIS 
77762 4509 PLANTATION ACRES KIP MCDUFFIE 11-16-84 8412 4.000 < 1 
53744 4510 ELDER HEIGHTS OCONEE 11-27-84 8412 4.002 < 1 
/8852 4511 WALTHOURVILLE, CITY LIBERTY 11-27-84 8412 4.032 < 
81O4 4512 GRAY, CITY OF JONES 11-26-84 8412 4.003 16 + 2 
ice104 4513 GRAY, CITY CF JONES 11-16-84 8412 4.009 36 + 3 0.8 
3Ce616 4514 LEE CO. CORR. INST. LEE 11-14-84 8412 1.000 < 1 
127382 4515 MOBILE MANOR ESTATE PEACH 11-16-84 8412 tow < 2 
;03649 4516 GROVEIOWN, (;TTY OF COLUMBIA 11-19-84 8412 1.000 2 + 1 
721930 4517 SANDY PINES 11-1P LAUREW 11-20-84 8412 1.oc0 < 1 
30e467 4518 LEE5EIRG, = OF J 11-27-84 8412 1.0(X) < 1 
720510 4519 T11'1' AREA HIP 11-14-84 8412 1.000 2 + 2 1111 
338591 4520 J 	IMF ACRES S/D LEE 1127-84 8412 toco < 1 
735354 4521 SPRING VALLEY S/D NEWICN 8-14-84 8412 1.000 210 + 6 17.5 
504158 4522 ATTAFULCIIS, CITY OF IECATUR 11-20-84 8412 3.001 13 + 2 
712137 4523 WILSON'S MHP 111.1 11-14-84 8412 1.00X0 < 1 
21845 4.524 GARRETS MIP LCW/CES 11-13-84 2412 1.cc0 < 1 
121056 4525 ROLLING HILLS MHP PEACH 11-19-84 8412 1.CC0 < 1 
20,1.3(2 4526 RIVER PARK MINCES 10-16-84 8412 1.000 4 + 	1 
22510 4527 DI & T WATER WORKS 1TOCE6 11-27-84 8412 6.000 12 + 2 
- 1683 4528 MERLE HILL PLANT. 111C1'IAS 11-27-84 8412 tow 4 + 2 
714643 4529 ROUNTREE'S MHP IAUREIS 11-20-e4 8412 1.0c) < 1 
308537 4530 LEE ESTATES LE 11-28-84 8412 1.000 < 1 
504158 4531 ATTAPULGI15, CITY CF TECATtR 11-20-84 8412 3.000 27 + 3 
1833 4532 MEADOW HAVEN MHP }DIMON 11-27-84 8412 6.000 44 + 2 12.5 
12771 4533 LAFAYETIE, my OF WALKER 12 -4-84 8412 0.000 < 1 
23675 4534 DE LAIGLE MHP MIKE 12 -3-84 8412 4.003 < 1 
16694 453 rowEN NEP MITCHELL 11-29-84 8412 1.000 2 + 2 
38435 4536 WHI'IMER MHP LOWNDES 11-29-84 8412 1.000 < 1 
ItniN 4537 ANaID-AMER. CLAY CD. 11-29-84 8412 4.000 2 + 1 
27545 4538 KINGSWCOD S/D JACKSON 11-26-84 8412 tom < 1 
CO3c 4539 FOXDOROUGH S/D LOWNCES 11-27-84 8412 1.000 < 2 
506a9.12 4540 cUTHEEFT, CITY OF 
4541 =ART'S MHP 
RANTOLPH 
JACKSON 
12 -6-84 8412 
12 -6-84 8412 
4.000 
1.000 
< 1 
< 1 
,17597 4542 CRABAPPLE HILL S/D 91-10EAS 12 -4-84 8412 tow < 1 
684 4543 INDIGO MOBILE ESTATE SCREVEN 12 -4-84 8412 1.00o < 1 
6381 4544 CINDY DRIVE S/D TrUMAS 12 -4-84 8412 1.000 3 + 	1 
5609 4545 yANcEy TRAILER RENT. cougaTT 12 -5-84 8412 1.000 < 1 
53979 4546 3-IERWCOD FOREST NIF PEACH 12 -6-84 8412 1.0(X) < 1 
H103 4547 SYLVANIA, CITY OF SCREVEN 12 -5-84 2412 1.000 < 1 
1 5815 4548 CANE CREEK TP LUMPKIN 11-27-84 8412 3.000 < 1 
X0216 4549 MAYSVILLE, CITY OF EMS 12-12-84 8412 1.000 < 1 
0610 4550 INDIAN BRANCH DIP apEvEN 10-24-84 8412 1.000 6 + 2 
0017 4551 Blom, CITY oF Arnim 12 -6-84 8412 4.004 9 + 2 2.0 
0207 4552 Hamm, CITY OF BANKS 12-12-84 2412 1.000 8 + 2 
TYPE 0,1S1 CCNEOSTIE ; 243EETAT CONTOSITE ; 1QREPEAT SINGLE ; 3=REPEAT QUARTERLY ; 4=NEW SCREEN ; 6=OTHER 
1. COLLECT DATE TYPE 0,2,5 = CCIIPOSTTE DATE 
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RADIOACTIVITY IN COMMUNITY WATER SUPPLIES REPORT # e501 ... JANUARY INCOMPLETE 
Y 
527862 
911524 
527E71 
311524 
. 26238 
543325 
517241 
714616 
D000 
713687 
SCE223 
708433 
1o9'721 
325105 
507341 
126132 
a1'ra9 
916495 
000475 
6,#### 
214967 
239912 
hi p 
724977 
124 
 2155 
155 
76 
25783 
12605 
241 
e5004 
36224 
7065 
SAMPLE 	LOCATION 	COUNTY 
NS # 
coma LAB 
DATE 	DATE 
TYPE/. 
WELL 
CROSS 
ALPHA 
PCl/L 
RA- 	RA- 
226 22B 	URANIUM 
PCl/L PCl/L PCl/L 
4553 A/MEANIE N.SMT. 2 FOLK 1 -3-85 8501 4.002 7 + 2 0.9 
4554 PLAINS, CITY OF 	SUMTER 1 -4-84 8501 4.006 8 + 2 
4555 ANNEEWAKEE N.SYST. 2 FOLK 1 -3-85 8501 4.001 < 1 
4556 PLAINS, CITY OF 	SUMTER 1 -4-85 8501 4.005 3 + 1 
4557 HIDDEN ACAS S/D THOMAS 1 -8-85 e501 4.000 < 1 
4558 ROBINS AFB 	MUSICK 12-14-848501 1.000 3 + 1 
4559 ROSE can MP TH3MAS 12-12-84 8501 3.000 3 + 	1 
4560WODELANDTRAUSITP 	LAURIE 1 -3-85 850I 1.000 2 + 2 
4561 ALAPAHA, CITY OF BERRIEN 1219-84 850 3.000 25 + 3 
4562 THUNDERNG SPRING INC LAURENS 12-18-84 850I 1.000 < 2 
4563 LAKELAND, CITY OF 	LANIER 12-19-84 850I 1.000 4 + 	1 
4564 TARPLEY'SFEP 	LATHS 12-18-84 8501 tom < 1 
4565 PELHAM, CITY OF EWELL 12-19-84 8501 1.000 2 + 1 
4566 CONGER PUP 	WORTH 12-11-84 850I 1.000 2 + 1 
4567 TUGALOD BAY HART 12-21-84 8501 3.000 18 + 3 
4568 DAIRY TRACT 	JEITERECN 12-20-84 850I 1.000 < 2 
4569 KHMER ESTATES 	LIMES 12-17-84 8501 1.000 < 2 
4570 ERITTANY HARBOR 30U. 	FRANKLIN 12-21-84 8501 3.000 61 + 7 
4571 ENIGMA, = OF 	BERRIEN 12-19-84 8501 3.000 7 + 	1 
4572 WHITE WATER CREEK 1-17-85 e501 4.0)1 43 + 4 
4573 PINT CIRCLE T/P 	LOWEDES 1-15-85 8501 4.002 < 2 
4574 KINGS GAP UTILITYS HARRIS 1-14-65 8501 4.000 < 1 
4575 QUEELSLAND COMM 1-15-85 850I 4.001 3 + 1 
1-16-85 850I 4.000 2 + 1 4576 EL roRAro WATER SUPP tw. 
4577 lik1UN IND. PARK 	TIFT 1-16-85 8501 4.004 20 + 3 
4578 Tina IND. PARK TIFT 1-16-85 8501 4.005 79 + 5 
4579 aviTIHVILLE, cm OF 	LEE 1-17-85 8501 1.000 < 1 
4580WINDIM WAY EST. QUITMAN 1-22-85 8501 1.000 < 1 
4581 SIZIAND T/P 	IRWIN 1-16-85 8501 1.000 < 1 
4582 CAMPBELL WATER SYST 	DCUGHERTY 1 -7-85 e501 1.000 < 1 
4583 FDXCBJFT S/D 	THOMAS 1 -4-85 8501 1.00I 2 + 2 
4584 TYF VILLA S/D LEE 1-22-85 e501 tom < 1 
4585 FCREST ESTATES S/D 	IRWIN 1-16-85 8501 1.000 < 2 
: TYPE 0,5=1ST COMPOEIE ; 2=REPEAT cams-1u ; UREREAT MULE ; 3=REPEAT QUARTERLY ; 4=NEW SCREEN ; 6=CUDDR 
: COLLECT DATE TYPES 0,2,5 = CCMPOSTTE DATE 
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RADIOACTIVITY IN CCEMIJETY WATER SUPPLIES REPORT # 8502 ... FEBEUARY INCOMPLETE 
SAMPLE 	LOCATION 
VS # 
COUNTY 
COLLECT LAB 
DATE 	DATE 
TYPE/. 
WELL 
GROSS 	RA- 	RA- 
ALPHA 226 228 	DRANIEUM 
FCl/L 	FCl/L PCl/L FCl/L 
CC8C0 4586 ALLATCONA NIP BARTOW 1-29-85 850e 4.004 3 + 1 
537617 4587 IRCUP CREEK MARINA GLYNN 1-23-85 8502 4.000 2 + 1 
34953 4588 SPRING VALLEY S/D NEWTON 1-25-85 8502 4.000 216 + 8 
coeoo 451NALLAICONA MEP BARTOW 1-29-85 8502 4.003 5 t 
111 063 4590 ELLAVILLE, CITY OF SC LEY 1-24-85 8502 4.005 2 + 1 
WALTCN 37653 4591 WILDWOOD ESTATES 1-25-85 8502 4.000 4 + 1 
i06269 4592 RED BARN MHP DECATUR 1-28-85 8502 1.000 3 + 1 
308555 4593 PLANIATIONIIP LEE 1-23-85 8502 1.000 < 1 
4594 EAMECS MEP LOWNDES 1-24-85 8502 1.000 2 + 	1 
521801 4595 ELMWOOD S/D DECATUR 1-28-85 8502 1.000 < 1 
02428 4595 QUAIL RIDGE NTH S/D BOMYTH 1-21-85 8502 1.000 < 1 
r7058 4597 SHADY GROVE TP HAIL 1-30-e5 8502 1.000 2 + 1 
223X-)5 4598 WATSON IP TURNER 1-23-85 8502 1.000 1 + 	1 
?-12454 4599 EN'S W.S. TURNER 1-23-85 8502 1.000 2 + 1 
02Z6 4600 DIME MHP HALL 1-30-85 850e 1.000 3 + 1 
27935 460IPARADISENEP LOWNDES 2 -1-85 8502 4.001 4 + 2 
27899 4602 TIE BLUFF-FTTIE TST F ERYAN 1 -7-85 8502 4.001 < 2 
4603 DERRICK S/D 526664 CHATHAM 1-29-85 8502 4.00O < 2 
305797 4604 COOK'S MHP CARROLL 1 -5-e5 8502 4.002 < 2 
312736 4605 PAREUE'SMIP JACKSCN 1-30-85 8502 4.003 6 + 2 
312736 4606 PARDUE'S MHP JACKSON 2 -1-85 8502 4.004 6 + 2 
;07'094 46C7 MILLIKEN AND 00. HAIL 1-31-85 8502 1.000 < 2 
4608 MILLIKEN AND CU. HALL 1-31-85 8502 1.000 < 2 4 .:5 
4609 HALL CO. CORRECTIONS HALL 1-31-85 8502 1.000 2 + 	1 ;.9 
11;.94 4610 BIG OAK S/D JFF 2 -4-85 850e 1.000 < 2 
LEE $15148 4611 PALI/MAKE 2 -4-85 8502 1.0:0 < 1 
p9444 4612 BROWN EEOS. FARM E/D NADI)N 2 -6-85 8502 4.006 3 + 	1 
116000 4613 THE OAKS NURSE I{11E MACCN 2 -5-85 8502 4.002 3 + 	1 
14297 4614 MaILEWCELD-PORKT EIBB 2 -7-85 8502 4.0(17 < 2 
PA A :AZ 4615 ARCADE MHP JACKSX 2 -7-e5 8502 1.000 < 2 
3030 4616 JACIall CO. CORR INS JACKSON 0 0-85 8502 1.000 3 + 	1 
4586 4617 CROOKED CREEK VILL. JACKSON 0 0-85 8502 1.000 5 + 	1 
4941 4618 CEMER'SNELD LEE 2 -5-85 8502 1.000 < 2 
750 4619 EAR W MHP 2 -5-85 8502 1.000 < 2 
814 4620 NICHOLSON W.A. JACKSON 2 -7-85 8502 1.000 3 + 	1 
3012 4621 THE PUTTER'S HOUSE JACKSON 2 -7-85 8502 1.000 4 + 	1 
6501 4622 BRITTANY HARBOR 411 FRANKLIN 12-21-84 8502 3.000 
4623 PINE HAVEN MIT JACKSON 2 -5-85 8502 1.000 14 + 2 
4624 l{$CHION, CITY OF JACKSON 2 -4-85 8502 1.000 < 2 
7743 4625 PINE HILL Elf CCCK 2-11-85 8502 3.000 
167 4626 BATKERIDGE, CTIY OF EOCATUR 2-11-85 8502 1.000 < 2 
m 6, 
46 
4627 NEWARK W.S. 
4628 	 S/D 
MOW 
TIFT 
2 -7-85 8502 
2 -5-85 8502 
1.000 
1.000 
< 2 
< 2 
I 4629 SYLVESTER, CITY CF WORTH 1-31-85 8502 1.cce < 2 
5,... 4630 SUMMER, CITY OF WORTH 2 -5-85 8502 1.001 10 + 2 
1439 4631 ILIFIFIN, CITY OF blkEAFT 1-31-85 8502 1.000 2 + 	1 
484 4632 COLONY NEP JACKSON 2 -5-85 8502 1.000 2 + 	1 
.O r' 4633 IviINEOLANEP LaNLES 2 -7-85 8502 1.001 < 2 
839 4634 FRONWCOD, CITY OF TERRELL 1-31-85 8502 1.000 < 2 
42 4635 MEND:COD NORTH S/D 	 IFF 2 -4-85 8502 1.000 2 + 1 
TYPE 0,5=1ST COMPOSITE ; 2=REPEAT COMPOblah ; 1.REPEAT SINGLE ; 3=REPEAT QUARTERLY ; 4.NIW SCREEN ; 6=Cf1HER 
COLLECT DATE TYPES 0,2,5 = casosnE DATE 	 32 
RADIOACTIVITY IN CatIUNITY WATER SUPPLIES REPORT /1 8502 ... FEBRUARY I/COMPLETE 
COLLECT LAB 	TYPE/. (MSS 	RA- RA- 
SAFTLE 	LOCATION 
	
COUNTY 
	
DATE DATE WM, ALPHA 226 225 URANIUM 
# PCl/L 	PCl/L PCT/L PCT/L 
108893 105 ACATEMY ACM S/D 	Lams 
	
2-14-85 8502 1.001 	3 + 1 
MHO 4637 WHITEWATER CREEK IEV 2 -7-85 850e 4.0(2 
26549 4638 BALD RIME ON LANIER FORSYTH 
	
2-6-85 8502 1.0a) 	< 1 
11457 4639 RICH AND, CITY OF 	STEM' 2-14-85 8502 1.0X0 < 1 
n TYPE 0,1ST CCMECETIE ; 243ERAT CCMPOSTIE ; 14REPEAT SINGLE ; 3=RIMAT QUARTERLY ; 4=1014 SZFEEN ; 6=CIHER 
: caurr DATE TYPES 0,2,5 = CCMPC67IE DATE 
33 
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-E.', 	I FIT 
F 	;I 
1 	 2 
E 
r7. 0 2er 
t.474 
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'...f: 	'CI C. 	: C. - (_. C. -7 C E.CE7 C.).YT' 	C.C - .7 	C.r.- 1::: 
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II 	 4 Tfl ECn Int 
[(LIE i 
I 	 6.590 	C.C7P: 
2fr FE/I 	 C.CT(  
rAr, 
C.r1t 
/ 
7. 1 r/ 
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DATE: 	April 15, 1985 
TO: 	James Hardernan, Program Manager 
Environmental Radiation Program 
Environmental Protection Division, DNR 
FROM: 	Bernd Kahn, Director , 
Environmental Resources Center 
SUBJECT: 	Monthly Report of Activities for the State by the 
Environmental Radiation Laboratory, March, 1985 
The results of radionuclide analyses are reported for the following 
sample types that were processed this month: 
Environmental radionuclide monitoring at nuclear 
facilities by DNR staff 	 Table 1-24 
Other samples collected by DNR and DHR staff 	Table 25-27 
Monitoring by DNR staff of community water systems 	Table 	28 
Environmental radiation monitoring at nuclear 
facilities by DNR staff 	 Table 	29 
Of the samples collected in the environment at nuclear facilities, 
the following contained radioactivity that may be attributed to the 
facility: 
Tables 7 and 8 -- Co-60 in soil and moss and Eu-152 in soil at the 
Dawson FOrest. 
Tables 9 and 11- H-3 in fish and water at the Farley Plant. 
Tables 20, 22, 23 and 24--H-3 in milk, grass, fish, rainwater, and 
surface water at the Savannah River Plant. 
All-other radionuclides in Tables 1-24 are attributed to fallout or 
the natural radiation background. All samples collected for the NRC 
project are indicated by asterisks in the appropriate tables. 
Of water samples collected at private supplies, only one near 
Alapaha contained elevated radium levels, and none in Lumpkin County had 
elevated gross alpha particle activity (Tables 25-26). Same solid samples 
collected at a site where Ra-226 had been used showed elevated Ra-226 
levels (see Table 27). 
Radioactivity results for ccumunity water supplies, compiled in 
Table 28, include partial data for samples WS4455-4689. 
Elevated radium levels (> 5 pCi/l) were found in the following: 
154508 Hazlehurst 
WS4522 Attapulgus 
WS 4531 
WS4527 M & T Water Works 
WS 4561 Alapaha 
WS4572 White Water Creek 
WS4578 Tifton Ind. Park 
WS4588 Spring Valley SD 
High uranium concentration (>15 pCi/l) were found in the following: 
554479 	Seminole MHP 
WS4513 Gray 
W54588 	Spring Valley SD 
Results for community water supplies continue to be reported in a 
different form this month due to computer difficulties. 
TLD measurements obtained in the vicinity of the Farley and Oconee 
Plants and at background locations are reported in Table 29. Ranges of 
exposure, in mR/yr, were: 
Location 
	
Near Plant 	Background 
Farley 	 43 - 74 	 46 - 83 
Oconee 50 - 123 62 - 100 
All of the exposure rates are attributable to the natural radiation 
background, but the background stations are not sufficiently matched to 
confine this. 
The types of samples and number of each that were analyzed are 
summarized in the following two tables. 
The following values in previous monthly reports were in error and 
should be corrected: 
2 
Report month Table Sample No. Radionuclide Correct value 
Feb., 1985 3 B 	1208 I - 131 2+1, not 8 pCi/1 
Jan., 1985 14 SR 1829 H - 3 800, not 8,200 pCi/kg 
Jan., 1985 10 F 	856 gross beta 0.013 not 0.001 pCi/m3 
July, 1984 15 SR 1571 Cs - 137 1,500, not 150 pCi/1 
June, 1984 3 B 	1081 Cs - 134 160, not ND pCi/kg 
June, 1984 5 B 	1086 Cs - 137 77, not 770 pCi/kg 
June, 1984 10 SR 1541 Cs - 137 260, not 2,600 pCi/kg 
June, 1984 10 SR 1542 Cs - 137 330, not 3,300 pCi/kg 
Also note that (1) Cs-134 was not detected in sample B 1080 (>50 pCi/kg) 
and that Zn-65 was not detected in samples B 1080 (>160 pCi/kg) and B 1081 
(>80 pCi/kg) in Table 3 of the June, 1984 report); and (2) sample SR 1869 
is Waynesboro, not Simulator (February 85 report, Table 16) 
Sample Types Analyzed in Month 
Sample Types 	 Analyzed in Month 
Community water supplies 	105 
Nuclear facilities 	 287 
Quality control - EPA 	 6 
Total 	 398 
4 
Ln 
Number of Samples Analyzed in Month 
water 
air 
filter 
air 
cartridge milk 
grass, 
veg. 
soil, 
sediment animals smears 	TLD 
TOTAL 
MARCH 
1985 
gross 
alpha 
gross 
beta 
gamma 
spectra 
118 
36 
28 
5 
8 
8 4 11 31 13 
123 
44 
95 
H-3 30 6 3 6 45 
Sr-89/90 - 
1-131 7 12 19 
Ra-226 17 17 
U 6 6 
ion - 
dose 49 49 
other - 
Total 242 13 8 22 14 31 19 - 	49 398 
Table 1 
Radioactivity Levels in Milk Samples fram 
the Environment of the Hatch Nuclear Plant 
Cs-137, K, H-3, 1-131, 
Sample No. Location 	pCi/1 ppi/1 pCi/1 
* B1219 GSP <10 1.9 <300 <4 
* B1220 Johnson Bros. 8 1.8 <300 <5 
* B1221 Williamson < 6 2.0 <300 <3 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected on March 25, 1985, by 
Georgia Power Company staff. 
2. No other radionuclides were detected (Ba-140 <20 
pCi/1). 
6 
Table 2 
Radioactivity Levels in Water Samples 
from the Environment of the Hatch Nuclear Plant 
Sample 
No. Location 
Gross alpha, 
pCi/1 
Gross beta, 
pCi/I 
H-3, 1-131, 
pc10,_ 
* B 1222 Sta. 170 < 2 < 3 < 300 < 1 
* B 1229 Sta. 172 < 2 < 3 < 300 <0.7 
Note: 1. Samples were collected February 25-March 25, 1985, by Georgia 
Power Company staff. 
2. 1-131 was calculated as of the final day of the collection 
period. 
3. No man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were detected in 
these samples (Cs-137 <20 pCi/1). 
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Table 3 
Radioactivity Levels in Grass Samples from the 
Environment of the Hatch Nuclear Plant 
Dry wt./ 	Radionuclide concentration, pCi/kg 
Sample No. 	Location 	Wet wt. Cs-137 	Be-7 
* B 1226 	Sta. #5 	0.14 	 < 100 	 2,600 
* B 1227 	Sta. #21 	0.16 	 < 100 	2,900 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected on March 18, 1985, by Georgia Power 
Company staff. 
2. No other man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were detected. 
Be-7 is formed in nature. 
8 
Table 4 
Radioactivity Levels in Fish fram the 
Environment of the Batch Nuclear Plant 
Dry wt./ 	CS-137, 	H-3, 
Sample No. 	TYPe 	Location 	Wet wt. pCiA9 Eg • Ll 
* B 1228 	American 	Altamaha 	0.35 	< 50 	<300 
shad River 
Notes: 1. Sample was collected on March 5, 1985, by Georgia Power Co. 
staff. 
2. No other man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were detected. 
9 
Table 5 
Radioactivity Levels in Air Samples from the 
Environment of the Hatch Nuclear Plant 
Sample 
No. Sample type Location 
Vblume, 
m3 
Radionuclide concen- 
tration, pCi/m3 
1-131 GM: 
*B 1230 Cartridge Dead River 839 <0.006 
Paper filter Rd. 0.033 
*B 1231 Cartridge Plant Hatch 699 <0.006 
Paper filter 0.030 
*B 1232 Cartridge Substation 2,828 <0.002 
Paper filter 0.010 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected on March 26, 1985, after 28-day 
sampling. 
2. No other man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were 
detected in the cartridges. 
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Table 6 
Radioactivity Levels in Water Samples from 
the Environment of the Dawson Forest 
Sample 	 Gross alpha, 	Gross beta, 	8-3, 
No. Location 	pCi/1 	 pCi/1 Ecia 
D 261 	Etowah R., 	< 2 	 2 + 2 	< 200 
background 
D 262 	Etowah R., 	< 1 	 < 2 	< 200 
indicator 
1. Samples were collected on March 7, 1985. 
2. No man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were detected in these 
samples (Cs-137 <20 pC1/1). 
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Table 7 
Radioactivity Levels in Sediment Samples fran the 
Environment of the Dawson Forest 
Location 
Dry wt/ 
Wet wt. 
Radionuclide concentration, pCi/kg 
Co-60 Cs-137 K-40 	Ra-226 Ra-228 
COP, #8 0.90 310 50 8,800 	700 800 
R - 	3 0.90 500 53 10,200 	900 1,000 
COA #10 0.92 <40 85 9,000 	800 1,200 
R - 	2 0.86 1,200 <40 6,700 	500 600 
COA #9 0.91 <40 <40 12,000 1,000 1,500 
HC # 4 0.84 <40 91 13,000 1,400 1,400 
R - 	1 0.83 320 89 13,000 	800 1,000 
COP, #3 0.68 <40 110 7,600 	600 700 
COA #1 0.79 630 240 12,000 	600 1,000 
HC 	#1 0.83 <40 380 18,000 1,500 1,900 
COA #7 0.91 <40 230 12,000 	700 1,000 
COA #5 0.69 <40 <40 8,600 	700 600 
HC 	#2 0.85 91 130 15,000 1,200 1,300 
BC 	#3 0.76 360 79 15,000 1,300 1,400 
COA #11 0.85 230 67 7,600 1,100 1,100 
COA #4 0.74 <40 71 6,500 	700 700 
COA #6 0.55 <60 69 9,300 	800 1,200 
Sample No. 
D 263 
D 264 
D 265 
D 266 
D 267 
D 268 
D 269 
D 270 
D 271 
D 272 
D 273 
D 274 
D 275 
D 276 
D 277 
D 278 
D 279 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected on March 7, 1985. 
2. No other man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were detected 
except Eu-152 in samples D264 (1,100 pCi/kg), 266 (1,900 pCi/kg) 
and 269 (660 pCi/kg) 
12 
Table 8 
Radioactivity Levels in Moss Sample fram the 
Environment of the Dawson Barest 
Dry wt./ 	Radionuclide concentration, pCi/kg 
Sample no. 	Location 	Wet wt. Co-60 	Cs-137 	Be-7 
D 280 	 Etowah R., 	0.54 	3,800 	420 	1,100 
COA # 2 
Notes: 1. Sample was collected on March 7, 1985. 
2. No other man-made photon-emitting radionuclids were detected. 
Be-7 is formed in nature. 
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Table 9 
Radioactivity Levels in Fish from the 
Environment in Georgia of the Farley Nuclear Plant 
Dry wt./ 	CS-137, H-3, 
Sample No. 	Type 	Location 	Wet wt. pCi/kg EgiLl 
F 860 	Largemouth 	Sta. 3 	0.33 	120 	< 300 
bass 
F 861 	Channel 	Sta. 3 	0.38 	<60 	< 300 
catfish 
F 863 	Largemouth 	Sta. 2 	0.30 	83 600+200 
bass 
F 864 	Greyfin 	Sta. 2 	0.33 	<60 500+200 
redhorse 
F 865 	Largemouth 	Sta. 1 	0.34 	<60 	< 300 
bass 
F 866 	Greyfin 	Sta. 1 	0.35 	<60 	< 300 
redhorse 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected on November 1, 1984. 
2. No other man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were 
detected. 
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Table 10 
Radioactivity Levels in Air Samples fran the 
Environment in Georgia of the Farley Nuclear Plant 
Radionuclide concen-
tration, pc/m3  
Sample 	 Volume, 	 Gross  
No. Sample type 	Location 	ar3 1-131 	beta 
F 862 	Cartridge 	Great Southern 4990 	<0.006 
Paper filter Paper Co. 	 0.008 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected on February 22, 1985 after 39-day sampling. 
2. No other man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were detected in the 
cartridge. 
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Table 11 
Sample 
No.  
F 867 
Radioactivity Levels in Water Samples fram 
the Environment in Georgia of the Farley Nuclear plant 
Gross alpha, 	Gross beta, H-3, 	1-131, 
Location 	pCi/1 	 pCi/1 	EgiLl EgiLl_ 
Chattahoochee R., < 1 	 <2 	<300 	<4 
Great Southern 
Paper Co. 
F 872 TLD # 20, ground < 3 
F 873 TLD # 12, ground 2+2 
F 874 TLD # 20, surface < 2 
F 875 TLD # 12, surface < 2 
F 876 TLD # 1, ground 	< 2 
3 + 2 
5 + 2 
2 + 2 
2 + 2 
2 + 2 
< 200 
< 200 
< 200 
1,300+200 
< 200 
ml•■•■•■■•••■■ 
Notes: 1. Sample F867 was collected December 31, 1984 - February 22, 
1985; samples F872-876 were collected on March 19, 1985. 
2. 1-131 was calculated as of the final day of the collection 
period. 
3. No man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were detected in 
samples F867,874 and 875 (Cs-137 <20 pCi/1). 
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Table 12 
Radioactivity Levels in Soil Samples from the 
Environment in Georgia of the Farley Nuclear Plant 
Dry wt/ 	Radionuclide concentration, pCi/kg 
Sample No. 	Location 	Wet wt. Cs-137 	K-40 	Ra-226 Ra-228  
F 868 	TLD # 16 	0.98 	< 40 	200 	200 	200 
F 869 	TLD # 1 	0.95 	< 40 	1,100 	900 	1,700 
F 870 	TLD # 12 	0.95 	 67 	1,200 	600 	800 
F 871 	TLD # 20 	0.97 	 91 	7,300 	900 	1,400 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected on March 19, 1985. 
2. No other man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were detected. 
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Table 13 
Radioactivity Levels in Grass Samples fram the 
Environment in Georgia of the Farley Nuclear Plant 
Dry wt./ 	Radionuclide concentration, pCiAg 
Sample No. 	Location 	Wet wt. Cs-137 	 Be-7 
F 877 	 TLD f 1 	0.18 	 < 100 	 910 
F 878 	 TLD # 20 	0.24 	 < 100 	 6,500 
F 879 	 TLD # 12 	0.47 	 100 	 8,600 
F 880 	 TLD # 16 	0.31 	 < 100 	 5,500 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected on March 19, 1985. 
2. No other man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were detected. 
Be-7 is formed in nature. 
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Table 14 
Radioactivity Levels in Grass Samples from the 
Environment of the Georgia Tech Research Reactor 
Dry wt./ Radionuclide concentration, pCi/kg 
Sample No. Location Wet wt. Cs-137 Be-7 
GT 168 TLD # 11 0.085 < 200 < 2,000 
GT 169 TLD # 5 0.16 < 100 2,800 
GT 190 TLD # 2 0.17 < 100 6,100 
GT 171 TLD # 8 0.22 < 100 1,100 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected on March 18, 1985. 
2. No other man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were 
detected. Be-7 is formed in nature. 
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Table 15 
Radioactivity Levels in Soil Samples from the 
Environment of the Georgia Tech Research Reactor 
Dry wt/ Radionuclide concentration, pCi/kg 
Sample No. Location Wet wt. Cs-137 K-40 Ra-226 Ra-228 
GT 172 TLD # 11 0.97 180 12,000 600 800 
GT 173 TLD # 2 0.94 380 14,000 1,000 1,300 
GT 174 TLD # 5 0.91 <40 17,000 1,000 1,400 
GT 175 TLD # 8 0.80 1,500 15,000 800 1,400 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected on March 18, 1985. 
2. No other man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were detected. 
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Table 16 
Radioactivity Levels in Water Sample from 
the Georgia Tech Research Reactor 
Gross alpha, 	Gross beta, Cs-137, 	H-3, 
Sample No. 	Location 	pCi/1 	Pei/1 
	ECi/1  
GT 176 Suspect waste 	< 2 	 34+3 
	
16 	57,000+400 
Notes: 1. Sample was collected on March 18, 1985. 
2. No other man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were detected 
in the sample (Co-60 <10 pCi/1). 
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Table 17 
Radioactivity Levels in Grass Samples from the 
Environment in Georgia of the Oconee Nuclear Plant 
Dry wt./ Radionuclide concentration, pCi,kg 
Sample No. Location Wet wt. Cs-137 Be-7 
LH 196 ILD # 6 0.26 < 100 13,000 
LH 197 TLD # 9 0.20 < 100 11,000 
LH 198 TED # 1 0.17 < 100 11,000 
LH 199 TED # 3 0.25 < 100 13,000 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected on March 2, 1985. 
2. No other man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were 
detected. Be-7 is formed in nature. 
Table 18 
Radioactivity Levels 
Environment in Georgia 
Dry wt/ 
in Sediment Samples fram the 
of the Oconee Nuclear Plant 
Radionuclide concentration, pCi/Kg 
Sample No. Location Wet wt. Cs-137 	K-40 	Ra-336 	Ra-228 
LH 200 'LLD # 1 0.83 960 7,000 	2,100 	2,900 
LH 201 TLD # 3 0.70 110 6,600 	1,100 	600 
LH 202 TLD # 6 0.80 <40 10,600 	1,600 	1,800 
LH 203 TLD # 9 0.80 <40 18,000 	1,500 	1,100 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected on March 22, 1985. 
2. No other man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were detected. 
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Table 19 
Radioactivity Levels in Water Samples from 
the Environment in Georgia of the Oconee Nuclear Plant 
Gross alpha, Gross beta, H-3, 
Sample No. Location EciLl EgiZ1 
LH 204 TLD #1, surface < 2 < 2 < 300 
LH 205 TLD # 1, ground 2 + 2 _ 4 + 2 _ < 300 
LH 206 TLD # 3, ground 19 + 4 7 + 2 _ < 300 
LH 207 TLD # 6, surface < 2 < 2 < 300 
LH 208 TLD # 6, ground < 2 < 3 < 300 
LH 209 TLD # 9, ground < 2 < 2 < 300 
LH 210 TLD # 9, surface < 2 < 2 < 300 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected on March 22, 1985. 
2. No man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were detected in samples 
LH 204, 207 and 210 (Cs-137 <20 pCi/1). 
24 
Sample 
No. 
Radioactivity Levels 
the Environment in Georgia 
Inches 
Location 	Rainfall 
Table 20 
in Water Samples fran 
of the Savannah River 
Gross alpha, 	Gross beta, 
EgiLl ECIA 
Plant 
H-3, 
Eci/I 
1-131, 
loci/1 
SR1913 Savannah R., < 1 < 2 <200 < 1 
Hwy 301 
SR1914 Waynesboro 	3.3 
rain 
< 1 < 2 <200 < 1 
SR1915 Girard, 	no data 
rain 
< 1 2+2 1,300+300 
SR1916 GPC simulator 	4.0 
rain 
< 2 < 2 4,600+300 
SR1917 Augusta, rain 	3.6 < 2 < 3 700+300 
SR1918 Hargrove Rd., 	3.6 
rain 
< 1 < 3 6,800+300 
SR1919 Ga. Welcome 	3.3 3+2 2+2 3,500+300 
Sta. rain 
SR1924 I 	Water & D < 2 2+2 3,500+300 < 3 
Supply, 
Port Wentworth 
SR1925 2+1 3+2 300+200 N. Augusta, 
raw composite 
SR1926 Port Wentworth, --- 
raw composite 
< 1 2+1 _ 2,900+200 
SR1927 RM 150.4 8+2 10+2 500+200 
SR1928 RM 146.7 2+1 4+2 1,400+200 
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Table 20 (cont.) 
Sample 	 Inches 	Gross alpha, Gross beta, H-3, 	1-131, 
No. Location 	Rainfall EgiLl 	pCi/1 	psi/1  
SR1929 PM 151.2 	--- 
SR1934 Savannah R., 
R-2 
SR1935 Savannah R., 	--- 
R-10 
2+1 3+2 700+200 
< 2 3+2 <200 < 1 
< 2 2+2 4,100+300 < 2 
Notes: 1. Samples SR1913-1919 were collected January 24-February 27, 1985; 
sample SR1924 was collected March 6-12, 1985; samples SR1925-1929 
were collected on March 19, 1985, by Georgia Power Co. staff; samples 
SR1934-1935 were collected on March 19, 1985, by Savannah River Plant staff. 
2. 1-131 was calculated as of the final day of the collection period. 
3. No man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were detected in samples SR 1913, 
1924-1929 and 1934-1935. 
Table 21 
Radioactivity Levels in Air Samples from the 
Environment in Georgia of the Savannah River Plant 
Radionuclide concen- 
tration, pCi/MP 
Sample 
No. Sample type Location 
VOlume, 
m3 
Gross 
1-131 	alpha beta 
SR 1920 Cartridge Welcome Ctr. 872 <0.02 
Paper filter --- 	0.002 0.008 
SR 1921 Cartridge Waynesboro 574 <0.02 
Paper filter --- 0.002 0.006 
SR 1922 Cartridge Girard 1858 <0.01 
Paper filter ---- <0.001 0.004 
SR 1923 Cartridge Augusta 2023 <0.005 
Paper filter 0.001 0.002 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected on February 27, 1985 after 34-day sampling. 
2. No other man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were detected 
in the cartridges. 
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Table 22 
Radioactivity Levels in Grass Samples from the 
Environment in Georgia of the Savannah River Plant 
Dry wt./ H-3, Radionuclide concentration, pCi/kg 
Sample No. Location Wet wt. PCV1 Cs-137 Be-7 
SR 1930 Simulator 0.24 11,700+300 < 100 <1,000 
SR 1931 Waynesboro 0.22 3,800+200 < 100 1,500 
SR 1932 Hancock 0.33 17,500+300 < 100 4,500 
Landing 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected on March 19, 1985, by Georgia Power Co. staff. 
2. No other man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were detected. Be-7 
is formed in nature. 
Table 23 
Radioctivity Levels in Fish from the 
Environment in Georgia of the Savannah River Plant 
Dry wt./ Cs-137, 	H-3, 
Sample No. Type 	Location 	Wet wt. 	pCi/kg rci/1 
SR 1933 	Redear RM 153.4 	0.21 	140 	500+200 
sunfish 
Notes: 1. Sample wes collected on March 1, 1985, by Georgia 
Per co. staff. 
2. No other man-made photon-emitting radionuclides 
were detected (Co-60 <10 pCi/kg) 
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Table 24 
Radioactivity Levels in Milk Samples from 
the Environment in Georgia of the Savannah River Plant 
Sample 	 Cs-137, 	K, 	H-3, 	1-131, 
No. Location 	pCi/1 9L1 EgiLl EgiLL 
SR 1936 	Girard 	< 10 	2.1 2,100+400 	< 0.6 
SR 1937 	Gracewood 	6 	1.6 	800+300 	< 0.7 
SR 1938 	Waynesboro 	< 6 	1.7 	<300 	< 0.7 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected on March 21, 1985, by Savannah River 
Plant staff. 
2. No other radionuclides were detected (Ba-140 <20 pC1/1). 
3D 
Table 25 
Radioactivity Levels in Water near Alapaha 
Sample No. 
Gross alpha, 
Location 	pC1/1 
Ra-226, 
pCi/1 
Ra-228 
EgiA 
WX 574 Gaskin 2 + 1 0.6 < 1 
Estates 
WX 575 Tim Moore 2 + 1 2.0 < 1 
WX 576 Dixon Estates 6 + 2 _ 1.7 < 1 
WX 577 Experiment Sta. 7 + 2 _ 2.1 < 1 
U. GA. 
WX 578 Alapaha 38 + 4 7.3 < 1 
WX 579 Otha Lee < 2 <0.1 1.4 
Note: Samples were collected on February 27, 1985. 
3 1 
Table 26 
Radioactivity Levels in Ground Water from Lunpkin County 
Gross alpha, 	Gross alpha, 
Sample No. 	Location pCi/1  
MK 580 	Barton King, 	 < 3 
Welch Dr. 
MX 581 	Brown 	 2 + 2 
WX 582 	Russ Transue, 
Cavider Creek Road 
	
<4 
IC 583 
	
Ed Anderson, 
Porter Springs Rd. 	< 3 
house 
WX 584 
	
Ed Anderson, 
Porter Springs Rd. 	< 4 
house 
I4X 585 
	
Lunpkin Co. 	 <4 
Health Dept. 
Note: Samples were submitted by office of Epidemiology, DHR, 
on March 28, 1985. 
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Table 27 
Radioactivity Levels in Smears, Scrapings and Swabs from Ra-226 User Site 
Sample No. 	Sample Type 	Ra-226, pCi  
S 2447-2460 	Combined 	 1,500 	(per 12 samples) 
except 2451 
and 2453 
S 2451 	 Smear 	 <100 
S 2453 	 Scrapings 	13,000 
S 2461 	 Scrapings 	 8,900 
S 2462 	 Q tips 	 <100 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected in Atlanta on March 20, 1985, by DHR staff. 
2. Samples were analyzed by gamma-ray spectrometer, using the 186-keV 
gamma ray of Ra-226. 
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V 
115012 
M5157 
31.55/13 
M92 
n8848 
M4278 
312198 
W450 
115120 
31V785 
5:6811 
524799 
17011 
103335 
522556 
513369 
51:)2211 
14824 
4665 
5846 
19c6 
801 
8388 
31 
4824 
SOO 
25 
7241 
577 
w 
. 
r 7 
•708 
30 
19 
936 
723 
Table 28 
RAIELOACEVITY IN COMMINITY WATER REPLIES REPORT # 8411 ... INOOMFLETE 
SAME 	LOCATION 
VS # 
MINTY 
MUM LAB 
DATE 	DATE 
Inn/ . 
WELL 
moss 
ALMA 
PCl/L 
Rh- 	RA- 
226 228 
PCl/L PC% 
URAN124 
PCl/L 
4455 SADDLE HMS MEP LANDES 10-25-84 8411 1.000 2 + 1 
4456 WREN'S IP ICNKES 10-18e84 8411 1.000 2 + 1 
4457 GLENVEOD, car OF VEEELER 10630-84 8411 1.000 3 + 1 
4493 }KMICOD, CM CIF WARREN 10-30-84 8411 1.000 2 + 1 
4455 GA CHRISIIAN 92HDOL LAMS 10629-84 8411 1.000 2 + 1 
4460 ALBANY DZUGHERLY 10-31-84 8411 1.000 < 1 
4461 VIDALIA, CITY OF 
4462 ANGER'S ONE ASSN 
Imes 
LIBERTY 
10-25-84 8411 
10 0-84 8411 
tow 
4.001 
3 + 
< 1 
4463 AvoNDAIE MEP BIBB 106.25-84 8411 tom 3 + 1 
4464 CARNISVILLE, CTIY OF FRANKLIN 106.31-84 8411 4404 3 + 
4465 1AKE PARK, CITY OF LANCES 10-25-84 8411 1.000 < 
4466 CIFUE MOMS 10629-84 8411 4.003 3 + 1 
4467 RUNAWAY FMK S/D CHATHAM 10-16-84 8411 1.000 < 2 
4469 tcuaum, (Ti? CF MEE 10-25-84 8411 1.000 4 + 2.7 
4469 IEEE MARSH ISLAND CHM& 10-1684 8411 1.000 < 1 
4473 ALM), CM OF WHEELER 10.30-84 8411 tom 82 + 3 17.6 1.6 < 2 
4471 HARBOR CRUX s/D CHATHAM 10626-84 8411 1.000 < 1 
4472 NOUNTVILLE, CITY OF MOW 10 75-84 8411 6.001 2 + 1 
4473 GELEENVIEW MEP LEE 11 -2-84 8411 1.000 < 1 
4474 SAMS MEP cols= 11 -5-84 8411 1.000 4 + 1 2.0 
4475 WCCUAND LAKE S/D LIEERTY 10-17-84 8411 1.000 < 1 
4476 can RD. Nip GLY/ti 10-23-84 8411 1.000 < 
4477 IA mEw MEP LEE 11 -2-84 801 1.000 < 1 
4478 FRIDGE MEP LEE 11 -2-84 8411 1.000 < 1 
4479 SEENME MEP CLARKE ii -6-84 8411 moo 26 + 2 7.9 1.5 30 + 2 
4480 OCCLIDGE, MY OF TH:IMAS 11 -1-84 8411 1.000 4 + 2 1.3 
4481 FORT MCOLICEE WIR S EMMY 10-25-84 8411 1.000 2 + 1 
4482 LAKE CleRGE S/D LIBERTY 10-17-84 8411 1.000 < 1 
4483 HEVER IDE sip CHATHAM 10-16-84 8411 1.000 < 2 
4484 THE BUMF SiD CHATHAM 10623-84 8411 1.000 < 2 
4485 THE LAMM S/D CHATHAM 10-26-84 8411 1.000 < 2 
4486 140L1NIVILLE, (Ti? OF TROP 11 -5-84 8411 6.000 4 + 1 0.3 
4487 PLUNTVIIIE, CITY OF 11 -5-84 8411 4.003 14 + 2 2.3 4.0 10 + 1 
4488 MIME ONE JASPER 11 -1-84 8411 4.009 < 2 
4489 BUMPS 'IP MACE 11 -8-84 8411 1.000 2 + 2 
4490 RCEE CITY MEP THWS 11 -9684 8411 moo 3 + 2 0.9 
4491 iclaraxPDIE 121 11 -19-84 8411 6.000 19 + 3 9 .0 < 1.0 <2 LL1 I 
4492 PINEY GEM S/D Maar 11 -6-84 8411 1.0c0 < 2 
4493 DAYLEY'S MEP IOWNDES 11 -6-84 8411 1.000 < 2 
4494 fon= MN! 11 -6-84 8411 1.000 < 2 
4495 sANDIR9auE, CZIIYCF WASilICTON 11-13-84 8411 4.004 2 + 2 
44% FAWN BE MS S/D ERCCKS 11 -86.84 8411 4.001 < 2 
4457 BAR WY HMS S/D FORSYTH 10-31-84 8411 4.003 9+ 2 0.6 
4498 EUILACLA WIRTOSH 10-13-84 8411 4.000 < 2 
4499 ROYAL COW MEP CLAYTON 11-16-84 8411 6.000 34 + 3 9.5 
4500 KEICHAFOONEE MEP LFE 11 -5-84 8411 1.000 < 1 
4501 OAK RIDGE TUT 11 -9-84 8411 6.000 570 + 7 i 1 3 
450e JONES MEP GilINVIETT 11-19-84 8411 4.0C2 2 + 2 
4503 MEM, CI3Y CF TURNER 11-15-84 8411 4.005 < 1 
4504 WINDY CREEK S/D 11,24-84 81411 4.002 3 + 1 
TVI:IP n c-aqr rrwrinc . 9-m:raw mirrnc-mv. . -an-prAT CTI• . 	MP mut:0mm •tr _ AV. 
RADIOACTIVITY IN COMMLWITY WATER SUPPLIES REPORT # 8411 ... immalme 
ODUECT IAE 	TYPE/. CFCES 	RA- Rile- 
SAMPIE 	LOCATION 	COUNTY 	 DATE DATE WELL ALMA 225 228 URAMGE 
VS # PCl/L 	FCl/L FCE/L PCl/L 
VIRW 4505 FAMILY LIFE ENR CENT 	 11-24-84 8411 	4.002 	< 1 
MW 4506 WINDY CREEK S/D 	 11-24-84 8411 4.001 1 + 
1718 45C7 FAMILY LIFE ThR CENT OCONEE 
	
11-24-a4 8411 	4.001 	3 + 1 
TYFE 	CCISCISTIE ; 24EPEAT CCNIFCSITE ; 142EPEAT SIN. E ; 3=REPEAT QUARTERY ; 4=1Bi aRFIN ; 6=0111ER 
: COLLECT DATE 'TYPE 0,2,5 = 0:211FC6TIE DAZE 
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RADIOACTIVITY IN 0241 1 MY MUER SLEPLIES REPORT # 8412 ... INDUSLEME 
COLLECT LAP 	TYPE;/ . (ROSS 	RA- 	RA- 
SAMPLE 	LOCATZN 	COUNTY 	 DATE DATE WEL AMA 226 MS URANIUM 
WS # PCl/L 	FCl/L PCl/L FCT/L 
07927 
27762 
4508 HAMMIEST, CITY OF 	aki DAVIS 
4509 PLANTAMCII ACRES HP ?MEM 
11-26-84 
11-16-84 
8412 
6412 
4.001 
4.000 
9 + 2 
< 1 
3.8 5.9 
35744 4510 EIDER HEIGHTS 	OCOEE 11-27-84 8412 4.0C2 < 1 
18852 4511 WALIIIIRVIILE, CTTY 	LMFCIY 11-27-84 8412 4.02 < 1 
06104 4512 MAY, CITY OF 	JONES 11-26-84 8412 4.003 16 + 2 1.5 1.4 15 + 	1 
08104 4513 GRAY, CITI CF JONES 11-16-84 8412 4.009 36 + 3 0.8 < 1.0 44 + 4 
08616 4514 UM CO. CCRR. MT. 	LEE 11-14-84 8412 1.000 < 1 
27382 4515 MOBILE MAWR ESTATE 	PEACH 11-16-84 8412 1.000 < 2 
03649 4516 GROVERNIN, CITY OF 00111MBIA 11-19-84 8412 1.003 2 + 	1 
210 4517 SANDY PIES MEP 	LAURENS 11-20-84 8412 1.000 < 1 
08467 4518 IEEERRC, CITY OF LEE 11-27-84 8412 1.030 < 1 
20510 4519 Tarr ARE& mw 11-14-84 8412 1.000 2 + 2 
08591 4520 LEE HIGH ACRES S/D 	LEE 11-27-84 8412 1.000 < 1 
35354 4521 SPRING VALLEY S/D NEWTON 8-14-84 8412 LOCO 210 + 6 17.5 
04158 4522 MARIO:IS, CITY CF 	LECATUR 11-20-84 8412 3.001 13 + 2 
12137 4523 linatv s MH2 	11.11 11-14-84 8412 1.000 < 1 
21845 4524 BARRELS M l> MODES 11-13-84 8412 1.000 < 1 
21056 4525 ROLLING HILLS 11-F 	FEACri 11-19-84 8412 1.01) < 1 
09(772 4526 RIVER PME 	 LC WNCK 10-16-84 8412 1.000 4 + 
22510 4527 PI & T WATER WORKS 	TOCMES 11-27-84 8412 6.000 12 + 2 5.7 
21683 4528 PURE MIL PLANT. THOMAS 11-27-84 8412 1.000 4 + 2 
14643 4529 RCUNIREE'S MEP 	LAURENS 11-20-84 8412 tom < 1 
08537 4530 LFE ESTATES LEE 11-2B-84 8412 1.000 < 1 
04158 4531 ATTAFULGUS, CITY OF 	DECATUR 11-20-84 8412 3.000 27 + 3 
19833 4532 MEADOW' HAVEN MEP 11-27-84 8412 6.030 44 + 2 12.5 
12771 4533 IAFAYEITE, CITY OF 	WALKER 12 -4-84 8412 0.000 < 1 
3675 4534 DE LAIGLEFIF 	BIRKE 12 -3-84 8412 4.003 < 1 
16694 4535 B)WE7 MEP 	 YOMIELL 11-29-84 8412 LOCO 2 + 2 
56435 4536 WIMIYIER ?IF LL NITS 11-29-84 8412 1.000 < 1 
WAW 4537 ANIL-AMER. CLAY CD. 11-29-84 8412 4.000 2 + 
7345 4538 lamswar Sip 	JACKSON 11-26-84 8412 1.000 < 1 
)3: 3 4.59 FOXEOROUCE S/D LOWNIES 11-27-84 8412 1.000 < 2 
10693 4540 CUIT113ERI, CITY OF 	RANCOUR 12 -6-84 8412 4.000 < 1 
55= 4541 STEWART' S MEP 	JKIKSX 12 -6-84 8412 LOCO < 1 
7597 4542 cRABAHuttals/D 	THMAS 12 -4-84 8412 tow < 1 
9684 4543 INDIGO ?MILE ESTATE SZREVEN 12 -4-64 6412 1.003 < 1 
6381 4544 CINDY DRIVE S/D 	1:11/1AS 12 -4-84 8412 1.000 3 + 
5609 4545 YANG TRAILER RENT. COMMIT 12 -5-84 8412 1.01) < 1 
3979 4546 S-EIRW01) REM MEE 	MACH 12 -6-84 8412 1.000 < 1 
1103 4547 SYLVANIA, CITY OF SZREVEN 12 -5-84 8412 LOCO < 1 
5815 4548 CANE CREEK TP 	LUMEICCN 11-27-64 8412 3.000 < 1 
0216 4549 MAYSVILLE, CITY OF 	BANKS 12-12-84 8412 1.000 < 1 
)510 4550 INDIAN MA  NCH NIP SCREWN 10-24-84 8412 1.000 6 + 2 
)017 4551 BAXLEY, CITY CF 	AFPLJIC 12 -6-84 8412 4.004 9 + 2 2.0 
1207 4552 WM, CT31 OF BANKS 12-12-64 8412 1.000 8 + 2 
TYPE 0,1ST OZEOSTIE ; 24LEPEAT COISOSTEE ; 14ZEPEAT SINGLE ; 3=REFEAT CAIARDERLY ; 4--NEW SCREEN ; 6.01HER 
COLT ]CT DATE TYPES 0,2,5 = CCMFOSITE DATE 
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RUG/A.114M IE CCHAIM 1,A7IF ELTFLIIE REFCF7 t e50I 
En FIE 	Lomat. COLITY 
	
CO11,ELI 	LAI 
LATE LATE 
TYPE/. 
MI. ALPHA 
pa/L 
RA.- 
226 
FCT/L 
RA- 
226 	Ur-cgail, 
FAIL FCVL 
2711E2 4553 AENEEhAFIEHE.SYSL 2 FOLK 1 -3-e5 e501 4.0ce 7 + 2 0.9 2.5 
11524 4554 ELAINE, CII/ OF SUFTEE 1 -4- 84 e501 4.006 8 + 2 2.5 1.7 
27871 4555 AMMAKEI.E.S/E1. 2 ECU< 1 -3-e5 e501 4.001 < 1 
11524 4556 PLAINE, CITY OF MIME 1 -4-85 8501 4.005 3 + 	1 
26238 4557 HILIEE ACFEE E/L UWE 1 -8-65 8501 4.000 < 1 
43325 4558 FaThE Aff Barna 12-14-84 e501 1.000 3 + 	1 
17241 4559 F(SE CM ELI licEAE 12-12-84 e501 3.0CC 3 + 	1 
14616 4560 VICCELAT WILE MP IASI& 1 -3-85 e501 1.000 2 + 2 
00466 4561 ALAPAHA, C17/ OF LEFSatEr 12-1! 84 8501 3J300 25 + 	3 
13687 45r2 Timm alum INC LAUREKS 12-18-€4 6501 1.000 < 2 
C6223 4563 IAKELAki, CM OF LAEIEF 12-19-e4 8501 1.000 4 + 
0e433 4564 TAPFLEPE ELF LAUREN 12-18-84 8501 1.003 < 1 
09721 4565 FRIA, C17/ CF 12-19 84 8501 1.000 2 + 	1 
25105 4566 CLICEF 12-11-64 e501 1.000 2 + 	1 
07341 4567 7UCALcC EAI HARI- 12-21-84 8501 3.00e 18 + 	3 
26132 4568 DAIRY TRACT JEFTERECL 12-20-84 E501 1.000 < 2 
17279 4569 SCEWEE MATES LCULEE 12,-17-454 85(1 1.000 < 2 
16495 4570 ERMAN/ LEHR au. FEAracm 12-21-e4 8501 3.000 61 + 	7 
co475 4571 IEIC1A, CM CF EEFFIEL 12-19-84 6501 3.000 7 + 	1 
tiki 4572 WEIlk }AU (HEY 1-17-85 e501 4.001 43 + 4 5.5 
'14967 4573 FINE CIEUL 7/F LCVETIE 1-15-e5 8501 4.C(2 < 2 
2 4574 MOE GAF t711 171E HAFFIE 1-14-85 8501 4.000 < 1 
itit 4575 QUEEMAK Cat 1-15-85 850I 4.00I 3 + 	1 
4576 EL ECRIC LAME .9JPF 1-16-85 e501 4.000 2 + 	1 
2155 4577 IIITDE DI. FAFE 7117 1-16-65 e501 4.004 20 + 	3 4.0 < 4.0 
2155 4578 TIE= INF. FIFE 1-16-85 8501 4.005 79 + 5 11.6 ilfl 
76 4579 aiornIF, CTII CF LIE 1-17-85 8501 1.000 < 1 
4580 Unlit b. 	EEL cuTWAE 1-22-e5 e501 1.000 < 1 
26C5 4581 =LAU 7/F IF4J1 1-16-85 8501 1.000 < 1 
4582 CfitIEEIL MEL SYE7 ECualial 1 -7-85 e501 1.00C < 1 
4583 FOKEGF7 1 -4-85 e53I 1.00I 2 + 2 
4584 LEE MIA E/r LEE 1-22-85 8531 1.03O < 1 
4565 Kral HUM E/r 711,11 1-16-85 8501 1.000 < 2 
: TYPE C,50E2 CCU= ; 24:EFL/I ca,=11 ;1Z.EFEA7SINCLI ; 34MAT CUALitAY ; 4=}01. EQID ;6=CTIF 
: CCLLECT LATE MEE C,2,5 = CCM= LATE 
3 7 
RALICICIIITTY IN CCITUNITY UIER ELPFLTFF RUM 8502 ... IIMILELE 
COLLECT LAI 	 (Kt. 	RA- FA- 
51111E 	LCCATICE 	COUNTY 	 DATE DA E l'ILL AllEA 226 225 HUM 
	
FCl/L 	EGA ICE/L. Fcair 
ceco 4566 ALLAICCEA /11 EAFICI 1-29-85 85ce 4•c04 3 + 
776Cr7 4567 aRcuE CHEN MINA GEM 1-23-85 e5(e 4.000 2 + 	1 
453 4566 SEEK van sir MIME 1-25-85 8502 4.000 216 e 16.7 z. 	i 114 
)08100 4599 ALLATOCE1 EAF10I 1-21-85 8502 4.00 
1063 4590 ELLAria, clay CI Sala 1-24-85 e5o2 4.005 2 + 	1 
77653 4591 VILDICCL FIAT ES IALICE 1-25-85 8502 4.0100 4 + 	1 0.6 
6e69 4592 FEL EAFF PLY DECATUR 1-26-e5 6502 1.000 3 + 	1 
)6555 4553 FLANTATICI EEF LEE 1-23-85 85(2 < 1 
892S 4594 1,Aluals IkANTF 1-24-85 6502 1.000 2 + 	1 
1801 45S5 ELINACC)t 1-28-65 850e 1.000 < 1 
242, 4596 QUAIL RIME NIL EIL ICKTIE 1-21-85 85(2 1.000 < 1 
7058 4597 SHADY CFCFE FALL 1-30-85 e50e 1.000 2 + 	1 
2555 45 	kATSON IF ILETIE e5c2 1.000 1 + 
12454 4599 IFC1610 6 I-E. TURNER 1-23-85 8502 1.000 2 + 	1 
53236 4600 DIXIE EYE HALL 1-30-85 8502 1.000 3 + 	1 
.7935 4601 FIRMATIEIEF LC 	l 2 -1-85 65(2 4.001 4 + 2 
7899 4602 1EE ELUEI-EFIF TFIT EFIAE 1 -7-65 8502 4.0c1 < 2 
4603 ralacK 16E,4 CUTER. 1-29-85 8502 4.000 < 2 
3797 4604 CUE'S III CARRCLL 1 -5-65 8502 4.0ce < 2 
12736 4605 FAFECE'E ?1-I 1-30-85 85(2 4.003 6 + 2 
l2736 4606 PAFausE JACKECN 2 -1-85 85(2 4.004 6 + 2 
)7C94 46(17 EMMA ML CC. HALL 1-31-85 e502 1.000 < 2 
17665 4606 Lula-H/41 00. HALL 1-31-85 85(2 1.000 < 2 
57849 460S HALL. Cr. CCFRECTIONL HALL 1-31-85 8502 1.000 2 + 	1 
8494 4610 FIG CAE EiL LEE 2 -4-65 85(2 1.000 < 2 
5148 4611 FALEYRAIEF LEE 2 -4-85 6502 1.000 < 1 
9444 4612 IMF EFCE. FARE_ 6/r EALT-Tt 2 -6-85 e5c2 4.cc6 3 + 	1 
61000 4613 TEE CAKE NURSE HCEE EACCN 2 -5-85 8502 4.10C2 3 + 
4297 4614 IDEILEIGIL-R.Fal EMI 2 -7-65 85(2 4.007 < 2 
4488 4615 ARCALEIIT JACKECE 2 -7-65 65c2 1.000 < 2 
303c 4616 JICEECE CC. CCFE ThE JILKECt 0 0-85 8502 1.01 3 + 	1 
4566 4617 MEE CFEEE VILE. JACKECE 0 0-65 6502 1.000 5 + 
.1941 4618 CEALLayE111 LEE 2 -5-65 85(2 1.000 < 2 
1750 4619 LAF V III 1114 2 -5-85 85(2 1.000 < 2 
T814 4620 EI0ILIFC1 I.A. JACKEGE 2 -7-85 85c2 1.coo 3 + 	1 
5012 4621 1111 FC111I'S FEUD J1003. 2 -7-85 850E 1.000 4 + 	1 
601 4122 EFIIIANY EAFECE IIE1 12-21-84 85(2 3.01CC 
7825 4623 ran ban: HT JACK...9:E 2 -J-F85 e50 1.000 14 + 	2 
799 4624 i-csam, clay GI JACKat 2 -4-65 e5c2 1.0c0 < 2 
743 4625 PINE ME ER COOK 2-11-85 e5c2 3.000 
.167 462f rAmaca, C171 CF IECAME 2-11-85 85(2 1.01 < 2 
292 4627 MINE I.E. IHCEAS 2 -7-85 85C2 1.000 < 2 
146 482E ICV11-4IME1 E/L IIFT 2 -5-85 8502 1.00C < 2 
705 4629 SYLVKIEF, CITY CF IMF_ 1-31-85 850E 1.00E < 2 
6✓5 4630 EUENER, CITY GE I 2 -5-65 8502 1.cc71 IC + 	2 
439 4631 IDEEKIN, (-11.1 CF STEIM1 1-31-85 8502 1.000 2 + 	1 
484 4632 cam ?If MIME 2 -5-85 8502 1.000 2 + 	1 
109 4633 MBIAllir ICIIIEE 2 -7-65 e502 1.001 < 2 
339 4634 IFCNICCL, CITY CF VEIL 1-31-85 8502 1.000 < 2 
742 4635 mama NORTE 6/I LIE 2 -4-85 6502 1.CCO 2 + 	1 
TYFF 0,5=1ET CCUCLut ; 2=REFEAT OONFOSTIE ; 1= FAT SINGLE ; 341E11 WAFIERLY ; 4-411. SCHEE ; 6=CIE1F 
COLLECT LATE TIFIE 0,2,5 = COMECEnt. LATE 38 
RAEICACIIVIII IN CCPMETIY VATER SUFFLIEE REPORT 	8602 ... IKOCEPLEIE 
CCIIECI LAI 
	
CFCEE 	EA- M- 
APLE 	LCCATICE 
	
CUM 
	
LATE LAII ULL AIM 226 ae WM} 
IS Pte/ 	PCl/L FCl/L PCl/L 
EeS3 4E38 ACADErt ACRES E/L 	ILVKIK 
4637 1137133JdIF CREEK EEY 
f.,54S: 	4E38 FILL RILCE CI LAMEEE FCREYIE 
11457 4635 RICELAKI, CITY CF 	SIE/Afa 
	
244-85 8522 1.001 	3 + 
2 -7-85 e502 4•CC2 62 + 4 
2 -6-85 8502 
	
1.000 	< 1 
2-14-65 8502 1.000 < 1 
TYPE C,5=1E1 CCEFOEITI ; 2=FEPEAT WIC€ITE ; 1=RIFEAT SINGLE ; 3-41111I WAFTEPII ; 4411 SCHEE ; 
• COLLECI LATE TYPE C,2,5 = OJKPOSITE LATE 
39 
0'e 
20028 
21936 
26405 
22049 
c5673 
12119 
21570 
05502 
36753 
26947 
27926 
14E24 
505E 
1857 
561 
1890 
7241 
13C 
RALICACIIVIII IN CCITIZITY %ATER SUFFITTF REFORI 	6503 ... INCOMPLETE 
SMILE 	LOCAIIGN CCU= 
	
CCILECI 	IAF 
LATE 	DATE WELL 
ORCa 	RA- 	EA- 
ALEFA 226 22E 	URAYllt 
FCl/L 	EGA MLA FCl/L 
4640 IMINIE1 LEE 2-15-65 e503 tar < 2 
4641 ICAO IN Eir MOTE 2-20-85 8503 1.001 5 4 	1 
/1-147 OAK FOCI HT 2-21-85 6503 1.000 594 + 18 
4643 DECATUR CC CCU 1101 LECAIIF 2-19-85 8503 1.CC1 < 1 
4644 CLAITAICOCFIE FLAK. QuITEAN 2-21-65 8503 1.000 < 2 
4645 WEIR. CCEE. IN T. NEEIVIIIME 2 -1-85 e523 1.000 5 + 	1 
4646 Elm IF TIFT 2-21-85 e503 1.000 < 2 
4647 LEE'S ME TERRELL 2-21-85 8503 1.00O 2 + 	1 
4648 COUNTRY CIRCLE E/I CCKLTIT 1-29-85 8503 1.000 8 + 2 
4649 ShAll ACEEEMF MOMS 2-26-65 8503 1.000 7A 4 	I 
4650 ?MEE FRIES s/r 2-25-85 6503 4.000 2 + 	1 
4651 LAKE LILLICUAN 2-27-85 8503 4.001 2 + 	1 
4652 Imam' 1.A. IRCUE 3 -4-85 8503 4.00e 84 + 3 
4653 ECM AIL MITE 2-28-85 8503 1.003 2 + 	1 
4654 HERM, CITY OF IIERELL 2-26-85 8503 1.000 < 2 
4655 IAZY FINIS /FE IIRRELL 3 -4-85 8503 1.000 < 
4656 ECSTCI, CITY CF Tt E 2-2b-E5 8503 1.00 < 2 
4657 R0SE CITY ELF UWE 2-27-85 6503 1.0101 5+ 	1 
4658 FOAL COLPT All CLAIICh 2-26-85 8503 3.000 60 + 	3 
46 	FIERY, CM CF HOUSTCh 2-26-65 8503 1.000 5 4 	1 
4660 QUTD4h, CITY CF FMS. 3-2E-85 8503 1.002 
4661 HAECEIT'SIF FT LL 3-26-85 6503 1.000 < 2 
4662 ARGYLE VILLAGE s/r 2-22-85 8503 0.001 < 1 
4663 EILDICt, 'DJ CF COLCUITT 3 -5-85 8503 1.000 7 + 2 
4664 VINI1NC VJA 121. WIlEA1 3 -6-85 8503 1.001 < 1 
4665 NIUE NCRAN EFF CCLCUTIT 3 -5-85 8503 1.000 7+ 2 
4666 PRIME, CM OF II:ESTEE 3 -6-85 e503 1.000 1 4 	1 
4667 LAUREL GC.,...,ecBC FAME 3 -2-85 8503 4.001 5 + 	1 
4666 ELECFATC IIFI 3-22-65 8503 4.000 
4669 TIF101■ DJ PARK Ilk I 3-22-e5 8503 4.004 
4670 ELLORALC 7SEZ 3-22-85 8503 4.000 
4671 1111L1 INT FAR nil 3-22-85 8503 4.005 
4672 MICA DI Fla 3-22-85 6503 4.occ 
4673 JOhu CUM 1.5. JONES 3-1e-e5 8503 4.015 < 2 
4674 FAME ILE CChEIA 8-14-64 8503 1.001 < 2 
4675 Bala DOLLAR GALT 3-19-e5 8503 1.001 2 + 2 
4676 Ella Ena Hf ICSIEEE e-21-84 e503 1.001 < 2 
4677 RUM= CIRCLE Fe 711,1 3-20-85 6503 1.000 < 2 
4676 EAST hIkhAL k.E. OCUTA 8-14434 6503 1.0]00 4 + 	1 
4679 IICCTIANT PW LIE 3-12-85 8503 1.000 < 2 
4690 RANCHC KEIL JACKECt 2-21-85 8503 1.000 4 4 	1 
4661 OAK IEFRACE 3-19-85 6503 1.001 < 2 
4682 FOR 	LATE EST. Ili! 3-12-65 6503 1.000 
4663 SEALY SITE SEEMS 2-26-85 6503 1.000 
4684 ?ARM, 011 OF STEFFENS 3-12-85 8503 1.000 < 2 
4685 SECEEkCCI ESTATES STEFFENS 3-12-85 6503 1.000 6 + 2 
4695 ROSE CITY PFP 7110EAS 9-17-84 8503 3.001 
4687 ATIABAIXE, CITY CF LEcAluk 9-2E-84 e503 3.002 
4668 ITALCINIF02 sir DECATUR 3-14-85 8503 1.001 2 + 2 
46E0 PECAN F 	FIE CRAZY 3-19-85 8503 1.0:2 2 	2 
'ME 0,151 CGICEIL ; 24REaAT CGREITE ; 14EFFla 	; FEAT CUARTEFLY ; 	 ; 6= !FIE; 
COLLECT LATE TYPE 0,2,5 = CaTOSTIE DATE 
Table 29 
Exposure Rates at Nuclear Facilities 
Measured with TLD's 
FCLEE NUCLEAR 
TLLI 
PLANT 
EP 
FARLEY 	... 
EICEP/FF 
841126 
EF/YF 
TO 	850319 	s 	111 	LAY: 
1.0 22.5 8.4 73.9 
(+-) 2.3 0.5 7.5 
2.0 15.5 5.8 51.1 
(+-) 1.8 0.7 5.8 
3.0 15 .1 5.7 49.8 
(+-) 1.7 0.6 5.5 
4.0 17.9 6.7 58.7 
(4--) 2.8 1.1 9.4 
5.0 13 .5 5.1 44.5 
(4- ) 1.9 0.7 6.1 
6.0 17.8 6.7 58.4 
(+-) 2.9 1.1 9.7 
7.0 20.3 7.6 66.8 
(+- ) 2.3 0.9 7.6 
8.0 19.8 7.4 65.1 
(+-) 2.2 0.8 7.4 
9.0 16.1 6.1 53.1 
(+-) 2.5 0.9 8.1 
11.0 16.7 6.3 54.8 
(+-) 3.0 1.1 9.8 
12.0 16.8 6.3 55.2 
(+-) 1.5 0.7 6 .3 
13.0 14.8 5.5 48.6 
(+-) 0.7 5.8 
14.0 1 4.7 5.5 48.4 
(+-) 2.1 0.8 6.8 
15.0  16.1 6.0 53 .0 
(4-) 2.7 1.0 8.5 
16.0 15.4 5.8 50.5 
(+-) 1.9 0.7 6.3 
17.0 15 .1 5.7 49.7 
(+-) 2 .3 0.9 7.7 
16.0 15. 8  7.4 65.2 
(+-) 2.1 0.8 7.0 
19.0 16.3 6.9 60.2 
(+-) 2.1 0.8 7.1 
NEI. 
U.L •4 
21.0 17.9 6.7 58.7 
(4-) 2.1 0.8 6.9 
22.0 21.2 7.9 69.6 
(+-) 2.9 1.1 9.4 
23.0 16.1 6.8 55.4 
(+-) 2.2 0.8 7.2 
24.0 21.3 8.0 70.1 
(+-) 2.5 0.9 6.2 
25.0 15.9 6.0 52.1 
(+-) 2.4 0.9 8.0 
26.0 15.8 5.9 51.8 
(+-) 1.9 0.7 6.3 
AVC.: 17.3 6.5 56.9 
(+-) 4.7 1.8 15.5 
42 
BAYA POWER NUCLEAR PLANT FARLEY ... 821020 TO 850319 : 879 DAYS 
TLD# 	 I'R 	YICER/HR 	YR/YR 
5.0 104.5 5.0 43.4 
(4-- ) 
	
12.3 
	
0.6 
	
5.1 
TE EACKCROUND-NUCLEAR PLANT FARLEY ... 841128 TO 850319 : 111 DAYS 
TLD# 	MR 	MICRR/HR 	MR/YR 
	
9.0 	19.4 	7.3 	63.9 
(+-) 	2.2 	0.8 	7.2 
10.0 	25.1 	9.4 	82.6 
(+-) 	2.9 	1.1 	9.6 
11.0 	17.5 	6.6 	57.5 
(+-) 	2.0 	0.7 	6.5 
12.0 	14.0 	5.2 	46.0 
(+-) 	1.6 	0.6 	5.1 
29.0 	18.0 	6.8 	59.3 
(+-) 	2.3 	0.9 	7.5 
30.0 	18.1 	6.8 	59.4 
(+-) 	2.2 	0.8 	7.2 
31.0 	21.4 	8.0 	70.4 
(+-) 	2.4 	0.9 	8.0 
32.0 	17.3 	6.5 	57.0 
(+-) 	2.0 	0.7 	6.5 
NET. AVG.: 	18.9 
	
7 .1 
	
62.0 
(+-) 	6.6 
	
2.5 
	
21.6 
44 
40.9 
4.1 
37.4 
4.1 
	
14.1 	123.4 
1.4 	12.4 
12.9 
	
112.8 
1.4 
	
12.4 
E POWER OCONEE NUCLEAR PLANT ... 841121 TO 850322 : 121 DAYS 
T LD IY 
	
MR 	MICRR/HR 	MR/YR 
3.0 	25.8 
(+-) 	2.9 
4.0 	16.5 
(+-) 	 1.8 
24.2 
4.4 
27.6 
4.5 
26.9 
3.8 
31.2 
3.4 
8.9 
1.0 
5.7 
0.6 
8.3 
1.5 
9.5 
1.6 
9.3 
1.3 
10.7 
1.2 
77.8 
8.7 
49.9 
5.3 
73.0 
13.2 
83.4 
13.6 
81.0 
11.4 
94.2 
10.3 
NET. AVG.: 	28.8 
	
9.9 
	
86.9 
+-) 	15.3 
	
5.3 
	
46.3 
TE BACKGROUND FOR DUKE POWER OCONEE NUCLEAR PLANT ... 
121 TO 850322 : 121 DAYS 
TLDi 
	
MR 	MICRR/HR 	MR/YR 
19.0 	33.3 
(+- ) 	3.5  
11.5 	100.3 
1.2 	10.6 
	
21.0 	20.5 
	
7.0 
	
61.8 
(+-) 	2.5 
	
0.8 
	
7.4 
NET. AVG.: 	26.9 
	
9.3 
	
81.1 
(+-) 	18.1 
	
6.2 
	
54.6 
GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
OFFICE OF INTERDISCIPLINARY PROGRAMS 
205 OLD CIVIL ENGINEERING BUILDING 
ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30332 
ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCES CENTER 	 BIOENGINEERING CENTER 
(404) 8944 -4 75 477 4 
	
(404) 894-2375 
DATE: 	May 15, 1985 
TO: 
	
James Hardeman, Program Manager 
Environmental Radiation Program 
Environmental Protection Division, DNR 
FROM: 	Bernd Kahn, Director 	- 
Environmental Resources Center 
SUBJECT: 	Monthly Report of Activities for the State by the 
Environmental Radiation Laboratory, April, 1985 
The results of radionuclide analyses are reported for the following 
sample types that were processed this month: 
Environmental radionuclide monitoring at nuclear 
facilities by DNR staff 	 Table 1-17 
Other samples collected by DHR staff 	 Table 	18 
Monitoring by DNR staff of community water systems 	Table 	19 
Environmental radiation monitoring at nuclear 
facilities by DNR staff 	 Table 	20 
Of the samples collected in the environment at nuclear facilities, 
the following contained radioactivity that may be attributed to the 
facility: 
Tables 13, 15, 16 and 17--H-3 in milk, grass, fish, rainwater, and 
surface water at the Savannah River Plant. 
All other radionuclides in Tables 1-17 are attributed to fallout or 
the natural radiation background. All samples collected for the NRC 
project are indicated by asterisks in the appropriate tables. 	Samples 
No. B1251-3 and SR 1984-9 will be reported next month. Sample SR 1927, 
reported last month, was reanalyzed for gross alpha and gross beta 
particle activity after filtering the water. The filtered water showed a 
gross alpha value of <2 pCi/1 and a gross beta value of 3+1 pCi/l, 
indicating that the elevated values measured in the unfiltered sample were 
due to suspended solids. 
The soil samples collected at the site of a Co-60 source in a steel 
plant included two that had elevated Cs-137 levels and some Co-60 (see 
Table L3). 
Radioactivity results for community water supplies, compiled in 
Table 19, include complete data for samples WS4455-4552 and partial data 
for samples WS4553-4721. 
No elevated radium concentrations (>5 pCi/l) were measured. High 
uranium concentrations (>15 pCi/l) were found in the following: 
WS 4521 
	
Spring Valley SD 
WS 4572 White Water Creek 
WS 4637 
	
White Water Creek Dev. 
Results for community water supplies continue to be reported in a 
different form this month due to computer difficulties. 
TLD measurements obtained in the vicinity of the Georgia Tech 
Reactor, Kings Bay Submarine Base and Hatch, Sequoyah and Vogtle (SRP) 
Plants and at background locations are reported in Table 20. 	Ranges of 
exposure, in mR/yr, were: 
Location Near 
Kings 	Bay 34 
Hatch 36 
Vogtle 39 
Georgia Tech 90 
Sequoyah 49 
Plant 	 Background 
49 - 52 
47 - 82 
52 - 92 
46 - 102 
- 50 
- 67 
- 80 
- 997 
- 75 
All of the exposure rates are attributable to the natural radiation 
background, except one very high value (see above) at the Georgia Tech 
Research Reactor, but the background stations are not sufficiently matched 
to confirm this. 
The following values in previous monthly reports were in error and 
should be corrected: 
Report month 
	
Table 	Sample No. 
	
Radionuclide 	Correct value  
Aug., 	1984 	13 	SR 1636 	Cs-137 	120, not 	210 pCi/kg 
Mar., 1984 8 GT 	160 Cs-137 50, not 820 pCi/kg 
Sept., 1983 	6 	B 955 	Cs-137 	1,600 not 1,300 pCi/kg 
Notes: Sample B 1081 (June 84, Table 3) also contains Co-60 (28 pCi/kg) 
and Cs-134 (95 pCi/kg); Sample B 932 (Sept. 83, Table 3) also 
contains Co-60 (30 pCi/kg) and Cs-134 (43 pCi/kg); Sample B 1171E 
(Nov 84, Table 5) also contains Cs-134 (94 pCi/kg); Sample B 1188N 
(Jan 85, Table 5) also contains Zn-65 (130 pCi/kg). 
The types of samples and number of each that were analyzed are 
summarized in the following two tables. 
2 
Sample Types Analyzed in Month 
Sample Types 	 Analyzed in Month  
Community water supplies 	 82 
Nuclear facilities 	 382 
Quality control - EPA 	 17 
Total 	 481 
3 
Number of Samples Analyzed in Month 
gross 
water 
air 
filter 
air 
cartridge milk 
grass, 
veg. 
soil, 
sediment animals smears TLD TOTAL 
alpha 
gross 
beta 
gamma 
spectra 
96 
59 
22 
4 
9 
3 6 9 15 2 1 3 
100 
68 
61 
H-3 51 5 13 1 70 
SR-89/90 0 
1-131 16 3 19 
Ra-226 13 13 
Ra-228 24 24 
8 8 
Pu 0 
dose 118 118 
other 289 16 6 17 28 2 2 3 118 481 
Table 1 
Radioactivity Levels in Soil Samples 
from the Environment of the Hatch Nuclear Plant 
Sample 	 Dry wt/ 	Radionuclide concentration, pCi/kg 
No. Location 	Wet wt. Cs-137 	K-40 	Ra-226 	Ra-228 
B 1233 	TLD # 20 	0.99 	190 	300 	700 	700 
B 1234 	TLD # 16 	0.99 	<20 	4,200 	500 	500 
B 1235 	TLD # 22 	0.99 	<40 	11,400 	2,300 	2,900 
B 1236 	TLD # 28 	1.00 	78 	2,100 	800 	900 
B 1237 	TLD # 44 	0.96 	120 	1,600 	500 	600 
B 1238 	TLD # 45 	0.99 	230 	1,100 	700 	900 
Note: 1. Samples were collected on April 3, 1985. 
2. No man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were detected. 
5 
Table 2 
Radioactivity Levels in Water Samples from 
The Environment of the Hatch Nuclear plant 
Gross alpha, 	Gross beta, 	H-3, 	1-131, 
Sample No. 	Location 	 pai/1 	 pCi/1 	pCi/1 pCi/1  
B 1239 	TLD # 22, 	 < 2 	 3 + 2 	< 300 
surface 
B 1240 	TLD # 48, 	 < 3 	 3 + 2 	300+300 
surface 
B 1241 	TLD # 19, 	 < 3 	 4 + 2 	< 200 
ground 
B 1242 	TLD # 18, 	 2 + 2 	 2 + 2 	< 200 
ground 
B 1243 	TLD # 28, 	 < 2 	 < 3 	< 200 
ground 
B 1244 	TLD # 22, 	 < 2 	 3 + 2 	< 200 
ground 
B 1245 	TLD # 44, 	 3 + 2 	 2 + 2 	< 200 
ground 
	
*B 1.257 	Altamaha R., 	2 + 2 	 6 + 2 	< 300 	<6 
# 172 
*B 1258 	Altamaha R. 	 < 2 	 3 + 2 	< 200 	<0.4 
# 170 
Notes: 1. Samples B 1239-1245 were collected on April 3, 1985; samples 
B1257-1258 were collected March 25-April 23, 1985, by Georgia 
Power Co. staff. 
2. 1-131 was calculated as of the final day of the collection 
period. 
3. No man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were detected in 
samples B 1239-1240 and 1257-1258. 	(Cs-137 <20 pCi/1). 
6 
Table 3 
Radioactivity Levels in Grass Samples from 
the Environment of the Hatch Nuclear Plant 
Sample 
No. Location 
Dry wt/ 
Wet wt. 
Radionuclide concentration, pCi/kg 
Cs-137 	 Be-7 
B 1246 TLD # 45 0.80 81 4,600 
B 1247 TLD # 44 0.33 120 4,200 
B 1248 TLD # 20 0.29 <70 2,300 
B 1249 TLD # 28 0.088 <200 3,800 
B 1250 TLD # 22 0.37 340 4,000 
*B 1259 # 	5 0.15 270 2,100 
*B 1260 # 21 0.16 <100 2,900 
Notes: 1. Samples B1246-1250 were collected on April 3, 1985; samples 
B1259-1260 were collected on April 15, 1985, by Georgia Power 
Co. staff. 
2. No other man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were 
detected. Be-7 is formed in nature. 
Table 4 
Radioactivity Levels in Milk Samples from 
the Environment of the Hatch Nuclear plant 
Sample No. Location 
Cs-137, 
pCi/1 
	
K, 	H-3, 
g/1 pCi/1 
1-131, 
pCi/1 
* B 1254 Johnson <6 1.7 < 0.4 
Bros. 
* B 1255 GSP <10 1.4 < 0.5 
* B 1256 Williamson <10 1.6 < 0.6 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected on April 22, 1985, by Georgia Power 
Power Co. staff. 
2. No other radionuclides were detected (Ba-140 <20 pCi/1). 
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Table 5 
Radioactivity Levels in Air Samples 
Environment of the Hatch Nuclear 
Volume, 
from the 
Plant 
Radionuclide concen- 
tration, pCi/m3 
Gross 
Sample No. Sample type Location m3 1-131 beta 
* 	1261 Cartridge Substation 3118 <0.004 
Paper filter 0.011 
* B 1262 Cartridge Plant Hatch 1057 <0.004 
Paper filter 0.028 
* B 1263 Cartridge Dead River 1245 <0.01 
Paper filter Rd. 0.019 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected on April 22, 1985, after 27-day 
sampling. 
2. No other man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were 
detected in the cartridges. 
Table 6 
Radioactivity Levels in Water Sample from 
The Environment in Georgia of the Farley Nuclear Plant 
Sample 	 Gross alpha, 	Gross beta, 	H-3, 	1-131, 
No. Location 	pCi/1 	 pCi/1 pCi/1 pCi/1  
F 881 	Chattahoochee 	< 2 	 < 2 	< 300 	< 3 
R., 
Great Southern 
Paper Co. 
Notes: 1. Sample was collected on February 22-March 21, 1985. 
2. 1-131 was calculated as of the final day of the collection 
period. 
3. No man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were detected 
(Cs-137 <20 pCi/1). 
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Table 7 
Sample 
Radioactivity Levels in Air Samples 
Environment in Georgia of the Farley Nuclear 
Volume, 
from the 
Plant 
Radionuclide concen- 
tration, pCi/m3 
Gross 
No. Sample type Location m3 1-131 beta 
F 882 Cartridge Great Southern 3633 <0.001 
Paper filter Paper Co. 0.007 
F 886 Cartridge Great Southern 4273 <0.001 
Paper filter Paper Co. 0.005 
Notes: 1. Sample F882 was collected on March 21, 1985, after 27-day 
sampling; sample F886 was collected on April 30, 1985, after 
40-day sampling. 
2. No other man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were detected 
in the cartridges. 
1 1 
Table 8 
Radioactivity Levels in Sediment Samples from the 
Environment in Georgia of the Farley Nuclear Plant 
Sample 	 Dry wt/ 	Radionuclide concentration, pCi/kg  
No. Location 	Wet wt. Cs-137 	K-40 	Ra-226 	Ra-228  
F 883 	RSB-S5- 	0.74 	<30 	5,500 	1,100 	1,500 
032085 
F 884 	RSI-S5- 	0.79 	<30 	2,400 	<200 	<200 
031985 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected on March 19-20, 1985, by Alabama 
Power Co. staff. 
2. No other man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were detected. 
Table 9 
Radioactivity Levels in Soil Samples from the 
Environment of the Kings Bay Nuclear Submarine Base 
Dry wt/ Radionuclide concentration, pCi/kg 
Sample No. Location Wet wt. Cs-137 K-40 Ra-226 Ra-228 
KB 207 TLD # 5 0.99 230 700 300 300 
KB 208 TLD # 8 1.00 62 2,100 400 <200 
KB 209 TLD # 15 1.00 570 1,500 800 800 
KB 210 TLD # 14 0.94 370 1,300 300 400 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected on April 24-25, 1985. 
2. No other man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were 
detected. 
Table 10 
Radioactivity Levels in Grass and Vegetation Samples from the 
Environment of the Kings Bay Nuclear Submarine Base 
Dry wt/ Radionuclide concentration, pCi/kg 
Sample No. Location Wet wt. Cs-137 	 Be-7 
KB 211 TLD # 8 0.19 170 	 4,500 
KB 212 TLD # 14 0.47 51 	 1,200 
KB 213 Crab Island 0.70 41 	 4,100 
KB 214 TLD # 15 0.48 95 	 1,500 
KB 215 TLD # 5 0.11 250 	 3,700 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected on April 24-25, 1985. 
2. No other man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were 
detected. 	Be-7 is formed in nature. 
Table 11 
Radioactivity Levels in Water samples from 
The Environment of the Kings Bay Nuclear Submarine Base 
Sample 
No. Location 
Gross alpha, 
pCi/1 
Gross beta, 
pCi/1 
H-3, 
pCi/k 
KB 216 TLD # 14, 
ground 
< 3 4 + 2 < 200 
KB 217 TLD # 8, 
ground 
<3 4 + 2 <200 
KB 218 TLD # 5, 
ground 
<3 4 + 2 <200 
KB 219 TLD # 15, 
ground 
< 2 4 + 2 < 200 
KB 220 Lower Kings <44 42 + 5 < 200 
Bay, 	surf 
KB 221 Upper Kings <46 42 + 6 300+300 
Bay, 	surf 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected on April 24-25, 1985. 
2. The gross beta actvity of KB220-221 is elevated because 
of K-40 in sea water; "less than" gross alpha activity 
values are high because only small volumes (10m1) could 
be used due to salt content. 
3. No man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were detected 
in samples KB220-221 (Cs-137 <20 pCi/1). 
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Table 12 
Radioactivity Levels in Soil Samples from the 
Environment in Georgia of the Savannah River Plant 
Sample No. Location 
Dry wt/ 
Wet wt. 
Radionuclide concentration, pCi/kg 
Cs-137 K-40 Ra-226 Ra-228 
SR 1939 TLD # 1 0.97 220 3,600 800 1,200 
SR 1940 TLD # 6 0.93 260 14,000 1,200 1,500 
SR 1941 TLD # 8 0.99 190 700 600 700 
SR 1942 TLD # 10 0.99 35 2,600 600 1,400 
SR 1943 TLD # 15 0.96 <20 18,000 1,100 1,200 
SR 1944 TLD # 16 0.97 34 1,100 800 800 
SR 1945 TLD # 17 1.00 <20 300 200 <200 
SR 1946 TLD # 20 0.96 120 2,100 1,600 1,400 
SR 1947 TLD # 22 0.97 190 1,100 800 1,500 
SR 1948 TLD # 35 1.00 61 700 500 700 
SR 1949 TLD # 25 0.99 45 1,200 700 800 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected on April 4-5, 1985. 
2. No other man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were 
detected. 
Table 13 
Radioctivity Levels in Water Samples from 
The Environment in Georgia of the Savannah River Plant 
Inches 	Gross alpha, 	Gross beta, 	H-3, 	I-131, 
Sample No 	Location 	Rainfall pCi/1 	 pCi/1 pCi/1 pCi/1  
SR 1950 	TLD # 15 	 < 2 	 3 + 2 	1,600+200 
surface 
SR 1951 	TLD # 6, 	 < 2 	 2 + 2 	<200 
surface 
SR 1952 	TLD # 10, 	 < 2 	 2 + 2 	<200 
surface 
SR 1953 	TLD # 17, 	 < 2 	 3 + 2 	3,300+300 
surface 
SR 1954 	TLD # 20, 	 < 2 	 4 + 2 	3,500+300 
surface 
SR 1955 	TLD # 16, 	 < 2 	 2 + 2 	1,600+300 
surface 
SR 1959 	TLD # 14, 	 <2 	 2 + 2 	< 300 
ground 
SR 1960 	TLD # 20, 	 < 2 	 4 + 2 	< 300 
ground 
SR 1961 	TLD # 6, 	 < 2 	 < 2 	< 300 
ground 
SR 1962 	TLD # 11, 	 < 3 	 < 3 	< 300 
ground 
SR 1963 	TLD # 16, 	 < 2 	 < 3 	< 300 
ground 
SR 1964 	TLD # 25, 	 < 3 	 < 3 	< 300 
ground 
SR 1965 	TLD # 12, 	 < 1 	 < 3 	< 300 
ground 
SR 1966 	Savannah R., 	 < 2 	 7 + 2 
Hwy 301 	 200+200 
SR 1967 	GPC 	 2.0 	 < 2 	 3 +2 8,900+300  
simulator, 
rain 
q 	 17 
Sample. 
No. 
Inches 
Location 	Rainfall 
Table 13 	(cont) 
Gross alpha, 
pCi/1 
Gross beta, 
pCi/1 
	
H-3, 	1-131 
pCi/l pCi/1 
SR 1968 Augusta, 	1.3 
rain 
< 2 4 + 2 3,300+300 	 
SR 1969 Girard, 	no data 
rain 
< 2 < 3 5,200+300 	 
SR 1970 Waynesboro, 	1.3 
rain 
< 2 4 + 2 5,300+300 	 
SR 1971 Ga. 	Welcome 	1.7 < 2 3 + 2 <200 	 
Sta., 	rain 
SR 1972 Hargrove 	1.0 < 2 7 + 3 13,700+400 	 
Rd., 	rain 
SR 1983 I & D Water 	- < 2 4 + 2 _ 3,300+400 	<0.4 
Supply, 
Port Wentworth 
SR 1991 N. 	Augusta, 	- 
raw composite 
< 2 4 + 2 <200 	 
SR 1992 RM 150.4 	- < 1 <2 600+300 	 
SR 1993 RM 146.7 	- 2 + 2 7 + 2 2,200+300 	 
SR 1994 RM 151.2 	- 2 + 2 4 + 2 500+300 	 
SR 1995 Port Wentworth, 
raw composite 
2 + 2 2 + 2 3,100+300 	 
SR 1998 Savannah R., 
R-2 
< 2 3 + 2 <300 	< 1 
SR 1999 Savannah R., 
R-3A 
<1 3 + 2 300+300 	< 1 
SR 2000 Savannah R., 
R-10 
<1 3 + 2 2,300+300 	< 2 
SR 2004 Savannah R., 	- <2 12 + 2 <300 	In 
Hwy 301 Process 
SR 2005 Ga. Welcome 	0.7 <2 5 + 2 <300 	 
Sta., 	rain 
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Sample 
No. Location 
Inches 
Rainfall 
Table 13 	(cont) 
Gross alpha, 
pCi/1 
Gross beta, 
pCi/1 
	
H-3, 	1-131, 
pCi/1 pCi/1 
SR 2006 Waynesboro, 
rain 
1.0 < 2 2 + 2 800+300 	 
SR 2007 GPC 
simulator, 
rain 
1.0 < 2 4 + 2 <300 
SR 2008 Augusta, 
rain 
0.8 < 2 4 + 2 3,900+400 	 
SR 2015 TLD # 17, 
ground 
< 1 4 + 1 <300 
1. Samples SR 1950-1955, 1959-1965 and 2015 were collected April 4-5, 1985; 
samples SR 1966-1972 were collected February 27-March 28, 1985; sample SR 1983 
was collected April 2-9, 1985; samples SR 1991-1995 were collected on April 16, 
1985, by Georgia Power Co. staff; samples SR 1998-2000 were collected on April 
16, 1985; by Savannah River Plant staff; samples SR 2004-2008 were collected 
March 28-April 19, 1985. 
2. No man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were found in samples SR 1950-1955, 
1966, 1983, 1991-1995, 1998-2000, and 2004 (Cs-137 <20 pCi/1). 
3. 1-131 was calculated as of the final day of the collection period. 
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Table 14 
Radioctivity Levels in Air Samples from the 
Environment in Georgia of the Savannah River Plant 
Radionuclide concen- 
tration, pCi/m3 
Sample Volume, Gross 
No. Sample type Location 	m3 1-131 alpha beta 
SR 1956 Cartridge Ga. Welcome 2974 <0.002 
Paper filter Ctr. <0.001 0.002 
SR 1957 Cartridge Augusta 1604 <0.006 
Paper filter <0.001 0.002 
SR 1958 Cartridge Waynesboro 1061 <0.006 
Paper filter <0.001 0.004 
SR 2009 Cartridge Augusta 1564 <0.006 
Paper filter <0.001 0.003 
SR 2010 Cartridge Girard 1354 <0.006 
Paper filter <0.001 0.004 
SR 2011 Cartridge GPC simulator 1189 <0.006 
Paper filter <0.001 0.003 
SR 2012 Cartridge Hargrove Rd. 1362 <0.006 
Paper filter <0.001 0.003 
SR 2013 Cartridge Waynesboro 1425 <0.006 
Paper filter <0.001 0.003 
SR 2014 Cartridge Ga. Welcome 1848 <0.004 
Paper filter Ctr. <0.001 0.002 
Notes: 1. Samples SR 1956 - 1958 were collected on March 29, 1985 after 
29-day sampling; samples SR 2009-2014 were collected April 
18, 1985 after 19-day sampling. 
2. No other man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were detected 
in the cartridges. 
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Table 15 
Radioactivity Levels in Grass Samples from the 
Environment in Georgia of the Savannah River Plant 
Sample Dry wt/ H-3, Radionuclide concentration, pCi/kg 
No. Location Wet wt. pCi/1 Cs-137 	 Be-7 
SR 1973 TLD # 35 0.23 5,100+300 <60 1,200 
SR 1974 TLD # 22 0.17 600+200 <60 1,500 
SR 1975 TLD # 10 0.31 22,700+400 <60 4,600 
SR 1976 TLD # 17 0.30 800+200 <60 1,400 
SR 1977 TLD # 25 0.22 3,600+200 <60 2,100 
SR 19 78 TLD # 15 0.28 3,200+200 <60 2,900 
SR 19 79 TLD # 6 0.26 1,000+200 <60 3,300 
SR 1980 TLD # 1 0.43 800+200 <60 10,300 
SR 1981 TLD # 16 0.28 4,400+300 91 3,200 
SR 1982 TLD # 20 0.27 400+200 99 2,300 
SR 2001 Hancock 0.26 6,300+400 <60 900 
Landing 
SR 2002 Waynesboro 0.29 1,900+300 <60 1,300 
SR 2003 GPC 
simulator 
0.22 2,400+300 <60 <700 
Notes: 1. Samples SR 1973-1982 were collected on April 4-5, 1985; 
samples SR 2001-2003 were collected on April 16, 1985, by 
Georgia Power Co. staff. 
2. No other man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were detected. 
Be-7 is formed in nature. 
2 1 
Table 16 
Radioctivity Levels in Fish from the 
Environment in Georgia of the Savannah River Plant 
Dry wt/ 	Cs-137, 	H-3, 
Sample No. 	Type 	Location 	Wet wt. pCi/kg pCi/1  
SR 1990 
	
White 	RM 148.5 
	
0.21 
	
480 	2,000+400 
Catfish 
Notes: 	1. 	Sample was collected on April 22, 1985, by Georgia Power 
Co. staff. 
2. No other man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were 
detected (Co-60 <40 pCi/kg). 
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Table 17 
Radioactivity Levels in Milk Samples from 
the Environment in Georgia of the Savannah River Plant 
Sample Cs-137, K, H-3, 1-131, 
No. Location pCi/1 g/l, pCi/1 pCi/1 
SR 1996 Gracewood < 6 1.7 600+300 < 6 
SR 1997 Girard <10 1.7 600+300 not analyzed 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected on April 18, 1985, by Savannah 
River Plant staff. 
2. No other radionuclides were detected (Ba-140 <20 
pCi/1). 
3. Deteriorated milk prevented low-level analysis for 
1-131 in sample SR 1997. Gamma-ray spectral analysis 
showed <26pCi/1. 
Table 18 
Radioactivity Levels in Soil Samples from Atlanta 
Co-60, 	Cs-137, 
Sample No. 	Location 	pCi/kg pCi/kg  
S 2463 	 65 	5,800 
S 2464 	 # 1 	110 	6,600 
S 2465 	 # 2 	<40 	 500 
S 2466 	 # 3 	<40 	 230 
S 2467 	blank 	<20 	 <20 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected by DHR staff at E.V. 
Camp Steel, 3510 N. Druid Hills, on April 16, 
1985 (S2463) and April 30, 1985 (S2464-8). 
2. No other man-made photon-emitting radionuclides 
were detected. 
3. The reported concentration is relative to moist 
weight; for S2467, 0.5 kg was assumed, although 
it is an empty container. 
Table 19 
EATICACIIVI1/ IL culuaTy LAUE 	 i 8411 ... rLVFtIFl, 19e4 CaFLETE 
calm LAE 	lIFE/. CECEE 	RA- 	•A- 
EILELE 	LCCATICE 	CCUE1/ 	 LATE LATE LELL 	APIA 226 ,22 1511211. 
LS i FCl/L 	•Cl/L FCl/L FCl/L 
15012 4455 EALELE FACE EH - LOME 1C-25-84 2411 1.000 2 + 	1 
15137 445E LEICIIE II IC•= 10-12-84 8411 1.000 2 + 	1 
13378 4451 CLIEVCCD, C11/ CI IIFIIE 10-3C-24 8411 1.00C 3 + 	1 
22692 445e ECELCCI, CITY CF LAHR 10-30-64 8411 1.009 2 + 	1 
06646 4459 GA CITIETIAE ECECCL ICUTTF 10-29-84 6411 1.090 2 + 	1 
04278 4460 ALEAEY DCUCIFETi 10-31-84 8411 1.000 < 1 
12198 4461 VILALIA, CITY Cr 70CDIE. 10-25-24 2411 1.CC0 3 + 	1 
27450 4462 AECLEE'S COVE ALS, ULM/ 10 	0-84 8411 4.CC1 < 1 
15120 4463 AVULALE HP FITT. 10-25-64 6411 1.00C 3 + 	1 
05765 4464 CAEEIEVILLE, CITY CF FRAFKLTh 10-31-64 6411 4.004 3 + 	1 
:2211 4465 LAKE FARE, CI17 CF LCLELEE 10-25-84 8411 1.CCO < 1 
20799 4466 CIRCLE 110EPE 10-29,24 8411 4.0O3 3 + 	1 
17011 4467 REAM KIM E/L Wall. 10-18-84 8411 1.CCO < 2 
03335 4466 LCUCLASE, CITY CF CCFIEE 10-25-84 6411 1.000 4 + 	1 2.7 
22556 4465 11.11EFIKE IELAIL CELIFIE 10-1E-24 6411 1.000 < 1 
13369 4470 ALIEC, CITY CF IIIEIEE 10-30-84 6411 1.000 E2 + 	3 17.6 1.6 < 2 
:2211 4471 FAFICF. CEEB E/L Wall: 10-26-84 6411 1.000 < 1 
14824 4472 ECUEIVIILE, CITY CF IECUF 10 -5-24 8411 6.001 2 + 	1 
:8564 4473 CEFINUEL III TIF 11 -2-84 2411 1.00C < 1 
05584 4474 eare DIP CCLCUI11 11 -5-64 6411 1.000 4 + 	1 2.0 
14665 4475 LCCILAYI LAKE E/I =EMI 10-17-84 8411 1.000 < 1 
14533 4476 cam EI. HT CLYIN 10-23-84 6411 1.002 < 1 
✓E528 4477 LIFIVIEL LIP LEE 11 -2-64 8411 1.000 < 1 
27E76 4476 KnEECE HE TTE 11 -2-84 8411 1.009 < 1 
1564E 4479 EIMILLE H-} CLAKKE 11 -6-84 8411 3.003 26 + 	2 7.9 1.5 X + 2 
1190E 4480 CCUJICI, CITY CF 11C• -1E• 11 -1-e4 8411 1.000 4 + 	2 1.3 
4E01 4461 ECM •calaca 	la E 1L AI 10-25-E4 6411 1.000 2 + 	1 
26701 4462 LAKE CECECE E/L LIEFIlY 10-17-84 6411 1.000 < 1 
12328 4463 FIVEE FIEL E/L CFA IEIE 1C-16-24 8411 1.000 < 2 
2431 4464 au. HIFI E/L C11511,D. 10-23-84 6411 1.000 < 2 
:2242 4485 TIP LA•lacs Eil CIPIIAE 10-26-24 2411 1.CC0 < 2 
14224 4466 LalavilIF, CITY CI TICLE 11 -5-84 8411 6.000 4 + 	1 0.3 
4624 44E7 rcuayTIJI, CPI/ CI IECUF 11 -5-64 8.411 4.CC3 14 + 	2 2.3 4.0 10 + 	1 
7909 4488 UTILE COVE Jg_PEE 11 -1-24 6411 4.0:5 < 2 
6125 44E5 LUKE'S IF IIICL 11 -6-e4 6411 1.000 2 + 	2 
7241 4450 EC EE CITY DIE 1ECEIE 11 -9-84 8411 3.000 3 + 	2 0.9 
1577 4451 VEIEFIFING Fin EL1 III1 11 -964 6411 6.000 19 + 	3 9.0 < 1.0 < 2 
5557 4452 FILEY CICVEE/L CCICUITI 11 -6-84 8411 1.000 < 2 
Esx. 4493 LAILEVE III' LCUTEL 11 -6-64 8411 1.000 < 2 
4965 4494 RICISIEF l'IT IOLLLP 11 -6-64 6411 1.000 < 2 
3216 4455 EAKLIFEVILLE, cia/cr ilaIECTU 11-13-84 8411 4.004 2 + 2 
7717 4496 FILE MOVIE E/T IIOCKE 11 -8-84 6411 4.001 < 2 
:7 06 4497 IAREEELY ETTIE E/L ECIEME 10-31-64 8411 4.003 9 + 2 0.6 < 1.0 
=543 445e EULODJA L.E. rcIrata 10-13-64 6411 4.000 < 2 
130 4499 ECIAL 000E1 FEE CIA/ICE 11-16-84 8411 6.000 34 + 3 9.5 < 1.0 27 + 2 
:519 4500 EIECLAIOCEELD1I I FF  11 -5-64 6411 1.000 < 
1936 4501 U.K ma II- 11n 11 -9-84 6411 6.000 570 + 	7 113 1.4 < 2 
)723 4502 JUTE DIP GIEKETI 11-19-84 8411 4.002 2 + 2 
47.1 4503 laILEI, CITY ci TCEEEE 11-15-84 8411 4.0O5 < 1 
4504 L1111 CIIIK E/L 11-24-64 8411 4.002 3 + 	1 
1YFE 0,5=1e1 CCPICEI1E ; 2.FIFIA1 CCEECETIE ; 1.REEEl1 EIDCLE ; 3.FEFIA1 CUAL1EFLY ; A.EEY. EfFEIE C.CIIIE 
CCLLECT FlIFI/TEE 0,2,5 = CUICEITE LATE r. 
RALICACIIVITY IA calurry IIJEF supplaR Rum i 6411 ... ILVEFEEE, 1935 CCEPLETE 
CCLLECI LAI 	TYPE/ . MC:c.f. 	RA- 	PA- 
SAVELE 	LCCATICI 	CCUWIY 	LATE TATS i.ELL ALMA 226 228 URAFILt 
i.S it, PCl/L 	ECl/L Fca/L Fca/L 
4505 HELY Lin, Ell CILI 
	
11-24-84 6411 	4.c02 	< 
6tti, 	4506 LII1Y CREEK E/L 
	
11-24-84 6411 4.001 1 + 
?718 4507 illan LIFE ah CEM cum" 
	
11-24-84 8411 4.001 	3 + 1 
: TYFE 0,5=1E1 CCEECETIE ; 2=FIFE15 CCLECE111 ; I= PEAT EINCLE ; 3=E FEAT cUAFIEELY ; 4= B ECEEEL ; 
: CCLLECT LATE TYPE:. 0,2,5 = CCUECETIE LATE 
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EALICAMIVIT/ I1 CU/UM LAUF LIJEILIEE FIRM 8412 ... LECEVIEF, 19E4 	CCM= 
Cauca LAI 	I1FE/. UCES 	RA, FA- 
SAIILE 	ICCATICE 	OCUMY 	 LATE rAar v HI . ALA 226 22E LIMILI 
I.E. i FCl/L 	ICl/L PCl/L FCl/L 
7527 4508 EMIIIIIELT, cm CF JEFF LAVIS 11-26-E4 6412 4.CC1 9 + 2 3.8 5.9 
27762 4509 FLANIATIOE ACHE III ILICIFIE 11-16-84 8412 4.000 < 1 
3'544 4510 mu EEICEIE CCCEEE 11-27-84 8412 4.CC2 < 1 
18852 4511 INALaFCURVTIJF, CITY LILEFII 11-27-84 8412 4.CC2 < 1 
DE104 4512 GRAY, CITY CE JOIE 11-26-84 8412 4.CCC 16 + 	2 1.5 1.4 15 + 	1 
08104 4513 GAY, clay CF JCIIE 11-16-84 8412 4.009 36 + 3 0.8 < 1.0 44 + 4 
08?616 4514 F IT, CC . CCRR. irsa . 'iv. 11-14-84 8412 1.000 < 1 
27382. 4515 ECITIF UJfl ETATE FEACE 11-1E-84 6412 1.000 < 2 
23E4 4516 (Format, CITY CF CCILIIIA 11-19-84 8412 1.CCO 2 + 	1 
21560 4517 LANEY KEES MEI LAU•C 11-20-84 8412 1.CC0 < 1 
28467 4518 TITSTUR0, CITY CF UT 11-27-64 6412 1.000 < 1 
20510 4519 TIII APIA LEE alpa 11-14-84 6412 1.000 2 + 2 
08591 4520 WI-Rh ACIIE EjI 'FT. 11-27-e4 6412 1.CC0 < 1 
35354 4521 EI+01:0 VALLEY EIL mlacE 8-14-84 8412 1.000 210 + 6 17.5 < 1.0 175 + 14 
24158 4522 ATIAItiCtS, CITY CI MAWR 11,20-84 8412 3.001 13 + 	2 4.8 < 1.0 6 + 	1 
12137 4523 VILEOPS1, 1/ TIFT 11-14-e4 8412 1.0:0 < 1 
21645 4524 LITRES H7E MILLS 11-13-84 6412 1.000 < 1 
21056 4525 FCLLIK ETTIF,rEE PEACE 11-19-84 8412 1.00C < 1 
D5C72 4526 FIVER PARK LCUTIE 10-11-84 8412 1.CCO 4 4 	1 1 .3 
22510 4527 rt 7' RATER 1,CLKE ICUIE 11-27-64 8412 6.000 12 + 	2 5.7 < 1.0 
216E3 452R EMU FiTTT. puha. IEOLIE 11-27-84. 8412 1.000 4 + 	2 1.1 
14E43 4529 EarfREE r E MI LAMES 11-20-84 8412 1.000 < 1 
08537 4530 LEE EEIIIEE IFF 11-26-84 2412 1.000 < 1 
04158 4531 ATTAILICLE, CITY CI LECKILE 11-20-84 6412 3.000 27 + 3 10.9 < 1.0. 3 + 	1 
19833 4532/J11U LAVI1 141' KOMI 11-27-84 8412 6.030 44 + 	2 12.5 2.3 < 2 
12771 4533 LAFAYETTE, CITY CF IIIKIF 12 -4-84 8412 c.ccc < 1 
)_3(75 4534 I.F. LAICIEnP ELITE 12 -3-64 8412 4.003 < 1 
16694 4535 ELSE UP IITCrIlL 11-29-64 8412 1.000 2 + 	2 
:8435 4536 v.Eala TIP Ifilia 11-29-64 8412 1.000 < 1 
44/1, 4537 AKLOALEP. CLAY CC. 11-2984 8412 4.000 2 + 	1 
7545 4538 karraccE S/L JACKSCL 11-26-84 8412 1.000 < 1 
963 453S, IcYl•cucF S/E LW= 11-27-84 8412 1.000 < 2 
cEsE 4540 cEaFEEFa, CITY Cl EltIOLEE 12 -6-64 6412 4.000 < 1 
'5070 4541 =URI'S Iv.IF JACKSCE 12 -6-84 8412 1.000 < 1 
7597 4542 CI:AIM:ILE LILL S/L TEONAE 12 -4-84 6412 1.000 < 1 
9684 4543 II LICC FICHTE ESTATI SCIEVEL 12 -4-84 8412 1.000 < 1 
E381 4544 ClU/ IRIVE 8/I IEGAL 12 -4-84 8412 1.000 3 ., + 	1 
5609 4545 IlIcEy TEARER FENT. CCL1UI7T 12 -5-84 8412 1.000 < 1 
397S 4546 Ell:RUE KIM LEI PEACE 12 -6-84 8412 1.000 < 1 
1103 4547 EILVAtIA, CITY CI' EGEVEN 12 -5-84 8412 1.000 < 1 
5815 454P CAE CREEK TP LLIIIKI1 11-27-64 6412 3.000 < 1 
216 4549 1A113VTIJF, CT1Y CI IRK 12-12- 64 6412 1.00C < 1 
110 4550 INLIAL ERACE III Halal 10-24-64 8412 1.000 6 + 2 2.8 1.0 
1)17 4551 FAILEY, CITY CI APILIK 12 -6-84 8412 4.004 9 + 2 2.0 < 1.C. 
)207 4552 ECIIE, CITY CF LANKE 12-12-64 8412 1.000 6 + 2 0.3 < 1.0 
TYPE 0,161 COIICEITE ; 2=REFEAI CCITCEITI ; 1ZIPEAI SINGLE ; 3.-PEFEAI CLAFTEPLI ; 4.4B. ECEELT. ; 
COLLECT rATE Tins 0,2,5 = CaFGETIE LATE 
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RALICACTIVII/ IN CCDUKTY VATER EUEFITFr FIFORn. 	8501 ... JANUARY, 1585 INCaELETE 
EAEFLE 	LCCAIIGY 
LS h 
COUNTY 
ccusca LAE 
LATE 	LATE: 
TUE/. 
UM 
lams. 
ALMA 
PC1/L 
RA- 
226 
ECl/L 
FA- 
2.26 
PC1/L 
URANIUr 
PCl/L 
27862 4553 AKIIIIAKELf-E/El. 2 FOLK 1 -3-E5 85(1 4.0C2 7 + 2 0.9 2.5 
11524 4554 FLAILS, CITY CF EIMER 1 -4-84 8501 4.006 8 + 	2 2.5 1.7 
27871 4555 111EFIAKII. N.ENEI. 2 ECU 1 -3-85 8501 4.001 < 1 
11524 4556 FLAIL , CITY CF •EE 1 -4-85 8501 4.005 3 + 	1 
25238 4557 FITER ACRES S/L IICLAE 1 -8-85 8501 4.000 < 1 
43325 4558 RoEINE AEI FOUE'la 12-14-84 8501 1.000 3 + 	1 
17241 4559 EGE1 CII1 Ur aIt/If 12-12-84 6501 3.000 3 + 	1 
14616 4560 Locum. IFATLE rhT LAURE 1 -3-85 8501 1.000 2 + 2 
00466 4561 ALAFALA, CITY a EIEE1E 12-19-84 8501 3.000 25 + 	3 7.8 < 1.0 < 2 
138e7 4562 TYLETEErc SEFIEc ilc LAUFEI'E 12-1e-84 8501 1.0:0 < 2 
08223 4563 LAKIIALI, CITY CF LANIER 12-15-84 8501 1.0CC 4 + 	1 1.8 
0e433 4564 TARELEY'S /IP LAUPEND 12-18-84 8501 1.CC0 < 1 
0721 4565 LEII-`AI, ciay CF FlacFELL 12-19-84 8501 1.000 2 + 1 
25105 4566 ccEcEp EFF KETh 12-11-84 8501 'Loco 2 + 	1 
07341 4567 TCctLCC Ea h?I 12-21-84 8501 3.000 le + 	3 1.E < 1.0 
26132 45(C, LAIRY 7FACT JIIIEEECL 12-20-84 8501 1.000 < 2 
17279 4565 SCFECIE EL1ATF5  LCUALIS 12-17-84 8501 1.000 < 2 
16455 4570 ERTTTANy EARECE SCU. FRANCLZ 12-21-84 8501 3.000 61 + 7 < 1.C, 
L0475 4571 ENIC•A, CITY OF HIED: 12-19-84 8501 3.00e 7 + 	1 < 1.0 
WO, 4572 vEl•k. LATER ma 1-17-85 e501 4.001 43 + 4 5.5 1.4 43 + 3 
14967 4573 FINE CIFCLE 2/F Lculis 1-15-85 85(1 4.002 < 2 
35612 4574 KBEs CAP =Ills FAFFTE 1-14-65 8501 4.000 < 1 
Oidd, 4575 QUFTLELAT CCf/. 1-15-85 8501 4.001 3 + 	1 
24677 4576 EL ram LATEE suFE TI1T 1-16-85 85(1 4.000 2 + 	1 
12155 4577 la= 1EL. Eta Tin 1-16-85 8501 4.004 2c + 	3 4.0 < 4.0 < 2 
12155 4578 71110E I}[. PARK 7117 1-16-85 8501 4.005 75 + 	5 11.6 < 1.0 2 + 	1 
647€ 4575 61 MILLE, CITE CF LEE 1-17-65 6501 1.0CC < 1 
n 83 458c IIErix LAY EET. (=Ea 1-22-85 8501 1.000 < 1 
4581 ErziAND TO uldt 1-16-85 850 1.000 < 1 
2,251 45E2 CAEFEELL V•1EF E/Ea roucLIETY 1 -7-85 850 1.000 < 1 
5c04 4583 EC)CFCIT S/L 7h0fAE 1 -4-85 65C1 1.001 2 + 2 
‘022 .4 4584 LIT MA L/L UT 1-22-85 8501 1.000 < 1 
170E5 4585 ICLEE7 MIME E/L HIM 1-16-65 8501 1.CC0 < 2 
I: TYFE 0,5=1E7 CCUE0E11E ; 2.RIEE/T CCUCEIM ; URIFEAT E.INCIF ; 3=FEFEAT QUAPIEFLY ; 4=101 ECREEE ; 6=CIIII. 
: CCLLECI LATE TYPES 0,2,5 = cc•icEJai LATE 
28 
PALICACIIVITI IN CODIIITTY ' ,ITER SUPPLIES FIKET /, 8502 ... IIEFLAEY, 19E5 IECLDELEIE 
EAILE 	Lccnicr 
LS i 
awry 
	
CCLLECT 	LAI 
LATE LATE 
1116/. 
VILE 
MSS 
ABA 
ECl/L 
II- 
22E 
FCI/L 
TA- 
228 
Eci/L 
UFAtal 
PcI/L 
C80C 4586 ALLAICCEADIF EAFICI 1-29-65 6502 4.004 3 + 	A „) I 
7607 4587 1FCUP CEEEK DAYIEA CLYDE 1-23-85 65(2 4.000 2 + 	1 
4553 4552 Eit.TIC VAIIFY Eg Mat 1-25-55 8502 4.000 216 + 	8 16.7 < 1.c 174 + 14 
woo 4585 ALLATCCEA DEE EAFTC1, 1-25-85 8502 4.003 5 + 	1 1.0 
1063 459c ELLAVILLE, CITY CF ELUL/ 1-24-65 6502 4.005 2 + 	1 
7653 4551 LIIEICCE ETATES VALICE 1-25-65 65102 4.000 4 + 	1 0.8 
6669 45S2 R 	EARN DIE FUME 1-26-65 8502 1.000 7 + 	A ....1 , 
6555 4593 rillagact rip IFF 1-23-65 8502 1.000 < 1 
6505 4554 LAMY'S TEE LCHIEE 1-24-65 8502 1.ccc 2 + 	1 
1E01 4555 ELDUCCD Eir LECKALF 1-26-85 E502 1.000) < 1 
2428 459E CLAM MICE LTI E/L FCEEYTI 1-21-65 8502 1.000 < 1 
7058 4557 sHry GFCVE IF FALL. 1-30-85 8502 1.000 2 + 	1 
2555 4J,6 141EO a 'Bina I23•65 6502 1.CC0 1 + 	1 
2454 45S 	RFCVIOS •.E. TUFtlF 1-23-65 85C2 1.000 2 + 	1 
3236 4600 LIXIE DIE LILL 1-30-65 8502 1.000 3 + 	1 
7535 4601 PARAEIEE DIP EMCEE 2 -1-85 85(2 4.001 4 + 2 1.4 
789} 4b0C2 TIE ELLEI-ITIFF ISLE EPYAE 1 -7-65 6502 4.001 < 2 
4603 EE 	IQ E/L 5664 CLATVAD 1-25-85 8502 4.000 < 2 
57S7 46C4 CCCK'S IIF 0IFICLL 1 -5-65 8502 4.002 < 2 
2736 4605✓ HERE'S ii-p JACEM 1-30-65 85C2 4.003 6 + 2 0.2 < 1.0 
?(36 4ECE FAI.LLE'S DEP JACKCR 2 -1-65 6502 4.004 6 + 2 < 1.0 
70S4 4607 DITITKEE AIL CC. PALL 1-31-85 65012 1.00e < 2 
76E• 4C06 FUITVIE AEL CC. hALL 1-31-65 8502 1.000 < 2 
7849 46019 FALL CC. CCEEECTICEE YALE 1-31-55 6502 1.000 , 2 + 	1 
3454 4610 EIC CAE E/L ITT- 2 -4-85 6502 1.cco < 2 
5148 4611 PADIRA PIP LEE 2 -4-65 65(2 1.000 < 1 
;444 4612 EIC11 IICE. FAIT 8/L IIIIECE 2 -6-65 8502 4.006 3 + 	1 
NCO 4613 'WE CAKE FLEE UTE Hal 2 -5-85 6502 4.002 3 + 	1 
,257 404 /CEILUCIII-ICIIET HIT 2 -7-E5 6502 4.CCri < 2 
;A& 4E15 AFCALEITE JACKECI 2 -7-65 6502 1.cco < 2 
C3C 4E16 JACKSLE CC. CCFE IEE JILIECE 0 0-65 85(2 1.000 3 + 	1 
586 4617 CICCKEE CREEK I'LL. JACKED 0 C-85 6502 1.000 5 + 	1 
E41 4616 CIIIEEPE DIP LEE 2 -5-€5 2502 1.000 < 2 
750 4615 EAE V III lin 2 -5-65 2502 1.000 < 2 
814 4626 /ducat. I, .A. JACKECt 2 -7-65 8502 1.000 3 + 	1 
012 4E21 TFE KUM'S HOLE. JACK6CE 2 -7-65 6502 1.000 4 + 	1 
5c1 4622 IFITIAE1 hALECE lEfT FFAIKLI1 12-21-84 8502 3.CC0 35 + 	7 .. 
F2F 4623 FIFE lAVIEL LIP JACKEM 2 -5-85 6502 1.000 14 + 2 
75,5 4624 ICECETCE, CITY CF JILkECE 2 -4-85 8502 1.000 < 2 
743 4625 PIKE EMI DIP CCCK 2-11-85 65C2 3.000 131 + 6 
4626 InliTacE, CITY CF 167 ELCITUF 2-11-85 E502 1.000 < 2 
.2 52 4627 tElAFK V.E. TI- 	A: 2 -7-85 6502 1.000 < 2 
I46 4828 ICIII,IRICEI E/L TlET 2 -5-85 65(2 1.000 < 2 
105 4629 SILVKIEF, clay GE IcEll, 1-31-65 8502 I.CC2 < 2 
SS 4630 ELD•EE, cry CE Icral- 2 -5-65 8502 1.001 10 + 	2 
139 4631 ILDIYIE, CITY CF ETAAFT 1-31-85 6502 LOCO 2 + 	1 
84 4632 CC .LUY DEP JACEECE 2 -5-65 85(2 1.000 2 + 	I 
CS 4E33 rilitLA DEP muff 2 -7-85 85(2 1.CCI < 2 
'c ... 4E34 IICEICCI, CITY CI IIIIELL 1-31-65 6502 1.000 < 2 
42 4E35 IFIFILCCL ECM' E/L LIE 2 -4-85 6502 1.010 2 + 	1 
rYFE 0,5.1Eri CC:FICHTE. ; 2.REFEia CC•ICETTE ; 141riya Ed1CLE ; 3.EIFEAT CUAITIELY 4=E1V. `CRIES. ; 
10LIEta- LATE TYI FI C,2,5 = CODICETTF I:P?1E 
29 
FATICAMBITY CCITUTTY 1.ASEE EUFPI IFS FIFCF1 i 8502 ... 	1985 'MIME 
CULLECI LAE 
LATE LATE 
2-14,-85 8502 
2 -7-e5 e50e 
2 -6-85 6502 
2-14-85 e50e 
E/. GFCEE 
1\ELL 	ALE11 
FCI/L 
FA- EA- 
226 226 uRaltU 
pci/L FCI/L rca/L 
EAKPLE 
	
LCCATICL 
	
CCLITY 
:EEO 4636 AC AIM ACHE, Eg 	LCULEE 
WO, 4637 I.:fa-MATER CFIEK FEY 
26549 4638 FILL FILCE GE LAUF KRIM, 
11457 4639 RICHLAEL, CITY CF 	LdalFS 
■•■■• •• 
1.001 	3 + 
4.0O2 62+ 	4 C.8 < 1.0 	e5+ 7 
1.000 	< 1 
1.CCO <1 
S: TIFF, 0,5.1E7 CaFGETTE 2=EIFEAT CGICEia 1=PITEAT SIN= ; 3=FEPEAT CUMULI ; 4.111 E{F,EFt ; 64ThIE 
: CCLLECT LATE TYFEE 0,2,5 = oaurzrTL LATE 
30 
0E546 
20028 
21936 
2E405 
22049 
09673 
12119 
21570 
Q55C2 
36733 
26947 
27926 
14824 
15056 
11857 
21561 
11890 
17241 
D3130 
et : 
S 
4C9  
13439 
5763 
3344 
2155 
877 
55 
55 
122 
5 
08 
4 
10 
573 
-.36 
777 
380 
326 
359 
1 
158 
3 
RALICACINITY IN Cul LITI1 i ATIE SUB  •Fs RUCK I,• 8503 ... 5- x, 1985 MCGILL-1E 
	
OCLLECT LAL 	 CECEE 	RA- FA- 
ElfILE 	L0011101: 	CCU / 	 LATE LATE ;ELL 	AIFIA 226 228 LIANIUE 
LS FCl/L 	FCl/L FCI/L FCIA 
4640 EIEEVIR EEP JFF 2-15-65 8503 1.000 < 2 
4641 ILCKV,11 E/L LONIEE 2-20-65 8503 1.001 5 + 	1 
4f47 CAK RIDGE LEE TIFT 2-21-85 8503 1.000 554 + 16 
4643 rECATUF CC CORE INET LECAILE 2-196.85 8503 1.001 < 1 
4644 GEATIAFLUIII ELAM. WIMP: 2-21-65 6503 1.000 < 2 
4645 VORTITCCRF. INET. r7FTL.ETI E 2 -1-85 8503 1.000 5 + 	1 
4646 KITE a TIFT 2,21-65 8503 1.000 < 2 
4647 LEE'S D1F TEFFELL 2-21-85 8503 1.000 2 + 	1 
4648 COMFY C1PCLE S/L caculaa. 129-85 8503 1.000 8 + 2 
4649 Ewa AU ±E EEF ICOM 2-26-85 6503 1.000 3 + 	1 
4650 }MEE PIM EID 0-11.141: 2-25-85 8503 4.000 2 + 	1 
4651 LAKEJMUGUAY MIAS 2=27-65 6503 4.001 2 + 	1 
4652 MCULTVILLE V.A. IRCUP 3 -4-85 6503 4.004 84 + 	3 
4653 ECCII AER ILVNIES 2-28-85 8503 1.003 2 + 1 
4654 PARECIT, CITY GI IERRELL 2-26-85 8503 1.000 < 2 
4655 LAZY FINES EYE TEFFELL 3 -4-85 8503 1.000 < 1 
4656 ECSIGE, CITY CF TECEAE 2=26-65 8503 1.003 < 2 
4657 FLEE CITY !}P ThCEAS 2-27-85 8503 1.001 5 + 	1 
4656 RCYAL CUM LEP CLAYTON., 228-65 6503 3.000 60 + 3 
4659 PEERY, CITY CF FOJETCN 2-26-85 8503 1.000 5 + 
4660 C.,L1TLAN, CITY OF BOW 3-28-85 6503 1.CC2 2 + 	1 
46E1 FAEGITI'S IP EIN ESL 3-26-85 650 1.000 < 2 
4662 AICUF VILLAGE SiL 2-22-85 650 0.001 < 1 
4663 FIUME, IC N CF C0LCUITT 3 -5-85 8503 1.000 7 + 2 
4F64 VIELIEC VAY EST. QUTIYAI, 3 -6-85 8503 1.000 < 1 
4665 RUFUS KURT 	EIE CCLGUITT 3 -5-658503 1.000 7 + 2 
4666 Bala, CITY CI L.EI.STFR 3 -6-65 6503 1.000 1 + 	1 
4667 LAUREL °TEEM IANEIN 3 -2-85 6503 4.00m 5 + 	1 
4668 ELLCFAL0 3-22-85 8503 4.000 41 + 	5 
4665 TIFTON ILL PARK 1'1E1' 3-22-65 6503 4.004 17 + 	3 3.6 < 1.0 
4670 /11CPA3X 3-22-85 6503 4.000 4C + 	5 
4671 TIIICN III FALK a Ira 322-65 8503 4.005 43 + 3 
4672 TIFICY na FAH 3-22-85 6503 4.000 14 + 	3 
4673 J0NEE CCM/ V.S. JCNEE 3-18-65 650 4.005 < 2 
4E74 YAFFE 	•ff META 8-14-64 8503 1.000 < 2 
4675 1.0FACF COLLAR ill GAM 3-19-85 8503 1.00I 2 + 2 
4676 KELLY PINES hFP LCINEF 8-21-84 6503 1.001 < 2 
ICIEE 4677 FIDGE0REET CIRCLE EC 3-20-65 8503 1.000 < 2 
4678 EAST MINA aviat 6-14-84 6503 1.c00 4 + 
4679 VOCELAEL IFP LEE 3-12-85 8503 1.000 < 2 
4680 FALCEC NCRIE JACKSON: 2-21-85 8503 1.000 4 + 	1 
4681 CAK TEFFACE MILES 3-19-85 8503 1.001 < 2 
4662 EGRESI LAKE EST. TTFT 3-12-85 8503 1.000 s + 	2 
4683 ellia EECEIS MIME 2-26-85 8503 1.000 6 + 2 
4684 LAMM, CITY CF ETEEFENE 3-12-85 8503 1.000 < 2 
4665 aCHICCE EETATi.: FIERITE 3-12-85 6503 1.000 6 + 2 
4686 ROSE CITY I'FP IfiCEAS 5-17-64 8503 3.001 4 + 	1 
4667 A111111011E, CITY CI EatiauE s•-26,64 650 3.002 2 + 2 
4686 5-IALCLIE00K E/L IECAILF 3-14-85 6503 1.001 2 + 2 
4E 	PECAN PARK EYE GRAM 3-19-65 6503 1.002 2 + 	2 
TYPE 0,5=1EI COKE= ; 	alKETIE ; 141ELAT EILCII ; 	CUAITERLY ; 4.111, SCREEI ; E=CTIIE 
(1111-19' r t TV wry, . CI 9 F Crt TrIeTTT ntrm 
EALICLCIIVTI'Y CCIMIllY 14dIF EUFFLTR- FIRM- e504 	Lam, 185 DicupLEIE 
CCLLECT ILL 	TYPE/. Ma: 	PA- EA- 
SPLFLE 	LCCATICE 	CCLITY 	 LATE LATE vaL AllEA 226 228 L'RAILE 
VIS i, KI/L 	FCl/L FCl/L FCl/L 
1410 4ESO JENIcIMILEC,CTIY CE ELM 3-25-85 8504 4.0ce 
3436 461 EKY LAKE IIC IIIIE 3-26-85 8504 1.000 
9683 4692 Ecealch, clay a FCECAE 3-27-85 8504 1.000 
5755 4893 ctrura,cial CF IONECE 3-15,-85 8504 3.0ce 
C466 4E54 ALAFALA, CITY CF HE 3-21-65 6504 3.001 
4255 4E95 CFE1W, CTIY a . LUCE 3-2E-85 e504 1.000 
424 4e98 GAMEY, CITY CF LCLCE 3-26-65 8504 1.000 
3920 4697 PAL'S 8/r LAUER:: 2-27-85 8504 1.000 
67Z 489E FEACIAL VALLEY SL 117-1E 3 -2-85 8504 1.000 
c475 4659 =1, CITY CF FUME 3-21-85 8504 3.CC2 
5517 4700 VALLtE7A C.C. LC n,E8 326.-85 85(4 1.CC1 
1371 4701 11111IERECLI, 7CVE CF CF 1} 4-11-85 8504 4.003 
2718 4702 FAFILY LIFE LEE cm CCCFEE 3-28-65 8504 1.000 
1057 4703 ELKS AILFGI Ecik.E FCCKCALE 4 -4-85 8504 1.000 
3475 4704 hlvasTrF, lcu CF cacuiaa 4 -9-85 8504 1.000 
C008 4705 riaa -mr, cm CI MICE 4 -4-e5 8504 1.000 
437e 4705 ALLAY, CIII CF IIIKIIEIY 3-28?5 8504 4.035 
0240 47C7 ETATEA/„CITY CF PJFYf 4-11-85 8504 4.0o0 
9932 4708 CEAlaCETE, CITY OF PIERAY 4-18-85 e504 4.000 
3953 47c9 PLUMB, E/I ClOVETA 4-23-85 8504 4.004 
3630 4710 CCLU/IIA CC. 1,.E. CCLUFEIA 4 -4-65 85C4 4.001 
7366 4711 IFAIILIN/FIAEI; T, .A. FEAR 4-1s-85 8504 4.000 
1151 4712 LCULEMILLE EFEINOLL 4-16-85 85C4 4.004 
7343 4713 ALCCVY IIP EILICN 4-23-85 8504 1.CO0 
7391 4717 DIALCUECCE DIT EBilth 4-23-85 8504 1.0:0 
5E53 4715 LIMY AGE tIL CCLU/IJA 4-11-85 8504 1.0C1 
5932 4716 CLAIEM71, CITY CI HWY 4,48-85 8504 3.000 
5114 4717 FIDE VALLEY E/L 111.1C3 4-23-85 8504 1.000 
i'46E. 4718 malts FFE 1717CE 4-23-85 8504 1.CCO 
1406 4715' MTH MT I F. /MIKE 4-16-85 8504 1.CC0 
)190 4720 LEXTECICE, cm CF CCIELCFEE 4-16-85 e504 1.000 
'.26 4721 Aarrsr PPP LC•TIE 4-22-85 8504 1.001 
2 + 
< 2 
< 2 
< 2 
17 + 3 
< 2 
2 + 2 
< 1 
4 + 2 
2 + 1 
2 + 2 
< 1 
< 2 
< 
13 + 2 
< 2 
2 + 1 
2 + 1 
< 2 
< 1 
< 2 
< 1 
< 2 
< 1 
< 2 
< 2 
< 2 
• 1/11 0,5=1E7 C0FICEIIE ; 2=EEPEA7 CG TIE ; 1=FIFEA7 SINGLE ; 3=REPEAT WAR= ; 4=111. SUITE ; e=culf: 
C0LLEC1 LATE TYPES 0,2,5 = °TRETE LATE 
32 
Table 20 
Exposure Rates at Nuclear Facilities 
measured with TLD's 
CE LAY 
EE1. 
... 	840808 
2.0 
(+-) 
3.0 
(+-) 
- 850425 
U 
30.5 
2.9 
34.0 
3.4 
: 	260 
t_ICER/LE 
4.9 
0.5 
5.5 
0.6 
TAYE 
1,4/YE 
4.1 
47.6 
4.8 
4.0 32.5 5.2 45.6 
(+-) /1.1 0.7 5.7 
6.0 31 .6 5.1 44.4 
(+-) 3 .1 C.5 4.3 
7. 0 35.7 5.7 50.1 
(+-) 3.E 0.6 4 • 
12.0 28.8 4.6 40.4 
(+-) 4.0 0.6 5.7 
13.0 24.1 3.9 33.6 
(+-) 2.9 0.5 4.0 
14 .0 25.6 4.1 36.0 
(+-) 2.6 0.4 3.7 
.0 7, 	7 5.3 46.7 
(+-) 3.2 C.5 4.4 
16.0 32.4 5.2 45.5 
(+-) 3.7 0.6 5.2 
16.0 35.3 5.7 49.6 
(+-) 5.2 0.6 7.3 
1S.0 30.0 4.8 42.1 
(+-) 3.1 0.5 4.4 
20.0 31.S 5.1 44.7 
(+-) 3. 0 • 0.5 4.1 
AVG.: 31.2 5.0 43.8 
(+-) 6.9 1.1 9.7 
33 
CE LAY ... 840403 - 850425 : 367 LAYS 
TLI4 	 Lb 	LICER/FR 	LR/YE 
11.0 	49.2 	5.3 	46.4 
(4--) 	 5.6 	0.6 
34 
IE LACKCFCUIL FCF KI1CL LAI ... 8408C6 - 650425 	: 260 DAYS 
ILLS, 	 P.F. 	1,,ICFE/ER 	D.F/YE 
	
22.0 	37.3 	6.0 	52.4 
(+-) 	4.3 	0.7 	6.0 
24.0 	35.1 	5.6 	49.3 
(+-) 	4.6 	0.7 	6.5 
25.0 	36.7 	5.9 	51.6 
(+-) 	5.1 	 0.E 	7.1 
26.0 	36.7 	5.5 	51.6 
(+-) 	5.0 	0.6 	7.0 
cE1. PVC.: 	36.5 	5.6 	51.2 
(+-) 	1.9 	0.3 	2.6 
CL 1UCLEAF, 	FLAL7 
1.0 
(+-) 
2.0 
(+-) 
3.0 
(+-) 
4.0 
(+-) 
5.0 
(+-) 
6.0 
(4- -) 
7.0 
(4-) 
F.0 
(+-) 
9.0 
(+-) 
1C.0 
(+-) 
11.0 
(+-) 
12.0 
(+-) 
13.0 
(+-) 
14.0 
(+-) 
15.0 
(+ - ) 
1E.0 
(+-) 
17.0 
(+-) 
16.0 
(+-) 
20.0 
(4-) 
... 	850108 	- 	85C403 	: 	85 
	
DE 	1.ICFP/IE 	LE/YF 
13.2 	6.5 	56.8 
1.5 	0.7 
13.8 	6.8 	5S . 3 
2.4 	1.2 	10.4 
13.0 	6.3 	55.6 
1.3 	0.7 	5.7 
10.1 	5.0 	43.6 
1.7 	0.8 	7.3 
11.6 	5.7 	45.9 
1.3 	0.6 	5.5 
10.5 	5.2 	45.3 
1.3 	0.7 	c. .8 .... 
11.2 	C . 0 ...,-, 	46.1 
1.2 	C.0 	5.1 
11.7 	5.7 	50.1 
1.2 	0.6 	5.2 
11.1 	5.4 	47.7 
1.5 	 8.6 
11.3 
1.4 	0.7 	5.€ 
10.0 	4.9 	43.1 
1.5 	0.8 	6.6 
10.9 	 4E.9 
1.2 	 C.6 	 5.2 
15.6 	7.7 	87.2 
2.1 	1.0 	0.1 
1C.2 	5.0 	43. 0  
1.6 	0.8 	6.7 
11.7 	5.7 	50.3 
1.3 	0.6 	5.5 
10.3 	5.0 	44.2 
1.2 	0.6 	5.0 
10.8 	5.3 	4E.E 
1.2 	0.6 	5.0 
1;.2 	6.5 	56.6 
1.9 	C. 	6.2 
10.7 	r 	7 	 46.1 
1.. C.0 
LAIL 
... 	<> S55 1;CFIAL 
36 
rIEq. 
( + - ) 
22.0 
( 4 -) 
23.0 
13.1 
10.2 
6.4 
C. 
56.1 
44.0 
( 4 -) 1.5 C.7 6.4 
24.0 11.1 5.4 47 .7 
(+-) 1.6 0.8 .7 
25.0 C .• 4.6 4C.4 
(+-) 1.5 C.8 6.6 
26.0 8.6 4.2 37.1 
( 4 -) 1.2 0.6 
27.0 11.8 5.E 5C.7 
(+-) 1.9 1.0 8.3 
28.0 12.9 55.2 
(+-) 1.6 0.6 7.1 
2S.0 8.6 4 57.8 
(+-) 1.1 0 4.7 
30.0 12.7 6.2 54.7 
(+-) 1.7 0.5 7.2 
31.0 c 4•9 42.5 
( 4 -) 2.3 1.1 C 	C. 
32.0 12.0 5.9 
(4-) 2.1 1.1 S.2 
11.3 5.6 46.6 
( 4 -) 1 .2 C.6 5.1 
34.0 11.9 r • 51.1 
(4-) 1.7 0.9 7.5 
35.0 14.0 6.9 CC.0 
(+-) 2.E 1.3 11.3 
36.0 5.4 4.1 35.9 
(+-) 1.3 0.7 . 	7 
12.0 C 51.7 
( 4 -) 2.4 1.2 10.2 
38.0 E.7 4.3 37.5 
(+-) 1.2 C.6 5.3 
7 c, • C /,*, 9.7 4.7 4 1 .6 
( 4-) 1.2 0.6 5.3 
40.6 11.5 5.6 4.9.3 
( 4 -) 1.7 0.5 7.1 
41.0 1C.3 5.0 44.1 
(+-) 1.6 C.9 7.7 
42.0 11.2 5.5 48.1 
(4-) 1. 7 
37 
43.0 
(4-; 
11.5 
1.4 
5.6 
C.7 
51.0 
5.8 
44.0 1C.4 5.1 Z4.7 
(+-) 1.5 1.7 
45.0 11.9 5.8 51.1 
(+-) LeG 1.1 C.7 
47 11.5 5.E 45.4 
(+-) 1.9 C.9 8.2 
48.0 1 4.5 7.1 82.3 
(+-; 1.9 0.9 6.1 
45.0 12.5 8.1 
(+-) 1.5 C.7 6.3 
. 	A \10 	: 11.4 5 . E 46.8 
(+-) -3.1 1 .5 I 7 	7 „1 • , 
38 
1E IACECULL1,— 	 E5C10E 	— e502.0:,2 	: 	85 LflL 
ILL; 
4.0 
('; 
IF 
19.1 
.,- 
/ 	I C 1-,. F /A-. F 
9.4 
1.,, 
LWA 
E2.0 
12.8 
5.0 
(+—) 
1e..1 
1.7 
7.5 
G.E 
6c.f, 
7.3 
6.0 
( 4 —) 
13.t, 
1.8 
C.E 
G.9 
59.4 
7.9 
7.c 6.8 59.4 
(+—) 1.F 6.7 
E.G 10.9 5.4 47.0 
(+—) 1.3 0.6 
IVC.: 14.8 7.2 63.4 
( +— ) 	6.1 	 .0 
	
26.2 
39 
EIVEI 	1-LPPIOCCaLE 
rf 
L5.0 	16.1 
( +-) 	 2.E 
... 	641220 
DICF4/11 
7.2 
1.1 
- 	E0404 	: 	105 	ILYL 
IL/1E 
F2.9 
9 .9 
2(.0 15.9 6.3 55.2 
( 4 -) 2. 4 C.S 8.2 
27.0 19.3 7.i 67.7 
(+-) 1.0 2.6 
26.0 14.6 5.E 50.7 
(+-) 3.0 1.2 10.3 
2S.0 1 6.5 6.6 57.4 
(+-) 7.1 1.2 
30.0 1(.3 C.5 56.2 
(4- ) 2.0 1.0 9.0 
51.0 1C.6 C.6 57.6 
(+-) 2.3 0.5 8.0 
32.0 14.2 5.6 49.4 
( 4 -) 1.S 0.6 6.7 
33.0 17.2 59.S 
(+-) 2.0 1.c S .2 
74.0 13.3 P 	7 ! 	! 40.3 
( 4 -) 2.2 0.9 7.5 
35.c 16.1 6.4 55.9 
(4-) 2.2 C .S 7.7 
3C.0 17.1 6.6 59.4 
(4-) 2.1 0.2 7.3 
37.0 11.1 4.4 7E.7 
( 4 -) 7.0 1.2 10.4 
38.0 16.3 C. 5 0.6 
(+-) 2.7 1 .1 9.4 
4C.0 14.5 5.7 50.3 
(+-) 2.4 C.S 8.3 
41.0 15.2 6.0 52.5 
( 4 -) 4.0 1.6 15.6 
42.c 17.5 5.4 47.0 
( 4 -) 2.4 0.9 8.3 
5 S 51 .7 
2.0 0.8 .1 
40 
46.o 	lc_ .1 
(+—) 	2. 4 
7 
1.0 
?Sc.: 	If .0 	 E 
	
F 
(+—) 
	
4.c 
	
1.E 
	
I . 
41 
IAJAI 1-1.,/10/CUILI 
1 .0 	20.0 
... 	841115 
YI0FI/hE 
5.9 
- 	85C4C4 
FE/ 1L 
52 .1 
: 	14C 	LATE 
(+-) , 2.2 0.7 5•E 
2.0 23.0 7.1 62.5 
(4--) 2.8 0.8 7. 3 
3.0 26.6 7.9 65.3 
(+-) 1.1 5 .5  
4.0 3.c.5 9.1 79.5 
( 4-; 3.e 1.1 9. 3 
5.0 27.3 C 71.3 
( 4-) 2.5 0.9 7.0 
c.c 24.4 7.2 €3.5 
(+-) 3.2 1.0 0.4 
7.0 24.1 7.2 62.5 
( 4 -) 2 .7 C.E 6.5 
E.0 18.2 5.4 4"/.3 
(+-) 2.0 0.6 5 . 3 
5.0 22.3 6.6 50.2 
(+-) 2.5 0.7 6.4 
10..0 20.5 6.2 54.4 
(+-) C.E 7.3 
12.0 24.6 7.3 64. 1 
(+-) •7 C.F 
13.0 le.s • F 45.3 
(+-) 2.1 0.6 c; 	• 
14.0 2C.0 6.0 52.2 
(+-) 2.3 0.7 6.0 
15.0 27.1 8.1 70.8 
(4-) 5. 1 1.5 13.2 
16.0 15.0 5.8 .2 
(+-) 2.6 0.8 6.7 
17.0 20.0 7.9 E L 
(+-) 4.6 1.4 12.0 
18.0 22.1 6.0 57.6 
( 4 -) 2 .E; 0.8 (.8 14 2 
LEI. 
20.0 22.i 7.1 61.c 
(+-) 3.8 1.1 
21.0 20.6 E.1 53.E 
(+-) 2.1 0.6 5.6 
22.0 20. - t.0 52.E 
( 4 -) 2.3 C.7 5.c 
23.0 5C.4 S.1 75.4 
(+-) 4.0 1.2 10.5 
24.0 22.5 6.7 58.E 
(+-) 2.4 0.7 6.3 
Ali- C.: 27-4 7.0 E0..c 
(+-) C.S 2.1 18..1 
43 
E4C5C5 - E50404 
	
211 11Y.`... 
I 	 IF 
1 1.0 	 .0 
	
55.0 
(+-) 
	
2 .5 
	
C.E 
	
5.1 
44 
iL IKC IN LEE 	 E- 4111!. 	- 	L50ZCZ, 	: 	14C 	LIYE 
L.6 
19.S' 
2.1 
25.6 
I ICEF/ 
10.5 
1.4 
5.S 
C.6 
7.t 
C.E 
D ✓ YR 
c2.0 
12.C, 
51.E 
5.6 
66.S 
7.1 
70.2 
d0.6 
LE . 
(4-, 4.6 
TECH EFEEAECY FEACICF ... 840319 - 85031e 	: 364 EAYE 
aLri 
	
FICEE/EF 	FE/YE 
91.7 
10.1 
8.0 	94.0 
( 4 -) 	9.2  
10.5 
1.2 
10.8 
1.0 
92.0 
10.1 
94.3 
9.2 
994.5 	113.8 
96.8 	11.1 
557.3 
97.0 
	
12.0 	90.0 
	
10.3 
	
90.2 
( 4 -) 	8.4 
	
1.0 
	
8.4 
I\JA. ANC.: 	317.E 	3€.4 	318.4 
902.7 	103.3 	905.1 
QUOYAH NUCLEAR PLANT ... 840907 - 850227 : 173 DAYS 
TLD# 	 MR 	tiICRR/HR 	MR/YR 
	
1.0 	25.4 	6.1 	53.6 
(+-) 	2.6 	0.6 	5.5 
2.0 	24.8 	6.0 	52.4 
(+-) 	2.9 	0.7 	6.2 
3.0 	25.5 	6.1 	53.8 
(+-) 	2.8 	0.7 	6.0 
4.0 	31.0 	7.5 	65.5 
(4--) 	3.3 	0.8 	6.9 
5.0 	24.7 	6.0 	52.1 
(+-) 	3.1 	0.7 	6.5 
6.0 	23.2 	5.6 	49.0 
(+-) 	4.4 	1.1 	9.4 
7.0 	28.7 	6.9 	60.5 
(+-) 4.0 	1.0 	8.4 
8.0 	32.3 	7.8 	68.1 
(+-) 	3.5 	0.8 	7.3 
9.0 	32.7 	7.9 	68.9 
(+-) 	3.9 	0.9 	8.3 
10.0 	35.4 	8.5 	74.7 
(+-) 	3.9 	0.9 	8.3 
11.0 	32.8 	7.9 	69.2 
(+-) 	4.0 	1.0 	8.5 
NET. AVG.: 	28.8 	6.9 	60.7 
(+-) 	8.4 	2.0 	17.8 
'ATE BACKGROUND- SECUOYAH ... 840907 - 850227 : 173 DAYS 
TLDh.' 	 MR 	MICRR/HR 	MR/YR 
	
13.0 	21.9 	5.3 	46.2 
(+-) 	2.5 	0.6 	5.2 
14.0 	48.5 	11.7 	102.4 
(+-) 	5.1 	1.2 	10.7 
15.0 	37.5 	9.0 	79.2 
(+-) 	4.0 	1.0 	8.4 
16.0 	24.4 	5.9 	51.6 
(+-) 	2.7 	0.7 	5.8 
NET. AVG.: 	33.1 
	
8.0 
	
69.8 
(+-) 	24.7 
	
6.0 
	
52.2 
GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
OFFICE OF INTERDISCIPLINARY PROGRAMS 
205 OLD CIVIL ENGINEERING BUILDING 
ATLANTA. GEORGIA 30332 
ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCES CENTER 	 BIOENGINEERING CENTER 
(404) 894-2375 	 (404) 894-2375 
DATE: 	June 14, 1985 
TO: 
	
James Hardeman, Program Manager 
Environmental Radiation Program 
Environmental Protection Division, DNR 
FROM: 	Bernd Kahn, Director 
Environmental Resourceb 6enLet 
SUBJECT: 	Monthly Report of Activities for the State by the 
Environmental Radiation Laboratory, May, 1985 
The results of radionuclide analyses are reported for the following 
sample types that were processed this month: 
Environmental radionuclide monitoring at nuclear 
facilities by DNR staff 	 Table 1-10 
Other samples collected by DHR staff 	 Table 	11 
Monitoring by DNR staff of community water systems 	Table 	12 
Of the samples collected in the environment at nuclear facilities, 
the following contained radioactivity that may be attributed to the 
facility: 
Tables 8, 9, and 10--H-3 in milk, grass, and surface water at the 
Savannah River Plant. 
All other radionuclides in Tables 1-10 are attributed to fallout or 
the natural radiation background. All samples collected for the NRC 
project are indicated by asterisks in the appropriate tables. 
The soil samples collected at the site of a laundry contained 
elevated Co-60, Cs-134, and Cs-137 levels. (see Tablell). 
Radioactivity results for community water supplies, compiled in 
Table 12, include partial data for samples WS4167-4310 and WS4553-4760. 
Samples in series WS 4227-4310 that were delayed to await additional 
aliquots are now being processed. 
No elevated radium concentrations (>5 pCi/l) were measured. High 
uranium concentrations (>15 pCi/l) were found in the following: 
WS 4273 	Scenic Shores SD 
WS 4277 Spring valley SD 
WS 4567 	Tugaloo Bay 
No TLD's were submitted for measurement during the month. 
The types of samples and number of each that were analyzed are 
summarized in the following two tables. 
2 
Number of Samples Analyzed in Month 
water 
air 
filter 
air 
cartridge milk 
grass, 
veg. 
soil, 
sediment 	animals smears 	TLD TOTAL 
gross 
alpha 88 6 94 
gross 
beta 26 10 36 
gamma 
spectra 23 10 10 6 23 32 104 
H-3 12 6 6 24 
Sr-89/90 8 8 
1-131 12 6 18 
Ra-226 11 11 
Ra-228 16 16 
12 12 
Pu 
dose 26 26 
other 
Total 208 26 10 18 29 32 26 349 
Sample Types Analyzed in Month 
Sample Types 	Analyzed in Month 
Community water supplies 	 88 
Nuclear facilities 	 226 
DHR surveys 	 5 
Quality control - EPA 	 30 
Total 	 349 
4 
Table 1 
Radioactivity Levels in Quarterly Composite Air Filters 
From the Environment of the Hatch Nuclear plant 
Location 
Dates, 
1985 
Volume, 
m3 Cs-137 concentration, fCi/m3 
Substation Jan-Mar. 7349 < 0.1 
Plant Hatch Jan-Mar. 2416 < 0.1 
Dead River Jan-Mar. 2789 < 0.1 
Rd. 
Samples 
No. 
B 1251 
B 1252 
B 1253 
Notes: 1. Three filters collected successively at the same location were 
analyzed by gamma-ray spectrometry. See earlier reports for 
gross beta activity in individual filters and collection 
dates. 
2. No other photon-emitting radionuclides were detected except 
naturally occurring Be-7. 
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Table 2 
Radioactivity Levels in Water Samples from 
The Environment of the Hatch Nuclear Plant 
Sample 	 Gross alpha, 	Gross beta, 	H-3, 	1-131, 
No. Location 	pCi/1 	 pCi/1 pCi/1 pCi/1  
*B 1264 	Altamaha R., 	< 2 	 2 + 1 	< 200 	< 0.5 
# 170 
*B 1265 	Altamaha R., 	2 + 1 	 4 + 2 	< 200 	< 0.6 
# 172 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected April 23-May 21, 1985, by Georgia Power 
Co. staff. 
2. 1-131 was calculated as of the final day of the collection 
period. 
3. No man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were detected in 
these samples (Cs-137 <20 pCi/1). 
6 
Table 3 
Radioactivity Levels in Milk Samples from 
the Environment of the Hatch Nuclear Plant 
	
Sample 	 Cs-137, 	K, 	H-3, 	1-131, 
No. Location 	pCi/1 z/1 pCi/1 pCi/1  
*B 1266 	Williamson 	< 10 	1.6 	< 200 	< 0.6 
*B 1267 	Johnson 	< 6 	1.7 	< 200 	< 1 
*B 1268 	GSP 	 < 10 	1.3 	< 200 	< 0.9 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected on May 20, 1985, by Georgia Power 
Co. staff. 
2. No other radionuclides were detected (Ba-140 <20 pCi/1). 
7 
Table 4 
Radioactivity Levels in Grass Sample from the 
Environment of the Hatch Nuclear Plant 
Dry wt./ 	Radionuclide concentration, pCi/kg  
Sample No. 	Location 	Wet wt. Cs-137 	 Be-7 
* B 1269 #5 	0.27 	 110 	 600 
Notes: 1. Sample was collected on May 13, 1985, by Georgia Power Co. 
staff. 
2. No other man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were detected. 
Be- 7 is formed in nature. 
8 
Table 5 
Radioactivity Levels in Quarterly Composite Air Filter 
from the Environment in Georgia of the Farley Nuclear Plant 
Samples 
No. Location 
Dates, Volume, 
1985 	m3 Cs-137 concentration, fCi/m3  
      
F 885 	Great Southern 	Jan-Mar 8623 	 < 0.1 
Paper Co. 
Notes: 1. Three filters collected successively at the same location were 
analyzed by gamma-ray spectrometry. See earlier reports for 
gross beta activity in individual filters and collection 
dates. 
2. No other photon-emitting radionuclides were detected except 
naturally occurring Be-7. 
9 
Sample 
No.  
F 887 
Table 6 
Radioactivity Levels in Water Sample from 
The Environment in Georgia of the Farley Nuclear Plant 
Location 
Gross alpha, 
pCi/1 
Gross beta, 
pCi/1 
H-3, 
pCi/l 
1-131, 
pCi/1 
Great Southern < 2 2 + 2 <400 < 1 
Paper Co. 
Notes: 1. Sample was collected March 21-April 30, 1985. 
2. 1-131 was calculated as of the final day of the collection 
period. 
3. No man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were detected. 
(Cs-137 <20 pCi/1). 
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Table 7 
Radioactivity Levels in Quarterly Composite Air Filters 
from the Environment in Georgia of the Savannah River Plant 
Samples 
No. Location 
Dates, 
1985 
Volume, 
m3 Cs-137 concentration, fCi/m3 
SR 1984 Ga. Welcome Jan-Mar. 4778 < 0.1 
Sta. 
SR 1985 Girard Jan-Feb. 4510 < 0.1 
SR 1986 Hargrove Jan. 1494 < 0.2 
Rd. 
SR 1987 GPC Jan. 2412 < 0.1 
SR 1988 Waynesboro Jan-Mar. 2698 < 0.1 
SR 1989 Augusta Jan-Mar. 6061 < 0.1 
Notes: 1. Three filters collected successively at the same location were 
analyzed by gamma-ray spectrometry. See earlier reports for 
gross beta activity in individual filters and collection 
dates. Only one filter was submitted for Sr 1986-1987 and 
only two filters were submitted for SR 1985. 
2. No other photon-emitting radionuclides were detected except 
naturally occurring Be-7. 
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Table 8 
Radioactivity Levels in Water Samples from 
the Environment in Georgia of the Savannah River Plant 
Sample 	 Gross alpha, 	Gross beta, 	H-3, 	1-131, 
No. Location 	pCi/1 	 pCi/1 pCi/1 pCi/1  
SR 2004 	Savannah R., 	 < 5 
Hwy 301 
SR 2016 
	
I & D Water 
	
< 2 	 2 + 2 	3,000+400 	<0.4 
Supply 
Port Wentworth 
SR 2020 	Savannah R., 
R-2 
SR 2021 	Savannah R. 
R-3B 
SR 2022 	Savannah R., 
R-10 
SR 2023 	RM-146.7 
SR 2024 	RM 150.4 
SR 2025 	RM 151.2 
SR 2026 	N. Augusta 
raw composite 
SR 2027 	Port Wentworth, 
raw composite 
	
< 2 	 2 + 2 	500+400 	<0.7 
< 2 	 3 + 2 	800+400 	<0.8  
< 2 	 2 + 2 	3,200+400 	< 1 
6 + 3 	 12 + 3 	2,400+300  
< 2 	 2 + 2 	700+200  
8 + 4 	 10 + 4 	700+200 
< 2 	 5 + 2 	<200 
< 2 	 5 + 2 	3,400+300 
Notes: 1. Other results for SR 2004 were reported in Table 13 of the 
April monthly report. 
2. Sample SR 2016 was collected May 7-14, 1985; samples 
SR-2020-2022 were collected on May 14, 1985, by Savannah River 
Plant staff; samples SR 2023-2027 were collected on May 14, 
1985, by Georgia Power Co. staff. 
3. 1-131 was calculated as of final day of collection period. 
4. Samples SR 2023 and 2025 will be filtered and recounted for 
gross alpha and beta activity. 
5. No man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were detected in 
these samples (Cs-137 <20 pCi/1). 
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Table 9 
Radioactivity Levels in Milk Samples from 
the Environment in Georgia of the Savannah River Plant 
Sample 	 Cs-137, 	K, 	H-3, 	1-131, 
No. Location 	pCi/1 g/1 pCi/1 pCi/1  
SR 2017 	Gracewood 	< 10 	1.5 	1,400+400 	< 0.6 
SR 2018 	Girard 	< 6 	1.7 	1,100+400 	< 0.7 
SR 2019 	Waynesboro 	< 10 	1.5 	600+400 	< 1 
Noes: 1. Samples were collected on May 16, 1985, by Savannah River 
Plant staff. 
2. No other radionuclides were detected (Ba-140 <20 pCi/1). 
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Table 10 
Sample 
Radioactivity Levels in Grass 
Environment in Georgia of the 
Dry wt/ 	H-3, 
Samples from the 
Savannah River Plant 
Radionuclide concentration, pCi/kg 
No. Location Wet wt. pCi/1 Cs-137 	 Be -7 
SR 2028 Waynesboro 0.46 1,000+200 110 	 4,200 
SR 2029 Simulator 0.29 1,700+200 360 	 2,800 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected on May 21, 1985, by Georgia Power Co. 
staff. 
2. No other man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were detected. 
Be-7 is formed in nature. 
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Table 11 
Radioactivity Levels in Soil Samples from 
the Environment of Southern Space Laundry, Macon 
Sample 	Location 	Radionuclide concentration, pCi/kg 
No. No. Co-60 	 Cs-134 	Cs-137  
S 2468 	 1 	1,500 	 220 	1,700 
S 2469 	2/52 	1,400 	 200 	2,500 
S 2470 	13/14 	 180 	 <40 	 300 
S 2471 	 10 	 770 	 <40 	 110 
S 2472 	 14 	4,300 	 340 	2,000 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected by DHR staff on May 8, 1985. 
2. No other man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were detected. 
The concentrations are relative to moist weight. 
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Table 12 
RANDACIIVITY CaCUNITY WATER SUPPLIES REPORT # 84C8.... =UST, 1985 INCCITPLETE 
	
MIMI LAB 	TYPE/. MOSS 	RA- RA- 
Mau 	LOCATION 	cazny 
	
DATE DATE WELL ALPHA 226 228 URANIUM 
vs # PCl/L 	 PC E/L Pa/L 
2327 4167 ME FoREsr SD CHATHAM 7-17-84 8406 1.000 < 2 
E390 4169 P1NEWoOD MEP CHATHAM 7-17-84 8406 1.000 < 2 
2150 4169 EMIL Mica CHATHAM 7-19-84 8406 Loco < 2 
6617 4170 Low GiaNNEaT 7-25-84 8408 1.000 < 1 
4425 4171 MAR mai MEP SUM ER 7-30-84 8406 1.003 < 1 
0389 4172 BIG CAKE FICECENS 7-24-84 8408 4.003 1 + 	1 
4225 4173 MAR= a:KALB 7-24-84 8408 1.000 < 1 
9952 4174 (K Acas WATER Affiti GLYNN 7-31-84 8406 1.000 < 4 
1697 4175 E CARFOLL 7-26-84 8408 1.000 < 2 
6007 4176 PADIEITO FULTON 7-24,84 8408 1.000 < 2 
2565 4177 GLENN OF ROBIN HOOD CHATHAM 7-25-84 8408 1.001 < 2 
4439 4178 CARVER SD LOUGERTY 7-25-84 8408 1.001 < 3 
0964 4179 CAFE HAROWlai MEAN 6-29-84 8406 LOCO < 2 
1665 4180 TWIN AU ES SD ITIDMAS 7-17-84 8406 1.001 < 3 
0753 4181 TOWN & COUNTRY EST TEEMS 5 -7-84 8408 1.001 6 + 2 2.0 < 1.0 
)3112 4182 RIVERDALE CLAYTON 7-24-84 8408 1.000 < 2 
4652 4183 WARNCCK'S 'IP LAIRENS 7-25-84 8408 1.003 < 3 
2442  4184 TALAN LAKES ESTATES CHATHAM 7-17-84 8403 LOCO < 3 
3743 4185 AIL mac 7-26-84 8408 Loco < 4 
65E6 4186 WHITE PLAINS GREENE 8 -2-84 8403 4.003 8 + 2 1.5 1.3 
10000 4187 coviMA op 54484 8403 0.000 1 + 	1 
1310 4186 MUTH HPNETION MEP S'ALDIAU 12-29-83 8403 5.000 3 + 1 
1063 4189 ELLAVIUE al-ILEY 10-27-82 8408 0.003 4 + 1 1.1 
6974 4190 SAWN SCI FORSYTH 10-29-81 8408 0.005 3 + 1 
6909 4191 la AIRY HAFERSHAM 5-18-82 8406 0.0(4 < 1 
7621 41 	HOLGESVILLE NIP EFFINGHAM 10-13-81 8403 6.0:0 < 2 
9618 4193 DAMS MEIP YDNROE 12 -8-84 8408 3.000 62 + 4 3.8 1.5 66 + 5 
8618 4154 DAMS ?iv FORE 2-10-83 8406 3.000 41 + 4 3.8 <1.0 41 + 3 
CI NN 10 -1-82 8408 toce 2 + 2 4195 NEW 1i 	PLANATION 
3183 4196 10351:CN TRACE s) Cl CEN 4-15-81 8408 6.0e0 < 3 
D466 4197 ALAPAHA FERRIEN 2-22-82 8408 3.000 5 + 2 7.6 1.2 
2954 4198 amy ACRES NIP CHATHAM 8-12-81 840e LOCO < 3 
4199 au:EERIE nip META 6-17-82 8406 0.000 < 2 
3292 4a0 FAREOW a) BARLOW 7-1342 Ewe (Lox 2 + 1 
7471 4201 BOATRIGIES TP LONG 12-14-82 8406 1.000 < 3 
1262 BERRIEN 1-29-82 8406 0.000 2 + 1 4210e ffi 	T' S np#2 
3275 420 FAST MON LAIRDS 10 -7-e2 8406 5.003 < 3 
5148 4204 PINE ONE NW WAYNE 8 -5-ee 8408 to.ao < 3 
1276 4205 B&B WATER WCRKS MAN 12-14-81 8406 0.033 < 2 
1160 4206 CLAWS MEP BULLOCH 12 -1-82 8406 0.0:0 < 2 
3548 42J7 vinawAHD ACRES GLYNN 10-19-81 8403 0.033 < 3 
X576 4235 GREENVIUE NEETWEDER 11-30-81 8408 0.000 8 + 2 0.4 1.5 
24 4239 E 	FOREST SD PUINAM 1 -7-62 e408 6.003 5 + 2 0.4 
643 4210 EULONIA OM= IC-INTL:ER 8-1484 8403 4.001 < 3 
4211 MARL ETTE HEIGHTS HALL 8 -8-84 8406 4.0X < 2 
7 4212 MART NIP JfrelLSDN 8-1484 8403 4.033 3 + 1 
149 4213 REM POULTRY LINDDLN 8 -9-84 8406 4.001 < 1 
4214 INDIAN HILLS EST= GREENE 7-23-84 8406 4.001 11 + 2 0.5 1.3 
4215 1110/C OD VILLAGE FUSION 8 -8-84 8408 1.000 2 + 	1 
4216 RINCCN EFFDERAN 8 -8-84 8408 1.002 < 2 
TYPE (:),1s3c APE ; 24TEPEAT CCHFOSTIE ; 14'EPEAT SINGLE ; 3.43EPEA.T QUAFiTERLY ; 4-41EW SCREEN ; 6=0IIIER 
COL= DATE TYPES 0,2,5 = 031PCSTEE DATE 
1 G 
1 
SAMPLE 	LOCATION 
WS # 
=CY 
03• 	IAB 
DATE 	DATE 
TYPE/. 
WELL 
orss 	RA- 	Rh- 
ALPHA 226 22B 
FCl/L 	Fa/L FIZI/L 
MANTLE 
rr/L 
42E11 4217 menz WCFLD BIBB 8-15-84 ege 1.030 2 + 1 
0993 4218 TAKE LARRAINE NUN 8 -7-84 8408 1.000 < 2 
2283 4219 STEMS TREUTIEN 8-10-84 8406 1.000 2+ 2 
39) 4220 HAWAIIAN -mum NW EBB 8-15-84 840e 1.000 2 + 2 
7528 4221 CENTERVILLE MUSION 8-15-84 atice 1.0(2 < 1 
6162 4222 MIIGHELL Guiscom 8 -9-84 8403 1.033 < 1 
7114 4223 VILLAGE 24F AFFLIM 8 -7-84 8403 1.000 2 + 2 
2C24 4224 PINE kUkebt SD PUTNAM 7-26-84 8406 1.000 2 + 1 
4155 4225 BIG PI 'IP LCUSHERTY 7-25-84 8408 1.001 < 2 
0558 4226 SIELTIRIND PINES MW BIBB 8 -3-84 8406 1.001 < 2 
4003 4227 M( =AN MP CHATHAM 8 -2-84 8408 1.0(X) < 2 
1560 4228 MOON HEALTH CARE 103B 7-31-84 8408 1.= 1 + 
42e8 4229 CALLE VINAS SD BIBB 7-31-84 8406 1.001 < 1 
ry8 4230 021440DCRE POINT CHATHAM 8 -8-84 8403 1.000 < 2 
1934 4231 GARDNER ESTATES MAN 8-15-84 8406 1.000 < 2 
7247 42ze OAK HILL ESTATES LIBERTY 8-16-84 8403 4.01) < 2 
5886 4233 LALRENS WATER CO INC LATEENS 8 -8-84 8408 1.000 < 2 
1776 4234 TWIN OAKS MW CATiROIL 8-24-84 8403 1.030 1 + 1 
1537 4235 BUCK MEEK ACRES SCREVEN 8 -1-84 8403 1.000 < 1 
0667 4236 BURG-I GARDENS MEP BULB 8 -3-84 8403 1.030 < 2 
8251 4237 BLACK CREEK FARMS W BRYAN 8-15-84 8403 1.000 < 2 
2196 4236 GRAYS SD CHATHAM 8-15-84 8408 tan < 2 
eo35 4239 GROVE HILL S) CHATHAM 8 -2-84 8403 1.033 2 + 2 
2112 4240 MATHEWS NW CHATHAM 8 -7-84 8408 1.000 < 3 
9533 4241 same GAMINS S) MCINICS-1 8-14-84 8406 1.000 < 3 
(Y729 4742 gni= RICIECND 8-10-84 8408 1.030 < 2 
4243 KILSTEAD 0993 ECCICALE 8-10-84 e408 1.0(1) < 2 
0601 4244 BRINSON'S 7 SCREVEN 8 -1-84 8403 1.00I0 < 3 
1123 4245 FORTERDALE-BLEB MEG NEWTON 8-10-84 8406 1.000 < 2 
3693 4246 YOUNGS ISLAND MCIN1tSI 8-14-84. 8408 1.0100 < 2 
629 4247 IRONTON WILKINSON 7-29-83 8406 2.000 4 + 
5848 4248 FOXB)W FARES N]?IH EIEFIN3HAM 3-27-84 8408 5.001 < 2 
1399 4249 SHOREWCOD ESTATES SD SIEMENS 9-28-83 8408 5.000 16 + 3 9+ 
)475 4250 ENIGMA BERRIEN 3-26-84 8408 2.00e 3 + 2 
IC63 4251 SRO BILLOCH 11-16-82 8408 5.007 < 3 
)120 42fe AVONDALE ZIFF 2-20-84 e408 5.0ce 3 + BI BB 
1075 4253 SAVANNAH CHATHAM 8-25-81 8408 2.026 < 3 
124 4254 DAWSONVILLE DAWSCN 12 -8-83 8403 5.oce 4 + 2 
)765 4255 RICEMCND CO RICHMOND 12-19-83 8403 5.105 < 2 
292 4256 NEWARK WATER SYS TIEWS 1-19-84 8406 5.001 < 2 
216 4257 En-LEE-ON ESTATES FAYETTE 12-29-83 8408 5.006 < 2 
776 4258 CANON FRANKLIN 3 -5-64 84ce 5.0ce < 2 
256 4259 sumrER co CI SUMER 1 -6-84 8403 5.0ce < 2 
1(4 4260 MAY JONES 3-13-84 8408 2.006 4 + 2 
134 01 BIERSVILLE HART 1 -9-84 8403 5.001 2 + 2 
124 4262 DAWSCNVILLE DAWSCN 3-10-83 8408 5.000 2 + 1 
03 GLENDALE SD LEE 1-10-84 8408 5.001 < 3 
545 42E4 LADY WATER CO FLRSYTH 8 -5-83 8403 5.000 1 + 	1 
?77 4265 CARLISLE SD BALDING 12-29-83 8406 5.0(X) < 2 
M 42E6 OAK RIME TP 12 -6-83 8408 5.001 83 + 6 <2 
TYPE 0,1S1 CCEPOSTIE ; 2=REPEAT COMPOSITE ; 14(EPEAT MULE ; 3=FCEPEAT QUARIMLY ; 44sw SCREEN ; 6=calER 
CCLLECT DATE 'TYPES 0,2,5 = 021FOETTE DATE 
17 
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DIATTIIM AtrUITI if bqw.... AUGUI5E 1 	INJAWLEIL 
SIMPLE 	LOCATICIC 
ws # 
COUNIY 
COLLECT LAB 
DATE 	DATE 
TYPE/. 
WEIL 
GRDSS 
ALPHA 
PCl/L 
BA- 	RA- 
226 	228 	URANIUM 
PCl/L PCl/L PCl/L 
5368 07 COUNTRY CLUB HILLS EULLOCH 1 -4-84 840e 5.001 < 3 
5482 4268 ALCOVY SHORES JASPER 3-31-83 840e 2.000 9 + 2 
5106 4269 WOO AND VALLEY SD HANCOCK 3;29-83 8408 5.000 4 + 2 
10361 4270 MOMS CO WATER AU PIOUS 3-15-84 e44e 5.001 7 + 2 
)3649 4271 acvlaowN COLUMBIA 11 -9,82 8408 5.015 2 + 	1 
278 4272 LAKE TARA MP ARMING 3-28-84 840e 5.001 < 3 
Mr14 4273 SCENIC SHORES SD HANCOCK 3-22-84 8408 5.00e 24 + 6 16 + 	1 
185 4274 CEDAR LAKE ESTATES CRISP 8 -9-83 844e 5.001 < 2 
r76o 4275 Rivawoop SD THOMAS 3-22,84 840e 5.001 3 + 2 
)3225 4276 LAKELAND LANIER 12-15-83 ege 5.002 2 + 2 
54953 4277 SPRING VALLEY SD NEWTON 3-16-84 8408 5.000 131 + 	8 73 + 6 
4278 OGDEN IP *2 LIBERTY 6 -2,.83 8408 5.002 2 + 	1 
5601 4279 HOUSTON VALLEY CATOCEA 1 -9-84 8408 5.000 < 3 
5e2o 4280 JUBILEEPAIMERS MADISON 3 -8-84 840e 5.001 10 + 2 
)3540 42E1 FERNWOOD MHP FAYE= 12-29-83 8408 5.001 < 2 
2814 4282 CHERCKEE CO WS CHEROKEE 11-21-83 ege 5.000 < 2 
lf3'104 4283 GRAY JONES 3-13-84 e408 2.002 < 2 
)2275 4284 OGEECHEE FARE SD CHATHAM 1-31-84 E40e 5.0:2 < 2 
)8104 4285 GRAY JONES 3-13-84 8408 2.005 < 3 
)8104 42E6 GRAY JONES 3-13-84 840e 2.034 10 + 2 
4 4287 MEALOW ROCK SD Ma) 11 -e,e3 840e 5.002 < 2 
. 0 . 4288 MAR MGM SD CRISP 11 -8-83 8408 5.001 < 3 
0765 4289 RIGEOND CC WS MEWED 12-19-83 8408 5.1(6 < 2 
1 , 957 EMANUM 11 -3-83 8403 5.002 < 3 4290 GAR ILO 
4291 HARRIS co WS 4.32 HARRIS 8408 5.000 < 1 
.1 	 1111 4292 KINGS HARBOR SD FORSYTH 9-13-83 8408 5.000 < 2 
124 4293 DAICONVILLE 12 -8-83 8406 5.001 7 + 3 
59 4294 TARETIOWN HONICOMERY 11-16-83 ege 5.002 < 3 
1 4295 I-CUMMIE JEFFERSON 1-16-84 Noe 5.006 < 1 
4296 FOXEORCUGH SD UNNIES 3-26-84 8408 5.002 < 3 
. 8 ., 
4 
LIEERIY 
HANCOCK 
6 -2-83 8403 
3-22-84 8403 
5.001 
5.04 
< 3 
< 4 
4297 c 	MEP 
4296 SCENIC SHORES SD 
4299 LOOP El MHP NEWTON 3-16-84 8408 2.000 2 + 2 
993 430051AI/45E0RO EMANUM 2 -2-84 ege 5.009 < 2 
mete 430I AEHLROZ ESTATES SD 3-15-84 844e 2.001 < 3 
m4mm• 4302 MIEN IMAGE SD WAILS 3 -6-84 8408 2.001 < 2 
re 4303 SCENIC SHCRES SD HANCOCK 3-22-84 e40e 5.005 3 + 2 
re 	: 4304 SHADY GROVE TP HALL 11 -7-83 840e 5.003 < 1 
879 4305 CC ORTRY ACRES MEP NEW= 11-30-83 840e 5.000 2 + 2 
4306 JUBIIEEPARINERS MADISX 3 -8-84 8403 5.002 < 2 
194 
04 
4337 DOGWOOD HILLS SD 
4308 GRAY 
CRISP 
JONES 
11 -e-83 8408 
3-13-84 ege 
5.001 
2.00I 
< 3 
6 + 2 
• • 4309 TOCESBORO WILKINSON 8-31-83 840e 5.003 4 + 2 
36 4310 SMAICE WATER SYS ICTIE 12,30-33 8408 5.004 2 + 2 
TYPE 0,5=1ST CCIMPOSITE ; 241EPEAT COKFASTIE ; 1=R PEAT SINGLE ; 3=REPEAT QUARTERLY ; 441EW SCREEN ; 6=0THER 
00= DATE TEES 0,2,5 = 01IPDSTIE DATE 
18 
RADIOACTIVTIY IN COMMUNITY WATER SUPPLIES REPORT # 8501.... JANUARY, 1985 INCOMPLETE 
SAMPLE 	LOCATION 
tiS # 
COUNTY 
COLLECT LAB 
DATE 	DATE 
TYPE/. 
WILL 
at 
ALPHA 
PCl/L 
RA- 	RA- 
226 223 	URANIUM 
FC2/L pci/L P0J/L 
.rgic2 4553 A•NEEWAKEE N.SYST. 2 FOLK -3-85 8501 4.002 7 + 2 0.9 2.5 
11524 4554 PUDE, CITY CF SIRIER 1 -4-84 e501 4.006 8 + 2 2.5 1.7 
27671 4555 ANNEEWAKEE N.SIST. 2 FOLK 1 -3-85 8501 4.001 < 1 
11524 4556 PLAINS, CITY OF SJETER 1 -4-85 8501 4.005 3 + 1 
6238 4557 }MEN ACRES S/D TEEMS 1 -8-85 8501 4.000 < 1 
0325 4558 ROBINS AFB 110USILN 12-14-84 8501 1.000 3 + 1 
17241 4559 ROSE CITY Mir TFEMAS 12-12-84 8501 3.000 3 + 	1 
14616 4560 WOICLAND TRAILS MIT LAURENS 1 -3,55 550 1.030 2 + 2 
70.466 4561 ALAPAHA, CrIY OF BERRIIN 12-19-84 e501 3.003 25 + 3 7.8 < 1.0 < 2 
13887 4562 IHMERIC SPRINU INC LAURENS 12-18-84 e501 1.000 < 2 
3 4563 LAKELAND, CITY OF LANIER 12-19-84 8501 LOCO 4 + 1 1.8 
78433 4564 TARPLECS MEP LAURENS 12-18-84 8501 1.000 < 1 
78721 4565 PELHAM, CITY OF 12-19-84 8501 1.000 2 + 1 M= HELL 
105 4566 CONGER MHP WCEM 12-11-84 8501 1.000 2 + 	1 
77341 4567 TUGALOO BAY HART 12-21-84 8501 3.030 18 + 3 1.8 < 1.0 16 + 1 
,132 4568 DAIRY TRACT JEFFERSON 12-20-84 8501 1.000 < 2 
rizt9 4569 SCI-E 	ESTATES LCUNDES 12-17-84 8501 1.000 < 2 
16495 4570 BRITTANY HARBOR 90U. FRAM CLIN 12-21-84 8501 3.000 61 + 7 < 1.0 
)0475 4571 EEC 24A, MY OF BERRIEN 12-19-64 8501 3.000 7 + 1 < 1.0 
..... 4572 MUTE WATER C:REEK 1-1 7-85 8501 4.001 43 + 4 5.5 1.4 43 + 3 
47 4573 PINE CIRCLE T/P LOWNCES 1-15-85 8501 4.cce < 2 
2 4574 KINGS GAP VIILTTYS HARRIS 1-14-85 8501 4.0321 < 1 
4575 QLEENSLAND 00144 1-15-e5 e501 4.00; 3 + 1 
4576 EL raw° WATER SUPP T.LFT 1-16-85 8501 4.000 2 + 1 
4577 TIFTON IND. PARK 1-16-85 8501 4.034 a0 + 3 4.0 < 4.0 < 2 1.111 
2155 4578 TIFTON IND. PM 1-16-85 8501 4.005 79 + 5 11.6 < 1.0 2 + 	1 111 
IA 	* 4579 aLTIHVILLE, CITY OF LEE 1-17-85 8501 1.003 < 1 
: 4590 WINDING WAY EST. QUITMAN 1.-22-85 8501 1.003 < 1 
4581 MAC T/P IRWIN 1-16-85 8501 1.000 < 1 
45E2 CAMPEELL WATER SYST DAY 1 -7-85 8501 1.000 < 1 
•11.4 4583 RaCFCET s/D 'IHZEAS 1 -4-85 e501 1.001 2 + 2 
111.11,1 4584 LEE VILLA S/D LEE 1-22-85 8501 LOCO < 1 
S. 4585 RIM ESTATES S/D IRWIN 1-16-85 8501 1.000 < 2 
TYPE 0,15T actiposrrE ; 2Q1EPEAT CCPIFOSTIE ; 143:EPEAT STNQ.E ; 3=REPEAT WARMLY 4=NEW SCREEN ; 6✓0'n1FR 
COLLECT DATE TYPES 0,2,5 = 011FOSTIE DATE 
19 
	
RADIOACITVITY IN OCMMINTIY WATER &E LIES REFORT # 	FEERUARY, 1935 IN:CMPLEIE 
OCLLECT LAB 	TEE/. GROSS 	Rh- RA- 
SAME 	LCCP1'EN 	COUNTY 
	
LICE ME WELL AIRIA 226 228 URANIIP1 
# MIA PCl/L pa/L Fa/L 
COMO 
31607 
3103 
MECO 
11063 
313 
1869 
C6555 
1990 
aleci 
07058 
22955 
14454 
53236 
21935 
z7e99 
X:664 
'4191 
1277 
 12736 
770% 
57849 
2494 
;5148 
i44 
160co 
14297 
>we 
5:m 
45E6 
4941 
1750 
7814 
3012 
6501 
7E28 
7799 
7743 
4167 
5292 
?1,46 
,705 
5E69 
1439 
1484 
3009 
18,9 
1742 
4566 ALLATO(NA MEP 
4587 'yap cnim MARDI& 
4593 SR= VALLEY SD 
4599 MAMMA PIE 
4950 EILAVILLE, CITY OF 
4591 WM= ESTATES 
032 RED BARN NV 
4593 PLANTATEN P9 P 
4094 BAIL'S ?EP 
4995 ELMWOOD 3) 
4536 WAIL RIME NO. SD 
4597 MAIN CAVE TP 
4998 140311 'IP 
4599 Bows WS 
4600 rum pup 
4601 PARADISE PIP 
4602 sE RulF-FELLE ISZE 
4603 roc= 9) 
4604 oxics PfF 
4606 Flaws tom 
4606 PARDUE'S iff 
4607 Kaizz & 
4608 MILLIKEN & CD. 
4639 HAIL OD. 0311. INST. 
4610 /3IZ OAK SD 
4611 1-1.: 	MEP 
4612 T1 1N MOS. FARO SD 
4613 THE OAKS MESE KM 
4614 MCETIENCRID-KREST 
4615 MALE 1.1.F 
4616 JIC/CMN CO. CI 
4617 mown CREEK Inn. 
4618 CRAMER'S ?IF 
4619 BAR W Pad P 
4620 martsx WA 
4621 THE pans , S HUIg 
4622 IMITATE HAREM WEST 
4623 PINE HAVEN PM 
4624 matricel, CITY OF 
4625 PINE tam rip 
4626 BAD, cny OF 
4627 Nam W.S. 
4628 IONENARIGHT SD 
4629 snIEWER, cry OF 
4630 arm, cilY OF 
46 1 LLPIEICIN, C1TY CF 
/0532 CCILNY mF 
4633 imau 
4634 mom, clay OF 
4635 INNIWOOD KRIII SD 
BARICV 
GLIM 
NEWTON 
BMW 
S:HUIY 
WALTCN 
LECATUR 
IEE 
MOLES 
IECATIE 
FORSYTH 
HAIL 
ILINER 
=RH 
HAIL 
Lanus 
MAN 
CH um 
cARFaL 
J =MN 
JACKEON 
HALL 
HAIL 
HAIL 
LEE 
LEE 
MADISON 
MACON 
PILE 
JACK93 
J ACKSON 
JACKSON 
LEE 
TIFT 
JAOEGI 
JILICati 
FRAMCLIN 
JAOKS31 
JiCESON 
OXK 
IECATIR 
CCIINCEA 
TIFT 
WOMB 
FRANKLIN 
STEWART 
JACKECII 
imam 
TERRELL 
LEE 
1-29-85 85(2 
1-423-85 850e 
1-25-05 85(2 
1-29-85 8502 
1-24-85 8502 
1-25-85 8502 
1-26-85 8502 
1-23-85 8302 
1-24-85 852 
1-26-85 85(2 
85(2 
1-30-86 85(2 
1-23-85 85(2 
1-23-85 mce 
1-30-85 892 
2 -1-85 8502 
1 -7-85 850e 
1-29-85 852 
1 -5-85 8502 
1-30-85 850e 
2 -1-.85 8502 
1-31-85 8502 
1-31-95 8502 
1-31-85 8502 
2 4u-85 fr-i)2 
2 -4-85 852 
2 -6-85 8502 
2 -5-85 8502 
2 -7-85 8502 
2 -7-95 85(2 
0 0-85 8502 
0 0-85 E50e 
2 -5-85 85012 
2 -5-85 85012 
2 -7-65 850e 
2 -7-85 652 
12-21-64 8502 
2 -5-85 850e 
2 -4-85 85(2 
2-11-85 I= 
2-11-85 85(2 
2 -7-85 85(2 
2 -•585 850e 
1-31-85 8502 
2 -5-85 8502 
1-31-85 E502 
2 -5-85 8502 
2 -7-85 8502 
1-31-85 850e 
2 -445 8502 
4.0:4 	3 + 1 
4.000 2 + 1 
4.000 216 + 8 18.7 < 1.0 174 + 
4.003 	5 + 1 	1.0 
4.005 2 + 1 
4.000 	4 + 1 	0.8 
1.000 3 + 1 
1.000 	< 1 
1.000 2 + 1 
1.0:0 	< 1 
1.000 < 1 
1.000 	2 + 1 
1.000 1 + 1 
1.000 	2 + 1 
1.000 3 + 1 
4.001 	4 + 2 	1.4 
4.001 < 2 
4.000 	< 2 
4.002 < 2 
4.003 	6+ 2 	0.2 <1.0 
4.004 6 + 2 < 1.0 
1.000 	< 2 
1.000 < 2 
1.000 	2 + 1 
1.000 < 2 
1.0:0 	< 1 
4.006 3 + 
4.01:2 	3 + 1 
4.007 < 2 
1.0co 	< 2 
1.000 3 + 1 
taco 	5 + 1 
1.000 < 2 
1.000 	< 2 
1.= 3 + 1 
1.00o 4 + 1 
3.000 35 + 3 
1.00o 14 + 2 
1.cco 	<2 
3.000 131 + 6 
1.000 	< 2 
1.0:0 <2 
1.000 	< 2 
1.0:2 < 2 
1.001 	10 + 2 
1.00o 2 + 1 
1.000 	2 + 1 
1.001 < 2 
1.000 	< 2 
1.000 2 + 1 
T1 0,50ST 0:PIECSTIE ; 2A:REPEAT CCP1EOSI1E ; IEREPEAT SINGLE ; 3• 'FAT gummy ; *MN SCREEN ; 6mcf1}u 
calAT DATE TYPES 0,2,5 iE MO= DATE 20 
RALIOACflVITY IN (moan MIR SUPPLIES REPORT # 8502.... FEEKIARY, 19E5 	INCICEHETE 
COLLECT LAB TRE,/. MSS RA- 	RA- 
SAMPLE 	IMAM 	COM MIE 	DATE NUL ALPHA 226 228 	URANDE 
WS # PCl/L Pa/L Pa/L Pax 
E893 4636 MAIM ACRES S 	IDIOMS 2-14-85 8502 LODI 3 + 1 
4637 WIWIDMR CI= rEV 2 -7-85 85(2 4.002 (2 + 4 0.8 < 1.0 	85 + 7 
6549 4638 BALD RIDGE ON LANIER MOTH 2 -6-85 8502 1.000 < 1 
11457 4639 RICHLAND, Clrf CF 	STEWART 2-14-85 85(2 1.000 < 1 
3: TYPE 0,57.1sr C1 	TIE ; 24MPEAT COMECETIE ; 14aFFAT SIKEIE ; 3=REPEAT CPARINIY ; 4-41Th■ Wain ; 6.01:HEF 
: COLLECT DAM TYPES 0,2,5 =Ca/MELTE LAM 
21 
RADIOACTIVITY IN CIOWLKITY WATER SUPPLIES REPORT # 8503.... MARCH, 1935 TICOMPIIME 
&EU 	LOCATION 	MUNN 
WS # 
COLLECT LAB 
DATE 	DATE 
TYPE/. 
WELL 
GRIM 
ALPHA 
PCl/L 
RA- 
226 
PCl/L 
RA- 
228 	URANIUM 
PCl/L 
28546 4640 PINEVIEW MEE 	LEE 2-15-e5 8503 1.000 < 2 
20029 4641 =NB S/D DOWELS 2-20-85 8503 1.001 5 + 
a1936 4642 MK MTGE MEE 	Lai 2-21-85 8503 1.000 594 + 18 
:1405 4643 DEMUR CO CORR INST DECATUR 2-19-85 8503 1.001 < 1 
2a49 4644 CHATTAHOOCHEE PLANT. 	QUITMAN 2-21-85 8503 1.000 < 2 
09673 4645 WORTH CORR. INST. MEEWEEHER 2-1-85 8503 1.000 5 + 1 
12119 4646 FITTS IP 	 IIFT 2-21-85 8503 1.000 < 2 
21570 4647 LEE'S MEE TERRELL 2-21-85 8503 1.000 2 + 1 
)5502 4648 COUNTRY CIRCLE S/D 	COLOUTIT 1-29-85 8503 1.000 8 + 2 
36733 4649 SHADY ACRE'S MEP TOOMBS 2-26-85 8503 1.000 3 + 
947 4650 MILLER PINES S/D 	CHATHAM 2-25-85 8503 4.000 2 + 1 
27926 4651 LAKE LILLIQUAN THOMAS 2-27-85 8503 4.001 2 + 1 
14824 465214311TVELLEW.A. 	TR)UP 3 -4-85 8503 4.004 84 + 3 
15058 4653 wax APE 	 IMINDES 2-28-85 8503 1.003 2 + 1 
11857 4654 PARWIT, CITY OF 	TERRELL 2-26-85 8503 1.000 < 2 
21561 4655 LAZY PINES MHP TERREIL 3 -4-85 850 1.00o < 1 
11890 4656 BOSTON, CITY OF 	TH:EAS 2-28-85 8503 1.003 < 2 
17241 4657 ROSE CITY MHP THOMAS 2-27-85 8503 1.001 5 + 
)3130 4658 ROYAL COMMHP 	CLAYTON 2-28-85 8503 3.000 60 + 3 
07582 4659 FIERY, CITY CE HOLEION 2-26-85 8503 1.000 5 + 
)2835 4660 QUITMAN, CITY OF 	moms 3-28-85 8503 1.002 2 + 
25919 4661 HARGETT'S TP 	BEN HILL 3-26-65 8503 1.020 < 2 
?7409 4662 AI az VILLAGE S/D 	CHATHAM 2-22-85 8503 0.001 < 1 
)3439 4663 ELLENPON, TaiN OF 	COLQUTIT 3 -5-85 8503 1.000 7 + 2 
5783 4664 WINDING WAY EST. QUrIMAN 3 -6-85 8503 1.000 < 1 
)5548 4665 Rune 1,1)R4AN MEP 	COLQUITT 3 -5-85 8503 1.00) 7 + 2 
13344 4666 =ON, CITY OF WESTER 3 -6-85 8503 1.000 1 + 	I 
?7644 4667 LAUREL cRossuc 	FANNIN 3 -2-85 8503 4.001 5 + I 
4377 4668 ET.LORADO 	 LIFT 3-22-85 8503 4.000 41 + 5 
12155 3-22-85 8503 4.004 17 + 3 3.6 < 1.0 4669 TIFTON DU) PARK 	1.111 
4877 4670 Baum 	 LIFT 3-22-85 8503 4.000 40 + 5 
2155 4671 TIFTON IND PARK 	1All 3-22-85 8503 4.005 43 + 3 
2155 4672 TIFION IND PARK Tiff 3-22-85 8503 4.000 14 + 3 
E122 4673 JONES MINTY W.S. 	JONES 3-18-85 8503 4.0o5 < 2 
8425 4674 HARRIS NE 	COWETA 8-14-84 8503 1.000 < 2 
0408 4675 HORACE LOLLAR MEE 	GRADY 3-19-85 8503 1.001 2 + 2 
e931 4676 KELLY PINES MIE LarINTES 8-21-84 8503 1.001 < 2 
2274 4677 RIDGE= CIRCLE ID TCUNS 3-20-85 8503 1.020 < 2 
3810 4678 EAST NEWNAN W.S. 	ONETA 8-14-84 8503 1.000 4 + 1 
8573 4679 WOODLAND MIF 	LEE 3-12-85 8503 1.000 < 2 
2754 4680 Ramo Nom JAciac 2-21-85 8503 1.000 4 + 	1 
9)36 4681 MK TERRACE 	'DRIES 3-19-85 8503 1.001 < 2 
5777 46 	kOttaC LAKE EST. 	TUT 3-12-85 8503 1.0X 9 + 2 
1380 4683 SHADY SCRS 	SIEMENS 2-26-85 €503 1.000 6 + 2 
1326 4684 MARTIN, CITY OF SIEFHENS 3-12-85 8503 1.000 < 2 
1399 4665 SEREWOOD ESTATES 	SIEMENS 3-12-85 8503 1.000 6 + 2 
7241 4686 ROSE CM HiP 	MIMS 9-17-84 8503 3.001 4 + 1 
1158 4687 =FUME, CITY GE 	=AMR 9-28-84 8503 3.0ce 2 + 2 
5423 4688 murovaRcac S/D 	DECATUR 3-14-85 8503 1.001 2 + 2 
)1800 4689 PECAN PARK M1F GRADY 3-19-85 e503 1.002 2 + 2 
TYPE 0,5=1S1 OCKGSTIE ; 24tEPEAT 0211F0.5TIE ; 1411EPEAT SINGLE ; 3=REPEAT QLTARTERLY ; 	SCREEN ; 6=CIHER 
COLLECT DATE TYPES 0,2,5 = COTO:ME DATE 
2 2 
RADIOACTIVITY IN cmIUNTIY WATER SUPPLIES REFORT # 8504.... ARM, 1935 INCOMPIETE 
SAMPLE 	LCCATICH 
WS # 
aXINTY 
mum LAB 
DATE 	DATE 
TYPE/. 
VEIL 
arss 	iv,. 	RA- 
ALPHA 226 228 	URANIUM 
Pa/L 	PaA, PCIA 	PCl/L 
D1410 4690 JINCIKELRG,crry OF BUTTS 3-25-85 8504 4.002 2 + 1 
13436 4691 sec LAKE IIvC WHIM 3-26-85 8534 1.000 < 2 
09883 4692 EOSIWICK, CITY OF MOAN 3-27-85 8504 1.000 < 2 
D9755 4a3 CULUDL1EN,CTTY (F mom 3-19-85 8504 3.002 < 2 
30466 4634 ALAPAHA, CITY OF BERRIEN 3-21-85 8504 3.001 17 + 3 
D4259 4E0 CHESTER, CITY CF DODO 3-,T>.85 8504 1.c co < 2 
)4240 4096 CHAUNCEY, CM CIF ram 3-26-85 8504 1.000 2 + 2 
1390 4637 RAC'S S/D LAMBS 2-27-85 8504 1.000 < 1 
16727 4698 PEACEFUL VALLEY ED WHITE 3 -2-85 8504 1.003 4 + 2 
X475 4699 EMMA, CITY CF BERRIEN 3-21-85 8504 3.00e 5 + 1 
15517 4700 VALDOSTA C.C. UNINDES 3-28-85 8504 1.001 2 + 
)1971 4701 munamou, ICVN OF CHATHAM 4-11-85 8504 4.003 2 + 2 
2718 4702 FAKILY LIFE ENR CIR OCONEE 3-28-85 8504 1.000 < 1 
11057 co ELKS ATM ORE HOME RCCICDALE 4 -4-85 8504 1.0c0 < 2 
)3475 4704 RIVERSIDE, TOWN OF ca.QunT 4 -9-85 8504 1.000 < 3 
loom 4705 MANSFIELD, CITY OF NEWRN 4 -4-85 8504 1.000 13 + 2 
)4378 4706 ALBANY, CITY OF DaDIERTY 3-28-85 8504 4.0") < 2 
)3240 47c57 STATHAM,CITY OF BARROW 4,11-85 8504 4.000 6 + 2 
39932 4708 CHAT:METH, cri OF MURRAY 4-18-85 8504 4.000 2 + 1 
D3953 4709 MEAEOWVIEW SAD COWETA 4-23-85 8504 4.004 2 + 	1 
73630 4710 COLUMBIA CO. W.S. 0]IJMELA 4 -4-85 8504 4.001 < 2 
)7366 4711 FRAMCLB/HEAM W.A. WARD 4-19-85 8504 4.000 < 1 
11191 4712 DC:NALSONVILLE SEMINOLE 4-16-85 8504 4.004 < 2 
17343 4713 ALCOVY MW NENICE 4-23-85 8504 1.000 < 1 
17391 4717 YEAEOWITCCK MP NEWTON 4-23-85 8504 1.000 < 2 
15653 4715 WINDY ACM MIS CUIJMBIA 4-11-85 8504 1.001 < 1 
)9932 4716 CHATSWCFM, CTTY OF MIRRAY 4-18-85 8504 3.000 < 2 
55114 4717 PINE VALLEY S/D NE11IU 4-23-85 8504 1.000 
17468 4718 TFUEL'S KIP NEWION 4-23-85 8504 1.000 < 2 
)940e 4719 DANIELSVILLE MADISCN 4-16-85 85(4 1.000 
10190 4720 LEXINUTON, CITY OF OGLED-UTE 4-16-85 8504 1.00) 15 + 2 
r:026 4721 ASST MHP INNIS 4-22-85 8504 1.001 < 2 
>: TYPE 0,1ST OOMEOSTIE ; 24tEPEAT COMPOSITE ; 14CEPEAT SINGLE ; 3=2EPEAT QUARTERLY ; 44IEW SCREEN ; 6=01HER 
: COLLECT DATE TYPE 0,2,5 = COMPOSME DATE 
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4722 Tama MARSH S/D MAN 4-29-85 8505 4.001 < 1 
4723 RoJI:TN Haas CARROLL 4-29-85 8505 4.002 2 + 	1 
4724 MODENA ON SECEDAWAY 5 -1-85 8505 4.001 < 1 
4725 PINE NEEDLE EH, COLUMBIA 4-24-85 8505 1.003 < 2 
4726 SUWANEE, CITY OF GWINNEIT 4 -3-85 8505 1.000 3 + 
4727 NoRCRoss FIT WINN= 4 -3-85 8505 1.000 < 1 
4728 sJELREAN N1EP HALL 4 -2-85 8505 LOCO < 2 
4729 MOBILE CJ 	MEP COLUMBIA 4-24-85 8505 1.000 2 + 
4730 LANIER SAIL CLUB HALL 4 -2-85 8505 3.000 
4731 TIMEIRRILGE EST. HALL 4 -4-85 8505 1.000 < 
4732 NTT. VIEW LAKE 	1. HALL 4 -4-85 18505 1.000 < 1 
4733 PF(YAN WOOD thT. 3 W(AN 5 -6-85 8505 4.001 < 2 
4734 PONLEDOSA TP 4-26-85 8505 4.001 < 2 
4(. 	 Paniusrr PARK SD MONRCE 5 -9-85 8505 4.001 11 4- 	2 
4736 PINE RUN SD THOMAS 5 -6-85 8505 1.002 11 + 	2 
4(.57 mei' CO IS RD. LEFT 'nu 5 -1-85 8505 1.000 
4738 GRANTmLE, CITY OF cOWEIA 5 -7-85 8505 1.000 2 + 
4739 m0RLAND, CITY OF COWETA 5 -7-85 8505 1.000 2 + 
4740 KaM MEP (O%ELA 5 -7-85 8505 1.000 < 1 
4741 MEArOwinEw SD cOwEIA 5 -7-85 8505 1.000 
4742 HIDEAWAY 'rp '11' 1'  -1-85 8505 1.000 < 2 
4743 alllm IND PARK 1'1x'1' 5 -3-85 8505 1.000 8 + 2 
4744 PINE RUN SD Tans 5 -6-85 8505 1.001 
4745 IlsoWNtsmiip DMus 5 -2-85 8505 1.001 1 + 	1 
4746 am MEP MIER 2-27-85 8505 4.001 < 2 
4747 MARTIN, CITY OF 5-14-85 e505 4.006 < 2 
4748 HILL= SD LowNcEs 5-13-85 e505 4.001 
4749 CLAYTON, CITY CF' RABUN 5 -8-85 8505 4.001 2 + 	1 
4750 FRANKLIN SAS, CITY FRANKLIN 5-13-85 8505 4.004 2 + 	1 
4751 DMus (D. WA ECHOLS 5-13-85 8505 1.00n < 2 
4752 GLENDALE SD LEE 5-14-85 8505 1.000 < 1 
4753 GCELON MCLEOD MEP U0 KNEES 5 -7-85 8505 1.001 < 2 
4754 Ma1 	TP 5-17-85 8505 6.000 
4755 winsPERThu PINES EST 1111 5-17-85 8505 6.000 
4756 TIFTON IND PARK 5-17-85 8505 6.000 
4757 SHADY LANE NIP CUT 5-17-85 8505 1.001 < 1 
4758 ATTABIGUS, CITY OF DECATUR 5-21-85 8505 6.00o 
4759 MEP S S/D i 5-22- 85 8505 1.000 2 + 
4760 FOSE CITY MHP THOMAS 5-16-85 8505 3.001 3 + 	1 
e793o 
rNco 
Fh##### 
320930 
126714 
7067-2 
17428 
318829 
)07CO3 
41375 
16674 
27880 
2164 
.3829 
3 
5930 
875 
2155 
•3 
1:• 8 
.7 
1326 
0616 
752 
1142 
936 
)77 
55 
158 
5 
RADIOACTIVITY IN COMMUNITY WATER SUPPLIES REPORT # 8505....MAY, 1565 INCOMPLETE 
COLLECT LAB 	TYPE/. Q 	RA- RA- 
SiMPLE 	LOCATION 	COUNTY 	LATE DATE WELL ALPHA 226 226 URANIW 
11B # PCl/L 	PCl/L PCl/L PCl/L 
TYPE 0,5=1ST CCEIOSTIE ; 2=REPEAT COMP:Zia ; 1=REPEAT SINGLE ; 3=REFEAT GUAR ERLY ; 4=NEW SCREEN ; 6=CTHER 
COLLECT DATE TYPES 0,2,5 = COMPOSITE DATE 
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GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
OFF;CE OP INTERDISCIPLINARY PROGRAMS 
205 OLD CIVIL ENGINEERING BUILDING 
ATLANTA GEORGIA 30332 
ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCES CENTER 	 BIOENGINEERING CENTER 
(404) 894-2375 	 (404) 894-2375 
DATE: 	July 15, 1985 
TO: 	James Hardman, Program Manager 
Environmental Radiation Program 
Environmental Protection Division. DNR 
FROM: 	Bernd Kahn, Director 
Environmental Resources Center 
SUBJECT: 	Monthly Report of Activities for the State by the 
Environmental Radiation Laboratory, June, 1985 
The results of radionuclide analyses are reported for the following 
sample types that were processed this month: 
Environmental radionuclide monitoring at nuclear  
facilities by DNR staff 	 Table 1-16 
Other samples collected by DHR staff 	 Table 	17 
Monitoring by DNR staff of community water systems 	Table 	18 
Environmental radiation monitoring at nuclear 	Table 	19 
facilities by DNR staff. 
Of the samples collected in the environment at nuclear facilities, 
the following contained radioactivity that may be attributed to the 
facility: 
Table 2—H-3 in milk at the Hatch Plant. 
Table 7--H-3 in surface water at the Farley Plant. 
Tables 14, and 16--H-3 in grass, rain, and surface water at the 
Savannah River Plant. 
All other radionuclides in Tables 1-16 are attributed to fallout or 
the natural radiation background. All samples collected for the NRC 
project are indicated by asterisks in the appropriate tables. Samples of 
surface water, SR2023 and 2025, that were filtered and counted because the 
unfiltered samples showed elevated gross alpha and beta particle activity 
(Table 8, May Report), both had the following radioactivity levels: gross 
alpha, <2 pCi/1 ; gross beta 3+ 2 pC1/1. 
Smears collected at a dial painting facility (H-3, Pm-147) showed 
H-3 activity in all smears counted by liquid scintillation counting (Table 
17). The intermediate energy window, corresponding to Am-147, indicated 
low radioactivity levels in 3 smears, and the high energy window indicated 
radioactivity in 3 smears. Two of these contain an alpha-particle 
emitter, as confirmed by counting the smear with a gas-flow-proportional 
counter at the alpha-particle detection voltage. 
Radioactivity results for community water supplies, compiled in 
Table 18, are partial data for samples WS 4167-4310 and WS 4553-4925. 
Elevated radium levels (>5pCi/l) were found in the following: 
WS 4266 Oak Ridge TP 
WS 4277 Spring Valley SD 
WS 4570 Brittany Harbor South 
WS 4625 Pine Hill MHP 
WS 4642 Spring Valley SD 
No uranium concentrations (>15 pCi/l) were found. 
Results for oommunity water supplies continue to be reported in a 
different form this month due to axnputer difficulties. 
TLD measurements obtained in the vicinity of the Georgia Tech Reactor 
and Hatch, Sequoyah and Vogtle (SRP) Plants and at background locations 
are reported in Table 19. Ranges of exposure, in mR/yr, were: 
Location 	Near Plant 	Background 
Hatch 	 30 - 56 	 43 - 82 
Vogtle/SRP 	36 - 78 43 - 91 
Georgia Tech 85 - 444 	 43 - 91 
Sequoyah 	 62 - 88 48 - 112 
All of the exposure rates are attributable to the natural radiation 
background, except one very high value (see above) at the Georgia Tech 
Research Reactor, but the background stations are not sufficiently matdhed 
to confirm this. 
The types of samples and number of each that were analyzed are 
summarized in the following two tables. 
2 
Number of Samples Analyzed in Month 
water 
air 
filter 
air 
cartridge milk 
grass, 
veg. 
soil, 
sediment animals smears TLD TOTAL 
gross 
alpha 162 6 5 173 
gross 
beta 5 10 15 
gamma 
spectra 20 10 6 7 1 44 
H-3 29 6 14 24 73 
Sr-89/90 0 0 
1-131 6 
6 
Ra-226 20 
20 
Ra-228 4 
4 
U 0 0 
dose 33 33 
other 0 0 
Total 246 16 10 12 21 1 0 29 33 368 
Sample Types Analyzed in Month 
Sample Types 	Analyzed in Month 
Community water supplies 181 
Nuclear facilities 
	
159 
DHR surveys 
	
17 
Quiality control - EPA 
	
11 
Total 	 368 
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Table 1 
Radioactivity Levels in Air Samples fran the 
Environment of the Hatch Nuclear Plant 
Sample 
No. Sample Type Location 
Volume, 
m3 
Radionuclide concen- 
tration, pCi/m3 
Gross 
1-131 	 beta 
* B1270 Cartridge Plant Hatch 1399 <0.01 
Paper filter 0.025 
* B1271 Cartridge Substation 3448 <0.002 
Paper filter 0.010 
* B1272 Cartridge Dead River 1485 <0.002 
Paper filter Rd. 0.022 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected on May 28, 1985 after 36-day sampling. 
2. No other man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were detected 
in the cartridges. 
5 
Table 2 
Radioactivity Levels in Milk Samples from 
the Environment of the Hatch Nuclear Plant 
Sample 
No Location 
Sr-89, 	Sr-90, 
pCi/1 pCi/1 
Cs-137, 
pCi/1 
K, 
971 
H-3, 
pci/I 
1-131 
pci/I 
* B1273 Williamson in process < 10 1.6 <300 < 2 
# 170 
* B1274 Johnson Bros. in process < 6 1.7 500+300 < 2 
* B1275 GSP in process < 10 1.6 <300 < 3 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected on June 17, 1985 by Georgia Power 
Co. staff. 
2. No other radionuclides were detected (Ba-140 <20 pCi/1). 
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Table 3 
Radioactivity Levels in Grass Samples fran the 
Environment of the HatCh Nuclear Plant 
Sample 
No. Location 
Dry wt/ 
Wet wt. 
Radionuclide concentration, pCi/kg 
Cs-137 Be-7 
*B 1276 # 	5 0.15 93 1,700 
*B 1277 # 21 0.15 <50 <500 
B 1281 TLD 16 0.23 130 5,000 
B 1282 TLD 20 0.27 <50 1,300 
B 1283 TLD 22 0.33 230 <800 
B 1284 TLD 28 0.20 370 3,200 
B 1285 TLD 44 0.15 1030 5,700 
B 1286 TLD 45 0.32 70 11,000 
Notes: 1. Samples B-1276-1277 were collected on June 17, 1985, by 
the Georgia Per Co.; other samples were collected on 
June 26, 1985. 
2. No other man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were 
detected. Be-7 is formed in nature. 
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Table 4 
Radioactivity Levels in Water Samples from 
The Environment of the Hatch Nuclear Plant 
Gross alpha, 	Gross beta, H-3, 	1-131, 
Sample No. 	Location 	pCi/1 	 pCi/1 	loCi/1 pci/i  
	
* B 1278 	Altamaha R., 	< 2 	 2 + 2 	<300 	< 2 
# 170 
B 1279 	Surface, 	< 2 	 3 + 2 	<300 
TLD 22 
B 1280 	Surface, 	< 2 	 2 + 2 	<300 
TLD 48 
Notes: 1. Sample B 1278 was collected May 21-June 24, 1985 by Georgia 
Per Co. staff; samples B 1279-1280 were collected on June 
26, 1985. 
2. 1-131 was calculated as of the final day of the collection 
period. 
3. No man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were detected in 
these samples. (Cs-137 <20 pCi/1). 
8 
Table 5 
Radioactivity Levels in Water Composite fran the 
Environment in Georgia of the Farley Nuclear Plant 
Sr-89, 	Sr-90, 
Sample Nos. 	Location 	Dates collected 
	
pCi/1 pCi/1  
F 867, 881 	Great 
	
Feb., March 
	
< 5 	< 2 
Southern 
Paper Co. 
Notes: 1. Composites were prepared with equal amounts of each sample. 
2. Other results of analyses are given in previous monthly 
reports. 
9 
Table 6 
Radioactivity Levels in Air Sample from the 
Environment in Georgia of the Farley Nuclear Plant 
Radionuclide concen-
tration, pCiAm3  
Sample Sample 	 Volume, 	 Gross 
No. 	type Location 	 m3 1-131 	beta  
F 888 	Cartridge 	Great Southern 1374 	<0.01 
Paper filter Paper Co. 	 0.012 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected on May 31, 1985 after 31-day sampling. 
2. No other man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were detected 
in the cartridge. 
Table 7 
Radioactivity Levels in Water Sample fran 
The Environment in Georgia of Farley Nuclear Plant 
Sample 	 Gross alpha, 	Gross beta, 	H-3, 	1-131, 
No. Location 	 pCi/1 	 pCi/1 pCi/1 pCi/1  
F 889 	Chattahoochee 	2+ 2 	5+ 2 	800+300 	< 1 
R., Great Southern 
Paper Co. 
Notes: 1. Grab sample was collected on May 31, 1985. 
2. 1-131 was calculated as of the final day of the collection 
period. 
3. No man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were detected in 
the sample (Cs-137 <20 pCi/1). 
11 
Table 8 
Radioactivity Levels in Water Sample from 
the Georgia Tech Research Reactor 
Sample 
No. Location 
Gross alpha, 
pCi/1 
Gross beta, 
pCi/1 
Sr-89, 
pCi/1 
Sr-90, 
pCi/1 
H-3, 
pCi/1 
Co-60, 
pCi/1 
Cs-137, 
pCi/1 
GT 176 Suspect 
waste 
<5 <2 
GT 177 Suspect 
waste 
<6 38+7 in proccess 16 22 
Notes: 1. Sample GT 177 was collected on June 20, 1985. 
2. Other results of analysis for sample GT 176 are given in the 
March monthly report. 
12 
Table 9 
Radioactivity Levels in Grass Sample fran the 
Environment of the Georgia Tech Research Reactor 
Sample Dry wt/ Radionuclide concentration, pCi/kg 
No. Location Wet wt. Cs-137 Be-7 
GT 178 TLD # 9 0.28 < 80 6,200 
GT 179 TLD # 8 0.19 110 7,900 
GT 180 TLD # 11 0.18 230 5,100 
GT 181 TLD # 5 0.24 < 80 10,300 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected on June 20, 1985. 
2. No other man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were detected. 
Be-7 is forrei in nature. 
13 
Table 10 
Radioactivity Levels in Soil Sample from the 
Environment of the Kings Bay Submarine Base 
Dry wt/ 	Radionuclide concentration, pCi/kg 
Sample No. Location Wet wt. Cs-137 	K-40 	Ra-226 Ra-228  
KB 222 	Crab 	0.56 	290 	9,500 	700 	900 
Island 
Notes: 1. Sample was collected on April 25, 1985. 
2. No other man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were detected 
(Co-60 <40 pCi/kg). 
14 
Table 11 
Radioactivity Levels in Grass Samples from the 
Environment in Georgia of the Sequoyah Nuclear Plant 
Dry wt/ 	Radionuclide concentration, pCi/kg 
Sample No. 	Location 	Wet wt. Cs-137 	Be-7 
SQ 143 	TLD # 3 	0.38 	 < 30 	 7,700 
SQ 144 	TLD # 10 	0.29 	 < 60 	3,100 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected on June 5, 1985. 
2. Nc other man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were 
detected. Be-7 is formed in nature. 
15 
Table 12 
Radioactivity Levels in Water Samples fran 
The Environment in Georgia of Seguoyah Nuclear Plant 
Sample 
No. 
Gross alpha, 
Location 	pCi/1 
Gross beta, 
pCi/1 
H-3, 
cei/1 
SQ 145 Ground, TLD 3 	< 2 < 2 300+300 
SQ 146 Ground, TLD 10 	< 2 < 2 <300 
Note: 	Samples were collected on June 5, 1985. 
16 
Table 13 
Radioactivity Levels in Air Samples from the 
Environment in Georgia of the Savannah River Plant 
Radionuclide concen- 
tration, pCi/m3 
Sample 
No. Sample type Location 
volume, 
m3 
Gross 
1-131 	alpha- beta 
SR 2030 Cartridge Hargrove Rd. 4278 <0.002 
Paper filter ------ 	<0.001 0.012 
SR 2031 Cartridge GPC simulator 4087 <0.002 	---- 
Paper filter ------ <0.001 0.009 
SR 2032 Cartridge Waynesboro 4248 <0.002 
Paper filter ---- 	<0.001 0.006 
SR 2033 Cartridge Ga. Welcome 4572 <0.002 
Paper filter Ctr. --- 	<0.001 0.008 
SR 2034 Cartridge Augusta 3372 <0.002 ---- 
Paper filter ------ 	<0.001 0.008 
SR 2035 Cartridge Girard 3959 <0.002 ---- 
Paper filter <0.001 0.008 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected on May 23, 1985 after 35-day sampling. 
2. No other man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were detected 
in the cartridges. 
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Table 14 
Radioactivity Levels in Water Samples from 
The Environment in Georgia of the Savannah River Plant 
Sample 
No. 
Inches 
Location 	Rainfall 
Gross alpha, 
pCi/1 
Gross beta, 
pCi/1 
H-3, 
pCl/1 
1-131, 
pCi/1 
SR 2036 Savannah R., 
Hwy 301 
< 2 6 + 2 <300 < 	3 
SR 2037 Girard, rain 1.0 < 1 3 + 2 <300 --- 
SR 2038 Augusta, rain 1.0 < 1 3+1 <300 --- 
SR 2039 Waynesboro, 
rain 
2.1 < 1 3 + 2 800+300 
SR 2040 Hargrove Rd., 
rain 
1.0 < 2 9 + 2 — < 300 --- 
SR 2041 I & D Water < 2 3 + 2 4,300+400 <0.7 
Supply, Port 
Wentworth 
SR 2042 Savannah R., 
R-2 
< 1 2 + 2 <300 < 	1 
SR 2043 Savannah R., 
R-3B 
< 2 3 + 2 600+300 < 	1 
SR 2044 Savannah R., 
R-10 
< 2 3 + 3 4,000+400 < 	1 
SR 2048 Port Wentworth, 
raw composite 
--- < 2 3 + 2 3,800+400 
SR 2049 RM 150.4 < 2 2 + 2 600+300 ----- 
SR 2050 Augusta, 
raw composite 
< 2 2 + 2 <300 -- 
SR 2051 RM 151.2 < 2 5 + 2 700+300 --- 
SR 2055 TLD 6, surface < 1 2 + 2 <300 --- - 
SR 2056 TLD 10, surface < 2 2 + 2 <300 -- 	- --- 
SR 2057 TLD 15, surface -- < 2 < 3 1,200+300 -- - 
SR 2058 TLD 17, surface --- < 2 < 3 2,800+300 ----- 
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Table 14 (cont) 
Sample 	 Inches 	Gross alpha, Gross beta, 	H-3, 	1-131, 
No. Location 	Rainfall pCi/1 	pCi/1 pCi/1 pCi/1  
SR 2059 Upstream from 	 < 2 	< 3 	3,900+400 
sampler at TID 20 
SR 2060 Grab sample at 	 < 1 	3 + 2 	3,400+400 
TIC 20 
SR 2061 Composite fran 	 < 2 	5 + 2 	<300 	< 2 _ 
sampler at TID 20, 
Hwy 301 
Notes: 1. Sample SR2036 was collected April 18 - May 23; samples SR2037-2040 were 
collected April 14-May 24, 1985; sample SR2041 was collected 
June 5-11, 1985; samples SR2042-2044 were collected on June 11, 1985, 
by Savannah River Plant staff; samples SR2048-2051 were collected 
May 14-June 18, 1985, by Georgia Per co. staff; samples SR2055-2062 
were collected on June 28, 1985; and sample SR2061 was collected May 
23-June 26, 1985. 
2. 1-131 was calculated as of the final day of the collection period. 
3. No man-made photon-Emitting radionuclides were detected in samples 
SR2036, 2041-2044, 2048=2051, and 2055-2061. 
Table 15 
fram 
River Plant 
Cs-137, 
	 g/I 	
1-131, 
 10- , C-1/1 
< 6 1.9 < 4 
<10 1.3 < 2 
< 6 1.8 < 2 
Radioactivity Levels in Milk Samples 
the Environment in Georgia of the Savannah 
Sample 	 Sr-89, Sr-90, 	H-3, 
No. Location 	pCi/1 	pCi/1  
SR 2045 
	
Waynesboro 
	
in process 
SR 2046 
	
Girard 
	
in process 
SR 2047 
	
Graceeood 
	
in process 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected on June 13, 1985, by Savannah River 
Plant staff. 
2. No other radionuclides were detected (Ba-140 <20 pCi/1). 
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Table 16 
Radioactivity Levels in Grass Samples from the 
Environment in Georgia of the Savannah River Plant 
Sample 
No. Location 
Dry wt/ 
Wet wt. 
H-3, 
pCi/1 
Radionuclide concentration, pCi/kg 
Cs-137 Be-7 
SR 2052 GPC 
simulator 
0.39 25,000+600 180 1,200 
SR 2053 Hancock 0.49 500+300 44 1,700 
Landing 
SR 2054 Waynesboro 0.54 <300 53 2,000 
SR 2062 TLD 17 0.22 600+300 170 980 
SR 2063 TLD 	2 0.32 11,300+500 <40 3,600 
SR 2064 TLD 	6 0.24 11,200+500 <40 3,300 
SR 2065 TLD 	8 0.49 1,900+300 <40 3,300 
SR 2066 TLD 10 0.38 16,900+500 260 2,900 
SR 2067 TLD 11 0.30 4,200+400 80 3,000 
SR 2068 TLD 15 0.32 1,300+300 190 3,500 
SR 2069 TLD 20 0.24 300+200 _ <90 1,300 
SR 2070 TLD 22 0.34 700+300 <40 3,300 
SR 2071 TLD 25 0.38 3,000+300 42 3,400 
SR 2072 TLD 35 0.20 1,800+300 250 2,800 
Notes: 1. Samples SR 2052-2054 were were collected on June 25, 1985, by Georgia 
Per CO. staff; samples SR 2062-2072 were collected on June 27, 1985. 
2. No other man-made photon-emitting radionuclides were detected. 
Be-7 is formed in nature. 
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Table 17 
Radioactivity in Smears from Westclox, Athens 
Sample 
No. Location 
Liquid Scintillation Counter, pCi/smear Gross alpha, 
pCi/smear H-3 window C-14 window P-32 window 
S 2473 Drum # 1 5,700 + 80 20 6 2 + 1 
S 2474 Drum # 1 1,000 + 30 5 35 56 + 5 
S 2475 Drum # 2 100 + 15 <2 <2 Z 1 
S 2476 # 1, Dry, Table # 1 80 + 10 <2 <2 ---- 
S 2477 # 1, Dry, Table # 2 500 + 25 <2 10 < 1 
S 2478 # 2, Dry, Table # 2 300 + 20 <2 <2 
S 2479 # 2, Dry, Table # 2 300 -T 20 <2 <2 
S 2480 # 1, Wet, Table # 1 90 -T 15 <2 <2 
S 2481 # 1, Wet, Table # 1 400 + 20 <2 <2 - -- 
S 2482 # 2, Wet, Table # 2 100 + 15 <2 <2 
S 2483 # 2, Wet, Table # 2 500 + 25 2 <2 
S 2484 # 3 Control < 10 <2 <2 < 1 
Notes: 1. Samples were collected by DHR staff on June 6, 1985. 
2. The radionuclides listed in the headings refer to energy 
windows, not necessarily to radionuclides present. 
Efficiencies used are as follows: H-3 = 0.29; C-14 = 0.58; 
P-32 = 0.90. 
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-LE 	LOCATION 
LATE 	 CR0SE 
CoLLETEE TYPE 	AIWA 
+.VIIIi FCl/L 
Fi- 
226 	 
Fcl/L 
FA- 
a 
Fca/L 
IMAM!' 
FCl/L 
4167.-3327 
Table 18 
FINE FoR1LI SE 7-17-84 1.CCC < 2 Radioactivity in Community Water 
Supplies 
4168...30502393 
FINEK0L 14-4P 7-17-64 1.000 < 2 
41643...3025C2150 
Es ILL 12APFLCK 7-19-54 1.000 < 2 
4170...306706617 
ELTDEL 7-25-64 1.00c < 
vt71...312g24425 
EFIAF FAIcE H-F 7-30-64 1.000 < 1 
4172...31121038 
EIC CANOE 7-24-84 4.003 1 + 	1 
4173...334404225 
CIARKEICI 7-24-84 1.000 < 1 
4174...406309952 
OAK ACRE._ 1.:ATER AM; 7=31-84 1.000 < 4 
4175-302201697 
TaFLE 7-a-84 1.000 < 2 
4176...306006OO7 
PAU= 7-24-84 1.000 < 2 
077-3C2522565 
CUNT OF RUB yra 1.001 < 2 
1176 	•304704439 
cApvEl- a 7-25-84 1.001 < 3 
17....705C0%4 
C FL LARcif.ICE 6-29-84 too° < 2 
1E0-413E21665 
Ilat. ACRE- a 7-17-84 1.00I < 3 
161...313620753 
IOVN t C0UNIRY EST 5 -7-64 1.001 6 + 2 2.0 < 1.0 
182...30310112 
RIVERDALE 7-24-64 1.000 < 2 
183- 013714652 
tARN0oxis IF 7-25-84 1.000 < 3 
164•••302502442 
IALAEI LAKES MATES 7-17-84 1.000 < 3 
65...303703743 
MEL 7-26-64 1.000 < 4 23 
86.: .3066C65Ef 
■ ■■ ••■••• ••■■ 
td• ...301524276 
ESE 	WORKS 
-301E01160 
CIARKS YIP 
-306316548 
VINEWT ACRES 
12-14-EI 13.000 < 2 
12 -1-82 0.000 < 2 
24 
10-19-81 0.000 <3 
'067...000O0D0O0 
COUIA CC 
118E -312611310 
SCUT. EAtTICE 
085-312311063 
ELLAVILLE 
1190-405826874 
SUNDOWE a 
1191-305806809 
ET AIRY 
092-4C51C7621 
HaCESITH J .V 
1193-31C218118 
LAVE FIE 
4194...310218618 
LAVIS 
.t195...306305203 
HPE PLAMATION 
419...302023183 
YISSION TRACE st, 
M7...3C1C00466 
I 	ALAFAHA 
-302522954 
a.Ary ACRE- 1,J-I 
999 ..30381E 
sErafiAL AI T 
...3C08CC2S2 
EARI01. CC 
...4C5137471 
ECAIIRICETS 
7 -4010012E2 EEKIE:ri '5 1,1-112 
3...30n0275 
EIET MEM 
...315125148 
PINT GFC'VEM 
5-14-84 0.000 1 + 	1 
12-29-83 5.000 3 + 	1 
10-27-82 0.0O3 1.1 
10-29-e1 0.005 3 + 	1 
5-18-82 0.004 < 1 
10-13-81 6.000 < 2 
12 -E-84 3.000 62 + 4 3.8 1.5 66 4 
2-10-83 3.030 41 + 4 3.8 < 1.0 41 + 	3 
10 -1-82 1.002 2 + 	2 
4-15-81 6.000 < 3 
2-22-82 3.030 5 + 	2 7.6 1.2 
8-12-81 1.000 < 3 
6-17-82 0.000 < 2 
7-13-82 0.000 2 + 	1 
12-14-82 1.000 < 3 
1-29-82 0.030 2 + 	1 
	
10 -7-82 5.(X3 	< 3 
-5-82 0.000 	< 3 
4-f..1 V .3J.41/..- 
2C ...31172X24 
FINE icFisT SC 
210...305876543 
EuL0E71 
ZVI ...3c65I, 6036 
EARLFITE Hmaci-ITE 
1212-37816917 
TCLEEFI 
1213-409045149 
Fal FouLTRY 
1214 —36627338 
BEIM; EILIE ESaAall, 
1215-4C7612477 
FiraCcE VILLAGE 
1216-305104777 
MIME 
1217...301114297 
YLEILE wCIPLL 
1218-301,00953 
LAFFITha 
1215-314012283 
a:FEF101%, 
220 ... 	13520 
1-Aima VILLAGE nip 
221_30760752e 
CEITER-11 
p22...3062c6182 
223-3(017114 
VaLika 1.11 
224...311722024 
FIEF Kam SL 
225-304714155 
El F 7 ✓ 
26...301100656 
ffELTEREIC PILES PIE 
27-302514003 
14CFGAV MIT 
28...4cI101560 
)XL hTAETH CARE 
...301114288 
cALLE MAE". 
+ - e 
1 -7-82 6.003 + 	2 0.4 
8-14-84 4.c01 < 3 
-8-84 4.000 <2 
8-14-84 4.0O3 3+ 	1 
8 -5-84 4.001 <1 
7=23-84 4.00i 11 + 	2 0.5 
-8-64 1.000 2 4 	1 
8-8-84 1.0CE < 2 
8-15-84 1.000 2 + 	1 
-7,e4 1.000 < 2 
e,10,e4 1.000 2+ 2 
6-15-84 1.006 2+ 2 
8-15-84 1.002 < 
8 -9-84 1.000 < 1 
8 -7-84 1.000 2+ 	2 
7-26-84 1.000 2 	1 
7-25-84 1.001 < 2 
8 -3-84 1.0:I < 2 
6 -2-84 1.000 < 2 
7=31-84 1.00I 1+ 
7-31-84 1.001 < 1 
1.3 
(Saab .E RCM 8 -8-84 1.000 < 2 
. .401501 964 
GAM IF. ESTATES 6-15-84 1.000 < 2 
1232 -308927247 
CAI? HILL ESTATES 8-16-84 4.800 < 2 
V53-308715886 
LATINS kATER CC INC 8 -8-84 1.000 < 2 
1234...3022C1776 
11,I2■ CAKE 21-F 8-24-54 1.000 1 + 	1 
05_312421537 
RUCK CRwie. ACRE KIT 8 -1-64 1.000 < 1 
1235-301100667 
GAMES NW 8-3-84 I.coo < 2 
V57...30518251 
LIKE CREEK FARMS k 8-15-84 1.800 < 2 
5258...302502196 
GRAYS SD 8-15-84 1.000 < 2 
09-302502035 
OWE HILL SD 8 -2-84 1.000 2 + 	2 
1240-302522112 
EA1IIIS MEP 8-7-84 1.000 < 3 
1241 ...3o9e03533 
SAPELC GARDENS a 8-14-84 'Loco < 3 
1242_312110729 
AUGUSTA 6-10-84 1.000 < 2 
3...312210993 
MILSTEAD 8-10-84 1.000 < 2 
...41242Ca1 
ERBSCNIS IF 8 -1-84 1.000 < 
5...310710123 
PORTERLALE,EIEE YFt 8-1084 1.000 < 2 
24.6...3c9etp93 
Y0UNM ISLAM' 844-84 'Loop < 2 
, —315813629 
IRKINICK 7-29-63 2.000 4 + 	1 C.3 
—305125848 
FOUCi% FARES NORTH 3-27-84 5.001 < 2 
9...312711395 
SHOPEVOOD thIATES sr 9-26-83 5.000 16 + 3 1.9 
-.301000475 
EKTCMA 3,26-84 2.002 3 + 	2 1.8 
—30E01063 
26 
—305905776 
CANON 
-.412921256 
atm CC CI 
...3ce40e1c4 
GRAY 
—307316134 
EC&IcVILLE 
262.304204124 
LAINBDEVULE 
., ...3cele23992 
GLENMALE 
...3c5805645 
LAITY WATER CO 
.312611277 
CARLISLE SE 
...413721936 
OAK RIDGE IF 
• ...30c231c6 
V0CIUK1 VALLEY SE 
—31121061 
PICKENS CO AIEI AU 
.30360649 
GROVEL:1M 
...30012527e 
LAU TARA NW 
4252...301115120 
AVCELALE Nit 
az'3...3c&-)24175 
SAVANNAH 
4254.304204124 
DASIUTIY  
4255.312110765 
RICINONT CO 
4256-313626292 
MARK •IER SYE 
-7.-305216 
DDS-LEL-0E K7= 
A.7...3C1625368 
COWRY CUTE iinif 
.3°17923482 
ALCM SHCFES 
2-20-84 5.002 3 
8,25-61 2.0126 < 3 
12 -8-83 5.0012 4 + 	2 0.8 
12-19-63 5.105 < 2 
1-19-84 5.001 < 2 
12-29-83 5.CC6 < 2 
3 -5-84 5.002 < 2 
1 -6-84 5.002 < 2 
3-13-84 2.006 4 + 	2 
1 -9-84 5.001 2 + 	2 
3-10-83 5.000 2 + 	1 
1-10-84 5.0c1 < 3 
8 -5-63 5.000 1 + 	1 
12-29-63 5.000 < 2 
12 -6-83 5.00I 83 + 6 S3.0 
1 -4-84 5.001 < 3 
3-31-e3 2.000 9 + 2 < 0.1 < 1.0 
3-29-83 5.000 4 	2 
3-15-84 5.00I 7 + 2 1.0 < 1.0 
11 -942 5.0I5 2 + 	1 
3-2844 5.001 < 3 
27 
Z:ttAIL 	t7.1. 
274...304025185 	 
CELAF LAKE ELIA1th 
275 .. ..31 ,267EC 
RIVER.001 
276-303608223 
LAM-An 
277...410734553 
SEEING VALLEY EL 
278...308928095 
CCM TE k2 
275...302323801 
HCLETON VALLEY 
280-305525E20 
JUBILEE FARSEERS 
281...405603540 
FIENINC0D FEE 
282...302802E14 
CHEROKEE 00 kS 
2E3...306408104 
CRAY 
284...302502275 
OCEECHEE FAR 	SC 
-9-63 
3-22-84 
12-15-83 
3-16-84 
6 -2-83 
1 -9-84 
3 -8-e4 
12-29-0 
11-21-83 
3-13-64 
1-31-84 
5.001 
5.001 
5.00e 
5.000 
5.002 
5.000 
5.001 
5.001 
5.000 
2.002 
5.002 
< 2 
	
3 + 	2 
2 + 	2 
131 + 	8 
2+ 	1 
< 3 
lo + 2 
<2 
<2 
< 2 
< 2 
0.0 
14.4 
<0.1 <1.0 
285...3c840e104 
GfAY 
286...30840E104 
CEAY 
287...304023325 
?E&L0b ROCK SG 
286...`18 
MAE HEIGHTS SD 
289...312110765 
RIGHECKD CO kS 
GARFIELD 
51...307222532 
HARRIS 00 
n2...305824400 
KINGS HARBOR SD 
!.93 -304204124 
LiiiaiNVT1 
3-13-64 
3-13-84 
11 -6-3 
11 -6-83 
12-19=83 
11 -3-83 
1-27-84 
9-13-83 
12 -6-63 
11-16-83 
2.005 
2.004 
5.0102 
5.001 
5.1016 
5.002 
5.000 
5.000 
5.001 
5.0ce 
< 3 
ic + 2 
<2 
<3 
<2 
<3 
<1 
<2 
7 + 3 
<3 
2.3 	< 1.0 
1.7 
54-310309559 
IAERYTOVI 
5.0O5 3 + 2 0.4 
11 -7-83 5.0O5 < 1 
11-30-63 5.000 2 + 	2 
3 -&-64 5.c0e < 2 
11 -8-83 5.0CI < 3 
003...3C7025044 
SZEMC SHORES a 
1304 ...3059017055 
SAL GFCVE IF 
305...310721ET 
CCUNIRY ACRFi FIT 
. 303525E20 
JUEILEE FAIMJE1 
...304025154 
LOCKCE hILLE SE 
Lcum-v-nIF  
96...309208963 
FOIGhtUa. SD 
4297...308925092 
CGDEN WE 
1298...301702504 
SCEEIC SWEEE Sr 
4299-31071664E 
LCCU 81 1.1F 
4300-305304993 
E7eSiM 
1301...X922EC2€ 
AS-Iffn ES.LATK STi 
002-309225254 
Min VILLAGE SD 
1-16-64 5.006 < 
3-25-84 5.002 < 3 
6 -2-63 5.001 < 3 
3-92-84 5.004 < 4 
3-16-e4 2.000 2 + 2 
2-2-84' 5.CC9 < 2 
3-15-64 2.00I < 3 
3 -6-84 2.CC1 < 2 
...3084061 G4 
GRAY 
...315E31 
ILONSE0PC 
310...315413436 
SK 'LAKE EEEE SIT 
3-13-84 2.CCI 	E + 2 	1.0 
8-31-83 5.0103 	4 + 2 	0.6 
12-30-83 5.04 	2 + 2 
29 
RALICAMNal/ fl cctritam vAuF SUFELIE REFOM E501 
SAME 	LOCATICN COUNTY 
	
CULLEC7 	LAP 
DATE 	LATE 
TYE 	. CICa 
ATEA 
PCl/L 
RA- 
226 
FCl/L 
Ft- 
228 
PCl/L 
URAMIJ' 
PCl/L 
27862 4553 AhlEurma A.SYST. 2 POLK 1 -3-85 8501 4.002 7 + 2 0.5 2.5 
)11524 4554 ELAINE, CITY OF SUP7EF 1 -4-84 e501 4.006 8 + 2 2.5 1.7 
27871 4555 ANMEDNAYIE E.SYST. 2 FUN 1 -3-85 8501 4.001 < 1 
?11524 4556 PLAINS, cry OF surIEF 1 -4-85 8501 4.005 3 + 	1 
26238 TEOPAE 1 -8-85 e501 4.00c < 1 4557 ElI 	ACHE sir 
543325 4558 FLEW: AFT Ham\ 12-14-84 e541 1.000 3 + 
A7241 4559 RcEE CITY rF THDMAS 12-12-84 8501 3.030 3 + 	1 
14616 4560 warinLANT 	1.11 ULTREINE 1 -3-85 85(1 1.000 2 + 2 
4561 ALAFAHA, 0277 OF )00466 PERFIEN 12-19-84 E501 3.000 25 + 	3 7.8 < 1.0 < 2 
13887 4562 THAIDEEK SEEING INC LAUFJEK 12-18-84 85(1 1.000 < 2 
08223 4563 IAKELAKT, CITY CF LANIEF 12-19-84 8501 1.000 4 + 	1 1.E 
(08433 4564 TAFTIEY I  S rIF LAUPB 12-18-84 8501 1.000 < 1 
109721 4565 FELYIAK, cm OF Mau 12-19-84 e541 1.000 2 + 	1 
325105 4566 COWER ?-F WORTH 12-11-84 8501 1.000 2 + 	1 
5C7341 4567 ILEAL00 BAY HAFT 12-21-84 8501 3.000 18 + 	3 1.E < 1.0 16 + 	1 
12E132 4568 DAIRY TRACT JEFF IRSCN 12-20-84 8501 1.000 < 2 
!Tra 4569 SCHKEE ESTAlIE lama 12-17-84 e50n 1.000 < 2 
316495 4570 FEITIP.EY EARS CR SCU. FRANYLB 12-21-84 E501 3.000 61 + 7 11.: < I.0 
r0475 4571 EEIGEA 	CITY CF Y 	F.IEN 12-19-84 8501 3.000 7 + 	1 1.E ( 1.c 
Oat 4572 u-Ta CFIEK 1-17-85 8501 4.001 43 + 4 1.1 43 + 	3 
14967 4573 FILE CIRCLE T/P LWLEE 1-15-85 8501 4.00e < 2 
59312 4574 ETU GAP UTTLITYE EAPRIE 1-14-85 E501 4.000 < 1 
t# 	cif 4575 CCEEMAIT 0CHV 1-15-85 8501 4.1201 3 + 	1 
!24877 4576 EL WWI ii,ATEP SUFF '1111 1-16-85 8501 4.000 2 + 	1 
12155 4577 aarauN INC. PARK ail! 1-16-85 8501 4.004 20 + 	3 4.0 < 4.0 < 2 
12155 4:78 linuN INT. PAW '11E1 1-16-85 8501 4.005 79 + 5 11.E < I.0 2 + 	1 
308476 4575 aZINTIIF, crZY OF LEE 1-17-85 e)cr- 1 1.000 < 1 
5783 4580 i‘IITING WAY In. QUTThil, 1-22-85 8501 1.000 < 1 
12605 4581 aziAlz 1-16-85 8501 1.000 < 1 
24251 4592 CAP PFTI 	VIER sysi rcuallal 1 -7-85 850 1.000 < 1 
25004 4583 FC)CRCF7 ail If 1 -4--E5 8501 1.001 2 + 	2 
458L ITT 1,71 1 1 ITT 1-22-85 8501 1.000 < 1 
17065 4585 fahn EvallE E/D al :1 1-16-85 85o1 1.000 < 2 
E: TYFE 0,5.1ET COME1TE ; 2=REFEri CGFCLIIE ; 1REFEPT EWIF ; 3=REFE&T WARMLY ; 4-421 ELFIll 6=C1111 
: COLLECT LATE TvJES 0,2,5 = COPPOEImi LATE 
30 
RAricAcaavry IN corrucTi NAME EUTLIFF REPCM # 6502 
6 SAETTE 	LCCATIOE 
FE i 
COUNTY 
	
COLLECI 	LAF 
LATE 	DATE 
TYPE/. 
NELL 
GROSS 
AlltA 
PCl/L 
RA- 
226 
FCl/L 
RA- 
228 
FCl/L 
URANULF 
PCl/1 
300800 4586 AILAICCNA ?IP EAFICV 1-29-65 85012 4.004 3 + 	1 
537607 4587 TFCLF CREEK EARINA CLYNU 1-23-65 0502 4.000 2 + 	1 
734953 4586 SPRING VALLEY SE NEKTON 1-25-85 8502 4.000 216 + 	8 18.7 	< 1.0 174 + 14 
300900 45e5 ALLATOCEA ?IF Earn 1-29-65 85(2 4.003 5+ 	1 1.0 
511063 4590 FIIAVILLE, CITE CF SCEZEY 1-24-65 e502 4.005 2 + 	1 
737653 4551 ulacor ESTAJIL WALICE 1-25-65 0502 4.000 4 + 	1 0.8 
50586S 4592 EEL EARN FEF rmATuE 1-2E-85 8502 1.000 7 + 
308555 
n890.q 
4593 FLANTATICN MEP 
4594 EAILEY'S FIE 
LEE 
LOVNLEE 
1-23.e5 8502 
1-24-65 85°12 
LOCO 
1.030 
< 
2 + 	1 
521801 4595 FLININCOL SE rECATUR 1-28-85 8502 1.000 < 1 
332428 4596 QUAIL RIME NC. SD PORSYIE 1-21-65 e502 1.000 < 1 
3=58 4597 SEALY GROVE IF HALL 1-30-85 8502 1.003 2 + 	1 
22955 4596 NAT ECE IF TURNER 1-23-85 e542 1.000 1 4 	1 
214454 4599 HIM'S W., TUFF 1-23-65 0502 1.003 2 + 	1 
03236 4600 DIXIE EEP HAIL 1-30-85 8502 1.000 3 + 
227935 460 PARADISE MEP IONEIES 2 -1-85 85(2 4.001 4 4 	2 1.4 
527699 4602 TEE Ewa-Flit F TSJ F BRYAN 1 -7-85 0502 4.001 < 2 
4603 DERRICK SE 526664 CEATEAE 1-296E5 8502 4.000 < 2 
2Q5175( 4604 COCK'S NW CARROLL 1 -5-85 8502 4.0:2 < 2 
312776 4605 FAME'S Elf JACKECE 1-30-85 8502 4.003 6 + 	2 0.2 	< 1.0 
neti6 4606 FAME'S EFT JACKSON 2 -1-85 8502 4.004 E 4 	2 < 1.0 
9177094 4607 NILLIKEN t 0C. HAIL 1-31-85 85(2 1.000 < 2 
3°7665 .46C 	EILLIKEN b OL. 141L 1-31-85 8502 1.000 < 2 
337849 4609 HALL CD. CORE. INST. HALL 1-31-85 6502 1.000 2 + 	1 
)35494 4610 BIG OAK SE LEE 2 -4-05 85(2 1.000 < 2 
315148 4611 PAL MYRA YEE LEE 2 -4-85 8502 1.000 < 1 
P)444 4612 BRUN EPOS. FARE SD FADIECN 2 -6-85 8502 4.006 3 + 	1 
1601CC 4613 THE CAKE NUKE HOVE EACU 2 -5-85 e542 4.0(2 3 4 
14297 4614 MCBILEKFLL-FCEES'i 2 -7-65 0502 4.007 < 2 
1244% 4615 ARCADE PIP JACKECL 2 -7-85 e502 1.000 < 2 
13030  4616 JACKSON CO. CI JACITth 0 0-85 e502 1.000 3 + 	1 
14586 4617 CROOKE CREEK V771. JACKfa o 0-85 e5o2 1.000 5 + 
14941 4618 CEAEEER'S. ?IT JF 2 -5-85 8502 -Loco < 2 
4619 EAR %' NW 2 -5-85 e502 1.000 < 2 
4620 NICHOLSON NI JACK:EU 2 -7-85 8502 1.000 3 4 
313012 4E21 THE POTTER'L JACMCE 2 -725 8502 1.000 4 < C .1  
M65C1 4622  EFITTANY EAF1Cf FRANKLIN 12-21-84 8502 3.000 35 + 	3 3.1 
4623 PINE HAVREET %J7E26 JACKECE 2 -5-85 8502 1.000 14 4 	2 C.2 
077.9S 4624 EOSCHTON, CITY CF JACIEON 2 -4-85 85(2 1.000 < 2 
17743 4E25 PINE ELL }If air' 2-11-65 e5o2 3.000 131 + 	E 23.6 
04167 4F2F EABEELGE, CTiY Cl EEOATUR 2-11-85 85(2 1.00D < 2 
ire6292 4627 NENARK CCLUNEIA 2 -7-85 e502 1.000 < 2 
12146 4628 ECM-WIG:1 SD liti 2 -5-85 85(2 1.000 < 2 
43705 4629 SYLVESTER, C1TY OF NCETE 1-31-65 e5c2 1.002 < 2 
13699 4630 St M) 	C1TY OF FRANKLIN 2 -5-85 85(2 1.001 io + 	2 4.3 
11439 4631 LUMPKIN, C1TY CF STEKART 1-31-65 e5c2 1.000 2 + 	1 
27484 4632 COLONY NW JACKEON 2 -5-85 85o2 1.000 2 + 1 
CSCC9 4633 MINEOLA NW Wane 2 7-e5 e502 1.001 < 2 
11839 4634 EFONNCOL, CITY OF TERRELL 1-31-65 e502 1.000 < 2 
19742 4635 ERENINCCE NCFTE SE LEE 2 -4-85 8502 1.000 2 + 	1 
S: TYPE 0,5=1En COMPOSITE ; 2=REPEAT OOPFUJit. ; 1=FEREAT EINGIF ; 3=REFEAT QUARTERLY ; 4=NEE SCREEN ; 6=01HER 
: coulm DATE TYPES 0,2,5 = COMPOSITE DATE 
31 
PAPMACTIVITIN TX friMVIETTV VETTT cITIC4.1W piricrIgn 	pRno 
CUNT 'Y 
COLLECT III 
LATE DATE 
	
GrUe 	RA- FA- 
i■ELL AREA 226 226 DEMME 
PCVL 	 Ecaji, 
2ceec3 4636 ACADWA ACRES sr 	LOVNIDES 
	
2-14-85 me 1.001 	3 + 
#444i4 
	
4637 INYTTEkATEP CREEK LEV 
	
2 -7-85 me 4.002 62 + 4 	0.6 < 1.0 	85 + 7 
549 4638 EAU RIDGE ON LAKIEF FORSYTE 
	
2 -6-85 me 1.000 	< 
811457 4639 RICHLANE, CITY OF 	SMART 2-14-85 850e 
	
1.000 < 1 
ES: TYPE C,5=1E• Cal:Cent ; 24(EPEAT CaTCelit ; *1-tEPEAT EINGLE ; 3=FEFEAT MUMMY ; 4=NB. SCREEN ; 6=CIIIR 
: COLLECT LATE TYPE 0,2,5 = CaTICEITE DATE 
32 
SAvIDLE 	L0CATICN 
L• i 
001171 
cOLLE0 LA 
DATE 	LATE 
7/FE/. 
101 
(K`. 
ALFEA 
PCl/L 
RA- 
226 
Pc:/L 
RA- 
228 	URANTuy 
FCI/L FCl/L 
4640 PINIVIEV, LEE 2-15-85 8503 1.000 < 2 
4641 IDCIa,IN E/r LNNTES 2-20-85 8503 1.001 5 + 	1 2.0 
4642 aity MICE tew 2-21-85 8503 1.000 594 + 18 fc 
4643 DECATUR CC CORK MUT DECATUR 2-19-85 8503 1.001 < 1 
4644 CHATTAHOCCFEE MANI. QuITKAN 2-21-85 8503 1.000 < 2 
4645 WFTE CCU. INST. YIRIWETHER 2 -1-85 8503 1.000 5 + 	1 0.5 
464E RLT1 IF lir! 2-21-85 8503 1.00C < 2 
4647 LEE'S EPP TERRELL 2-21-e5 8503 1.000 2 + 	1 
464F cOUNTE1 CIRCLE s/r wurrl 1-29-85 8503 'Loco 8 + 	2 
4649 EpArl AcITS N1 TECtiE 2-26-85 8503 1.000 3 + 
4650 KILLER FIRES S/L CHAT IIM 2-25-85 8503 4.000 2 + 
4651 LAKE IJIITCUAN T3 FA 2-27-85 8503 4.001 2 + 	1 
4652 McuNTvILLE M.A. TEMP 3 -4-85 8503 4.004 84 + 3 
4653 KOCIN AFE INN 2-28-85 e503 1.003 2 + 	1 
4454 PARECTI, CITY OF TERRELL 2-26-85 8503 1.000 < 2 
4655 LAZY PINES YFF TERRELL 3 -4-65 8507 1.000 < 1 
4656 exrch, CITY OF MIA} 2-28-85 8503 1.005 < 2 
4657 Rte' CITY I F THOmAS 2-27-85 8507 1.001 5 + 
4658 ECYAL COURT YER CLAYTON 2-28-85 8507 7.CCC Eo + 3 
4659 PERpy, CITY OF WERT 2-26-85 55(7. ^.0CC 5 + 
4660 6LTIt.Ah , CITY OF EFUES 3-28-85 1.CC2 2 + 	1 
4661 hAREETT's'TP BEE Fla 3-2E-85 8507 A.rrr < 2 
4662 ARGYLE VILLAGE sp ci-wmAr• 2-22-85 8507 C.CC1 < 1 
4663 EILEETCE, TOWN OF CCIPUTTI 3 -5-e5 8503 1.000 7 + 	2 
QUI'DIAN 3 -6-55 8503 1.000 < 1 4664 in 	IN bAY Esi. 
4665 RUFUS ECHMAN FIR Mann 3 -5-85 8503 1.000 7 + 	2 
4666 PEL-ToN, CITY OF VaKTER 3 -6-85 8503 1.000 1 + 
4667 LAUREL, accsnc PATIN 3 -2-85 5503 4.CCI 5 + 	1 0.4 
4E68 ELDCRADC 3-22-85 8503 4.000 41 + 	5 'in I 
4669 'TIFTON AT PAW UE-1 3-22-e5 8503 4.004 17 + 	3 3.6 	< 1.0 
4E70 ELDCPALC TIFT 3-72-85 8503 4.CC0 40 + 	5 
3-22-85 e507 4.0C' 43 + 	7 4671 Luiur INT PARK TIFI 
4E72 liFiC1 INT FARE TiTI 3-22-85 8503 4.000 1Z + 	3 
4E77 JON 	cCuNTY *k.S. JOIE 3-18-85 5503 4.CC5 < 2 
Atra h0FIE META 8-14-84 8503 1.CCC < 2 
4E7: FCFACE LOLLAR ?IF CULT 3-19-85 8507 1.0cm 2 + 	2 
467€ YE,LY Pais YEE 1041E e21-84 8503 1.001 < 2 
4677 FIECIEFESI CIRCLE Ft 'IOVNE 3-24.85 8503 1.000 < 2 
4E7E EtEa NaNAN 1E. 8-14-84 85C; 1.000 4 + 	1 
4679 KCILANE LEE 3-12-85 850 1.000 < 2 
4680 PANCIC WHIR JACKS N 2-21-85 8503 1.000 4 + 	1 
4681 cAi TERRACE LCVNIES 3-19-85 8503 1.001 < 2 
4682 Fals1 LAKE ES1. Jill 3-12-85 8503 1.000 9 + 	2 
4683 SHAM SHORES STIFFENS 2-26.85 8503 1.000 6 + 2 
4684 MARTIN, CITY CI EIEFhltis 3-12-85 8503 1.CC0 < 2 
4685 EFEFEWCOD ESTATES STEP HENS 3-12-85 8503 1.000 6 + 2 
46ee ROSE CITY EHP THOKAS 5-17-84 8503 3.00i 4 + 	1 
4687 ATTAFULGUS, CITY OF DECATup 9-28-84 8503 3.032 2 + 	2 
4658 FLAILMICCE E/D DICJauR 3-14-85 8503 1.001 2 + 	2 
46E9 PECANPIFE YIP cam 3-19-85 8503 tom 2 + 	2 
2155 
2754 
:44..36 
c 6777 
• 1380 
• 1326 
• 1399 
c.17241 
304156 
326423 
10480 
FAricluivITY IN C0FruNiTy vATEI SF 	' HECK t 8503 
: TYPE 0,5.1•7 CURETTE ; 24EPEAT OCI.MaTE ; 1=EIREAT SINGLE ; 3=B PEAT CUAFTEPLY ; 4=NTR SCHEE ; E=CUEEF 
: CO= LATE TYPES 0,2,5 = CCMEITE DATE 
33 
LER-ACTIVITY fl MMUNITY 	 EtTELIIE REPOET / 8504 
SAT.TLE 	LOCATICN 
1,,E 	# 
COUNTY 
	
ODLIIIT 	LAf 
LATE 	LATE 
TIFEi. 
VILL 
CH0L--F 
AIRA 
FCl/L 
RA- 	Rx. 
226 22E 	URA17Ut. 
FCI/L PCl/L FCl/L 
30141C 4690 JENFINEIIFO RITE 3-25-85 8504 4.002 2 + 	1 
413436 4E51 SKY LAKE INC 1,1,111. 3-26-85 e504 1.00e < 2 
4096E3 4692 ECETVICY, CITY CF MORGAN 3-27-85 8504 1.000 < 2 
209755 4693 culicaN icin CF MONROE 3-15-e5 e504 3.Cc2 < 2 
=466 4694 ALAFkA, CTTY CF EIEFFIEr 3-21-85 8504 3.001 17 + 3 
504259 4695 CHWIIE, CITY CF Ecra 3-26-85 8504 two < 2 
504240 4696 CHAUNCEY, CITY CF rcucE 3-26-85 8504 1.000 2 + 	2 
713920 4697 RAvus Eir 2-27-85 8504 1.000 < 1 
416727 4698 FEACEFuL Wan a 	 vhlat 3 -2-85 85C4 1.000 4 + 2 
000475 4699 ENIGMA, CITY OF HERTEN 3-21-65 8504 3.002 5 + 	1 
215517 4700 wucETA C.C. LOWE 3,26-85 e504 1.00i 2 + 
501971 4701 THUNDEFEOLT, TWN CF CHATHAM. 4-11-85 8504 4.003 2 + 2 
322718 4702 FAMILY LIFE E}R CIF OCONEE 3-28-85 8504 1.0010 < 1 
211057 AccITALE 4 -4-85 8504 1.000 < 2 4703 EVE All EE Hon 
503475 4704 RIVERSTEE, TOWN OF COLQUITT 4 4—e5 8504 1.000 < 3 
71CCOE 4705 maim, CITY CF NEKON 4 --85 8504 1.000 13 + 	2 
70456b 4706 ALBANY, CITY OF ECUCHEFTY E5C4 4.035 < 2 
700240 47c7 STAMIC,CITY OF EARBOV 4-11-85 8504 4.000 6 + 2 1.4 
509932 4708 CHATENCFIE, CITY OF MURRAY 4-1E- 	85u 4.000 2 + 	1 
303953 470 9 fnuevan calaA e504 4.004 2 + 	1 
03630, 4710 ccLUHEIA OC. COLUMEIA 4 	8504 4.001 < 2 
4077 4711 FRAWIDOEARD W.A. HEARD 4.000 < 1 
511191 4712 DatiAismaLLE SEKINCLE 4-16-85 8504 4.004 < 2 
71 7'343 4713 ALMIN MW NEPTCV 4-23-85 8504 1.000 < 1 
717391 4717 MEAEciffic0K NEVT0N 4-23-85 e504 taco < 2 
515653 4715 WIT Y ACRES FEE CCLUEFIA 4-11-85 8504 1.00l < 
505532 4716 CHATEMTE, CITY OF MURRAY 4-1E-e5 8504 3.000 < 2 
735114 4717 FINE VALLEY S/L NEVICN 4-23-85 85(4 1.000 
717468 4716 TRIED'S EHP NEkToN 4,23-85 8504 1.000 < 2 
509406 4719 LANUELEULLE MADISON 4-16-85 8504 1.000 21 + 	2 
10190 4720 LEXINGTOE, CITY CF OGLETHORRE 4-1e-e5 8504 1.000 15 + 	2 
6C2f. 4721 ASHUBET MEP LO ME 4-22-85 e504 'Loci < 2 
TITE C,5---1S1 0314:0EITE ; 24IPEA1 MI:CEITE ; 14tEELT EINCLE ; 341PEA.7 CUIFTEFLY ; 4-411 SCREEN ; 6=0IFIF 
: au= LATE T. 0,2,5 = Cria:CEITE LATE 
34 
RITC(,C IVTT m o LBrm FJltf 	1LI7 aIOP1 	8505 
CCLLEtI LAf 	TYF'F,/. Ct€ 	RA- 	RA- 
:1 Ŷ1 	LLCJ3IcR 	ai i 	 DATE LATF WIlL A1PFA 22E 228 URAKR} 
i^ FCl/L 	FCI/L FCl/L FCl/L 
HYAN 
CAFFCLL 
CX L'MF1A 
4-25-85 8505 
4-25-85 8505 
5 -1-85 6505 
4-24-8 8505 
4 -3-85 85(5 
4 -3-85 8505 
4 -2-85 8505 
4.001 
4.002 
4.001 
1.C(C 
1.000 
1.000 
1.000 
<1 
2 + 	1 
<1 
<2 
3 + 	1 
<1 
<2 
Chi E l 
(1.:IhNE rI 
HALL 
tXJJ?E1A 4-24-85 8505 1.000 2 + 	1 
HALL 4 -2-85 85(5 3.000 11 + 	2 
HAIL 4 -4-85 8505 1.CO < 1 
HAIL 4 -4-85 8505 1.000 <1 
B YA1 5 -6-85 8505 4.CC1 <2 
4-2E-85 8505 4.001 <2 
NCI 	E 5 -9-85 E5C5 4.001 11 + 	2 
'11-t* AE 5 -6-6.5 8505 1.Cx2 11 + 	2 
•IF• 5 -1-85 8505 1.000 6 + 	1 
( 	1 A 5 -7-85 8505 1.000 2 + 	1 
Ct UA 5 -7-85 65(35 1.000 2 + 	1 
CTYVZLA 5 7-85 8505 1.000 <1 
CCb, TA -7-85 8505 1.0(X 3 + 	1 
'l It l 5 -1-85 8505 1.000 <2 
Till 5 -3-85 8505 1.000 8 + 2 
'I}L A: 5 -t-65 8505 1.001 4 + 	1 
L(7wN EF 5 -2-85 8505 1.001 1 + 	1 
EUKThJ 2-27-85 8505 4.001 <2 
STflt} 5-14-85 8505 4.006 <2 
5-13-85 8505 4.001 16 + 	3 LCiti 
RAEUN 5 -8-85 85(5 4.001 2 + 	1 
FRANKLIN 5-13-85 8505 4.0814 2 + 	1 
IDX)LS 5-13-85 8505 1.001 <2 
LFE 5-14-85 8505 1.000 < 1 
IOhNr!S 5 7-85 8505 1.001 <2 
'TItl 5-17-85 8505 6.0(0 18; + 	6 
'WI 5-17--6585C5 E .C) 52 + 6 
Tn'i 5-l;-85 8505 LOX 55+ 	6 
(RISE 5-17-85 85(5 1.001 < 1 
IDCAIUUR 5-21- 65 8505 6.(0( 55 + 	6 
TIFT 5-22-85 8505 1.000 2 + 	1 
'1H1$ 5-.1E-e5 8505 3.001 3 + 	1 
	
2798() 
	
4722 TTVCLI VAFSF :n 
03900 4723 ROLLIr E LE t'W 
4724 N{DE]'A C BKELFAY 
2c 3C dry ✓̀ PINE NETE rIf 
06714 472E SUFI, CTIY OF 
tt̂ 732 
	
4727 N)R( 	I'1-P 
17428 4726 URWJ ?f 
18829 
	
4r 	 ?)ETE CITY fF 
01003 4730 LA} ff SAJL (1151 
11375 4131 TL1EEWJICE F21. 
16674 
	
4732 Ir 1 . VTB: LAKE i i . 
27880 4733 WYAN kCC C )±T. 3 
4734  FO ta••a . TP 
280171 
	
4L 	 PI EII`'i0I'I PARK S 
26593 4736  FINE RU} ) 
12164 
	
4(51 TIFT CP lS IL. IIPT 
03^ 4738 C^AMVIUI, CITY OF 
20013 4739 WRJNE, CTIY OF 
15930 4740 K8M P}F 
03953 4741 MFADOhfiI3, ) 
21875 
	
4742 I I]IEA1' AY 'IF 
12155 4743 IFIUN I1T FAIK 
26593 4744 PINE RLR: Sr 
08'98 4745 &N' S IF 
5367 4746 TIT MHF 
11326 4747 ?ARTIN, CITY OF 
.:. 
	
4148 HIILS]]I Sr 
0616 	4749 CLAYICR, CITY CF 
450 FRANKLIN :FR, CII'Y 
752 4751 B IOLEE CD. ikA 
3:92 
	
Q752 ( f DAJ F  Sr 
1142 4753 GJIC tIF1JD IW 
936 	4754 CAKFiIZI 'I 
577 
2155 4756 ' IFTCL m FAFx 
4757 SHADY LANE MEF 
, 158 
	
4758 ATIABJL E , CITY CF 
+,45 475' I[ " S e/T 
7241 
	
4760 RCS CT fl FIB 
TYPE 0,5=1ST CO? 	"E ; 2 ZEPEt5 SITE 3 i =.EFEA SIlfF ; 3 RIPEA T CUAFTERLY ; 4=NES: 501 ' ; 6=C'Zf ER 
CD11 I' DATE TYFES 0,2,5 = QtTCETIE DATE 
35 
RALloACTINTTY II CEttlEITY WEFT SUFFLIEF FIFUTt e506 
SAFTLE 	ECEATIct 
bs 
COUVIY 
	
COLLECT 	LAE 
LATE 	LATE WILL 
13Wa 	RA- 	PA- 
ALFEA 	226 	22 	MITT 
PcI/L PCl/L pca/L PGA_ 
27699 4761 FIETYlka ST LCWNEEs 5-24- 85 85(06 4.001 < 2 
2790e 4762 CCFELAEL ETF.SL LCWNEFS 6 -3-85 85(6 4.001 < 2 
110765 4763 FICFFCNI. cc WS 5-23-85 e506 4.107 < 
2E035 
328206 
4764 NORTE LAKE SP 
4765 FOFEST LAKE SE 
5-21-85 e506 
5-14-85 e506 
4.001 
4.001 
< 2 
< 2 
LOW]
JACESCE 
31584E 4766 SI:INOLE 1.2-F CLARKE 5,28-85 e5o6 3.000 36 + 4 
10080 4767 DIAL CUit_ WS NEWTCE 5 -9-e5 8506 1.000 < 1 
122510 4768 re r WA5TF WUR(S TOOFEE 5-24-85 8506 6.000 13 + 	3 
)77947 4765 NANCY EAFT INT CARE 5-21-65 850E 1.000 < 2 EL EFT 
CLYNE KE336 47A) SATILLA SEOFES SE 5-22-85 8506 1.000 < 2 
25820 4771 JUEILEE FARTNERs EADISCE 5 -8-85 8506 1.000 < 2 
)03466 4772 ALAFAEAXI1Y EEFFIEN 5-23-85 8506 3.001 28 + 3 
316495 4773 EFITTAX/ FARCE SC FRANKED+, 4-30-05 e506 3.000 42 + 4 
r35354 4774 SPRING. VALLEY SE NEV101, 5 -5-85 8506 'Loco 167 + lo 
369506 4Th EARIEN,Lial 5-29-85 8506 1.000 < 2 
327252 4776 VAMP 03 RURAL WEA WIND- 5-22-85 e506 4.001 < 2 
907341 4rrt TUCALOC EAY EST HAP: 4-30-85 e506 3.000 32 + 3 
ro475 477e ENIGEA,C1TY EEFFIT1 5-23-85 e566 3.000 aJ + 	3 
”6548 4779 1%TM:fin Acia Cana 530-e5 e5c6 1.000 < 2 
A6501 4780 BRITTANY EAREOF WEST FRAna_IL 5-28-85 e506 3.c00 2 + 	1 
300326 4781 VEiak,caTy LAM CI 3-25-84 850E 5.CC5 3 + 	1 
300405 47E2 EILEEN VALLEY EST 2 -9-e3 8506 5.000 9 + 2 
ico826 4783 vrENEK,can ERCKE 12-21-84 8506 5.003 3 	1 
=902 4784 RIGEONT EILL,CITY MAE 5-17-83 e506 5.000 < 2 
4785 STRATHY HALL a MAE 6 -7-83 8506 5.000 < 2 
rz",14 4786 RIVERSIDE EST SD BURKE 12 -1-83 8506 5.002 <2 
23712 4787 Fowl PETER SD Cam: 4 -5-83 850E 5.000 < 2 
'3  47ee PARKERSEUFG SE CEEIEg 7-13-83 e506 5.000 < 2 
1s656€ 4789 EAST GATE !if CHEROKEE 4-15-64 8506 5.000 < 2 
;c4726 4790 SPACE RACEME CLARK. 11 -e_83 e506 5.001 < 2 
304726 4791 SPACE FLACEEFF CLARKE 3-30-84 85016 5.002 2 + 	1 
)0735 4792 LA1=ENIF CIR11 3-30-84 e566 5.000 < 2 
kweei 4753 HOLIDAY EEACH CCM.' 8-24-84 e546 5.00 4 + 	1 
5947 4794 KEITTILWGCL cpcse.sr COLCUM 4-17-84 e506 5.coo 3 + 	1 
0411 4795 FERL1E,TOWE 8-29-84 e56E 5•cc3 
)26337 4796 FAIRVIa Elf 1-23-64 650E 5.001 < 2 
26692 4797 SHADY LANE IF CRIST 1-Z-84 e546 5.061 < 2 
2E683 4/96 EAST CRISP cRrF 1-23-84 e5cE 5.061 < 2 
104194 4799 rECATUR CC IN1 FK rpr,AauF 6 -7-84 e506 5.001 2 + 2 
04344 4800 VIENIIA,CM ICCLY 4-18-84 8506 5.005 < 2 
1c463o 4e01 LOUGLAS CO WATER MUCLAS 2-15-84 13506 5.000 < 2 
4802 TARA IMF EFFINGER, 4-30-85 e506 5.000 < 2 
D4BP9, 4803 POWKAN,C1TY EIZERT 3-7-85 e506 5.004 < 2 
26246 4804 SOUTHERN FDIE MEP CLYNE 2 -1-84 8506 5.001 < 2 
1022 4805 RESACA AFIF CCP= 9 -8-83 8506 5.000 < 2 
ic6595 4806 WOCEVIILE,C1TY cam 7-17-84 e506 5.0:2 < 2 
106766 4807 EALDWIN,CITY HAEERSEAE 1024-83 8506 5.005 < 2 
):6766 4806 EALEW1N,C1Ty HAEERSEAE 3-28-83 8505 5.000 < 2 
24457 4809 ISLAND CREEK SD HANCOCK 3-22-84 8506 5•CC4 4 + 2 
124437 4810 ISLAND CREEK SD HANCCCK 3-22434 e566 5.002 4 + 2 
E: TYPE 0,5=151 CCEECEITE ; 2=FIFTAT OCEFOS1TE ; 14REFFAT SINGLE ; 3.FIFEAT QUARTERLY ; 4=NIE SCREEN ; 6=01FER 
: COLLECT DATE TYPES 0,2,5 = OCIKRaME DATE 
36 
COLLECT LAE 	TYPE/. GIB' 	RA- RA- 
EAPIE 	LOCATION 	001MY 	 DATE LATE WELL ALPHA 226- 226 L'F.ANILt. 
	
Fci/L 	FOUL pcI/L pci/L 
24437 	4811 IsLANI CREEK sr• 	HANcocK 	 9-28-63 8506 	5.006 	4 + 2 
2504 4812 scalp EH}FS sr men 9-28-83 8506 5.003 3 + 1 
2504 	4813 smic sHGEES Sir 	HANCOCK 	 5 -5-83 8506 	5.c01 	11 + 3 
C7503 4814 SWAN LAKE EST HEY 2 -3-84 8506 5.0ce 8 + 2 
08091 	4815 11/4PICFM1711F,CITY 	JailaN 	 6 -2-63 8506 	5.000 	< 2 
cec73 4E16 KTIE,CITY 	 JCENECN 6-22-84 8506 5.000 < 2 
08104 	4817 cEtly,ciTy Jells 	 4-24-84 8506 	5.007 	2 + 2 
26885 4E18 PHTIEKA PARK ED 	LEE 4 -4-85 8506 5.001 < 2 
25 	4815 vicTcpl kINGE mif LIEEmy 	 5-16-85 8506 	5.00 	< 2 
2E53E 4820 FUCK'S_ YEE 	 LlEEFTY 6-13-84 8506 5.001 < 2 
1417E 	4821 SLEEP TF LlIEFTY 	 9-19-83 8506 	5.001 	< 2 
26077 4822 HERITAGE YHF 	LAY 6-13-84 8506 5.001 < 1 
25488 	4823 'AIN CAKE MW LCNC 	 11 -2-83 8506 	5.0(2 	< 2 
25169 4E24 CEDAR EFCCK 1,11 	LON 2-10-e3 85406 5.000 < 2 
26065 	4825 ERRING CREEK FIF Lac 	 11 -2-83 8506 	5.001 	< 2 
26734 4826 WILY CAKE EL 	LOMDES 12 -9-84 8506 5.002 2 + 2 
25607 4827 PURE MEV a LOWNEEs 	 9-13-84 8506 5.001 	2 + 2 
23179 4828 HI LEEN EMS EL 	LOU/dt- 6-25-84 8506 5.001 2 + 2 
csnce 	4229 SIALVEPE PH LfitEEE 	 5-21-85 8506 5.003 	< 2 
P5313 4830 OCLEIHCRFE,Cia7 	1, .ACCY 11 -1-83 8506 	5.00I 2 + 2 
09298 	4831 EARSEALLULLE,OrY 1,1Cch 	 6 -7-84 e506 5.000 
09417 4832 ILA,CITY 	 UTIS01. 9-14-64 8506 	5.0oe 	2 + 2 
09466 	4833 LEARBC,C1TY 	i_IIIIIE 	8-24-83 8506 5.000 < 2 
26466 4834 AFFALACHEEUCCEE El 1. AN 4 -9-85 8506 	5.001 	2 + 2 
265C0 4835 RIVER:DI= yEE 	Nana 	 3-31-84 8506 5.000 < 2 
33744 406 ELDER HIE SE 	000NEE 7-301-84 e506 5.000 	< 2 
24307 4837 0AK GPM a OCONEE 	 7-30-84 8506 5.000 8 + 2 
10389 4838 EIC CANCE 	 Hams 2-13-84 8506 5.014 	< 2 
103e9 	4839 EC CANOE FICKEKS 	 2-13-84 8506 	5.011 4 + 1 
10518 4840 EARIFCRL,CITY 	PULASKI 11 -3-83 2506 5.0ce 	4 + 1 
25656 	4841 COLEKAN,CEY PANDCLPh 	10-24-84 8506 	5.001 < 2 
1133 4842 TCCCCA US 	 ETEFHLE 5-29-84 8506 5.000 	< 2 
26120 	4843 TALHI CO is TALEOT 	 2-13-85 e506 5.000 2 + 2 
11603 4844 JUNCTION CITY 	lakci 4-24-85 e50e 5.00e 	< 2 
116E9 	4845 CEOECIA STATE FFIE0 TiTILLIL 	1-10-64 8506 	5.003 < 2 
117✓ 4846 JACKECNVTLLE,OM 	TELI/IF 7-10-e4 8506 5.000 	2 + 1 
25724 	4847 LAKE RIVERSIDE Tif•E 	 4 -3-85 8506 	5.001 5 + 2 
26292 4848 NEWARK ws 	 IYOKAS 1-19-84 8506 5.CC2 	< 2 
2E55 	4849 FINE Pm EST TL 'AE 	 1-23-84 8506 	5.002 9 + 2 
26593 4850 FINE RUN !SI 	aotAs 1-23-84 8506 5.00 	6 + 2 
11915 	4651 KEIGE,cill THOKAS 	 1-16-85 8506 	5.004 < 2 
2623E 4252 EILEEN ACRES EST 	THOKAS 4 -2-85 8506 5.001 	2 + 2 
216.4 	4853 lal CO UE 	 Till 	 4 -7-83 8506 	5.000 5 + 2 
1115245 4854 SPRING RILL PROF 	lirl 4 -9-85 8506 5.001 	< 2 
2155 	4855 UPTON IN( PARK Uri. 	 7-11-84 8506 	5.000 
018 4856 SUNNI PINE MIS 	TOOLS 4-22-85 8506 5.001 
47 	4257 YOUNG EA r 
4 	
FFIS,CITY TOWNS 
858 ELALIFME,c1Ty 	UNIC 	
11-15-63 8506 5.00e 	2 + 1 
6 -1-84 8506 	5.000 < 2 
3225 	4859 TENNTLE,CITY 	wAsHiNc70N 	9 -1-83 8506 5.000 	< 2 
3295 4860 LEERhcou PAID? KEE WAYNE 	 6-28-84 8506 5.001 < 2 
: TYPE 0,1M- COM= ; 24EPEAT CCEFCCITE ; 14REPEAT SINGLE ; 3=FEFFAT WAIMEA ; 44,13, 9aTEN ; 6=CTEEF 
: COLLECT DATE TYPE 0,2,5 = CCISCEETE DATE 
37 
SAfFLE 	Lcunct. ccuNry 
ccuica LAE 
LATE 	DAB 
TYPE/. 
VaL 
GRD 	RA.- 	RA- 
fiii+1 22E 226 	Manly 
Fci/L 	Fcl/L FCI/L 	Fca/L 
'424390 4861 ?I . SiAlEVE , INC . 7-14-83 8506 5.000 < 2 b3-1 A 
713589 4862 SIGEALL wILKES 0 0-85 850E 5.006 
52676c 4863 RivERkal Esi THOMAS 6-106e5 e506 4.0ce 2+ 	1 
514344 4864 STATEEcfic,cilY EuLlocE 5-31-85 8506 1.007 2 + 	1 
n5076 4865 L1ICt cRay su LOME 6 -4-85 8506 1.001 2 + 	1 
mccec 48E6 LAIL ws Nma E -4-85 8506 4.004 
214933 49E7 Ecurris a,ii-IF DMUS 5-28-85 8506 1.0ce < 2 
217288 413E8 I‘EsTkiNT SE 1.01,= 6 -4-85 8506 1.001 3 + 	1 
05820 4E69 ara a EFocKE 6 -4-85 8506 1.001 < 2 
114297 4876 KEHL ):CELL-FcE a EMI 0 0-85 8506 1.000 2 + 	1 
21500 4871 EHEaccE ?I LCusus 5-30-85 8506 1.001 3 + 	1 
209142 4872 TWIN LAMES SE DOMES 5-31-85 8506 1.001 < 2 
223179 4873 hTDLEL EL LE EL LOwNas 6 -4-85 8506 1.001 4 + 	1 
826566 4874 EAsT GATE 11-F CHER0KEE 6 -6-85 8506 1.000 2 + 2 
D01505 4875 ELIK,c::i cALB0uE 6 -4-85 8506 1.030 < 2 
20e990 4876 RAMIE L.E El LalcK 5-30-85 8506 1.001 3 + 	1 
214675 4877 TYLEFE la: LOME 5-30-85 8506 1.001 < 2 
222848 4878 COUNTY 1_:_A= EL DOMES 6 -4-85 8506 1.00I 2 + 2 
301782 4879 cATccu Ca-171i' LE musk 5-15-85 8506 1.000 < 2 
712094 4880 FOX ELL El 1 '111 6 -6-85 8506 1.000 6 + 2 
806766 gal EALDval ,:::: FAIIMAy 5-15-85 8506 1.030 < 2 
806793 4382 LEMOEK71,C172, HAEORTAF. 5 -1-85 8506 1.000 2 + 2 
806757 4883 ALTc,caTI walla& 5-15-85 8506 1.000 < 2 
ES: TYPE 0,5=1E1 CCtIt.„111. ; 2.FEPFAT 	8111 ; 141FEAT SINGLE ; 3=REEEAT QUARTERLY ; 4=11) ECREEN ; 6=CUEER 
: 00LLEcT DATE TYPES 	OTPCSITE DATE 
38 
515369 
0313 
42036 
'2440 
126700 
7135e9 
544216 
523611 
5031 
Z902 
119140 
(Z1054 
26549 
505831 
rc5c5 
313601 
525g74 
109730 
723127 
513369 
525793 
24437 
523811 
5065077 
5137fze 
ISO 18 
12591 
6246 
4059 
12591 
37 
183 
12440 
1375 
-4760 
 14824 
EALICA=VITY IK CCNNUNITY NAM SUFFITYS ITEM 6535 
EAITLE 	ILCATICt. 
LE 
COUNTY 
	
COLLECT 	1.AE 
DATE 	DATE 
'nFE/. 
WELL 
ata 	PA- 	Rh- 
ALFEA 22E 238 	UEAK11} 
PCl/L 	Fcl/L 	pca/L 	Fci/L 
4ee4 ALAMC,CIII 
4885 001EIHOEFE,CIIY 
48e6 AEC ?IF 
4887 EIPEtisC MP I SD 
4858 LAZE Cr LANIE 
4889 TICNALL 
4890 Fri EN'IFF.P?IEES 
4E51 NOAH'S NUITTAIN HA 
4e92 CHAPLCITE NA 
4893 EISHOP,CITY 
4E5 FIEDSCNC )H F SE 
F a-Ma 
YACCE 
ROCKDALE 
HJETCN 
LOW 
NUKES 
SPALDING 
LUPIEN 
MCN7GCHERY 
CCONTE 
META 
6-12-84 85CE 
11-17-0 85CE 
1 -6-85 850E 
6 -8-84 850E 
11 -2-83 8506 
9-29-83 8506 
1-11-84 8506 
8 -2-64 8506 
6-12-84 8506 
10-13-83 8506 
6 -8-84 85CE 
1.00i 
4.0C2 
4.CC1 
1.000 
4.001 
4.007 
4.000 
0.000 
1.001 
4.00e 
1.002 
< 2 
< 1 
13 + 	2 
< 1 
< 2 
< 1 
< 1 
7 + 	2 
< 2 
4&)5 EE}'T CREEK SE PAWN 4-26-84 8506 1.000 2 + 	1 
48cf. FAIL` RIDGE ON LANIEE FORME 3-19-84 8506 1.000 < 1 
4897 CHAFICDIE NA MCNICCHERY 6-12-84 85CE 1.CCI 
4e9E LEM conyr:F, FLOYD 6-20-64 E506 1.000 < 2 
4eS. 	7CNI,CITY WILKINECN 4-15-83 e506 1.000 < 1 
4900 Crai-VCCL CROSSING COLQUITI 11 -3-83 8506 4.001 < 1 
49)1 ICLZ.CITY MEC:FILL 3-28-84 8506 1.003 < 2 
492 CLD'atif FAY I RENT FLOYD 10-14-83 8506 4.000 < 2 
49ce ALAML,CEY NYEELEE 6-12-84 e506 3.0c1) 
4g_r_ 	7:Ptc Can 2 -9-84 8506 4.001 < 2 
49',5 Tq At: CFEK SD HANCOCK 3-22-84 8506 4.001 
4906 MAL'S KUVIAIN ED LUKIKIN 5 -3-84 8506 1.000 < 2 
4907 NrariAE,CITY GRADY 8-27-64 8506 1.00e 
4903 ALANO,CTII WIEDER 6-12-84 8506 3.000 
4999 GEINEE telif EMMEN 12-19-83 8506 4.00I 
451C la HIE NEP GLYNI 5-10-64 8506 4.002 
4911 FLOYITE Ya LIEEETY 11 -2-83 8506 4.002 
4912 MITA WA MOE 11 -9-83 8526 4.004 
4913 SPRING ETILFECP iiFi 10-13-81 8506 4.cco 
4914 NOCa71tT ?W COEROKIEE 2-25-83 850E 4.030 
4915 2t Ii UNICE 1-17-84 8506 4.004 
491E 	CEDE; Si: EAECCCK 2-1-83 850E 4.005 
4517 J a :c1 7..ACE SL CALDE1. ; 9-10-82 8505 6.000 
491E 115-k,i- ,CITY CO21.1, 14-13-83 8506 4.001 
4919 IMEMIC PIE HOLTICE 6 -8-84 6506 3.001 
492C t' 	111 8 NHF FAEFIE 10-19-83 8505 4.000 
4921 VAUGWE WS FULTON 3 -9-83 8506 4.000 
4922 7IFEEEIIGE ESI SD HALL 6-13-85 8505 4.000 
4923 FIVEENCOF SE 710EAS 6-18-85 8506 4.002 
4:24 NCLITOILE WA 1FOUP 5-24-.85 8506 1.000 
495 	ACES SE ERCCKS 6-13-85 8506 1.000 
TYPE 0,151 CCITUSTIE ; 24EPEAT ODFICISTIE ; 14tEEEAT SINGLE ; 3=PEPEAT QUARTERLY ; 4-4311 SCFUDEN 
: COLLECT DATE TYPE. 0,2,5 = OITOSTIE DATE 
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Table 19 
Exposure Rates at Nuclear Facilities measured with TLD's 
LEAF PLAwl RATcF 
7LDk 
1.0 
(+- ) 
... 	850403 	- 	850626 	: 	84 
	
YR 	micER/FIR 	YR/yR 
10.4 	5.2 	45.2 
1.3 	0.6 	 5.4 
DAYS 
2.0 10.4 5.2 45.3 
(+-) 1.2 0.6 5.1 
3.0 11.4 5.7 49.7 
(+-) 1.3 0.7 5.8 
4.0 7.8 3.9 33.9 
(+-) 1.0 0.5 4.5 
5.0 10.0 4.9 43.3 
(+-) 1.2 0.6 5.1 
6.0 9.2 4.6 39.9 
(+-) 1.3 0.6 5.5 
7.0 9.3 4.6 40.4 
k+-) 1.1 0.5 4.8 
8.0 9.1 4.5 39.7 
(+-) 1.1 0.5 4.6 
9.0 7.6 3.8 32.9 
(+-) 0.1 0.0 0.4 
10.0 9.2 4.6 40.2 
(+-) 1.2 0.6 5.1 
12.0 9.4 4.7 40.8 
(+-) 1.2 0.6 5.1 
13.0 12.8 6.3 55.6 
(+-) 1.6 0.8 6.9 ... 	<> N0R}AL LIST. 
14.0 9.3 4.6 40.3 
(+-) 1.2 0.6 5.0 
15.0 9.4 4.7 41.0 
(+-) 1.1 0.6 4.8 
16.0 8.6 4.3 37.5 
(+-) 1.1 0.5 4.7 
17.0 9.3 4.6 40.4 
(+-) 1.1 0.6 4.9 
18.0 10.0 4.9 43.2 
(+-) 1.2 0.6 5.1 
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20.0 9.3 4.6 40.3 
(+-) 1.2 0.6 5.4 
22.0 10.1 5.0 43.9 
(+-) 1.1 0.6 5.0 
23.o 8.3 4.1 36.o 
(+-) 1.0 0.5 4.2 
24.0 9.5 4.7 41.4 
(+-) 1.2 0.6 5.3 
25.0 7.9 3.9 34.2 
(+-) 1.0 0.5 4.2 
26.0 7.5 3.7 32.4 
(+-) 1.1 0.5 4.7 
27.0 9.3 4.6 40.5 
(+-) 1.1 0.6 4.9 
28.0 10.0 4.9 43.3 
(+-) 1.2 0.6 5.3 
29.0 7.0 3.5 30.6 
(+-) 0.9 0.5 4.1 
30.0 6.0 4.0 34.8 
(+-) 1.1 0.5 4.8 
31.0 8.1 4.0 35.1 
(+-) 1.1 0.5 4.7 
32.0 8.9 4.4 38.8 
(+-) 1.1 0.6 4.8 
33.o 10.0 4.9 43.3 
(+-) 1.4 o.7 6.2 
34.0 8.3 4.1 36.2 
(+-) 1.0 0.5 4.4 
35.0 9.9 4.9 43.0 
(+-) 1.1 0.6 4.9 
36.0 8.2 4.1 35.8 
(+-) 1.1 0.5 4.6 
37.0 8.5 4.2 36.8 
(+-) 1.0 0.5 4.5 
38.0 6.9 3.4 29.8 
(+- ) 1.0 0.5 4.3 
39.o 7.4 3.7 32.4 
(+-) 0.9 0.4 3.9 
40.0 7.3 3.6 31.8 
(+-) 0.9 0.4 3.8 
41.0 7.8 3.9 34.1 
(+-) 1.0 0.5 4.2 
42.0 9.1 4.5 39.7 
(+-) 1.2 0.6 5.0 
NEI. 
43.0 9.3 4.6 40.4 
(+-) 1.2 0.6 5.3 
44.0 8.4 4.2 36.6 
(+-) 1.0 0.5 4.5 
45.0 10.8 5.3 46.8 
(+ - ) 1.3 0.6 5.5 
46.0 11.7 5.8 50.6 
(+-) 1.5 0.7 6.4 
47.0 10.9 5.4 47.3 
(+-) 1.8 0.9 7.9 
48.0 10.3 5.1 44.7 
(+-) 1.2 0.6 5.4 
49.0 10.8 5.3 46.8 
(+-) 1.2 0.6 5.3 
AVG.: 9.2 4.5 39.9 
(+- ) 2.6 1.3 11.1 
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ATE EACKGRCUND FCF NUCLEAR PLAhT IiATCE ... 850403 - 850626 : 84 LAYS 
TLDi 	 YE 	MICER/ER 	rR/YR 
4.0 	16.1 	8.0 	70.0 
(+-) 	2.1 	1.0 	9.2 
18.8 
2.8 
12.2 
1.6 
9.8 
1.1 
9.3 
1.4 
6.0 
0.8 
4.9 
0.6 
81.8 
12.2 
52.9 
6.8 
42.6 
4.9 
NET. AVG.: 	14.2 
	
7.1 
	
61.8 
(+-) 	8.0 
	
4.0 
	
34.9 
43 
rANNAE RIVER PLANT/VOCTLE NUCLEAR PLANT ... 
)404 	- 	850627 	: 
TLE 
1.0 
84 	LAYE 
MR 
10.4 
?I'M/ER 
5.2 
mR/YR 
45.3 
(4-) 1.2 0.6 5.4 
2.0 14.0 6.9 60.8 
(4-) 1.6 0.8 7.1 
3.0 15.1 7.5 65.6 
(4-) 1.8 0.9 7.8 
4.0 16.2 8.0 70:2 
(+-) 1.8 0.9 8.0 
5.0 16.0 7.9 69.6 
(+-) 1.8 0.9 7.7 
6.0 14.7 7.3 64.0 
(+-) 2.5 1.2 10.8 
7.0 13.9 6.9 60.3 
(+-) 1.5 0.8 6.6 
8.0 11.8 5.9 51.3 
(+-) 1.8 0.9 8.0 
9.0 12.4 6.1 53.8 
(+-) 1.5 0.8 6.7 
10.0 13.3 6.6 57.8 
(+-) 1.8 0.9 7.9 
11.0 13.4 6.6 58.2 
(+-) 1.6 0.8 7.1 
12.0 15.4 7.7 67.1 
(+-) 1.8 0.9 7.7 
13.0 10.8 5.3 46.6 
(+-) 1.4 0.7 6.2 
14.0 12.0 6.0 52.3 
(+-) 1.5 0.7 6.5 
15.0 13.3 6.6 57.7 
(+-) 1.7 0.9 7.5 
16.0 10.1 5.0 43.7 
(+-) 1.2 0.6 5.2 
17.0 12.0 6.0 52.2 
(+-) 1.5 0.7 6.6 
18.0 11.8 5.8 51.2 
(+-) 1.6 0.8 7.1 
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20.0 
(+-) 
21.0 
(+-) 
22.o 
(+-) 
23.0 
(+-) 
24.0 
(+-) 
25.o 
(+-) 
27.0 
(+-) 
28.0 
(+-) 
29.0 
(+-) 
31.0 
(+-) 
32.o 
(+-) 
33.o 
(+-) 
34.0 
(+-) 
35.0 
(+-) 
36.0 
(+-) 
37.0 
(+-) 
38.0 
(+-) 
39.0 
(+-) 
40.0 
(+-) 
41.0 
(+-) 
42.0 
(+-) 
11.0 
1.4 
10.0 
1.3 
10.2 
1.2 
18.0 
3.2 
10.5 
1.4 
14.7 
2.5 
12.2 
1.5 
12.0 
1.4 
13.2 
1.6 
13.7 
2.2 
11.7 
1.9 
13.2 
1.6 
8.3 
1.1 
11.3 
1.4 
13.2 
1.6 
10.6 
1.4 
11.7 
1.3 
9.7 
1.9 
11.2 
1.4 
10.4 
1.2 
11.5 
2.3 
5.4 
0.7 
5.0 
0.6 
5.0 
0.6 
8.9 
1.6 
5.2 
0.7 
7.3 
1.3 
6.1 
0.8 
6.0 
0.7 
6.6 
0.8 
6.8 
1.1 
5.8 
0.9 
6.5 
0.8 
4.1 
0.6 
5.6 
0.7 
6.6 
0.8 
5.2 
0.7 
5.8 
0.7 
4.8 
1.0 
5.6 
0.7 
5.2 
0.6 
5.7 
1.2 
47.6 
6.2 
43.6 
5.7 
44.2 
5.3 
78.4 
13.8 	... 
45.5 
6.1 
64.0 
11.0 
53.1 
6.6 
52.3 
6.1 
57.4 
7.1 
59.7 
9.5 
50.6 
8.1 
57.1 
6.6 
35.9 
5.o 
49.1 
5.S 
57.4 
7.0 
45.5 
5.9 
50.8 
5.6 
42.2 
6.5 
48.8 
6.0 
45.3 
5.3 
50.2 
10.2 
<> 959 NoRKAL rIST. 
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43.0 	S.7 	4.8 	42.2 
(+-) 	1.3 	0.6 	5.4 
44.0 	13.5 	6.7 	56.7 
(+-) 	2.2 	1.1 	9.8 
45.0 	10.0 	5.0 	43.4 
(4-) 	1.2 	0.6 	5.3 
46.0 	12.6 	6.4 	55.7 
( 4 -) 	1.6 	0.8 	6.9 
NET. AVG.: 	12.3 
	
6.1 
	
53.6 
(+-) 	4.1 
	
2.0 
	
17.6 
46 
ANAH RIVER PLANT ... 841115 - 850627 	: 224 LAYS 
TLDt 
	
ER 	MICRE/ER 	MR/YR 
11.0 
	
30.1 	5.6 	49.0 
(+ -) 
	
3.4 	0.6 	5.5 
TE EACKGRCUNL FCE SRP/VCGTLE ... 850404 - 650627 :84 LAYS 
MR 	MICRR/HR 	MR/YR 
	
20.8 	10.3 	90.6 
2.4 	1.2 	10.6 
9.8 	4.9 	42.6 
1.4 	0.7 	6.0 
14.3 	7.1 	62.2 
1.7 	0.8 	7.4 
NET. AVG.: 	15.0 
	
7.4 
	
65.1 
(+-) 	11.1 
	
5.5 
	
48.2 
RGIA INSTITUTE 
318 	- 	 850620 
TLI4 
1.0 
CF TECHNOLOGY RESEARCH 
: 	94 	DAYS 
MR 	MICRR/HR 
34.2 	15.2 
REACTOR 	... 
MR/YR 
133.0 
(+-) 3.5 1.6 1 3.7 
2.0 32.9 14.6 127.8 
(+- 3.5 1.5 13.5 
3.0 34.6 15.3 134.4 
(+-) 4.4 1.9 16.9 
4 .0 33.8 15.0 131.4 
(+- ) 3.7 1.7 14.5 
5 .0 24.8 11.0 96.1 
(+- ) 3.5 1 .6 13.6 
6.0 26.3 11.7 102.2 
(+-) 2.7 1.2 10.5 
7.0 23.3 10.3 90.4 
(+- 2.5 1.1 9.8 
8.0 26.7 11.8 103 .6 
(+-) 3.8 1.7 14.8 
9.0 114.5 50.8 444.7 
(+- ) 11.5 5.1 44.8 	... <> 95, NCRMAL 
10.0 21.9 9.7 85.0 
(+- ) 2.4 1.1 9.3 
11.0 25.7 1 1.4 99.9 
(4- ) 2.6 1.1 10.0 
12.0 25.7 11.4 99.9 
(+-) 3.2 1.4 12.3 
13.0 25.6 11.4 99.5 
(+-) 2.6 1.2 10.1 
14.0 24.9 11.1 96.9 
(+-) 2.7 1.2 10.5 
NET. AVG.: 33.9 15.0 131.8 
PIET. 
(+-) 	47.2 
	
20.9 	183.2 
49 
)RGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY RESEARCH REACTOR ... 
)319 - 850620 : 458 DAYS 
TLDt 	MR 	MICRR/HR 	ER/YR 
13.0 
(+-) 
116.2 
11.8 
92.6 
001AR NUCLEAR PLANT ... 850227 - 850605 : 98 DAYS 
TLDb 	MR 	EICRR/HR 	MR/YR 
	
1.0 	16.7 	7.1 	62.4 
(+-) 	1.9 	0.8 	7.0 
2.0 	16.7 	7.1 	62.1 
(+-) 	2.0 	0.8 	7.3 
3.0 	16.7 
(+-) 	2.0 
4.0 	20.9 
(+-) 	2.2 
5.0 	17.2 
(+-) 	2.4 
6.0 	14.4 
(+-) 	1.7 
7.0 	19.1 
(+-) 	2.0 
9.0 	23.6 
(+-) 	2.5 
10.0 	22.6 
(4--) 	2.5 
11.0 	23.1 
(4-) 	2.5  
7.1 
0.8 
8.9 
0.9 
7.3 
1.0 
6.1 
0.7 
8.1 
0.9 
10.0 
1.0 
62.4 
7.3 
77.7 
6.1 
64.2 
9.1 
53.8 
6.2 
71.2 
7.5 
87.9 
9.2 
84.0 
9.3 
86.2 
9.3 
NET. AVG.: 	19.1 
	
8.1 
	
71.2 
(+-) 	6.5 
	
2.7 
	
24.1 
'STE BACKGROUND FOR SEQUOYAB ... 850227 - 850605 : 98 LAYS 
TLDk 	MR 	MICRR/hR 	MR/YR 
13.0 	13.0 	5.5 	48.3 
(+- ) 	2.2 	0.9 	8.0 
30.1 
3.1 
12.8 
1.3 
112.0 
11.5 
96.4 
10.2 
25.9 
2.7 
17.5 
2.0 
7.4 
0.9 
65.0 
7.5 
NEI. AVG.: 	21.6 
	
9.2 
	
80.4 
(+-) 	15.6 
	
6.6 
	
58.0 
